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ABSTRACT
This project focuses on developing an energy storage capability within Minnesota that will enable a
larger build‐out of variable renewable generation sources. Currently, a significant challenge associated
with the predominant renewable resource in our region (wind) is the variable and off‐peak nature of the
energy generated. This feature of some renewable generation systems can, unfortunately, cause: (1) the
need to build new fossil fuel generating facilities; (2) operation of existing fossil fuel generating facilities
at inefficient levels; (3) transmission grid instability and unreliability; and (4) higher electricity rates.
Energy storage is key to overcoming these problems. Currently, the only viable means of storing energy
on a large scale are through pumped hydro energy storage (PHES), compressed air storage systems or
liquid sodium sulfide battery systems. Fortunately, Minnesota has a unique and largely untapped
resource for PHES in the form of idled taconite mines on the Mesabi Iron Range. The goal of this
research project was to determine the potential viability, environmental sustainability and societal
benefits of PHES as a vital, enabling technology for wind turbine‐based power generation. The intent of
this research is to provide a clear roadmap for PHES development in Minnesota. The project is
multifaceted and draws resources across the University System and from key industrial partners: Great
River Energy and Minnesota Power. The results from the project provide vital information to decision
makers on the potential of PHES and give guidance on how the technology can be implemented using
the unique assets of the Minnesota Iron Ranges so that renewable mandates and green house gas
reduction can be effectively accomplished. The results show that the topography and water resources
exist at various sites that could allow a 100 to 200 MW facility to be constructed if the overall economic,
mineral rights, and environmental issues associated with a given site can be properly managed. The
report delves into the possibilities and outlines selection criteria that can be used for site selection.
Other information is developed to compare the potential economic impact of implementation of the
project within the constraints of the factors that can be monetized using the current policy
environment. Finally, potential life cycle, regulatory, environmental, and permitting issues that are
associated with implementation of the concept are discussed.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This study was commissioned to provide a first cut analysis of the potential for implementing Pump
Hydro Energy Storage (PHES) using various water resources that exist on the Mesabi Iron Range (MIR) in
Northeastern, MN. Energy storage is viewed as a critical enabler for continued adoption of intermittent
power resources from wind and solar energy sources. An analysis team was established to study the
possibilities of using this technology and for determining potential sites that could be studied in more
detail to confirm the engineering feasibility for selected sites. This study does not provide the necessary
detail to fully evaluate the full capital and operating costs for implementation of the technology on the
MIR. It provides a context for the parameters that must be part of an engineering feasibility study and
provides necessary policy and environmental guidance for key issues and parameter that must be
resolved in any future implementation scenario. The report should provide a good background to next
stage detailed evaluations, and, in addition, the information developed by the team should be useful in
evaluating the conditions for various sites that have been studied from a geotechnical perspective
during the course of this investigation.
This report provides specific information on the necessary requirements for siting a Pumped Hydro
Energy Storage facility on the Mesabi Iron Range in northeastern Minnesota:
•
•
•
•

physical (site locations, amount of hydraulic head, reservoir size; geological, geotechnical);
mechanical (turbine size and other engineering requirements);
environmental (groundwater flow, draw‐down zone, stakeholder views, laws and regulations,
and water quality); and
policy (stakeholder views, current state and federal regulations, e.g., FERC, and electrical grid
economics and policies).

All of the above data were evaluated by the by four qualified teams (Geotechnical, Facilities, Policy, and
Environmental) from the:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Natural Resources Research Institute, University of Minnesota Duluth;
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Minnesota Duluth;
St. Anthony Fall Laboratory, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis;
Great River Energy; Maple Grove, MN;
Minnesota Power, Duluth, MN; and
In consultation with Barr Engineering.

In Chapter 2, the teams evaluated 18 of 45 sites within 17 geographical areas along the 110 mile length
of the Mesabi Iron Range (MIR). Various site evaluation criteria were developed from relating 48
geographical information system (GIS) coverages that included physical constraints input from the
Facilities Team that defined:
•
•
•
•

the amount of hydraulic head required (≥350ft.);
the minimum area of the lower reservoir (40 acres);
the area of the upper reservoir at 80 acres; and
water fluctuation in either reservoir could be no more than 15% (7.5% down or 7.5% up).
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Using the above criteria to limit site selection, 12 additional “fatal flaw” criteria were used to rank the
sites:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Were the sites adjacent to current mining/blasting?;
Were faults/fractures present?;
Might water quality/hydrology be affected?;
Are there land acquisition problems, i.e., surface vs. mineral rights?;
Are there environmental concerns;
Is there local construction material available;
Are there site costs (infrastructure, etc.) that could be a problem?;
Are there possible regulatory issues?;
Are there safety issues related to a given site?;
Is there the potential for underground mining;
Are there existing upper and lower basins already available?; and
Are there existing underground mines?

Additionally, there are many other factors that can impact a “go” “no go” decision. For example, there
are mineral rights to be considered, how long mining/blasting will go on in a specific area, other
engineering concerns (water leakage/control, insulation of the entire PHES facility from future mining
and blasting activities, and other environmental concerns (wetland destruction and replacements,
multiple drainage systems, etc.), which also affect regulatory and policy issues, and Native American
Treaty concerns.
The site evaluations also included the seven Barr Engineering PHES sites, i.e., Hill Annex, Keewatin, Hull
Rust, Buhl, Missabe Mountain, Giants Ridge, and Hoyt Lakes‐Babbitt (Barr Engineering, 2010).
Ten PHES scenarios were considered when evaluating the various sites:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir;
Existing Tailings Pond Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir;
Constructed Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir;
Constructed Upper Reservoir in Stockpile to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir;
Constructed Upper Reservoir to Existing Tailings Pond Lower Reservoir;
Constructed Upper Reservoir to Constructed Lower Reservoir;
Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to Excavated/Mined Underground Lower Reservoir;
Existing Tailings Pond Upper Reservoir to Excavated/Mined Underground Lower Reservoir;
Constructed Upper Reservoir in Tailings Basin to Excavated/Mined Underground Lower
Reservoir; and
10. Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to Existing Underground Mine Lower Reservoir.
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Based upon all of the above criteria, the teams determined that the following nine sites were the most
favorable and least expensive at this point in time for a follow‐up study PHES facility:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Morton‐South Agnew;
Hibbing Taconite (Hibtac);
Chisholm‐Buhl (Hartley‐Burt);
Keetac‐North;
Alpena‐Minorca
Virginia Horn – South (Laurentian Mine);
Virginia Horn – North;
Minntac (West pit); and
Arcturus.

Severson (2010) investigated prospective sites on the Mesabi Iron Range where an underground
reservoir could be constructed and the iron ore extracted during the construction process. The mined
iron ore removed then could be made available for the mining industry for conversion into saleable iron
ore materials. He selected these sites based on areas that had enough drill holes/drill logs available to
make a determination how the mined out cavern might be converted into an underground PHES
reservoir. Of the 10 sites studied, only four areas had potential, i.e., east end of Dunka Pit, Cliffs
Northshore, Cliffs‐Erie, and near Taconite. While these areas had sufficient water‐holding capacity, more
drilling would be needed to outline the iron ore reserves.
Additional work was done attempting to digitally identify topographic highs and lows as a method of
screening the entire Mesabi Iron Range of suitable sites that would meet the 350 ft. hydrologic head
requirement. More work is required to streamline this analytical technique. A preliminary geotechnical
study was conducted on a drill core that intersected the Virginia Formation that overlies the Biwabik
Iron Formation that is the source of the iron ore. Three geotechnical characteristics were determined on
this drill core, e.g., RQD (Rock Quality Data), rock density, and unconfined compressive strength (UCS).
These data indicate that of the four submembers of the Biwabik Iron Formation the Lower Slaty and
Lower Cherty are the most stable.
In Chapter 3, the Facilities team reviewed literature pertaining to the selection of PHES equipment and
operating and site characteristics as a basis for determining hydraulic head, upper and lower reservoir
size, i.e., 40 acres lower and 80 acres upper, and fluctuation of reservoir water, e.g., 15%, and size of an
appropriate electrical generating plant, i.e., 100 MW for the Mesabi Iron Range.
The potential energy for a hydroelectric site is initially assumed to be 100% efficient, but there are losses
in: pumping, the penstocks, pump and turbine, and motor and generator that makes the pumping‐
generating cycle of a PHES facility about 80% efficient. Using a storage duration of 6‐10 hours, the power
output can be determined. Using the generation duration, the final power output allows the final site
layout and profile to be determined. Using these data, the final head range limitations of the machinery
are used to determine a total head range of 15% of the average head, which provided a maximum to
minimum head ratio of 1.16, which is similar to other PHES facilities. Using these and other data, (pump‐
turbine sizing data), information can be used to determine if a site can support a PHES facility (Sections
3.2‐3.3). This information is applied, as an example, to the Alpena‐Minorca site (#5), NE of the city of
Virginia, MN. The Alpena‐Minorca site has an estimated cost of $120 million that includes: an upper
embankment, vertical intake, surface powerhouse (160 MW, Average) 140 ft. vertical shaft, 410 ft. of
penstocks, and hydro machinery (160 MW).
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In Chapter 4, the Policy Team investigates what the potential implementation of PHES on the Mesabi
Iron Range will have on various policy implications and will impact a variety of stakeholders. The Policy
Team focuses on developing a key understanding of the issues associated with potential implementation
of a PHES facility and on the economic and other beneficial impacts that adoption of the technology
would have on the region. Because wind is slated to generate 25% of Minnesota’s electricity by the year
2025 (Next Generation Energy Act of 2007), the big issue with wind is that large‐scale deployment poses
challenges on how to integrate large quantities of a variable power source in a cost effective manner
that will ensure the reliability of the electric power system. Utility‐scale energy storage technologies,
i.e., PHES, can assist in storing variable wind energy. However, the effectiveness of a PHES facility at
meeting technical, cost, and policy objectives depends on many variables, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the extent of wind generation on the system;
site specific construction costs;
the daily pattern of electricity prices;
the availability of transmission;
electricity market rules;
facility ownership structure; and
the price of natural gas.

Also, regional and local considerations will affect a new PHES facility, especially:
•
•

Regional electricity market rules of the Midwest Independent Systems Operator (MISO); and
Rate decisions by the MN Public Utilities Commission (MPUC).

These organizations will drive the revenue potential and operating decisions, while compatibility with
existing and future mining activities would strongly influence capital costs and stakeholder perceptions.
PHES could support increased deployment of variable renewable power in several ways:
1. it could be used to bridge the mismatch between the typical daily patterns of wind supply and
energy demand by capturing wind energy produced during off‐peak periods and making it
available during peak periods, reducing the need for wind curtailment;
2. PHES is ideally suited to provide regulation service – balancing short‐term fluctuations in supply
or demand when wind generation deviates from forecast levels; and
3. storage could be considered as a solution to specific congestion bottlenecks that may occur
during some peak wind production periods.
The effect of PHES on net greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is complex to project. The availability of
storage could cause GHG emissions to decrease or to increase, depending on:
•
•
•
•
•

the existing generation mix;
the extent of wind penetration;
the capabilities of the transmission system;
the operating strategy of the PHES plant (driven largely by energy market rules); and
the type of generation that PHES displaces while providing peak power.

The “fuel” consumed by pumped storage is electricity in the system, so the environmental attributes of
power generated by PHES are roughly equal to the system‐wide averages increased by the efficiency
factor (the inefficiency) of the pumped storage facility. With increasing levels of renewable generation,
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the emissions attributable to a PHES facility could decrease as the average emissions of system‐wide
power decreases. In high‐wind penetration scenarios, the pumped storage power would be “cleaner”
because most of the power used for pumping is wind power that would otherwise be wasted through
curtailment.
The impact of PHES on system costs is also complex to evaluate because it would be a function of the
level of wind deployment, curtailment patterns, and whether or not there is a climate policy that places
a price on greenhouse gas emissions. Within the system as a whole, the impact of energy storage
technologies like PHES will depend on the value of the energy services they provide compared to
alternatives, and there is currently no way to make a fair comparison, because existing markets and
rules do not monetize many of the benefits that storage adds to the system such as increased power
quality and operational flexibility. As a result, economic projections for PHES are skewed in that they
understate the value of storage to the overall power system.
Key findings are:
1. Stakeholder perceptions of PHES:
•
•

•

Local stakeholders have significant concerns over potential incompatibilities between PHES
and mining. They strongly cautioned that obtaining the surface and mineral rights to
construct a PHES project would likely be very difficult and costly;
The concept of PHES is hard for non‐experts to understand. Community engagement
information should emphasize the fact that PHES stores energy and does not create energy,
and furthermore, it should introduce the idea that the environmental attributes of the
energy stored by PHES mirror those of the grid‐supplied electricity used for pumping; and
Anyone undertaking community engagement for PHES on the Mesabi Iron Range should be
prepared to answer the following questions:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

How would a PHES project affect future mining prospects?
Why is PHES needed? What problem does it solve?
Who benefits from PHES? Who will own the project and who will use the power?
How will PHES affect the price and supply of electricity on the Mesabi Iron Range?
Will wind turbines on the Mesabi Iron Range provide the pumping power for PHES?
Where would the water for PHES come from, and would PHES affect water quality?
Would PHES cause mine pit instability or erosion?
Would fluctuating PHES water levels affect public water supplies? and
Would PHES and mine dewatering interact negatively?

2. Compatibility of PHES with mining:
•
•
•
•

Compatibility with present and future mining is a key objective in siting and designing a
PHES project on the Mesabi Iron Range;
Building a PHES project that can coexist with mining will require additional expense for land
and engineering beyond what’s needed for power production;
Geo‐engineering to insulate a PHES project from mining activities would be site specific,
focusing on minimizing blast vibration damage and isolating the reservoirs from water level
fluctuations caused by mine dewatering; and
To meet the objective of compatibility with present and future mining, preference should be
given to PHES sites with the following characteristics:
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o
o
o
o
o
o

Feasible engineering solutions exist to insulate the PHES project from blasting and
dewatering at nearby mines;
Engineering options minimize cost and uncertainty;
Required buffer area is minimized;
Project footprint and buffer area overlie a minimum of mineral deposits that could
potentially be mined within the next 50 to 100 years;
Project boundaries are as distant as possible from active mines or mineral deposits that
could potentially be mined within the next 50 to 100 years; and
Property owners within project footprint and buffer are willing to sell or lease surface
and mineral rights to PHES operator. Alternately, minerals are extracted for recovery
during site excavation and sold to recover their mineral values for the impacted owners.

3. Parameter identification for future PHES Life Cycle Analysis:
•
•
•
•
•

Engineering options minimize cost and uncertainty;
Required buffer area is minimized;
Project footprint and buffer area overlie a minimum of mineral deposits that could
potentially be mined within the next 50 to 100 years;
Project boundaries are as distant as possible from active mines or mineral deposits that
could potentially be mined within the next 50 to 100 years; and
Property owners within project footprint and buffer are willing to sell or lease surface and
mineral rights to PHES operator.

4. Policy environment for PHES on the MIR:
•

•

•

•
•

The policy environment for pumped hydro energy storage (PHES) is interactive: PHES could
play a role in achieving certain policy goals (such as increasing the percentage of renewable
power in Minnesota and decreasing greenhouse gas emissions), and policy would play a role
in whether PHES projects are built, how they are operated, and how profitable they are.
Regulations would strongly influence whether PHES is chosen as the least cost alternative
for a utility to meet its reliability, quality and environmental objectives. They would also
influence site selection, design, and operation of a PHES project;
Generally, a PHES project would be subject to four general types of regulation: 1) rules
governing electric utilities established by the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (MPUC)
and the Midwest Independent Systems Operator (MISO); 2) dam safety rules established by
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC); 3) environmental rules set by state and
federal agencies; and 4) worker health and safety rules administered by the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA);
The MPUC would determine whether a PHES facility would be approved as a new energy
facility, taking into account how the project would affect the reliability, adequacy, and
efficiency of the electricity supply, whether a more reasonable and prudent alternative is
available, and what effects the project would have on natural and socioeconomic
environments;
MISO electricity market and transmission rules would influence the operating strategy and
profitability of a PHES facility;
PHES has the potential to support Minnesota’s renewable energy standard by giving utilities
and system operator’s resources and flexibility to handle technical challenges associated
with increasing generation from variable renewable resources (primarily wind). PHES
located on the MIR may be well positioned to support wind power imported from North
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•

•
•

Dakota over Minnesota Power’s DC transmission line feeding the Arrowhead Substation
near Duluth. Additional transmission studies are needed to determine the extent to which
PHES on the MIR would support increasing wind power from southwestern Minnesota;
The impact of energy storage on greenhouse gas emissions is complex to project. The
availability of storage could cause GHG emissions to decrease or to increase, depending on
the existing generation mix, the extent of wind penetration, the capabilities of the
transmission system, the operating strategy of the PHES plant (driven largely by MISO rules),
and the type of generation that PHES displaces while providing peak power. In scenarios
where large‐scale wind deployment results in excess off‐peak wind and high levels of wind
curtailment, PHES could help reduce overall system GHG emissions. In a scenario with a low
level of wind penetration (and curtailment), the availability of a pumped storage plant could
allow coal plants to operate constantly at their rated capacity during the off‐peak period,
producing more output, and increasing GHG emissions;
Availability of energy storage increases the electric power system reliability by giving
operators flexibility, by acting as a fast‐ramping balancing resource, and by providing
voltage support; and
The impact of energy storage on total system costs depends primarily on the extent of wind
penetration and whether there is a price on greenhouse gas emissions. In low wind
penetration scenarios, the availability of energy storage could increase system costs
because it consumes more power than it generates, and the capital cost of energy storage is
higher than alternatives such as natural gas plants. In high wind penetration scenarios the
availability of energy storage could decrease total system costs by reducing costs due to
wind curtailment and helping system operators avoid the need to back down coal plants
during periods of excess wind. Also, in a high wind scenario with a price on greenhouse gas
emissions, the total costs for a system that includes energy storage will be lower than for a
system without energy storage, because overall GHG emissions are reduced.

5. Economics of PHES:
•
•

•

•

•

The profitability of a PHES facility is strongly linked to the volatility of electricity prices,
which change over time (seasonally and through the decades), and with location on the
electric grid;
Modeled estimates of the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) for a hypothetical PHES on the
MIR with varying electricity prices and pumping times range from $237 to $378 per MWh.
This compares with an estimated LCOE of $176/MWH for a natural gas plant. These LCOE
projections for PHES are limited in that future prices and site‐specific factors could produce
very different results;
The rules of the regulation services market have a large impact on the profitability of a PHES
facility. Regulation services provide 20% of the modeled PHES profits under MISO market
rules. Alternative rules, such as those used in NE ISO which reward response speed of
regulation services, could increase PHES profits by an estimated 75%;
For a PHES facility on the MIR, the cost of acquiring the necessary mineral rights represents
one of the largest sources of uncertainty regarding total capital cost. If the cost of acquiring
mineral rights increases by four times the cost assumed in current model (roughly a scenario
in which mineral rights need to be acquired under both reservoirs at 2011 prices), LCOE
could increase by 59 percent, and total revenue requirements could increase by as much as
36 percent; and
There are several factors and future developments that could make storage technologies,
like PHES, more economically attractive within the overall system:
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o

o
o
o

Technological advances could improve the efficiency and flexibility of turbines. For
example, advances in variable speed technology and control systems allow for power
control when the PHES facility is in pumping;
Increasing prices for coal and natural gas also improve the economic merits of storage
compared to alternatives;
MISO ancillary service market rules could be modified to reward the response speed
fast‐ramping PHES; and
Markets could adopt rules that reward PHES’s contributions to improving power quality
and system reliability.

In Chapter 5, the Environmental Team prepared a draft environmental impact report (EIR) to provide the
public, governmental and/or responsible agencies, and other interested parties with information about
the environmental effects of PHES implementation in Northeastern Minnesota using existing mine pits
and other reservoirs.
The EIR scopes on possible effects caused by the proposed project in terms of geology and soil, water
quality, surface water, groundwater, biological resources, and other common issues that are often
mentioned in most environmental impact reports for new project development, such as agricultural
resources, cultural resources, aesthetic resources, population and housing, air quality, and noise. These
possible impacts are briefly summarized in the first section. In the second section, three issues:
groundwater impact, release of mineral dissolution, and water balance, which were deemed as critical
and somewhat unique to the proposed project, are analyzed in detail by providing conceptual models
and analytical methods. The possible impacts caused by an effort of enhancing the efficiency of the
whole project by increasing the net head from upper reservoir to lower reservoir is also analyzed in
Section 5.2. The analytical methods of determining the radius of influence area and possible effects to
the surrounding surface water bodies by decreasing natural or steady state hydraulic head is
demonstrated. In Section 5.3, the environmental impacts caused by the proposed project are
synthesized and tabulated with impact assessments and possible mitigation measures for those issues
deemed as significant. For those issues for which further information is needed to evaluate at a specific
project site, the missing data and information are identified.
Significant environmental impacts caused by the proposed project include soil erosion and surface water
quality during the construction phases. The possible mitigation measures include implementation of
sound erosion control practices. Possible significant issues that require further investigation and
information for insightful evaluation after a specific site is determined include water balance, release of
mineral and sulfate solutions, groundwater quality and availability, surface water bodies, and cultural
and aesthetic resources.
As a part of the evaluation of environmental impacts, meetings were held with various stakeholder
groups including regulatory agencies, tribes, and other interested parties. These stakeholder interviews
provided an opportunity for the project team to receive feedback from parties having vast experience
with environmental issues in northeastern Minnesota. Their comments are summarized in Section 5.4
and are incorporated into the synthesis table of Section 5.3. A summary of the permitting requirements
for the implementation of a PHES facility on the Mesabi Iron range is included in Section 5.5.
This EIR serves as an informational document that informs public agency decision makers and the public
generally of the significant environmental effects of the proposed project, presents preliminary
conceptual models and tools to evaluate high‐priority environmental impacts, identifies possible ways to
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minimize the significant effects, and synthesizes required permitting information. While this scope of
this EIR does not allow for a detailed evaluation of the environmental impacts for the proposed project
at specific site, it provides a framework on which future evaluations of environmental impacts caused by
developing and operating a Pumped Storage Hydroelectric Energy Storage project at the Mesabi Iron
Range area can be based.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION/OVERVIEW

Overall Study Coordination
Dr. Donald Fosnacht, NRRI, Principal Investigator
Mr. Dwight Anderson, Minnesota Power
Mr. Vince Herda, Great River Energy

Synopsis
Chapter 1 provides the background information for the project. It compares various alternative energy
storage techniques that could be employed and the typical scale for their implementation. The context
for entering into this study is reviewed, and the key questions to be addressed are discussed. In
addition, the chapter reviews the process for conducting the project, which included a team‐based
structure utilizing researchers from various parts of the University in conjunction with resources from
Great River Energy and Minnesota Power and consulting services from Barr Engineering. The chapter
lays the ground work for the detailed discussions produced by the Geotechnical, Facilities, Policy and
Environmental teams that follow in Chapters 2 through 5. Finally, the background references for the
Chapter and a useful bibliography are given for use by those desiring more detailed information on any
of the subjects considered in the background review.
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CHAPTER 1.0:
Introduction/Overview of Project

Donald Fosnacht
Natural Resources Research Institute
University of Minnesota Duluth
5013 Miller Trunk Highway
Duluth MN 55811‐1442
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PROJECT FOCUS
The University of Minnesota, along with industry partners Great River Energy and Minnesota Power,
proposed a research project to explore the opportunity to use closed loop Pumped Hydro Energy
Storage (PHES) using water‐filled mine pits on the Minnesota Iron Range(s) (MIR). PHES has high
potential to be a solution to the challenges of integrating large amounts of variable renewable energy
sources, such as wind and solar power, into the grid, and PHES is currently one of the most viable large‐
scale energy storage options under study. With research and planning, PHES has the potential to
significantly enable and enhance the utilization of wind and solar power in the region. This unique
research project has the potential to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

bring Minnesota, and the world, a major technological breakthrough in managing the challenges
of variable renewable generation sources;
advance the study of PHES, which is one of the best large‐scale energy storage options currently
under study;
position Minnesota and the University of Minnesota as continued leaders in sustainable
renewable energy technologies;
further Minnesota utilities’ ability to meet Minnesota’s Renewable Energy Standards;
promote economic development in northern Minnesota by creating a use for abandoned iron
ore mine workings on the Mesabi Iron Range; and
develop an energy storage solution that avoids greenhouse gas emissions such as those that
result from hydrocarbon‐based peaking or conventional electrical generation plants.

While other energy storage technologies exist (discussed later) and are being examined within the
University and outside the University, a closed‐loop PHES has not been studied in the context of using
the water‐filled pits in the Mesabi Iron Range, which exist in former mine workings and are a currently‐
untapped resource. This research project directly relates to the mission of IREE and the State of
Minnesota mandates as it examines a critical tool that can facilitate expansion of renewable energy
(wind or solar power generation) in an environmentally sound manner.

What is PHES?
In general terms, PHES is a method of managing the generation of electricity from variable renewable
energy resources of generation (such as wind and solar power) by using a system of water reservoirs and
a turbine. Wind or solar power is used to pump water into reservoirs, which is then ready to power
electrical generation when needed. When electrical generation is needed, the water is released to flow
through the turbine and drive the generation of electricity. The basic concept for PHES is captured in
Figure 1.0‐1. Minnesota’s mining history has resulted in various mining pits that contain sufficient water
resources that potentially can be used to supply the necessary water to a constructed upper reservoir.
As envisioned for the MIR site, the facility would be a closed‐loop water circulation system.
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Upper Reservoir
(newly constructed)

Lower Reservoir
(existing mine pit)

Figure 1.0‐1. Conceptual view of PHES http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9a/
Pumpstor_racoon_mtn.jpg].

The results from this study will have broad applicability at other locations where former mining
operations have resulted in a water filled pit that has acceptable water quality and physical height
differences to create an acceptable “head” condition between the upper and lower closed loop
reservoirs. Therefore, the results of this study will have implications beyond Minnesota.
Minnesota Power and Great River Energy have significant plans to increase their use of low‐cost wind
generation to meet their customers’ needs. The electrical energy will be produced from sites most
favorable for capturing the energy of the wind both within the state and to the west, e.g. North Dakota.
Minnesota Power has secured significant transmission capacity to bring power into Minnesota from low‐
cost wind generation in North Dakota. Great River Energy also has significant wind generation resources
that will be brought to their customer base through the Midwest Independent Transmission System
(MISO) operator and the electrical grid for the Midwest region.

Figure 1.0‐2. Load versus Wind Power Generation for MN on 1/3/2010 (Source: MISO).

The key to efficient use of wind power
Wind power generation is not steady. It varies due to a variety of meteorological factors. An example of
diurnal variability drawn from data provided by MISO for Minnesota is shown in Figure 1.0‐2. As
illustrated, wind power is highest during the evening hours and lighter during the day. The load
conditions, in contrast, are higher during the day and lower during the evening hours. The variability
issues associated with widespread wind power adoption can lead to grid instability and increased
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ratepayer cost due to the need to have auxiliary facilities to meet load demands. The key to efficient use
of wind‐based power is to balance supply and demand through effective management of generation.
One concept that has been suggested for this purpose is the curtailment of power generated at coal‐
fueled power plants, but this will generally lead to less efficient power generation from these facilities or
through the installation of natural gas‐fueled peaking plants (NGPP) that would operate on‐ and off‐line
as the power generation fluctuates from wind generation. The use NGPP will lead to continued
greenhouse gas emissions for significant portions of the day since wind power generation is most
prevalent during the evening hours and actual demand is most prevalent during the day. The ability to
store electrical energy on a large scale will allow more efficient use of the power generated from wind,
mitigate transmission stability issues associated with power curtailment from base load plants and NGPP
facilities, and also facilitate attainment of greenhouse gas reductions that will facilitate attainment of
the statutory targets established for Minnesota (MN Statute 216H.02). The potential adoption of PHES
by the state will support wider adoption of wind as the key renewable resource for Minnesota at cost‐
effective levels for end‐use consumers of electricity in our state and region. The focus of this study is to
determine if PHES can be implemented on a large scale using unique assets that are associated with our
past mining activities and that are near the major direct current transmission capability, which already
exists and is owned by Minnesota Power.

KEY QUESTIONS:
•

What potential sites exist on the MIR?
o What makes a good pumped storage site?
o Are there potential sites for closed loop pumped storage in northeastern Minnesota with
sufficient scale to support a project from previous mining activities?
o Is there a way to integrate ongoing mining activities to create viable pumped storage sites in the
future?

•

What is the constructability potential for the sites?
o Can a closed loop pumped storage project co‐exist with present and/or future mining activities?
 What type and quantity of minerals would be impacted by building a facility at the site?
 How does the potential value of the minerals compare with the value of energy storage?
 What are the impacts of mining activities (blasting) on operation of a pumped storage unit?
o How can PHES be implemented in an environmentally benign way?
 Surface and ground water quantity and quality;
 Ground water;
 Land use and land conversion issues, especially in light of the Minnesota Statewide
Conservation and Preservation Plan recommendations (2006‐2008) and the Framework for
Sustainable Water Resources recommendations (2009‐2011); and
 Wetlands, fish, wildlife, ecological restoration potential.

•

Is PHES viable in northern Minnesota?
o Are any changes needed to state policy to remove roadblocks that would impede
implementation of the technology that balances the value of the environment, minerals and
renewable generation?
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CONDUCTION OF THE WORK
The University of Minnesota is uniquely qualified to address these questions, especially in partnership
with Minnesota Power, Great River Energy, and with consulting partners anticipated for the project
(Barr Engineering). The overall project management was undertaken by the University’s Natural
Resources Research Institute, which is intimately familiar with the geology, mining operations, locations,
and mineral valuations associated with potential PHES sites on Minnesota’s Iron Ranges. A cursory
facilities analysis was led by researchers from the St. Anthony Falls Laboratory and the Twin Cities Civil
Engineering Department, with the involvement of researchers from the Duluth campus Civil Engineering
department. Their expertise for the facilities analysis drew upon on their past studies for use of
hydraulically produced electrical power as a basis of comparison for potential facility location using the
closed‐loop PHES concept on the Iron Ranges. The environmental analysis was undertaken through the
combined resources of researchers from the Civil Engineering Department in Duluth, the Natural
Resources Research Institute, and the St. Anthony Falls Laboratory. This consortium of environmental
specialists evaluated the impact of PHES in terms of water quality impact, wildlife and habitat impact,
permitting issues, and alternative land use impacts. Geotechnical analysis was undertaken by
researchers from the Natural Resources Research Institute and the Civil Engineering Department in
Duluth to assess the viability of the site in terms of rock structural integrity, the potential for future
mining activities, and its suitability for potential reservoir development. A brief policy review of the
implications of using the PHES concept will be undertaken by the University’s Humphrey Institute of
Public Affairs.
The project should be a model for similar projects under consideration in other parts of the United
States and the world where similar characteristics to the Minnesota situation exist (history of mining
and availability of wind produced power). The results of this project will not lead to final conclusions, as
more detailed engineering and environmental studies will be necessary to study the best sites explored
during this project. The study gives a fundamental overview of the key factors and issues that must be
considered in order to move ahead in the future with this type of concept. The project concept varies
from other PHES typically employed, as this project will be based on a closed loop system. Most PHES
systems cited in the literature are open loop systems where water is diverted from an ocean, lake or
river into a holding basin and then returned to the lake or river on a free flow basis after generating
electricity. The project team visited such a facility during the course of this study located in Ludington,
Michigan. This open loop design can impact the downstream ecology and water quality of the body of
water that is tapped. Conversely, the closed loop system will allow tighter control of potential impacts
on downstream water resources since the water resource is used over and over in effectively isolated
man‐made reservoirs. The overall life cycle economic costs, environmental, and societal benefits were
examined in some detail during project implementation.

CONTEXT
The successful implementation of this concept in Minnesota enables larger deployment of Minnesota’s
lowest cost renewable resource, wind, as a key renewal energy component for Minnesota’s future
electrical power requirements. It is anticipated that if wind power can be successfully managed, the
portion of the renewable energy from wind can be expanded greatly beyond that cited in the literature,
which is limited to 12‐14% based on anticipated transmission management instability issues. PHES
would provide a solution to the variability issue and thus would allow greater expansion of this
renewable source of energy. As noted later, other energy storage technologies exist and are being
examined within the University and by researchers outside the University. However, the study of the
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potential use of closed‐loop PHES had not been evaluated in the context of using water‐filled mine pits
that exist on the MIR. The team assembled for this investigation had previously examined certain
elements of hydraulically‐based electric power generation, but the current topic is an expansion of
research investigation for all involved. The proposed research project comes in the context of the
following significant issues for Minnesota:
•
•
•

•

•

Minnesota renewable energy standard (MN Statute 216B.1691: 25% renewable by 2025 for
non‐nuclear power utilities and 30% by utilities with nuclear capability).
Minnesota’s climate change goal (MN Statute 216H.02: 30% reduction by 2025 and 80%
reduction in green house gases by 2050).
Wind electrical energy generation is variable, with more production at night than during the day
that is opposite of electric usage patterns where there is more demand during the day than at
night. This implies a need for electrical energy storage.
Management of grid stability is imperative if reliable electrical power is to be maintained by the
state. Ways to mitigate load imbalances while optimizing the electrical production systems in a
cost and capital‐effective manner must be developed in order to increase the use of variable
power generation sources such as wind and solar radiation.
Iron Range economy is fraught with economic cyclic behavior. The use of existing assets
(inactive mine pits) in a new manner can help balance the revenues to the region and state
from mining activities with that created from energy storage. The existence of significant water
resources in abandoned mine pits presents a unique opportunity for potential closed‐loop PHES
that must be assessed in a systematic manner.

This research project used the significant regional and multi‐disciplinary University and industry
expertise to provide informed analysis and feasibility of smart energy development in our state.

POTENTIAL IMPACTS FOR THE PROJECT
Positioning Minnesota to be a World Class Leader
Our review of the literature suggests that a closed‐loop PHES has not yet been demonstrated as an
interconnected energy storage facility with wind generation. The study focused on developing the
closed‐loop PHES concept within Minnesota using a variety of implementation scenarios. The detailed
investigative work conducted through this project has created a body of information that can be used to
assess opportunities elsewhere. In addition, more detailed and site‐specific work on the concept in
Minnesota may allow wind power to be managed in a progressive manner for the Midwest grid and
facilitate grid stability for MISO while increasing wind power for the region. The project capitalized on
our University’s strengths to better understand how this technology concept could better position
Minnesota for sustainable renewable energy technologies. An interdisciplinary team of researchers from
various parts of the University addressed the various issues noted above.

Transformative Nature of the Work and Competitive Technologies for Energy Storage
Concerns regarding global climate change and energy security are leading governments to require
greater use of renewable energy technologies such as wind and solar energy. Minnesota has enacted
the Next Generation Energy Act of 2007 (NGEA07) [https://www.revisor.leg.state.mn.us/data/
revisor/slaws/2007/0/136.pdf]. Key provisions are that: 1) Minnesota has a goal of cutting its
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greenhouse gas emissions by 30% by 2025; and 2) electric utilities are to provide at least 25% or 30% of
total retail energy sales from renewable energy generating sources by the year 2025. A very high
percentage of this renewable energy will come from wind turbine systems (Logan et al., 2009;
McDowell, 2006; Roberts, 2009; Dell and Rand, 2001), especially in mid latitudes, where energy
potential associated with wind energy exceeds that of solar energy (Asif and Muneer, 2007).
Unfortunately, transmission grid instabilities and the variable and off‐peak nature of the energy
generated with wind turbine systems (Lund and Munster, 2003; Sinden 2005; Lund and Paatero, 2006;
Tande, 2000; Black and Strbac, 2006; Ibrahim et al., 2008; Hadjipaschalis et al., 2009) currently
necessitates the incorporation of existing, inefficient fossil fuel generating facilities, or in some cases,
the construction of new fossil fuel generating facilities, for applications such as load leveling, peak
power generation, and, if necessary, black starts (Connolly, 2009; Gonzales et al., 2004; Kondoh et al.,
2000). If Minnesota is to achieve the goals outlined in the NGEA07, energy storage systems must be
utilized.

Figure 1.0‐3. Distribution of energy storage techniques as a function of their field applications (Ibrahim
et al., 2008; Kondoh et al., 2000).

Although numerous energy storage options exist or are in development (Figure 1.0‐3), only four systems
are currently viable for large scale (above 100 megawatt) grid energy storage applications (Lund and
Paatero, 2006; Ibrahim et al., 2008; Connolly, 2009; Gonzalez et al., 2004). These include: 1) pumped‐
hydro energy storage (PHES); 2) underground pumped‐hydro energy storage (UPHES); 3) compressed air
energy storage (CAES); and 4) sodium‐sulfur batteries (NaS liquid batteries). As shown in Figure 1.0‐3,
the technology that has the best combination of storage capacity and cost appears to be PHES because:
1) it is a mature technology that has been successfully utilized at hundreds of sites worldwide; 2) it has
the highest‐rated power and continuous power discharge time of any storage technology available
[Figure 1.0‐1; Roberts, 2009; Electricity Storage Association website [www.electricitystorage.org]); 3) the
technology continues to become less expensive as technological advances are made in pumps and unit
prices for pumps and turbines improve (Schoenung and Hassenzahl, 2003); 4) it does not require
construction of large subsurface caverns for utilization; 5) it can be operated safely and efficiently at
ambient temperatures (Connolly, 2009; Gonzalez et al., 2004); 6) it is the most cost‐effective technique
for storing large amounts of electrical energy on an operational basis (Hadjipaschalis et al., 2009); and 7)
the MIR has a large number of idled taconite mines that could be utilized for PHES reservoirs. Iron ore
mining has existed on the Iron Range for over 100 years. This history has created a number of potentially
viable sites that need to be investigated. Other mining districts in the USA have potential to be used in a
similar way.
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The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) conducted two life cycle cost analyses (Schoenung and
Hassenzahl, 2003; 2007) that suggest PHES has one of lowest levelized annual costs of any large scale
(10‐1000 megawatt), non‐greenhouse gas producing bulk energy storage technology. Figure 1.0‐4
summarizes data from these reports and shows PHES with annual cost of around $300/kW‐year.

Figure 1.0‐4. Comparison of Annual Costs of Energy Storage for Various Technologies (Schoenung and
Hassenzahl, 2003; 2007).

The primary goal of the research project was to identify the major economic, political, environmental
sustainability, and cursory engineering issues associated with PHES feasibility and to provide a road map
for PHES development in Minnesota. The information produced through this effort should provide a god
background for more detailed, site‐specific analysis to determine the best approach to use in
implementing this concept in Minnesota.

PARTNERSHIP WITH KEY COLLABORATORS
This project enjoyed the significant collaboration and support of various industrial partners and
engineering support personnel. Significant contributions to the work undertaken were obtained from
the active participation of Great River Energy (GRE) and Minnesota Power (MP). GRE and MP are
Minnesota electric utility companies providing service to nearly 790,000 customers – nearly 90% of the
surface area of Minnesota. Together, these companies own and operate 4,000 MW of generation and
over 13,000 miles of transmission lines. Generation sources include coal and biomass‐fired base‐load
units, natural gas fired peaking stations, and hydroelectric and wind turbine generation. The
participation of GRE and MP provided real‐life input from operating electrical utility companies on key
project viability issues. In addition, the study drew upon the expertise of Barr Engineering and this
organizations past studies of the concept for the Mesabi Iron Range. This work gave the team a good
background on some of the key issues that needed to be thoroughly investigated in the course of
conducting the work plan.
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STATEMENT OF WORK PLAN
The study was conducted with specific objectives identified for various work parcels involved in the
project. The goal of study was to: 1) identify all of the major critical elements necessary for an accurate
assessment of PHES; and 2) to establish the collaboration structure that gave a more holistic view at the
various factors that could lead to implementation of the concept in the future. Various objectives were
established for the project and are listed in Table 1.0‐1.
Table 1.0‐1. Project objectives and description.
Objectives
Objective 1: Critical Assessment of Iron Range PHES.
Objective 2: Identify PHES potential on Reclaimed Mine Land under various implementation scenarios.
Objective 3: Provide guidelines for evaluation criteria that may be used to assess PHES potential in
Minnesota as well as other regions of the country and the world.
Objective 4: Develop methodology and key criteria for site screening, and select representative sites
for more detailed
Objective 5: Develop a picture of the key environmental and policy issues that need to be addressed if
the concept is to be adopted at a given site

Objective 1: Conduct a Critical Assessment of Iron Range PHES. The first objective focused on
identifying the key considerations and value that PHES brings to the State’s renewable and carbon
reduction goals. To accomplish this, available studies and information will be used to assess the costs,
benefits and impacts of PHES to identify and prioritize efforts in the second phase of the study:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Identify the major impacts of a large scale variable renewable generation build‐out that is
needed to meet the State’s renewable and carbon reduction goals on grid operation and cost.
Identify how PHES would or could interface with historic, current, and future mining in NE
Minnesota.
Conduct a qualitative life cycle assessment of PHES, alternative energy storage technologies, and
alternative responses to a large scale build‐out of renewable generation. Identify impacts to be
addressed and mitigated in PHES site assessment and selection.
Identify generic costs and capabilities of a PHES facility.
Identify cursory characteristics of a PHES facility for the Iron Range locations of interest.
Conduct a “fatal analysis” that will assure key influences are not overlooked and project the
benefits of PHES in a regional system with large amounts of variable generation.
Identify and prioritize the key environmental and land use factors that the installation of a PHES
facility could have.

Objective 2: Identify PHES potential on Reclaimed Mine Land. The second objective focused on
identifying the available opportunities for PHES that exist on the Mesabi Iron Range (MIR). The
opportunities were compared to all possible alternative use scenarios. The presence within Minnesota’s
MIR of formerly mined, commonly water‐filled, deep open pits in proximity to physically and chemically
resistive rocks that make up topographic highs provides conditions that may be favorable for the
development of PHES. An assessment to evaluate areas most favorable for development of PHES within
the MIR was conducted by the collaborative research efforts and included the following:
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•

•

A study of the viability of utilizing the MIR’s existing geologic structures (including abandoned
mine pits, tailings basins, and/or underground workings) as a source of a water reservoir and as
a platform to locate pumped storage facilities. Ways to mitigate potential deterrents to the
development of PHES will include, but are not limited to, identification and assessment of:
1) existing mineral rights (ferrous and non‐ferrous); 2) existing mining operations; 3) surface and
groundwater impacts of dewatering an existing reservoir and creating a new reservoir;
4) consequences for land use, ecological, and cultural resources; and 5) drinking water supply
and recreational use impacts.
Research into the integration of PHES design with the long‐range mining plans of existing mining
operations. Studies to evaluate ways in which current extraction and surface dumping plans can
be modified to assist in the development of PHES were considered. Additionally, the
costs/benefits for collaboration between mining companies and utilities for developing PHES
were explored.

Objective 3: Provide guidelines for evaluation criteria. The third objective was to develop guidelines for
evaluation criteria that may be used to assess PHES potential in Minnesota and that may be utilized in
other regions of the country and the world. This objective established non‐biased criteria that can be
used to compare various use scenarios. The guidelines used information developed in Objective 2 as
well as available literature sources.
Objective 4: Develop methodology and key criteria for site screening and selection of sites for detailed
consideration for technical concept development. The fourth objective was to establish a methodology
to assess the feasibility of potential MIR sites against the criteria developed in Objective 3. This included
development of key information that could be utilized by decision makers in making informed choices
on whether any given site should be studied in more detail. Ultimately, this methodology should be
employed on sites in the MIR resulting in identification of appropriate sites for full assessment of their
PHES potential and engineering feasibility
Objective 5: Develop a picture of the key environmental and policy issues that need to be addressed if
the concept is to be adopted at a given site. In order to proceed with this concept, it was very
important to understand the various policy and environmental issues that may make the concept
difficult to implement at any given site that may possess the necessary geologic and engineering
conditions for an economically viable installation. Studies were undertaken to summarize the key issues
that need to be considered that will reduce public concerns regarding implementation of the concept
for the future.

TEAM METHODOLOGY EMPLOYED AND KEY TEAM ACTIVITIES
Four teams were deployed to execute the work plan: 1) Facility Assessment; 2) Environmental
Assessment; 3) Geotechnical Assessment; and 4) Policy Assessment. Each team had a designated team
leader as well as contributors and advisors. The specific team missions and key activities are noted in the
next section.

Facilities Assessment Team (Budget: $60,000)
The mission of this team was to assess the mechanical and civil systems required in order to implement
the PHES system at the chosen location or locations on a preliminary or first pass basis. The assessments
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included characterization of sites for hydraulic feasibility, upper and lower reservoir feasibility, surface
and subsurface hydrology, pump and turbine engineering, and construction assessment. This team will
be led by Jeff Marr and Matt Lueker of the St. Anthony Falls Laboratory and will include key personnel
from the Twin Cities Civil Engineering Department. The team also included engineers from Great River
Energy (GRE) and Minnesota Power (MP). Consulting Services to the team will be provided by Barr
Engineering.

Key Team Activities
•
•

Civil Engineering in terms of reservoir siting, pump‐turbine siting, tunnel construction, etc.; and
Develop rough cost estimates for capital equipment, construction, O&M.

Environmental Assessment Team (Budget: $70,000)
The mission of this team was to establish the environmental consequences of closed‐loop PHES at MIR
sites and to recommend specific practices that will allow mitigation of any potential environmental
problems that are identified. Dr. Nathan Johnson from the Civil Engineering Department at the Duluth
Campus led this effort. He was assisted by team members from the St. Anthony Falls Laboratory, the
Center for Water and the Environment from the Natural Resources Research Institute (NRRI), and the
Center for Applied Research and Technology Development (CARTD) (NRRI). Permitting aspects for the
project were examined by this team. The environmental policy issues associated with PHES were also
assessed by researchers from the Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs. Both GRE and MP provided
environmental specialists to aid in the work of this team.

Key Team Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identification of environmental impacts of closed‐loop PHES with solicited input from
regulatory, resource management and policy entities at local, regional, state, federal, and tribal
scales.
Environmental engineering to identify and mitigate potential environmental impacts.
Ground water/aquifer characteristics assessment, water quality impacts, and groundwater
modeling.
Overall assessment of PHES environmental impact relative to other potential land uses.
Evaluation of permitting issues associated with PHES implementation.
Conduct stakeholder discussions to assess environmental concerns.

Geotechnical Assessment Team (Budget: $90,000)
The mission of this team was to provide guidance to the facilities team and environmental team on the
integrity and properties of the rock at any selected location. This team determined the geologic
conditions that exist at various sites and the likelihood for coherent rock structures for the upper
reservoir basin and the rock that were likely to be encountered in establishing the water flow system to
the turbine and the return water pumping system. The team also led assessment of alternative land use.
This included evaluation of potential mining impacts for contained mineralization and the determination
of amount of ore that may be impacted by implementation of PHES at the selected site or sites. The
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team provided information to the Policy Assessment team for use in their economic and policy
evaluations. This team was led by Steve Hauck from CARTD and supported by staff from CARTD and
from the Civil Engineering Faculty from the Duluth Campus.

Key Team Activities
•
•

•

•

Study of the viability of utilizing the MIR’s existing geologic structures (including abandoned
mine pits, tailings basins, and/or underground workings) as a source of a water reservoir and as
a platform to locate pumped storage facilities.
Preliminary research into the integration of pumped hydro storage design with the long‐range
mining plans of existing mining operations. Studies to evaluate ways in which current extraction
and surface dumping plans can be modified to assist in the development of PHES were
performed. Additionally, the costs/benefits for collaboration between mining companies and
utilities for developing PHES were explored on a preliminary basis.
Geographic Information System (GIS) generated maps and datasets illustrating site
characteristics (geology, hydrogeology, topography, drill hole locations, water well locations,
land ownership, land usage, mineral rights, utilities, roads, mining and public infrastructure,
abandoned mine workings, waste pile locations, etc.) were generated in conducting this work.
Characterization of select waste materials for economic and environmental purposes (rock, air,
soil, water were investigated.

Policy Assessment Team (Budget: 50,000)
The mission of this team was to develop the realistic economic picture for adoption of the PHES
technology on the MIR and to compare the economics of this technology to other alternatives. In
addition, this team identified the policies that are impacted at the state, county, and municipal levels.
The team will interact with all three of the other teams to have the necessary input for their
assessments. The team was supported by engineering staffs from MP and GRE and from consulting
services provided by Barr Engineering. The team also conducted various interviews with select
representatives from the community who might be impacted by implementation of the concept on the
Iron Range to determine issues that would need to be addressed to minimize potential objections to
concept implementation.

Key Team Activities
•
•
•

Assess land use and mineral rights issues that would be impacted by locating PHES facilities on
the MIR.
Identify socio‐political factors that affect PHES deployment on the MIR, including key
stakeholders and their perception of PHES.
Determine policy implications of closed‐loop PHES on the MIR and identify legal or regulatory
barriers to implementation.
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MANAGEMENT OF PROJECT (BUDGET: $15,000)
The project was multi‐faceted and consequently required significant coordination between the various
teams and outside support personnel. Overall management of the project was undertaken by Dr. Donald
Fosnacht of the Center for Applied Research and Technology Development (CARTD). A management
team consisting of the PI, the team leaders and representatives of GRE and MP was formed to monitor
project progress.

FUNDING FOR PROJECT
Amount
Source
IREE
$250,000
PUTF
$35,000
MP
$10,000 (does not reflect in‐kind support)
GRE
$10,000 (does not reflect in‐kind support)
Total Resources: $305,000
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Synopsis
The first section of this chapter details the entire Pumped Hydro Energy Storage (PHES) team’s site
evaluation and final site selection/ranking based upon: 1) criteria from all four teams; 2) evaluation of 48
Geographical Information System coverages of the Mesabi Iron Range; 3) input from the Facilities
Team’s minimum site characteristics, e.g., head ≥350 ft. and the upper reservoir being twice the size of
the lower reservoir (minimum 40 acres); 4) environmental issues, e.g., water quality, multiple
watersheds, etc.; 5) regulatory issues, Native American Treaty right lands, wetlands, etc.; 6) land issues,
e.g., currently being mined, ownership of surface and mineral rights, etc.; and 7) fatal flaws that would
remove the site from further consideration. The second part of the chapter examines individual PHES
site’s characteristics by using Geographical Information Systems coverages, e.g., geology, hydrology,
mining (underground, open pits,) activities present and past. Based upon the evaluation of the
coverages and other criteria briefly mentioned previously, the Pros and Cons of each site were
determined. The third section reviews attempts to digitally select PHES sites using elevation data based
on topographic highs and corresponding topographic lows. The fourth section evaluates preliminary
geotechnical characteristics, e.g., rock quality data (RQD), density, Undefined Compressive Strength
(UCS) in one drill hole south of the Mesabi Iron Range. The next section looks at integrating the above
data with long range mining plans. The task can only be presented in a cursory fashion because a given
site must be selected and then discussed with key stakeholders concerning the mineral issues associated
with the selected site. As a proxy, information from the Laurentian Vision project (2002) was consulted.
Lastly, a report by Severson (2011) investigates the possibility of mining an iron ore reserve for the
development of a lower reservoir through excavation and possibly selling the iron ore to assist with
PHES facility development costs.
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BACKGROUND
The geotechnical team consists of geologists from NRRI, Dr. Carlos Carranza‐Torres and students from
UMD’s Civil Engineering Department, and individuals from both Minnesota Power and Great River
Energy. The key points for the geotechnical team to investigate were:
1. Study of the viability of utilizing the MIR’s existing geologic characteristics and mining features
(including abandoned mine pits, tailings basins, and/or underground workings) as a platform
for constructing a closed‐loop pumped hydro storage facility (including water reservoirs and a
generating plant);
2. Conduct a preliminary evaluation of the integration of pumped hydro storage design with the
long‐range mining plans of existing mining operations;
3. Construct Geographic Information System (GIS) generated maps and datasets illustrating site
characteristics (geology, hydrology, topography, drill hole locations, water well locations, land
ownership, land usage, archaeological and cultural features, mineral rights, utilities, roads,
mining and public infrastructure, abandoned mine workings, waste pile locations, etc.) that can
be utilized in ESRI’s ArcGIS or other GIS software to select a most promising site or sites; and
4. Evaluate selected waste materials for economic and environmental purposes (rock, air, soil).

PROJECT WORK (POINT 1)
To evaluate point 1, the geotechnical team, in coordination with the other teams, developed ten PHES
facilities scenarios that might be applied to the Mesabi Iron Range using existing water‐filled mine pits
as one or both of the reservoirs for a closed loop pumped hydro energy storage facility. The ten
reservoir scenarios envisioned are:
Existing pit upper reservoir to existing pit lower reservoir;
Existing pit upper reservoir to existing underground mine lower reservoir;
Existing pit upper reservoir to excavated/mined underground lower reservoir;
Existing tailings pond upper reservoir to existing pit lower reservoir;
Existing tailings pond upper reservoir to excavated/mined underground lower reservoir;
Constructed upper reservoir to existing pit lower reservoir;
Constructed upper reservoir to constructed lower reservoir;
Constructed upper reservoir to existing tailings pond lower reservoir;
Constructed upper reservoir in tailings basin to excavated/mined underground lower reservoir;
and
10. Constructed upper reservoir in stockpile to existing pit lower reservoir.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The initial criteria for selecting a Pumped Hydro Energy Storage (PHES) site on the Mesabi Iron Range
(Fig. 2.0‐1) require an answer to the following basic question:
Can sufficient elevation differential be obtained to get the head required for generating enough
megawatts of power to make said PHES facility economically and realistically viable?
The main criteria relating to this question are:
1. Based on previous studies done by Barr Engineering and a review by the facilities team, 350 feet
was selected as the minimum head;
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2. Reservoir size was the second delimiting factor employed. The Facilities Group determined;
a. The lower reservoir should cover a minimum areal extent of 40 acres;
b. The upper reservoir should be twice the size of the lower reservoir, or a minimum of 80
acres;
c. The greater the areal extent, particularly of the upper reservoir, the better for the system.
This criterion is due to decreased water level fluctuation with greater areal extent.

Figure 2.0‐1. Digital location map of potential PHES sites investigated on the Mesabi Iron Range by NRRI
and Barr Engineering (Oreskovich, 2011; Section 2.1).

Other critical questions for construction of a PHES facility that needed to be answered are from
Oreskovich, (2011; Chapter 2.1):
1. Is there sufficient head, i.e., 350 feet or more of elevation difference? Current mine pit water
levels may require adjustment to meet this condition;
2. Is there an existing mining feature that can serve as a reservoir or from which a reservoir can be
constructed?
3. Is the reservoir sufficiently deep to accommodate fluctuations in water level? Matt Lueker, with
the project’s Facilities Group, suggested a minimum of a 15% (7.5% up or 7.5% down)
fluctuation for the lower reservoir (Lueker and Marr, Section 3.1). In general, an additional
70‐100 feet of minimum depth was sought for assurance;
4. Since a lower reservoir usually exists, can an upper reservoir be constructed such that it is twice
as big as the lower reservoir?
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5. Can an upper reservoir be constructed of sufficient depth and elevation such that discharge
resulting in a minimum 15% fluctuation (suggested by Lueker and Marr for the upper reservoir)
still yields 350 ft. or more of head? Lueker and Marr (Section 3.1) noted that the greater the
areal extent, particularly of the upper reservoir, the better for the system. This condition is due
to decreased water level fluctuation with greater areal extent;
6. Is there a nearby resource (stockpile, tailings basin, etc.) to provide materials for constructing a
reservoir?
7. Is there sufficient depth to bedrock such that a basin could be excavated to host a reservoir?
and
8. Are there any obvious deterrents among the multiple GIS coverages that would automatically
preclude construction of a PHES?
Using the 48 GIS coverages collected for this study, a total of 45 potential site scenarios along the 110‐
mile‐long Mesabi Iron Range were identified and evaluated (Oreskovich, 2011; Section 2.1). A set of
coverage maps was produced for each of 17 study areas designed around the identified site scenarios.
These maps illustrate the interrelationships of multiple coverages in each of 5 areas: 1) base map and
mining features; 2) hydrology; 3) topography; 4) ownership; and 5) geology. Site evaluation was based
on answering the questions from the previous paragraph and applying the GIS coverages (see Section
2.5 and DVD). For each site, the Pros and Cons, based upon GIS coverages and the above facility criteria,
were listed.
Based upon the group discussion of the questions and criteria above, the final criteria are essential
criteria for selecting PHES sites and are shown in Tables 2.0‐1 and 2.0‐2. Criteria in Table 2.0‐1 are based
upon whether or not a fatal flaw(s) is present for an individual site. Table 2.0‐2 lists other factors that
affect the placing of a PHES facility on the MIR.

Table 2.0‐1. PHES selection criteria and assessment.
PHES SITE SELECTION CRITERIA
Head
Volume
Adjacent to current mining/blasting
Faults/Fractures
Water Quality/Hydrology
Land Acquisition Problems
Environmental Concerns
Local Construction Material
Site Costs (Infrastructure, etc.)
Regulatory Issues
Safety Issues
Underground Mining Potential
Existing Basins
Existing Underground Mines

Fatal Flaw
Definitely
Definitely
Possible
Possible
Possible
Possible
Possible
No
Possible
Possible
Possible
No
Possible
Possible

Using these criteria, 25 sites on the MIR were evaluated by members of all four teams. Table 2.0‐3
defines the final criteria and ranking of the potential PHES sites by the Teams, which is summarized in
Table 2.0‐4. Table 2.0‐3b indicates sites that have little to no potential.
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Table 2.0‐2. Factors to be taken into consideration during the site selection process and details potential
issues surrounding each factor (Oreskovich, 2011, Table 2.1‐2).
Factors Impacting PHES Siting
Mineral Rights

Potential Issues
mined out vs. not mined out
future mineral development potential
currently

Mining/Blasting

in 10 years
in 20 years
>50 years

Potential for Mining an Underground
Reservoir

time frame involved (agreement with mining company,
drilling/development of resource, permitting, mining)
availability of existing basin/pit/underground mine
sufficient hydraulic head ( ≥ 350 ft.)
2:1 upper to lower reservoir (water volume, surface area)

Engineering Concerns

dam/dike construction
accessibility to construction materials (nearby resource ‐ stockpile,
tailings basin, etc.)
depth to bedrock for basin construction
insulation of reservoirs, pumphouse, penstock from effects of
blasting
water leakage/drainage control
local/regional geology
rock quality/stability
underground mine workings
cost
fracture control/interconnectivity

Hydrology

effect on local drinking water supply
competition for water usage
purchase/lease of surface and/or mineral rights
size of footprint

Site Development/Costs

infrastructure
requisite geoengineering
state/county/municipal codes
hydrology – leakage, drainage, interconnectivity

Environmental Concerns

water quality – e.g., sulfate
impact to wetlands
multiple watersheds
Native America Treaty Lands

Regulatory Difficulties

wetlands
inter‐basin water transfer (multiple watersheds)

Safety Concerns

dam safety
recreational public safety
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Table 2.0‐3a. PHES ‐ Site rankings by technical teams ‐ June 16, 2011.
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Table 2.0‐3a (continued). PHES ‐ Site rankings by technical teams ‐ June 16, 2011.
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Table 2.0‐3b. PHES sites on the MIR with very low potential.
"Off the Table" Sites with very low potential
Butler Mine area
Embarrass Pit
Genoa-Mariska Area
LTV/Cliffs-Erie Site
McKinley/Eastern Reserve
Underground Taconite Mine

Fatal Flaw
Essar's future mining area
Current Recreation Site
Current Recreation Site
Checkerboard land ownership
head and volume based on speculative data
(no drilling close-by)
adjacent Cu-Ni mining potential;
elongate mineral potential

Northshore Underground Taconite Mine

Table 2.0‐4. Ranking of possible PHES on the MIR.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
10.
10.
11.
12.
12.
12.
13.
14.

Morton‐South Agnew
Hibbing Taconite (Hibtac)
Chisholm‐Buhl (Hartley‐Burt)
Keetac‐North
Alpena‐Minorca
Virginia Horn – South (Laurentian Mine)
Virginia Horn – North
Minntac (West pit)
Arcturus
Chisholm‐Buhl (Discovery Center)
United Taconite Area (Utac) – using old underground mine
Keetac‐using old underground mine
Canisteo
Keetac‐Underground Taconite Mine
United Taconite – Underground Taconite Mine
Chisholm‐Buhl Underground Taconite Mine
Canisteo Underground (Taconite area)
Dunka Pit Underground Taconite Mine

Least expensive sites to develop

DATA AVAILABLE FOR EVALUATING A PHES SITE
To look closer at a particular site, other methods of site evaluation were developed to enable the use of
topographic data to identify the 350 ft. (106.7m) head required for a site. For example, the fifth
potential site is the Alpena‐Minorca mine area, east of Virginia. The topographic data for the area have
been modeled by Carranza‐Torres (2011; Section 2.3; Fig.2.0‐2) to produce a preliminary 3D map of the
area by “generating digital elevation models (DEM) from available raster images of the Mesabi Iron
Range.”
The 3D method was developed during the project to help visualize and select areas that meet the 350‐ft.
head needed by a PHES site. This particular example is shown as Site #3 on the 3D topographic digital
model of the entire Mesabi Iron Range (Figs. 2.0‐2 and 2.0‐3).
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Figure 2.0‐2. The three maps of the Alpena‐Minorca mine area illustrate: a) a Google Earth view; b) a
topographic map; and c) colored 3D model looking NE toward the Alpena‐Minorca mine.

A similar process was applied to the Mesabi Iron Range that illustrates the seven Barr PHES sites in
Figure 2.0‐3a‐b.
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Figure 2.0‐3. Digital elevation model of the Mesabi Iron Range. Site 3 is the Alpena‐Minorca area (see
Carranza‐Torres, 2011; Section 2.3). The top figure (Fig. 2.0‐3a) is a plan map that illustrates the
topographic elevation differences in different colors, i.e., the blues are higher elevation, and the greens
and browns are lower elevation. The bottom figure (Fig. 2.0‐3b) illustrates the elevation differences of
the various Barr PHES sites.

Site 3, along with 44 other site scenarios (Oreskovich, 2011), was evaluated using up to 48 different GIS
coverages. The Alpena‐Minorca site will be discussed in greater detail using GIS.
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GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS) STUDY (Point 3)
To evaluate Point 3, going from the large scale to the smaller scale, Oreskovich (2011) evaluated 28
potential PHES areas that included the seven Barr sites using 48 different Geographic Information
System (GIS) coverages. Tables 2.0‐1 ‐ 2.0‐3 list the criteria used to evaluate and finally rank each site.
Each site (see Alpena‐Minorca Site example below) has a description of the site (see Figure 2.0‐1 for MIR
location). The description gives a brief mining (underground and open pit) and production history of the
site, if data were available. Oreskovich (2011, Section 2.5) then lists the Pros and Cons of the PHES site.
This evaluation is based on the necessary criteria listed previously and the available GIS data. Note also,
these GIS coverages only represent a point in time, but may change in the future due to the availability
of better data, e.g., a new LIDAR topographic survey with resolution to two feet was recently flown over
the MIR. Current topography has a five foot accuracy. Mining will continue into the future, and the
landscape will change and create new opportunities for PHES.
The following site specific example is from Oreskovich (2011; Section 2.5):

Alpena‐Minorca Area
The Alpena‐Minorca Area is situated on the tip of the northern fold of the Biwabik Iron Formation (light
blue square). Located northeast of the city of Virginia, it is the site of the present‐day ArcelorMittal
Minorca Mine Inc. taconite operation.
The plant site (Fig. 2.5.11‐1) and tailings basin (not shown) reside on the north side of the Laurentian
Divide, while the Minorca Pit lies on the south side. The Minorca Pit has been mined out for the most
part. While some ore remains in the western part, the main body of the Minorca pit has been permitted
for tailings disposal. Minorca Mine now obtains its ore from the Laurentian pit, located east of the City
of Gilbert, and from the Lynx pit, located west of the City of Biwabik.

Figure 2.0‐4. Alpena Minorca Area.

Minorca Mine was originally operated as two underground natural ore mines, making its first shipment
in 1902 (Skillings, 1998). The earlier underground mine was located within the confines of the present‐
day Minorca taconite pit (Fig. 2.0‐5). A second underground mine was opened one forty to the west of
the original mine (south of the western lobe of the Minorca taconite pit). Natural ore operations, which
subsequently included open pit mining, continued until 1953. In 1976, Minorca Mine was opened by
Inland Steel Mining Co. as a taconite mine and processing facility.
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Figure 2.0‐5. Natural ore mines in the Alpena‐Minorca area.

Opened prior to the Minorca Mine, the Alpena Mine also began as an underground natural ore
operation. The Alpena East Mine (Fig. 2.0‐5), which lies directly to the west and south of the western
lobe of the current Minorca taconite pit, shipped ore from 1900 until 1968 (Skillings, 1998). The Alpena
West underground mine shipped ore from 1955‐1960 (Skillings, 1998).
Subsequent open pit mining removed part of the underground workings of the Alpena East Mine. Open
pit mining occurred in a north‐south‐trending fault zone that runs through the western portion of the
Alpena East Mine (see Alpena‐Minorca Area Geologic Map (Fig. 2.5.11‐9)).

Alpena‐Minorca PHES Potential
The fault zone noted in the previous paragraph plays into the potential for locating a PHES at this
location. Uplift of the eastern side of the fault (and, hence, the iron‐formation) relative to the western
side generates significant head between mined areas located on either side of the fault zone. Note the
elevation difference evident in Figure 2..0‐6 between the Minorca taconite pit (perched on top of the
block to the east) and the mined‐out Alpena pit (seen as the water‐filled reservoir at the base).
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Figure 2.0‐6. 3D depiction of the elevation differential between the proposed upper and lower
reservoirs.

Scenario: Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Head: 350 Feet
The proposed Alpena‐Minorca area PHES site consists of two existing mine pits, one taconite, the other
natural ore (Fig. 2.0‐7). The upper reservoir is the western part of the Minorca Mine taconite pit. Future
mining plans for this pit are unknown. The lower reservoir is a coalescence of three adjoining natural ore
mine pits, the Alpena (north), Sauntry (east) and Enterprise (west) mine pits (Fig. 2.0‐7).
The potential lower reservoir is denoted in two extents, i.e., one excludes the Enterprise pit while the
other includes it. ArcelorMittal maintains a pumping barge in the Enterprise pit, as can be seen in Figure
2.0‐5. This site is and has been a source of processing water for the mine. If necessary, a coffer dam
could be established at the saddle between the Enterprise and Sauntry pits, limiting the lower reservoir
to the extent of the Alpena and Sauntry pits (Fig. 2.0‐7).
This site would require construction of containment dikes in places around the upper reservoir. The
Minorca Mine’s coarse tailings loadout sits directly to the north at the head of the haul road into the pit
(Fig. 2.0‐7). Coarse tailings are an excellent construction aggregate that is commonly used in dike
construction at Mesabi Iron Range area taconite facilities.
PROS: 350‐ft. head; uses existing mine pits for both upper and lower reservoirs; upper reservoir on
permitted mine land; on‐site construction material (coarse taconite tailings); close proximity to
transmission lines; substation at plant site; road access to upper and lower reservoirs via Minorca Mine
entrance road; rail line into mine site.
CONS: Potential for future mining in western portion of the Minorca pit (upper reservoir); Missabe
Mountain reservoir directly south of proposed lower reservoir is City of Virginia’s water source
(containment issues); effect of old underground workings near site; Minorca Mine draws processing
water from the Enterprise pit; impacts from blasting (past, present and future); unknown bathymetry of
the lower reservoir; and lower reservoir lies along the axis of a fault zone.
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Figure 2.0‐7. Proposed Alpena‐Minorca PHES site showing upper and lower reservoirs, penstocks, coffer
dam and nearby transmission lines.

GEOTECHNICAL STUDY (Point 1 ‐ Abstracted from Carranza‐Torres, 2011b; Section 2.4)
While site selection can be narrowed down to a broad area using GIS, the quality of the rock for site
construction needs to be determined. Carranza‐Torres (2011b; Section 2.4) conducted a very
preliminary geotechnical survey of some of the engineering‐related qualities of the Biwabik Iron
Formation and overlying Virginia Formation.
Another important aspect of siting a PHES facility on the MIR relates to the strength of the rock and
related geotechnical characteristics, not only for the reservoirs, but for the penstocks and the power
generating facility. A very preliminary geotechnical study was undertaken by Dr. Carlos Carranza‐Torres
and students in the Department of Civil Engineering at UMD. The study was on one previously drilled
mineral exploration hole (LWD 99‐1) that intersected the Virginia and Biwabik Iron Formations.
According to Carranza‐Torres (2011b; Section 2.4), the values of intact rock strength obtained for the
Biwabik Iron Formation (BIF) are generally consistent with the results presented in Pfeilder et al. (1968).
A significant dispersion of values of unconfined compression strength is observed for rocks in the BIF
due to the heterogeneous and banded textures of the rocks involved. The values of intact rock strength
measured for the Virginia Formation (VF) are significantly lower than those measured for the BIF. These
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values appear to not show such marked variation – most possibly, this variation is the result of the
homogeneity of the rocks involved.
With the exception of the Virginia Formation, for which values of rock quality data (RQD) and values of
unconfined compression strength are relatively low, the rocks of the BIF are very competent fractured
rocks that should be able to accommodate excavations for a pumped hydro energy storage facility
without major stability issues. The most competent rocks are the Upper Cherty and Lower Cherty
members of the BIF in this study (Figure 2.0‐8). Further characterization of rock strength and
deformability is recommended for the Virginia and Biwabik Iron Formations once a particular location is
selected for the pumped hydro energy storage facility.
Ultimately, there are other mining factors that can influence the siting of a PHES facility on the Mesabi
Iron Range. For example, the long range mining plans of the various companies influence any site
decision. These plans can change with the price per ton of iron ore, economic booms and busts, new
technology, etc. Understanding these plans will require close interaction with the various mining
companies once a site decision is made.

INTEGRATION WITH LONG RANGE MINING PLANS (Point 2)
Obtaining long range mining plans from the mining companies is difficult for many reasons, e.g., mining
plans change with economic conditions, ore grades, confidentiality, etc. However, the Laurentian Vision
Partnership (2002) is an ongoing study/planning tool looking at how the MIR will look in the future. The
initial Laurentian Vision publication (2002) was based upon GIS data and related information at that
point in time, and has not been updated in a GIS format to the best of our current research.
Scenario 1 (Mine pit upper reservoir to excavated underground cavern) above was investigated using
existing available drill hole and mining data. Severson (2011; Section 2.2) investigated 10 possible sites
on the MIR and evaluated four sites that might be possible candidates. These sites were: 1) Taconite
area; 2) Cliffs‐Erie area; 3) Northshore area; and 4) Dunka Pit area. While these areas have sufficient
drilling to allow determination of the size and water capacity of a lower reservoir, more drilling is
necessary to evaluate the amount of iron ore that exists at the site. There may be other competing
criteria/site problems, i.e., mineral rights, surface rights, bad rock, that would need to be better
evaluated before considering excavating an underground reservoir. If drilling proved up ore reserves,
then mining/excavating the lower reservoir could provide cash flow for the construction of the facility.
Zanko (2011) investigated the mining costs of surface versus underground mining on the western
Mesabi Iron Range. The costs of surfacing mining are less than underground mining. However, Zanko
(2011) indicates that “From a pumped hydro energy storage perspective, future value could be derived
from an underground storage cavern following mining. On the other hand, surface/open pit mining that
progresses down‐dip could have a similar end‐effect, in that the elevation difference between an upper
reservoir and a water body that forms in a mined‐out pit may provide sufficient head to support a
pumped hydro power generation facility.”
Once having selected a site and working with a mining company, the engineering aspects of the project
become paramount, e.g., where are the construction materials to build the site. The answer is waste
iron‐formation products, such as tailings, overburden rock moved to get at the iron ore, etc.
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RQD = Rock Quality Data (%)
3
Density = km/m
UCS = Confined Compressive
Strength (MPa)

Lithology Legend

Figure 2.0‐8. RQD, density, and unconfined compressive space (UCS) measurements on DDH LWD 99‐1.
Lithology from Severson et al. (2009).
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Figure 2.0‐8/1. Expanded view of the geotechnical data from the Virginia Formation and the Upper
Cherty Member of the Biwabik Iron Formation (After Carranza‐Torres. 2011b). Geology from Severson et
al. (2009).
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Figure 2.0‐8/2. Expanded view of the geotechnical data of the Lower Slaty Member of the Biwabik Iron
Formation (After Carranza‐Torres. 2011b). Geology from Severson et al. (2009).
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Figure 2.0‐8/3. Expanded view of the geotechnical data from the Lower Cherty Member of the Biwabik
Iron Formation (After Carranza‐Torres. 2011b). Geology from Severson et al. (2009).

USAGE OF WASTE MATERIALS (Point 4)
In the Alpena‐Minorca example above, Oreskovich (2011; Section 2.5) mentions the availability of
construction materials (under PROs) on site. The presence of construction materials, such as tailings,
overburden, lean ore stockpiles, etc., is present at many sites along the Mesabi Iron Range. These local
stockpiles can be used for roads, berms, foundations, etc. Additionally, for every ton of iron ore mined
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on the MIR, there is one ton of waste (overburden, rock, and tailings) produced that can be used for
construction and many other products (see Zanko, et al., 2010).
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EXECUTUIVE SUMMARY
Mine pit reservoirs, resulting from nearly 120 years of iron ore mining on Minnesota’s Mesabi Iron
Range (MIR), hold potential for hosting a Pumped Hydro Energy Storage (PHES) system. A PHES system is
a form of alternative renewable energy that generates power by discharging water from an upper
reservoir into a lower reservoir during periods of peak demand. The system is recharged during periods
of low demand, when water from the lower reservoir is pumped back up to the upper reservoir. The
elevation difference between the upper and lower reservoirs is called the “head.” Greater head equates
with greater power generation and greater economic feasibility of developing a PHES system.
The purpose of this study was to use a map‐based approach, via Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
coverages, to identify sites along the MIR that could potentially host a PHES system. To this effect, over
50 GIS coverages, including base map, topographic, hydrologic, mining, ownership, and geologic
features, were acquired. Potential sites were initially screened on three key factors:
1. Minimum head ≥ 350 feet;
2. Minimum lower reservoir extent ≥ 40 acres with sufficient depth and volume to handle a 25‐foot
fluctuation in water level; and
3. Minimum upper reservoir extent ≥ 80 acres with sufficient depth and volume to handle a 15‐
foot fluctuation in water level.
Forty‐five site scenarios meeting these criteria were identified and are presented here, falling into one
of ten possible PHES development “scenarios.” Among these are “existing pit upper reservoir to existing
pit lower reservoir” and “constructed upper reservoir in stockpile to existing pit lower reservoir.”
For purposes of data manageability, the MIR was broken down into 17 study areas, based largely on
early site identification. Each study area is presented with figures and text detailing the site scenarios
that lie within its boundaries. A core suite of 48 GIS coverages was applied to each area. The GIS
coverages are depicted in a 5‐map set that accompanies each study area. The map set consists of the
following: Base Map, Hydro Map, Elevation Contours Map (also USGS Elevation Contours Map, where
warranted), Ownership Map, and Geologic Map. Coverages of the potential PHES reservoirs and
accessory structures for each site scenario were created and applied to the map sets. The coverages,
clipped to each study area, are provided on one DVD with this report to allow further investigation.
While the intent of this investigation was to identify potential PHES sites on the MIR and provide the
tools for further evaluation in the form of GIS coverages, a preliminary presentation of early‐identified
site scenarios resulted in a group assessment of selection criteria and a ranking of the presented sites.
These data are presented for consideration in site evaluation.
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BACKGROUND
Tasked with sourcing 25% of energy output from alternative renewable energy sources by the year 2005
(Fosnacht, 2010), Minnesota power companies Minnesota Power (MP) and Great River Energy (GRE)
have turned to a unique feature of the northeastern Minnesota landscape in their quest to meet this
goal. Over 100 years of iron ore mining has left Minnesota’s Mesabi Iron Range dotted with deep pits,
underground mines and elevated stockpiles that could become the key components of a Pumped Hydro
Energy Storage (PHES) system: an upper and lower reservoir with sufficient elevation differential (head)
to generate hydro power during times of peak demand.
MP and GRE have partnered with the University of Minnesota (UMN), the University of Minnesota,
Duluth (UMD), UMD’s Natural Resources Research Institute (NRRI), and Barr Engineering to investigate
the feasibility of developing a PHES system on the Mesabi Iron Range. Part of this initiative is identifying
those sites particularly suited to host such a facility. Site selection and suitability would be determined
by amassing and applying any and all GIS coverages that could impact a potential site.

INTRODUCTION
The Mesabi Iron Range (MIR) is a 110‐mile long by 3‐ to 5‐mile wide geographical and geological feature
of northeastern Minnesota (Fig. 2.1‐1). It is underlain by the outcropping of the Biwabik Iron Formation
(BIF). On its northern edge, the BIF lies against the elevated spine of Giants Range granitic rock that
forms the backbone of the Laurentian Divide. The Laurentian Divide is an elevated ridge that separates
waters flowing north to Hudson Bay from those flowing out through the Great Lakes to the Atlantic
Ocean. Just north of the Hibbing Taconite pit, located on the west‐central MIR, is a three‐way divide that
additionally sends waters south to the Gulf of Mexico.

Figure 2.1‐1. Mesabi Iron Range location map with mine features.
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Mesabi Iron Range Mining Legacy
Dotting the length of the Mesabi Iron Range are the vestiges, past and present, of an iron mining
industry that dates back to 1892 (Fig. 2.1‐1). Open pits, caved grounds, underground mines,
containment dikes, and mountainous stockpiles have created and carved a landscape far different from
that preceding 1892. These legacy features are experiencing new life in the form of recreational areas
(boating, sport fishing, campgrounds and parks in and near open pits) and renewed mining activity
(recovering iron units from former tailings basins). These areas also hold potential for hosting a PHES
system or can impact placement of such a system.

Mine Pit Reservoirs
Extracting taconite and natural ore from the ground of the Mesabi Iron Range has generated a profusion
of mine pits that range from less than 40 acres in size to over 3,500 acres (Hibbing Taconite – Hull Rust
complex). Depths of several hundred feet are common, with the Embarrass Mine pit one of the deepest
at over 450 feet. Over time, once abandoned, these pits become water‐filled reservoirs.
Multiple natural ore mining operations often existed within close proximity to each other. Rising water
levels that overcame the saddles between adjoining pits formed increasingly larger reservoirs. The 5‐
mile‐long “Canisteo Pit” reservoir on the western Mesabi Iron Range actually comprises 18 former
natural ore mines (Skillings, 1998). Today’s taconite operations are vast open pits that oftentimes engulf
former natural ore pits. Dewatering the current and former pits is an ongoing part of mining operations.

Caved Grounds and Underground Mines
Caved grounds are the result of surface subsidence from the removal of iron ore by underground mining
methods. Maps for nearly 200 underground mines on the MIR have been found to date (see
www.dnr.state.mn.us/lands_minerals/underground/index.html). While most of these mines were
mined solely underground, some were mined by both open pit and underground methods, sometimes
simultaneously. Others were initially mined underground and open‐pitted later, often mining out the
original underground workings. Other mines began as open pit mines and later went underground as an
ore body was followed at depth.
The predominant method of underground mining on the Mesabi Iron Range was slicing and caving,
which produced surface subsidence. A discussion on this can be found in Appendix 2.1‐A. Surface
subsidence is an indication of land instability and demands caution where it is found.
While slicing and caving yielded planned surface subsidence concurrent with the actual underground
mining, there is the potential that new subsidence could be induced by a PHES system. Underground
workings may be connected to nearby pits by adits, drifts or blast‐induced fractures in the surrounding
rock. Fluctuating water levels from a PHES system could undermine the integrity of rock or timber
structures supporting the roof of an underground mine. If these structures fail, gradual or catastrophic
surface subsidence could occur, as the Biwabik Iron Formation (BIF) is overlain by unconsolidated glacial
sediments.
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Existing underground mines on the Mesabi Iron Range are unlikely candidates for serving as
underground reservoirs. There are no safe means of entry into these mines to allow first‐hand
inspection. The combination of an ore body at or very near surface, produced, yet weakened by
weathering, with timbers shoring up roof rock and up to 200 feet of unconsolidated granular materials
lying directly overhead, does not paint a picture of structural stability. It would be unlikely to find the
kind of open chambers associated with room and pillar mining or stoping as are found in the mining of
hard, competent, ore bodies and host rock.

Tailings Basins
In addition to pits, mining operations on the Mesabi Iron Range have produced a second type of
reservoir, this one above ground. Large dikes have been built upward (and continue to be expanded
upon) to contain the fine tailings derived during the grinding process used to liberate iron particles from
the host rock. Fine tailings are flushed out of the system with water and pumped to these on‐site tailings
basins.
Present‐day taconite tailings basins typically have cells constructed within the overall confines of a
perimeter dike. The fine tailings are discharged into a particular cell where they settle out and
accumulate over time to the height of the cell. Water overflows a weir constraining the tailings within
the cell and ponds up against the perimeter dike. Once a cell has filled, the discharge line is moved into
another cell and the process is repeated.
Tailings basins can become part of a PHES system in two ways. The first is to use the ponded water, if
sufficient, as an upper or lower reservoir. The second is to scour a dedicated basin from within a filled
cell or unused portion of a tailings basin.
For the past two years, Magnetation, Inc. has mined a former natural ore tailings basin on the western
Mesabi Iron Range for its residual iron units. The recovered iron units are then sold as iron concentrate.
The Magnetation process may present enhanced opportunities for development of a PHES reservoir
within a former tailings basin.

Stockpiles
Situated in and near current and past mine pits are large stockpiles of materials moved to gain access to
the ore. Materials stockpiled include surface overburden materials (organic topsoil as well as the
boulders, gravel, sand, silt and clay of the glacial deposits that overlie the BIF), taconite (stockpiled in the
days of natural ore mining), lean taconite (rock containing significant iron units that does not meet the
minimum grade for “ore,” and “waste rock” (rock with little to no iron content). These materials could
provide readily available construction materials for building up new or existing reservoirs, or for coffer‐
damming off portions of existing reservoirs to allow for multiple‐use.
Stockpiles can play an even more prominent part in a PHES system by actually hosting an upper
reservoir within their confines. Constructing a reservoir within a stockpile yields the added benefits of
increased head, close proximity to a mine pit lower reservoir, and use of two existing mining features for
a PHES system. Such a reservoir could be designed and shaped concurrent with ongoing mining.
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An example of an upper reservoir created within a stockpile can be found at the Marmora PHES site in
Ontario, Canada. This site is slated for opening in 2014‐2015 (Northland Power, 2011). To learn more
about the Marmora PHES you can visit the following web site:
http://www.northlandpower.ca/WhatWeDo/Projects.aspx?projectID=195

Mesabi Iron Range Mining Legacy Features in GIS Format
The mine pits, underground mines, tailings basins, and stockpiles across the Mesabi Iron Range have
been built into GIS coverages by the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources Division of Lands and
Minerals (MNDNR‐LAM) office located in Hibbing, Minnesota, on the west‐central Mesabi Iron Range.
Use of these coverages in conjunction with coverages containing topographic, hydrologic, geologic,
ownership and base map features and more, formed the basis for this study that sought to identify sites
potentially suitable to the development of a PHES system on the Mesabi Iron Range.

PROJECT TASKS
A team approach was taken to investigating the multiple factors involved in establishing the feasibility of
locating a PHES on the Mesabi Iron Range. Three of the project components assigned to the
Geotechnical Team, comprising NRRI and UMD researchers, are addressed in this report:
1. Compilation of available GIS data relative to the Mesabi Iron Range;
2. Development of selection criteria for PHES site selection; and
3. Designation of potential PHES host sites.

Compilation of GIS Data Relative to the Mesabi Iron Range
Digital data sets (coverages) have been developed over the past several decades by entities ranging
from the federal government (USGS Digital Elevation Model ‐ DEM) to state governments (MnDOT
Roads) to county, local and private (both for profit and non‐profit) entities, universities and research
institutions and more. Over time, these data sets have become more publicly accessible.
Over 50 coverages deemed applicable to this study were acquired in preparation for and during the
course of the study. A core set of 48 coverages was applied to each study area containing a potential
PHES site. Coverages were clipped to individual study areas for manageability. The original coverages, as
well as the clipped coverages, can be found on the DVD included with this report. Metadata files can be
found with the original coverages.

GIS Coverage Sources
There are two primary sources of digital data relative to the State of Minnesota, the Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources’ (MNDNR’s) Data Deli (deli.dnr.state.mn.us) and the Minnesota
Geospatial Information Office (MnGeo) (www.mngeo.state.mn.us). In addition, many data sets have
been developed specific to the Mesabi Iron Range by two particular divisions within MNDNR. MNDNR‐
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LAM has created data sets relative to mining and mineral leasing. MNDNR Division of Waters (MDNR‐
Waters)compiled and generated a large number of GIS coverages relative to the Mesabi Iron Range as a
result of its Range Hydro study completed in 2005 (LCMR, 2009).
The majority of GIS coverages acquired and used in this study were obtained from the MNDNR. While
most were downloaded from the MNDNR Data Deli, others were obtained from the MDNR‐Waters
website (www.dnr.state.mn.us/waters/index.html) or received upon personal request from MNDNR‐
LAM and MDNR‐Waters. Other data sources included the Minnesota Geological Survey (MGS), the
Minnesota Historical Society (MNHS), and the National Forest Service (NFS).

GIS Coverage Selection
Many criteria factor into identification of sites suitable for locating a PHES facility. A GIS approach to
PHES site selection pulls together both physical and cultural features that can impact a geographical
location and lays them out in map view. The GIS coverages that have been identified and acquired for
this study can be grouped into five basic categories: 1) base map features; 2) hydrologic features;
3) topographic features; 4) ownership features; and 5) geologic features. The coverages were employed
against digital orthorectified images (DOQs) of Itasca and central St. Louis counties obtained from
MnGeo. A generalized listing and brief descriptions of many of the coverages are provided below,
followed by the source from which they were obtained. For a complete description of each coverage
and its derivation, please consult the metadata files included on DVD at the back of this report.

Base Map Features
Base map features include those coverages typical of geographic maps – cities, roads, rail lines, power
transmission lines, power substations and public land survey features (township‐range, section and forty
(parcel)) – as well as coverages specific to mining:
•

•
•
•
•
•

permit‐setting boundary – defined by Anne Jagunich of MNDNR‐LAM (pers. comm., 2011) as the
environmental setting boundary, the areal extent that must be reviewed for environmental
impact when seeking a permit to mine; typically this extends beyond the actual permitted area
to include a buffer (MNDNR);
permitted extent – the areal extent granted by MNDNR, following full environmental review, to
a mining company for locating specific mine components, including plant site, pits, stockpiles,
haul roads and tailings basins (MNDNR);
mine features – existing mining‐related features including taconite pits, natural ore pits, surface‐
overburden stockpiles, lean ore stockpiles, rock stockpiles, tailings basins, settling ponds, and
haul roads as digitized from historic and recent mine maps (MNDNR);
underground mine workings – known areal extent of underground mine workings as digitized
from scans of original underground mine level and composite maps (MNDNR);
underground mine shafts – shaft locations as digitized from scans of original underground mine
level and composite maps and historic surface maps (MNDNR); and
bedrock iron‐formation – outline of surface extent of the Biwabik Iron Formation (MGS).
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Hydrologic Features
Hydrologic coverages include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

water permits – water appropriation permits assigned by MNDNR for use greater than 10,000
gallons per day or 1 million gallons per year (MNDNR);
DNR 24K stream – streams digitized at 1:24,000 scale from USGS 7.5 minute quad maps
(MNDNR);
designated trout stream – streams legally designated as trout streams or trout stream
tributaries per Minnesota Rules Chapter 6264 (MNDNR);
DNR 100K hydrography – lakes, wetlands, rivers and open water areas from USGS:100,000 DLG
dataset (MNDNR);
protected waters – Public Waters Inventory basin delineations (MNDNR);
major watershed – Largest administrative MN watershed unit; derived from MNDNR catchment
base‐watershed data set (MNDNR); and
wetland – wetlands mapped as part of the National Wetlands Inventory (MNDNR).

Topographic Features
Topographic features include the following coverages:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mesabi contours – contours derived from the 2004 Mesabi_grid Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
(MNDNR);
USGS contours – contours derived from the 30‐meter USGS_grid DEM (1949‐1982) (MNDNR);
(Author’s note: The USGS contours were referenced only for those areas not entirely covered by
the Mesabi grid contours; the Mesabi grid contours take precedence over the USGS contours);
pit bathymetry – pit elevation or pit depth contours (MNDNR);
lake bathymetry – lake elevation contours (MNDNR);
bedrock topography – elevation of bedrock topographic surface (MGS); and
depth to bedrock – distance between land and bedrock surfaces (MGS)

Ownership Features
Ownership features include the following coverages:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

archaeologic features – locations of documented archaeologic features (MNHS);
cultural features – locations of documented historical/cultural features (MNHS);
municipalities – municipal boundaries (MNDNR);
Native American Treaty Lands – 1837 and 1854 treaty boundaries established with Native
Americans (MNDNR);
national forest – USFS national forest boundaries (MNDNR);
state forest – boundaries of legislatively‐designated state forest lands (MNDNR);
state park – state park boundaries as designated by legislative statute (MNDNR);
state‐owned minerals – state‐owned or administered mineral interests (MNDNR);
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•
•
•

active mineral leases – currently held mineral leases on state‐owned or administered mineral
interests (MNDNR);
lands offered for metallic mineral leasing – lands that have ever been offered by MNDNR for
non‐ferrous metallic mineral leasing (MNDNR); and
surface ownership – land surface ownership (MNDNR). (Author’s note: Individual parcel
ownership must be verified via county land records to ensure correctness.)

Geologic Features
Geologic features include the following coverages:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NRRI‐Logged Drill Hole – drill holes logged by NRRI geologists Mark Severson, John Heine, and
Marsha Meinders Patelke;
Contact – contact mapped on surface between adjacent or overlying rock units (MGS);
hidden contact – contact between adjacent or overlying rock units inferred from subsurface
data (MGS);
fault – rupture in earth’s crust (MGS);
outcrop – rock exposed on surface (MGS);
bedrock geology – rock unit at surface or underlying surface (glacial) materials (MGS); and
rock property sample – location of sample with associated rock property data (MGS);

GIS Coverage Presentation, Limitations and Disclaimer
GIS coverages acquired and used in this study are delivered, as allowed, along with accompanying
metadata, on the DVD included with this report. Allowable use of each data set by report recipients is
pursuant to any restrictions spelled out within its metadata document. Generalized policies for coverage
sources, where available, are also included.
It should be noted that all existent coverages reflect a finite period in time. End users are advised to
check the original data sources for updated versions of the files provided herein. The University of
Minnesota does not warrant or guarantee that there are no errors. Users may wish to verify critical
information. In addition, every effort has been made to ensure that the interpretation conforms to
sound geologic and cartographic principles; however, no claim is made that the interpretation is
rigorously correct.

Development of Selection Criteria for PHES Site Selection
Derivation of PHES Scenarios
In order to focus the search for potential PHES sites among the mining features of the Mesabi Range,
some kind of context was needed. What are the possible scenarios that could be applied to build a
viable PHES system?
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Ten possible scenarios were ultimately developed for utilizing the existing mining features of the Mesabi
Iron Range. Several of these were obvious from the beginning, such as existing mine pit to existing mine
pit. Parts of others were suggested later, such as excavating an underground cavern for a lower reservoir
or mining tailings basins to produce a reservoir. Others simply became evident in the course of the
search.

PHES Scenarios
Following is a listing and explanation of each of ten scenarios for hosting a PHES system among the
mining features of the Mesabi Iron Range. The scenarios will be covered in detail in the section entitled
“Designation of Potential PHES Host Sites.”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Existing pit upper reservoir to existing pit lower reservoir (EPUR TO EPLR);
Constructed upper reservoir to existing pit lower reservoir (CUR TO EPLR);
Constructed upper reservoir in stockpile to existing pit lower reservoir CURS TO EPLR);
Existing tailings pond upper reservoir to existing pit lower reservoir (ETPUR TO EPLR);
Constructed upper reservoir to existing tailings pond lower reservoir (CUR TO ETPLR);
Constructed upper reservoir to constructed lower reservoir (CUR TO CLR);
Existing pit upper reservoir to excavated/mined underground lower reservoir (EPUR TO
E/MULR);
8. Existing tailings pond upper reservoir to excavated/mined underground lower reservoir (ETPUR
TO E/MULR);
9. Constructed upper reservoir in tailings basin to excavated/mined underground lower reservoir
(CURTB TO E/MULR); and
10. Existing pit upper reservoir to existing underground mine lower reservoir (EPUR TO EUMLR).

Critical Questions for PHES Site Selection
Siting a PHES facility on the Mesabi Iron Range requires an answer to the following basic question: Can
sufficient elevation differential be obtained to generate the head required to produce the desired
MegaWatts of power needed to make a PHES economically and realistically viable? Based on previous
studies done by Barr Engineering, 350 feet was selected as the minimum head to look for.
Below is a listing of questions that were taken into account while searching for potential PHES sites:
1. Is there sufficient head, i.e., 350 feet or more of elevation difference? Current mine pit water
levels may require adjustment to meet this condition.
2. Is there an existing mining feature that can serve as a reservoir or from which a reservoir can be
constructed?
3. Is the reservoir sufficiently deep to accommodate fluctuations in water level? Matt Lueker with
the project’s Facilities Group suggested a minimum of a 25‐foot fluctuation for the lower
reservoir (pers. comm, 2011). In general, an additional 70‐100 feet of minimum depth was
sought for assurance.
4. Since the lower reservoir is nearly always already in existence, can an upper reservoir be
constructed such that it is twice as big as the lower reservoir?
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5. Can an upper reservoir be constructed of sufficient depth and elevation such that discharge
resulting in a minimum 15‐foot fluctuation (suggested by Lueker for the upper reservoir) still
yields 350 or more feet of head? Lueker noted that the greater the areal extent, particularly of
the upper reservoir, the better for the system. This condition is due to decreased water level
fluctuation with greater areal extent (pers. comm., 2011).
6. Is there a nearby resource (stockpile, tailings basin, etc.) to provide materials for constructing a
reservoir?
7. Is there sufficient depth to bedrock such that a basin could be excavated to host a reservoir?
and
8. Are there any obvious deterrents among the multiple coverages that would automatically
preclude construction of a PHES?

Ranking Scheme for PHES Site Selection
A meeting of the NRRI members of the Geotechnical Team was held on June 15, 2011, to do a
preliminary assessment of the sites identified to date as having potential to host a PHES. Eighteen sites
were presented. Four maps had been prepared for each site: base map, hydro map, elevation contour
map, and ownership map. Discussion ensued as to what criteria should be applied to rank the sites and
how much weight should be applied to each criterion. An internal ranking was made.
The following day, June 16, 2011, a meeting was held at NRRI that was attended by representatives of all
the project teams, either in person or via conference call/web cast. Selection criteria from the previous
day was presented, discussed, expanded upon, and weighted. A listing of 14 criteria that would impact
site selection was drawn up. Each criterion was assessed as to whether or not it was a deal breaker. See
Table 2.1‐1 for the criteria listing and assessment. Table 2.1‐2 expands upon the site selection criteria. It
presents a listing of factors, culled from the group discussion, to be taken into consideration during the
site selection process and details potential issues surrounding each factor.
Table 2.1‐1. PHES site selection criteria and assessment.
PHES SITE SELECTION CRITERIA
Head
Volume
Adjacent to current mining/blasting
Faults/Fractures
Water Quality/Hydrology
Land Acquisition Problems
Environmental Concerns
Local Construction Material
Site Costs (Infrastructure, etc.)
Regulatory Issues
Safety Issues
Underground Mining Potential
Existing Basins
Existing Underground Mines
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DEAL BREAKER
Definitely
Definitely
Possible
Possible
Possible
Possible
Possible
No
Possible
Possible
Possible
No
Possible
Possible

Twenty‐five potential PHES site scenarios were then presented for discussion and group assessment
according to the criteria drawn up. The scenarios presented were those identified to date during this
project. The 25 scenarios were then ranked by the group. The ranking is presented in the section
entitled, “Designation of Potential PHES Host Sites.” Seven site scenarios proposed by Barr Engineering
in previous studies were briefly shown but were not included in the current ranking.
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Table 2.1‐2. Factors to be taken into consideration during the site selection process and details potential
issues surrounding each factor.
Factors Impacting PHES Siting
Mineral Rights

Potential Issues
mined out vs. not mined out
future mineral development potential
currently

Mining/Blasting

in 10 years
in 20 years
>50 years

Potential for Mining an Underground
Reservoir

time frame involved (agreement with mining company,
drilling/development of resource, permitting, mining)
availability of existing basin/pit/underground mine
sufficient hydraulic head ( ≥ 350 ft.)
2:1 upper to lower reservoir (water volume, surface area)

Engineering Concerns

dam/dike construction
accessibility to construction materials (nearby resource ‐ stockpile,
tailings basin, etc.)
depth to bedrock for basin construction
insulation of reservoirs, pumphouse, penstock from effects of
blasting
water leakage/drainage control
local/regional geology
rock quality/stability
underground mine workings
cost
fracture control/interconnectivity

Hydrology

effect on local drinking water supply
competition for water usage
purchase/lease of surface and/or mineral rights
size of footprint

Site Development/Costs

infrastructure
requisite geoengineering
state/county/municipal codes
hydrology – leakage, drainage, interconnectivity

Environmental Concerns

water quality – e.g., sulfate
impact to wetlands
multiple watersheds
Native America Treaty Lands

Regulatory Difficulties

wetlands
inter‐basin water transfer (multiple watersheds)

Safety Concerns

dam safety
recreational public safety
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IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL PHES SITES ON THE MESABI IRON RANGE
The search for potential PHES host sites on the Mesabi Iron Range was a continually evolving process.
Reduced to simple basics, a PHES requires an upper reservoir, a lower reservoir, adequate elevation
difference between the two (the “head”) and a means of connecting the two. From initial presentations
by Barr Engineering at the onset of the project, a minimum head of 350 ft. was deemed the primary
objective to pursue in identifying potential sites. This section will present the method, developmental
process and subsequent designation of potential PHES sites on the Mesabi Iron Range.

Site Identification Method
A GIS Approach
A GIS approach to PHES site selection on the Mesabi Iron Range pulls together coverages of the multiple
factors that can impact site selection and makes them readily viewable to planners. Primary coverages
include mining and hydrologic features that can be overlain on a digital orthophoto, as well as elevation
data for surface topography and bathymetrical data for pit and lake topography. Access to
transportation routes and major electric transmission lines are another consideration, as are surface
property and mineral rights ownership and land administration.
Beyond the immediate advantage of being ready‐made reservoirs, mine pits generally reside in more
restricted‐access areas. Surrounding land ownership is often tied up by mining companies, past or
present. Where pits lie within the permitted extent of current taconite operations, they have already
been subjected to environmental review. This review does not, however, preclude additional formal
review for PHES‐use purposes. One disadvantage common to many of the old natural iron ore pits is
that, where accessible, they have been stocked with fish and are well‐used by local residents.
Each potential upper or lower mine pit reservoir must be situated on the basis of elevation such that a
second reservoir exists or can be constructed at sufficient elevation difference to deliver the desired
energy output. For the purpose of this study, the elevation difference between discharge from the
upper reservoir to the water surface in the lower reservoir (known as the head) was set at a minimum of
350 feet. Locating areas of 350+ feet of elevation differential along the Mesabi Iron Range was step one
to PHES site selection.

Questions to be Resolved
The connection between reservoirs and elevation differential is elementary to the PHES system.
However, the search for a potential PHES site must take into account more than mere Digital Elevation
Model (DEM) contours on a map. Questions to be considered include:
•
•
•

How deep is the pit? How are its sides and bottom shaped?
Does the current pit bottom reflect the original pit bottom? Has the pit been back‐filled? Are
there any stockpiles within the pit?
What volume of water does the pit hold? Is there sufficient water volume at the level the water
must be reduced to in order to produce sufficient head?
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•
•

What is the depth to bedrock should a reservoir need to be scoured from original land surface?
and
What is the depth of any underground workings that could potentially impact a reservoir?

The above questions are related strictly to reservoirs and elevation. Many other factors come into play
in selecting potential PHES sites, including the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who owns the land?
Is the land currently in use by a mining company or other entity?
Will the land be mined in the future?
Does the reservoir see recreational use?
Is the site easily accessible?
How close to the existing main power structure is the site?
How do abandoned underground mines and mine shafts impact the site?
How will current mining activities impact the site?
Does the site impact wetlands?
Does the site cross watershed boundaries? and
Will local geology impact the site?

Application of GIS Coverages
The answers to many of the above questions and more that arose throughout the course of the project
can be answered by applying GIS coverages to a digital ortho photo image (DOQ) of the area under
investigation. ESRI’s ArcGIS ArcMap 9.3 was the software used in this study as the platform for coverage
application and map production. Ortho photos used were National Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP)
Digital Orthorectified Images (DOQ), Minnesota, 2009, obtained from the Minnesota Geospatial
Information Office (MnGeo).
In applying GIS coverages, it must be understood that each coverage is only as current as denoted under
the “Time Period of Content Date” entry in the coverage’s accompanying metadata file. It is always
desirable to have the most recent coverage available. Physical features that would not be expected to
change, such as roads, power lines, railroads, lakes, streams, and topographic data are less susceptible
to being outdated. Property ownership, on the other hand, is constantly evolving.
The surface ownership coverage used herein should be applied in a very generalized sense, e.g., mining
company, private, state, federal. Actual surface ownership can be determined on a parcel by parcel basis
through web‐accessible county property tax files. Mineral rights ownership is less accessible. Severed
mineral rights can be gleaned by noting an additional entry and tax code on a given parcel of land. As
with surface ownership, this must be done on a parcel by parcel basis.
St. Louis County has developed a Land Information Portal that will make all land record data across the
county accessible to county employees and, for a fee, to other agencies, etc. This database will allow
searches such as for severed mineral rights. The portal is expected to be rolled out in 2012.
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Caveat to Application of GIS Coverages
The “static” physical features listed in the previous section were cited for a reason. On the Mesabi Iron
Range, even normally “static” features can change from one year to the next where active mining is
taking place. For example, the elevation data used in this report is outdated for all areas of active
mining. Mine pits have been widened and deepened and new pits have been started. Stockpiles have
been created, enlarged and grown higher. In some cases, stockpiles have been reduced or moved.
Tailings basins have been filled and expanded.
The entire Mesabi Iron Range was flown this past summer (2011) to collect LIDAR data for generating a
new set of topographic maps that will provide resolution down to 2 feet. These data should become
available
by
the
end
of
2011
(ftp://lidar.dnr.state.mn.us/documentation/status/
arrowhead_data_delivery_dates.pdf). Each potential PHES site identified in this study will require
reassessment with regard to head in light of the newly acquired data.

Site Identification Process
Initial Effort
Since the head was determined to be the primary factor in PHES site selection, the initial step was to
begin working with elevation data. A first pass effort was attempted at modeling elevation data from
MNDNR’s 2004 Mesabi_grid Digital Elevation Model (DEM) using Spatial Analyst within ESRI’s ArcGis 9.3
software. Contours were generated and slopes and slope derivatives derived in an attempt to pull out
areas experiencing 350 feet or more of usable elevation difference. Similar derivations were generated
in ESRI’s Arc Hydro v1.3, and hydrology was explored as a tool for identifying potential PHES sites.
Little was gained during this exercise. Apparently, the modeling done was on too localized a scale to
generate any particularly useful information. The same discovery was made by Geotechnical team
member Carlos Carranza‐Torres (UMD) while doing mathematical modeling in a similar search for
elevation differential across the Mesabi Iron Range (Carranza‐Torres, 2011).
The positive to come out of this was an increased familiarity with Mesabi Iron Range mining features
relative to elevation. This was due to the visual effect created by the ramped colorization of elevation
contours in conjunction with the mining features coverage. Rather than being model‐driven, the search
process became visual‐driven: red = high, green = low, tight contours = steep slope.

Early Frustrations
What soon became clear was the low probability of finding the requisite elevation differential working
solely off the DEM contours. Applying pit bathymetric data, where available, and working from original
pit and underground mine maps would become integral to the process. Yet the requisite head remained
elusive when adjusting for high‐ and low‐water operating levels within each reservoir. This problem was
compounded by the need to retain sufficient water volume in the lower reservoir when water elevation
reduction would be necessary to meet the requisite head.
Two factors played against the effort: 1) closeness to the Laurentian Divide; and 2) shallowness of the
natural ore deposits. The northern extent of the Biwabik Iron Formation lies in very close proximity to
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the crest of the Laurentian Divide. While the elevation may be high, the slope is steep. Construction of
an upper reservoir in such terrain would be difficult. Depth to bedrock in these areas is shallow to none,
eliminating the potential of scouring a basin out of the surface. While a basin could conceivably be
constructed north of the Divide in places, where it would not be constricted by mining or residential
concerns, e.g., see Minntac Area Elevation Contours Map (Fig 2.5.10‐6), the same difficulties of steep
slope and shallow depth to bedrock would apply. In addition, this would entail mixing waters of two
major watersheds between the upper and lower reservoir, something sure to cause significant difficulty
in permitting.
Shallowness of the natural ore bodies is due to the sedimentary nature of the Biwabik Iron Formation.
Deposited in a lake bed, the iron‐formation is nearly horizontal in nature. The beds dip at a shallow
angle (approximately 10°) in a southerly direction, for the most part, although they are very steeply
dipping (nearly vertical) at one locality within the fold of the iron‐formation, in the vicinity of the Ordean
natural ore mine north of the city of Virginia.
Unlike the Soudan Underground Mine on the Vermilion Iron Range, where a University of Minnesota
physics lab resides at over 2,250 feet (690 meters) below ground in mined‐out iron‐formation, the pits
and underground mines of the Mesabi Iron Range are more likely to be 200 to 300 feet in depth. There
are multiple exceptions to this condition. The Embarrass and McKinley open pit mines are over 400 feet
deep, while the Leonidas underground mine went down 600 feet. For the most part, the oxidation that
produced the natural ore mines took place at the surface of the iron‐formation (oxidized lenses of ore
produced by water infiltration into surficial fractures) or was confined horizontally within a unit of the
iron‐formation.

Subsequent Success
Growing familiarity with mining features across the Mesabi Iron Range led to a “thinking outside of the
box” approach to PHES site identification. Steepness of slope, construction of dams and dikes,
excavation of caverns, etc., things that initially would have precluded consideration of a potential site,
were now relegated to engineering problems.
Learning of the Marmora PHES project in Ontario, Canada, late in the project confirmed the potential for
another PHES scenario that had been held in the background: constructing an upper reservoir within an
existing stockpile. The Marmora project calls for reshaping an existing rock stockpile to fully contain an
upper reservoir. The reservoir will be lined with gravel and finished with an impervious layer such as
asphalt (Northland Power, 2011). Plans call for the project to open in 2014‐2015.
The scenario of constructing an upper reservoir in a stockpile yields the potential of gaining an
additional 50 to 100 feet or more of head. An additional bonus is that such a reservoir could be designed
and built up right along with current mining activities.

Initial Identification of Potential PHES Sites
Twenty‐five sites across the Mesabi Iron Range were initially identified as having the requisite head
height of 350 feet in conjunction with at least one pit reservoir and the potential to construct or
excavate another. The entire MIR was looked at, including properties and features of current taconite
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operations. It was reasoned that PHES reservoir design and construction could be incorporated into
mining plans.
Each of the 25 sites had a study area inscribed about it. This study area allowed application of GIS
coverages to an area of influence surrounding the site for evaluation of impact factors. A suite of 48
coverages was applied to each study area. Coverages were clipped to each study area to produce stand‐
alone data sets. Map sets were generated from the coverages for each of five basic categories: base
map (including mining features), hydrology, elevation contours, ownership, and geology.

Preliminary Site Ranking
The twenty‐five sites were presented to representatives of all project teams at a meeting held at NRRI
on June 16, 2011. Following discussion of each site scenario and assessment according to the selection
criteria and factors impacting PHES siting derived at and listed in Tables 2.1‐1 and 2.1‐2, the site
scenarios were ranked. Site scenarios from previous Barr Engineering studies were also briefly
presented, but not included in the ranking.
The site rankings are presented in Table 2.1‐3. Included is the team assessment for each site according
to each criterion applied. Eighteen of the 25 site scenarios were given a ranking. The rankings are as
follows, with a notation provided to link them to the final product in Chapter 2.5 of this report:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
10.
10.
11.
12.
12.
12.
13.
14.

Morton‐South Agnew (corresponds to Morton‐South Agnew Area Scenario 1);
Hibtac (corresponds to Hibbing Taconite Area Scenario 1);
Chisholm‐Buhl (corresponds to Chisholm‐Buhl Area Hartley‐Burt Scenario);
Keetac‐North (corresponds to Keetac‐Mesabi Chief Area Scenario 1);
Alpena‐Minorca (corresponds to Alpena‐Minorca Area Scenario);
Virginia Horn South (corresponds to an earlier version of Virginia Horn South Area Scenario 1;
the constructed upper reservoir was shown to the west of the pit);
Virginia Horn North (corresponds to Virginia Horn North Area Scenario 1);
Minntac West Pit (corresponds to Minntac Area Scenario 2);
Arcturus Area (corresponds to Arcturus Area Scenario 1);
Chisholm‐Buhl ‐ Discovery Center (corresponds to Chisholm‐Buhl Area Monroe‐Tener Complex
Scenario 1);
UTac Thunderbird South (this scenario has been eliminated and replaced with UTac Area
Scenario 1, Option 2 (southern option);
Keetac old underground (corresponds to Keetac‐Mesabi Chief Area Scenario 2);
Canisteo (This listing in Table 2.1‐3 should be disregarded, as there were no underground mines
mapped to date in the vicinity of the Canisteo pit.);
Keetac‐Underground Taconite Mine (corresponds to Keetac‐Mesabi Chief Area Scenario 3b);
UTac‐Underground Taconite Mine (corresponds to UTac Area Scenario 3);
Chisholm‐Buhl Underground Taconite Mine (corresponds to Chisholm‐Buhl Area
Douglas/Duncan/Dunwoody Area Scenario 1);
Canisteo Underground‐Taconite Area (corresponds to Canisteo Area Scenario 2); and
Dunka Pit Underground Taconite Mine (corresponds to Northshore‐LTV East Area Site 2, Options
1 and 2).
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Table 2.1‐3. PHES ‐ Site rankings by technical teams ‐ June 16, 2011.
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Table 2.1‐3 (continued). PHES ‐ Site rankings by technical teams ‐ June 16, 2011.
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An additional six site scenarios were deemed to have fatal flaws (Table 2.1‐4):
Table 2.1‐3. PHES sites on the MIR with very low potential.
"Off the Table" Sites with very low potential
Butler Mine area
Embarrass Pit
Genoa-Mariska Area
LTV/Cliffs-Erie Site
McKinley/Eastern Reserve
Underground Taconite Mine

Fatal Flaw
Essar's future mining area
Current Recreation Site
Current Recreation Site
Checkerboard land ownership
head and volume based on speculative data
(no drilling close-by)
adjacent Cu-Ni mining potential;
elongate mineral potential

Northshore Underground Taconite Mine

The Minntac East Pit site was not ranked at this time because it will be mined into the future. Note that
the top nine sites were deemed the least expensive to develop. Costs increase through the subsequent
sites, with development of an underground taconite mine for use as a lower reservoir requiring the
highest expenditures in both monetary cost and time.

Designation of Potential PHES Sites
Subsequent to the June meeting, additional site scenarios were developed, and some earlier scenarios
were revised or discarded. Eventually, 45 site scenarios were developed within 17 designated study
areas. Eight of the site scenarios are based on previous studies by Barr Engineering.

Study Areas
Seventeen study areas, named for a prominent mining, geologic, or civic feature resident therein, are
depicted in Figures 2.1‐2 and 2.1‐3. Study areas allow examination of an area of influence around a
particular PHES site scenario. Figure 2.1‐2 highlights 15 of the 17 study areas, designated NRRI Study
Areas. NRRI study areas were derived from the current investigation. From west to east along the MIR,
the NRRI study areas are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Canisteo Area;
Arcturus Area;
Essar Steel‐Butler Taconite Area;
Keetac‐Mesabi Chief Area;
Hibtac Area;
Morton‐South Agnew Area;
Chisholm‐Buhl Area;
Minntac Area;
Alpena‐Minorca Area;
Virginia Horn South Area;
UTac Area;
Virginia Horn North Area;
McKinley‐Biwabik Area;
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14. LTV West Area; and
15. Northshore‐LTV East Area.

Figure 2.1‐2. NRRI PHES Site Map.

Note that an apparent 16th study area ‐ Dunka Pit Area ‐ is wholly contained within the Northshore‐LTV
East Area and will be addressed in the discussion on that area. It was depicted in Figure 2.1‐2 because it
is referenced in Table 2.1‐3 above.
Figure 2.1‐3 highlights seven study areas previously examined by Barr Engineering (2010). From west to
east along the MIR, these study areas are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Hill Annex;
Keewatin;
Hull Rust;
Buhl;
Missabe Mountain;
Giants Ridge; and
Hoyt Lakes‐Babbitt.
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Figure 2.1‐3. Barr Engineering PHES Site Map.

The Barr Hull Rust and Barr Buhl study areas are included in the 17 study areas denoted above. They will
be discussed individually in Chapter 2.5. The Hull Rust site discussion can be found following the Hibbing
Taconite Area discussion. The Buhl site discussion follows the Chisholm‐Buhl Area discussion. The
remaining Barr sites fall within the boundaries of an NRRI study area and are included in the discussion
for that particular area, as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hill Annex: Arcturus Area;
Keewatin: Keetac‐Mesabi Chief Area;
Missabe Mountain: Virginia Horn South Area;
Giants Ridge: Virginia Horn North Area; and
Hoyt Lakes‐Babbitt: LTV West Area Scenario 3.

PHES Site Scenarios
Ten scenarios were recognized under which a potential PHES system could be developed using mining‐
related features on the MIR. These scenarios, with examples, are described in the paragraphs below.

Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir (EPUR TO EPLR)
The most economical scenario for a proposed PHES system on the Mesabi Iron Range would be to start
with two existent mine pits, closely‐situated, but seated such that the elevation difference between the
two pits can produce the desired head. Four sites were identified under this scenario.
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One site in particular fits this description: the Alpena‐Minorca Area. The proposed upper reservoir
resides directly to the northeast above the lower reservoir with the requisite 350‐foot head. At this
location, an arm of the Minorca taconite pit has been thrust up relative to the Alpena‐Sauntry‐
Enterprise natural ore pits below due to a major fault and uplifted block. This is known as the Alpena
Monocline.

Existing Tailings Pond Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir (ETPUR TO EPLR)
This scenario utilizes an existing tailings pond as the upper reservoir, with an existing pit as the lower
reservoir. Two sites are included under this scenario, both proposed by Barr Engineering in earlier
studies (Barr Engineering, 2006). At the Hill‐Annex site of the Arcturus Area, a natural ore tailings basin
resides north (upper side) of the Arcturus complex pit, the proposed lower reservoir.

Constructed Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir (CUR TO EPLR)
Applied twelve times, this is the most common PHES scenario utilized among the designated sites. Each
requires building up a containment dike to heights of 70 to 100 feet or damming up waters coming off of
the Laurentian Divide, with the dams rising to heights of 70 to 100 feet. Each of the taconite pits could
host a constructed upper reservoir while using a deeply mined portion of the same pit as the lower
reservoir. Natural ore pits could serve as lower reservoirs to upper reservoirs formed by damming up
waters from the Divide.

Constructed Upper Reservoir in Stockpile to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir (CURS TO EPLR)
This scenario is based on the Marmora (Ontario, Canada) Pumped Storage project described earlier.
Reshaping a stockpile on the Mesabi Iron Range to contain a reservoir could add an additional 50 to 100
feet of head to a proposed PHES. This scenario was applied eight times, including at both the Minntac
East and Minntac West taconite pits.

Constructed Upper Reservoir to Existing Tailings Pond Lower Reservoir (CUR TO ETPLR)
Construction of an upper reservoir along or near the Laurentian Divide is needed to pair with the
Minorca Mine taconite tailings basin as a lower reservoir. The tailings basin is located northeast of the
City of Virginia and the Minorca Mine, across the divide from both. This site is the only site for this
scenario.

Constructed Upper Reservoir to Constructed Lower Reservoir (CUR TO CLR)
Having to construct both the upper and lower reservoirs of a PHES system makes this scenario a costly
one. One such site is being proposed for the LTV West Area. Since this area will see both taconite and
Cu‐Ni mining take place to the south of the Divide, this scenario proposes going north of the Divide. A
ridge of highlands runs to the west from the former LTV plant site, dropping steeply on the northern
slope. A reservoir constructed in the highlands would attain sufficient head when dropping water to a
lower reservoir constructed at its base.
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Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to Excavated/Mined Underground Lower Reservoir (EPUR TO E/MULR)
Under this scenario, an existing pit would be used as the upper reservoir while the lower reservoir
would be constructed underground by one of three methods. The first option calls for excavating an
underground cavern within a designated unit of taconite or natural iron ore. Rather than mining out an
ore body, Option 1 involves simply excavating a cavern of predetermined size to meet the head and
volume requirements for a lower reservoir. Sale of the ore retrieved would offset costs of producing the
reservoir.
Option 2 would generate a lower reservoir by mining out one of several known remaining natural iron
ore deposits on the Mesabi Iron Range by underground methods. Costs of producing the reservoir
would be offset by the value of the iron mined. Since this method would be an actual mine, the site
would need to undergo a complete review and permitting process. That, coupled with the time factor
involved in mining the ore body, would place such a potential site far down the road in terms of
readiness for hosting a PHES.
The third option would mine taconite underground, down dip, off of the iron‐formation. As in options
one and two, costs of creating the reservoir would be offset by the value of the taconite mined. This
option is based on the unlikelihood of current taconite operations to continue mining down dip via open
pit methods due to increasing depth of the iron‐formation. (Very recent developments indicate that this
option may no longer be the case on the Mesabi Iron Range. It has recently been shown that continuing
to mine down dip by open pit methods can indeed be profitable (Clevenstine, 2011).)
Seven sites have been proposed with one of the above three options. Three of these sites are in the
Northshore‐LTV East (Dunka Pit) Area.
Mark Severson (NRRI, PHES Geotechnical Team) has denoted several potential areas for mining taconite
south of the iron‐formation and evaluated the prospect of this third option as part of this project
(Severson, 2011; Section 2.2). A major drawback to this option (and option 2) is the time factor involved.
It can take up to ten years to acquire the requisite permits, then another ten years ore more to mine out
the deposit.

Existing Tailings Pond Upper Reservoir to Excavated/Mined Underground Lower Reservoir (ETPUR TO
E/MULR)
Existing tailings ponds, one from taconite mining and one from natural ore mining, form the upper
reservoir at the two sites identified by this scenario. The first site is located in the Keetac‐Mesabi Chief
Area while the second is in the Chisholm‐Buhl Area. The likeliest underground lower reservoir would be
that in option 1 above, the excavated cavern of predetermined size.

Constructed Upper Reservoir in Tailings Basin to Excavated/Mined Underground Lower Reservoir (CURTB
TO E/MULR)
Constructing an upper reservoir in a tailings basin can be a profitable undertaking right now.
Magnetation has developed a process for mining former natural ore tailings basins to retrieve valuable
iron units for sale as iron concentrate on the open market. The mining of the tailings can scour out a
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basin to serve as an upper reservoir. Construction of the reservoir can take place concurrently with
mining. The lower reservoir would likely be the excavated underground cavern of predetermined size.

Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to Existing Underground Mine Lower Reservoir (EPUR TO EUMLR)
This scenario makes use of an existing pit as the upper reservoir and an existing underground mine as
the lower reservoir. It is being proposed for the Bennett underground mine located in the Keetac‐
Mesabi Chief Area. The nature of the ore and the mining methods used on the Mesabi Iron Range place
this scenario very low on the list of feasible sites. Appendix 2.1‐A discusses underground mining on the
Mesabi Iron Range and the inherent problems still occurring today because of it.

Presentation of Designated Potential PHES Site Scenarios
Working solely from GIS coverages, without consideration or input from any of the currently active or
proposed mining operations, 45 potential PHES site scenarios were ultimately identified across the MIR.
Table 2.1‐5 presents a listing of the 17 study areas that host the potential PHES sites, along with the
proposed site scenarios for each. Multiples of a given scenario within a study area is noted. The study
areas are listed from west to east across the MIR.
Coverages have been clipped to each of the 17 study areas for ease of manipulation when reviewing site
data. Each of the 17 study areas, with its resident PHES site scenarios, is presented in detail in Chapter
2.5, complete with discussion, site map, specific site scenario maps, and a GIS‐coverage map set
comprised of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Base Map;
Hydro Map;
Elevation Contours Map (derived from the 2004 Mesabi_Grid DEM);
USGS Elevation Contours Map – where applicable (derived from the 30‐meter USGS_grid DEM
(1949‐1982); provided where the Mesabi_Grid‐derived contours did not completely cover a
study area; Mesabi_Grid‐derived contours take precedence where present);
5. Ownership Map; and
6. Geologic Map.
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Table 2.1‐4. PHES Site Scenarios.
PHES SITE SCENARIOS
PHES AREA

EPUR TO
EPLR

ETPUR
TO EPLR

Canisteo Area
Arcturus Pit Area

1

Essar Steel‐Butler Taconite Area

CUR TO
EPLR

CURS TO
EPLR

1

1

1

1

CUR TO
CLR

EPUR TO
E/MULR

ETPUR
TO
E/MULR

CURTB
TO
E/MULR

EPUR TO
EUMLR

1

1

Hibtac Area

1

3
1

3

1

1
1

1

1

1

Morton‐South Agnew Area

1

2
2

2

Buhl Area

1

Minntac Area

1

1

1

1

6
1

2

2

1

1

Virginia Horn South Area

1

UTac Area 1

2

Virginia Horn North Area

1

1

2
1

1
5

1

EPUR TO EPLR ‐ Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to
Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
ETPUR TO EPLR ‐ Existing Tailings Pond Upper
Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
CUR TO EPLR ‐ Constructed Upper Reservoir to
Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
CURS TO EPLR ‐ Constructed Upper Reservoir in
Stockpile to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir

2

12

4
2

Northshore‐LTV East
TOTAL

1

1

McKinley‐Biwabik Area
LTV West Area

7
2

1

Chisholm Area

Alpena‐Minorca Area

TOTAL
3

1

Keetac‐Mesabi Chief Area

Hull Rust Area

CUR TO
ETPLR

8

1

1

CUR TO ETPLR ‐ Constructed Upper Reservoir to
Existing Tailings Pond Lower Reservoir
CUR TO CLR ‐ Constructed Upper Reservoir to
Constructed Lower Reservoir
EPUR TO E/MULR ‐ Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to
Excavated/Mined Underground Lower
Reservoir
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1

1

1

3

3

3

8

2

5

1

45

ETPUR TO E/MULR ‐ Existing Tailings Pond Upper
Reservoir to Excavated/Mined Underground
Lower Reservoir
CURTB TO E/MULR ‐ Constructed Upper Reservoir
in Tailings Basin to Excavated/Mined
Underground Lower Reservoir
EPUR TO EUMLR ‐ Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to
Existing Underground Mine Lower Reservoir

GIS coverages have also been clipped to each of the Barr Engineering sites and map sets have been
produced as described for the study areas above. Map sets for the Barr sites can be found following the
discussion/map set of the study area in which they reside.
A listing of the GIS coverages employed, complete with description and source, is provided in Appendix
2.1‐B. These GIS coverages, as allowed, and accompanying metadata files, are included on one DVD with
this report.

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this investigation was to find and identify those sites along the Mesabi Iron Range that
had the “potential” to host a PHES system. Potential is herein defined as the existence of, or ability to
construct, two reservoirs within reasonable proximity to one another such that the low water elevation
of the upper reservoir exceeds the high water elevation of the lower reservoir by a minimum of 350
feet. Forty‐five potential site scenarios are presented, forty of which meet this definition. The remaining
five site scenarios were obtained from previous studies by Barr Engineering that were not constrained
by a 350‐foot head. As noted, these site scenarios, with the exception of those obtained from previous
Barr Engineering studies, have been determined solely through application of GIS coverages. No input
was solicited from current or future mining operations, local communities or other entities.
Sketches of proposed reservoir extents and accessory structures were drawn for illustration purposes
only and should not be perceived as design drawings. They are merely indicative of where these
elements could be located. New LIDAR digital elevation data current to the summer of 2011 will become
available by early 2012 or sooner. Application of these data will further enhance PHES design and
conceivably increase the determined head at various sites.
While a preliminary ranking was assigned to many of the site scenarios, it is suggested that all site
scenarios be evaluated or re‐evaluated in detail by each of the disciplines involved in this project. What
appears untenable to one group may be a simple engineering solution to another. It is also suggested
that the site scenarios be evaluated in conjunction with the mining entity whose lands/operation would
become impacted. Current mining does not necessarily preclude development of a PHES system within
these lands. Alternative energy prospects may be welcomed within the mining community and new
partnerships forged. Reservoir design and construction could become incorporated into mining plans.
In conclusion, this investigation has shown that hosting a PHES system among, and utilizing the mining
features of, the Mesabi Iron Range is a viable prospect. Numerous potential sites have been identified
and multiple PHES scenarios are presented in Chapter 2.5 with discussions and GIS coverage maps for
preliminary evaluation. Inclusion on DVD of these GIS coverages, in shapefile format, provides the tools
for generating more in‐depth evaluation of the designated sites.
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APPENDIX 2.1‐A:
UNDERGROUND MINING ON THE MESABI IRON RANGE
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Unlike the open pit natural ore and taconite mines that are essentially open books, underground mining
of natural iron ore on the Mesabi Iron Range is a totally different matter. Underground mining was
extensively employed across the MIR for a period of 70 years. It impacts many of the areas and potential
PHES sites addressed in this report. As such, a basic understanding of the underground mining
operations will be presented here.
In contrast to the hard hematite ore of the Soudan Underground Mine, the natural hematite ore of the
Mesabi Iron Range was soft, at times to the point of being friable. Where mining of the Soudan
Underground Mine produced large open stopes in self‐supporting rock, underground mining on the
Mesabi Iron Range required heavy timbering to support the roof above.

Square sets
Early mining on the MIR often involved the use of square sets, a dangerous array of open‐set timbers,
stacked one upon another as much as eight sets high, to mine from the bottom up. Eight‐foot timbers
were generally used in square‐set mining. Ore was dropped through the open sets to the floor below.

Slicing and caving
Subsequently, a safer method of underground mining, slicing and caving, became the norm. The slicing
and caving method worked from the top down. A major horizontal drift was run outward from the mine
shaft below the ore body, or, if the ore body was of considerable thickness, at designed intervals within
the ore body. From this main haulage drift, a series of horizontal drifts, perpendicular to the main drift
and often spaced at 50‐foot intervals, were mined outward to the edge of the ore body. Vertical raises
would be mined upward from these side drifts to the top of the ore body. Part of the raise would
contain a ladderway, while the larger share would be encased to form a chute down which the ore
would be dropped to awaiting cars in the drift below.
From the top of the raise, a horizontal drift would be mined. For each forward advance of six to eight
feet, the recently created opening would be shored up with timbers on the side and overhead before
advancing again. Extra caution was necessary in that top‐most slice not to pierce the ceiling of the ore
body. This event could cause the unconsolidated gravel, sands, silt and clay of the overlying glacial
sediments to pour in through the opening, entrapping the miners.
As the term slicing implies, a second drift would be mined immediately adjacent to the first, again
setting timbers as moving along, followed by a third drift, etc., in effect “slicing” off the ore. Usually
after three slices were mined, the unmined walls of the cavern produced were shored up with lumber.
Small timbers, lumber, and chicken wire were laid on the floor. Holes were drilled in the midpoint of the
upright timbers supporting the roof and sticks of dynamite were inserted. The dynamite was ignited,
blasting out the timbers and caving the cavern roof and overlying rock and sediments.
When the smoke cleared, mining was resumed, carving out another cavern one slice at a time. When
the top level had been mined out, a new level or sub‐level would be started immediately below the top
level. Mining would proceed as described above. The materials placed on the floor prior to blasting
served to contain the caved materials as successive mining occurred below. Caving produced gradual
subsidence in the overlying surface.
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Existent Underground Mines as Potential Lower Reservoirs
The legacy of underground mining on the Mesabi Iron Range is a surfeit of unknowns. Were the
workings collapsed, even partially, at the time of mining? Were the workings backfilled with waste
materials? Has locally strong roof rock remained intact to create significant void space? Are the workings
water‐filled today?
Underground mines on the Mesabi Iron Range relied on heavy use of timber. That timber remains in the
mines today, whether collapsed or still supporting a roof. If the underground mine filled with water, as
would be expected, and remains filled with water today, the timber should be preserved in much of its
original condition. However, once the water has been removed and the timber exposed to air, it would
rapidly deteriorate. This deterioration could result in further surface subsidence, even at this late date.
Successively lowering and raising the water level within underground mines on the Mesabi Iron Range
could accelerate subsidence. That, in turn, could compromise any infrastructure in the immediate and
surrounding area. A recent example of this can be found on the east‐west stretch of U.S. Highway 169
immediately south of the city of Chisholm.
In 2007, following several years of drought, a catastrophic collapse occurred in the median near the
Ironworld entrance. The resulting sinkhole measured 9 feet in diameter by 18 deep, with vertical sides.
Recently completed mapping of underground mines in the vicinity, at MNDNR Lands and Minerals in
Hibbing, showed the highway to be underlain by underground workings of the Clark, Chisholm, Pearce
and Glen mines in what has proved to be one of the most intensely worked areas of the Mesabi Iron
Range.
Geophysical work conducted by the Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) and Blackhawk
Geoservices, Inc., Zapata Engineering of Golden, Colorado, proved the accuracy of the digitized and geo‐
referenced underground mine level maps. It was also collaborated by visual evidence obtained from
down‐hole video.
In order to ensure public safety and prevent a catastrophic collapse of the highway, MnDOT overlaid the
existing pavement with a bituminous base coarse and then twelve inches of continuously cast, doubly
reinforced, concrete. The intent is that even if a catastrophic collapse should occur beneath the
highway, the roadway would span any such collapse to protect unsuspecting motorists in the immediate
aftermath until the highway can be shut down and rerouted.
Visual inspection is a daily occurrence, along with annual monitoring for subsidence. A second, north‐
south stretch of the same highway, immediately around the bend from Chisholm to the west, received
the same treatment. This stretch overlies the Alexandria Mine. Catastrophic subsidence has occurred
here in the past near the intersection with County 5.
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APPENDIX 2.1‐B:
Listing of GIS Coverages Applied to Study Areas on the
Mesabi Iron Range for PHES Site Scenario Determinations
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PHES GIS Coverages Used
COVERAGE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

actminleas_07022010
adm_minowpy3
ArchaeoUTM_NAD83
bath_contln3
bdry_adwma2py3

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

bdry_counpy2
bdry_munipy3
bdry_natrtypy3
bdry_ntforpy3
bdry_stforpy3
bdry_stprkpy3
bedrock_topo
cent_popplpt1
depth _to_bdrk
dikes
ElectLine07s
ElecSubs07s
form_lns
HistUTM_NAD83
M‐Logged
mescon, mescon10
minefeatures
mmareaofrfgl_12072009

24.
25.
26.
27.

own_mnstwdpy2
oc_locpt
oc_poly_loc
parcels

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

parcsec
parctwp
Pc_contacts_faults
Pc_glg‐polys
Pc_glg_polys_if
Pc_glg_polys_if_Dissolve
permit setting bndrys

FULL NAME

SOURCE

Active State Mineral Leases
State Owned Mineral Interests
Archaeological Feature Location
Lake Bathymetry Contours
State Wildlife Management
Area Boundaries – Publicly Accessible
County Boundaries
Municipal Boundaries
Native American Treaty Boundaries
National Forest Boundaries
State Forest Boundaries
State Park Statutory Boundaries
Bedrock Topography grid
Populated Places
Depth to Bedrock grid
Dikes
Electrical Transmission Line
Electrical Substation
Linear Features in the Precambrian Bedrock
Historical/Cultural Feature Location
NRRI‐Logged Drill Holes
Contours derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)
Mine Features
Areas Ever Offered for Metallic
Mineral Leasing
GAP Stewardship 2008 – All Ownership Types
Outcrop location points
Outcrop location polygons
PLS Polygons to the Forty and Government
Lot Level
PLS Polygons to the Section Level
PLS Polygons to the Township Level
Precambrian contact and fault lines
Precambrian Bedrock Geology of Minnesota
Precambrian Bedrock Iron Formation
Precambrian Bedrock Iron Formation
Permit‐Setting Boundaries for
Environmental Review
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MNDNR‐LAM
MNDNR‐LAM
MNHS
MNDNR‐Waters
MNDNR Data Deli
MNDNR Data Deli
MNDNR Data Deli
MNDNR Data Deli
MNDNR Data Deli
MNDNR Data Deli
MNDNR Data Deli
MGS
MNDNR Data Deli
MGS
MGS
MnGeo
MnGeo
MGS
MNHS
NRRI
MNDNR‐Waters
MNDNR‐LAM
MNDNR‐LAM
MNDNR Data Deli
MGS
MGS
MNDNR Data Deli
MNDNR Data Deli
MNDNR Data Deli
MGS
MGS
MGS
MGS
MNDNR‐LAM

35. permitted extents (hibul, Permitted Mining Extents
kt_ultimate, ltvul, mittal_ult,
nsul, uss_ult, utac_ultimate)
36. pit_bathymetry
Pit Bathymetry
37. potential PHES reservoir
Potential PHES Reservoir
38. protected waters
Protected Waters Inventory (PWI)
Basin Delineations
39. rail_linesln3
DOT Basemap Railroads
40. road_dotln3
DOT Basemap Railroads
41. rp_samp_loc
Locations Points of Samples with Rock
Property Data
42. strm_baseln3
DNR 24K Streams
43. strm_troutln3
Minnesota Trout Streams
44. swuds
Water Use Data
45. ugshaftspt
Documented Mine Shafts
46. underground_minespy
Underground Mine Workings
47. usgscon, usgscon10
Contours derived from 30‐meter USGS
DEM (1949‐1982)
48. watr_dnrpy2
DNR 100K Hydrography
49. wetl_nwipy3
National Wetlands Inventory Polygons
50. wshd_lev01py3
DNR Watersheds – DNR Level 01 – HUC 02
51. wshd_lev08py3
DNR Watersheds – DNR Level 08
– All Catchments

MNDNR‐LAM

MNDNR‐Waters
NRRI
MNDNR‐Waters
MNDNR Data Deli
MNDNR Data Deli
MGS
MNDNR Data Deli
MNDNR Data Deli
MNDNR‐Waters
MNDNR‐LAM
MNDNR‐LAM
MNDNR‐Waters
MNDNR Data Deli
MNDNR Data Deli
MNDNR Data Deli
MNDNR Data Deli

Digital Orthorectified Images (DOQs) Applied
1. naip09_stlouis_central
2. naip09_itasca

Central St. Louis County
Itasca County

MnGeo
MnGeo

PHES Structures
Potential PHES Reservoirs

NRRI
NRRI

PHES GIS Coverages Created
1. PHES_structurepy_all
2. potential PHES
reservoirpy_all
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SECTION 2.2:
Preliminary Evaluation of Establishing an Underground
Taconite Mine, to be Used Later as a Lower Reservoir in a
Pumped Hydro Energy Storage Facility, on the Mesabi Iron Range, Minnesota

Mark J. Severson
Natural Resources Research Institute
University of Minnesota Duluth
5013 Miller Trunk Highway
Duluth, MN 55811‐1442
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Ten sites, with some deep drill hole information, were crudely evaluated for their potential to establish a
deep‐seated underground taconite mine that would be located to the immediate south of the Mesabi
Iron Range. Such a mine would produce a cavern that could be used as a lower reservoir in a Pumped
Hydro Energy Storage (PHES) facility that would be connected to a surface reservoir (abandoned water‐
filled mine or tailings basin) via a mine shaft. The lower reservoir would be excavated from ore that
would help to reduce the costs of producing the cavern.
Out of the ten evaluated sites, there are four candidates that appear to be the most enticing with
regards to establishing an underground mine in areas that would not be mined using conventional open
pit methods. These higher priority candidates are:
1. Taconite area – mining of a taconite ore body on the west end of the Mesabi Iron Range could
produce a cavern up to up 140 feet high, with a holding capacity of 14 billion gallons (43,200
acre‐feet), and a maximum head of 700 feet below the surface;
2. Cliffs‐Erie area – mining of metamorphosed high‐grade taconite from the eastern Mesabi Iron
Range could produce one or two caverns, each up to 90 feet or more high, with a maximum
head of 1,235 feet below the surface;
3. Northshore area – mining of metamorphosed high‐grade taconite from the eastern Mesabi Iron
Range could produce a cavern up to 150 feet high (based on crude data), with holding capacity
of 7.8 billion gallons/24,045 acre‐feet (based on 150 foot high cavern), and a maximum head of
600 feet below the surface; and
4. Dunka Pit area – mining of metamorphosed high‐grade taconite from the eastern Mesabi Iron
Range could produce one or two caverns, separated by a fault zone as follows:
a) an upper underground cavern/reservoir
 up to 110 feet high,
 with a holding capacity of 1.5 billion gallons/4,635 acre‐feet (with potential to expand to
the south),
 with a maximum head of 450 feet below the water‐filled and abandoned Dunka Pit
taconite mine;
b) a lower underground reservoir
 up to 90 feet high,
 with a holding capacity of 365 million gallons/1,120 acre‐feet,
 with a maximum head of 800 feet below the Dunka Pit taconite mine.
While these four sites have sufficient drilling to make preliminary estimates on water holding capacities,
more drilling would be needed to fully assess their ore potential.
In the event that any of the above four sites are eliminated due to conflicting land uses, any of the other
six sites discussed in this section could be chosen for underground mining. These sites are classified as
“lower priority” only because detailed drilling to define the full potential of an underground mine is
lacking. Out of this lower priority group, the Eveleth area would be the next best candidate. The lowest
priority candidates would be the Two River Reservoir area and McKinley area.
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INTRODUCTION
This section is written in conjunction with an IREE‐sponsored project whose overall purpose is to
determine the potential of creating an energy storage site on the Mesabi Iron Range of northeastern
Minnesota that would combine wind‐generated energy with a pumped hydro energy storage (PHES)
facility. Such a system would utilize wind‐generated energy to pump water to an upper reservoir during
off‐peak hours, and the PHES facility would generate hydro‐electric energy via transfer of water from
the upper to a lower reservoir during peak hours. On the Mesabi Iron Range there are numerous
abandoned mine pits and underground workings (direct shipping ore mines of the pre‐1960s), and
related stockpiles and tailings basins, that could serve as either upper or lower reservoirs in a PHES
facility. Mining of iron‐rich magnetic taconite ores on the Mesabi Iron Range continues into the 21st
century and some of these mines, and related tailings basins, could also conceivably be used as potential
reservoirs in the future. Any of the above types of mine pits, underground workings, stockpiles, and
tailings basins, in tangent with topographic highs along the Mesabi Iron Range, may possess the desired
head differential needed for an effective PHES facility. Overall, the IREE project presents a unique
opportunity for the Mesabi Iron Range to use a PHES facility that is in close proximity to Minnesota
Power’s DC transmission line from North Dakota wind resources.
The purpose of this section is to conduct a preliminary, and non‐economic, review of the area located to
the immediate south of the Mesabi Iron Range, where there is some potential to develop future
underground mine sites. These sites would be deep‐seated taconite ore bodies that could later be used
as a lower reservoir that would be linked to an upper reservoir at the surface via a mine
shaft/penstock(s). In this scenario, originally envisioned by Dr. Don Fosnacht of the NRRI, the mining of
taconite to produce an underground cavern may allow for a very low cost, efficient creation of the lower
reservoir. A benefit of this approach would be to reduce or even eliminate future mineral rights
considerations since the resource would be removed from areas outside of current open pit mining
limits.
The concept of establishing an underground taconite mine on the Mesabi Iron Range is not a new idea
and was first examined in the 1960s. Pfleider and Yardley (1963) concluded that the economic feasibility
for such an endeavor was attainable at the time and proposed a “lane and pillar” method for extracting
the ore. Later work by Pfleider and Scofield (1967) agreed with the original findings, and they modeled
an underground mine at 1,700 feet that also used a similar “lane and pillar” technique (but with parallel
lanes driven parallel to the dip of the ore body). The mine would consist of several blocks, and the lanes
in each block would be 925 feet long by 85 feet high. They assumed that “… the roof, supported by 25 ft.
wide pillars and extensive rock bolting, would hold over a 75 ft. lane width” (Pfleider and Scofield, 1967,
p. 70). In such a system, about 25% of the ore would be left in the each block of the underground cavern
after mining was completed. [Note that a more conservative estimate of 50% pillar material left in the
mine is used in this section to be able to withstand the repeated dewatering events of a PHES system.
This scenario is not based on any known tests, and additional drilling, RQD measurements, and detailed
rock mechanic tests of the various rock units would be needed to supply this type of information.] As
recently as 2000, Larry Zanko and Steven Hauck of the NRRI proposed making an economic feasibility
study of establishing an underground mine in the high‐grade taconite ores at Dunka Pit on the extreme
eastern end of the Mesabi Iron Range. As this proposal could be pertinent to eventually establishing a
potential lower reservoir, their original proposal is included in Appendix A of this section.
While the possibility of establishing a deep underground mine has been considered in a preliminary
manner, one major hurdle to conducting a detailed economic feasibility study of actually planning such a
mine is hampered by the lack of detailed drilling in the Biwabik Iron Formation to the south of the
Mesabi Iron Range. It is the intent of this section to present pertinent data regarding the depth to, and
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thickness of, potential taconite ore zones wherever deep drilling activities have taken place. Most of
these drill holes have been logged by NRRI geologists, and the detailed geology of the Biwabik Iron
Formation is discussed in Severson et al. (2009). Unfortunately, there is very limited ore grade
information for these same holes. While ore grades may not be known, the geologic units that are
intersected in these holes, and that are typically mined at the surface, are known and are also discussed
by Severson et al. (2009). Wherever these geologic units are intersected in deep drill holes, they are
treated as ore zones in this section.
Figure 2.2‐1 displays ten areas along the length of the Mesabi Iron Range where deep drilling
information is available, and the depths to ore zones and their estimated thicknesses are known to some
degree. Each of these areas will be discussed in this section, starting at the western end of the Mesabi
Iron Range and progressing eastward. Also shown in Figure 2.2‐1 is a generalized stratigraphy of the
Biwabik Iron Formation (BIF) that shows the four informal members (Upper Slaty, Upper Cherty, etc.)
and zones where taconite ores occur (black bars). Each of the taconite mines uses a myriad of
submember names for the ore and waste zones of the BIF. These are not portrayed in Figure 2.2‐1 (see
Severson et al., 2009 for more details) and for the sake of discussion, the ore zones will simply be
referred to as:
1. Upper Cherty ore – typically mined in the eastern half of the Mesabi Iron Range at: United
Taconite (Utac), Laurentian Mine, LTV/Cliffs Erie (inactive), Northshore, and Dunka Pit (inactive);
2. Uppermost IBC – channel‐like lenses of “interbedded chert” (IBC) near the top of the Lower
Slaty that is mined at Utac and Laurentian;
3. Middle IBC – channel‐like lense of “interbedded chert” in the middle of the Lower Slaty that is
mined at Utac and Laurentian;
4. Lowermost IBC – channel‐like lense of “interbedded chert” near the bottom of the Lower Slaty
that is mined at Minntac, Utac, and Laurentian; and
5. Lower Cherty Ore – the “bread and butter” of most of the mines on the Mesabi Iron Range
consisting of several different ore types in the middle 2/3rds of the Lower Cherty member.
The remainder of this section will be a discussion of the ore types present, and depth to ore, at each of
the ten sites shown in Figure 2.2‐1. These discussions do not take into account the spatial placement of
minerals rights and public water sources that will be more fully addressed in an ongoing GIS assessment
of the Mesabi Iron Range. Furthermore, any calculations regarding the potential water holding
capacities of a specific underground mine are strictly “back of envelope with a blunt crayon” and are
based on limited data and assumptions. These estimates are very preliminary in nature and are only
provided for future discussion purposes.

Taconite Area
Most of the extreme western end of the Mesabi Iron Range has undergone wholesale oxidation to
produce what has been referred to as oxidized taconite, or OXIBIF of Marsden (1977), with resources
estimated at 6.8 billion metric tons to 7.9 billion long tons (Marsden, 1977 and Blake, 1983,
respectively). While it is technically feasible to produce taconite pellets from this type of material,
mining companies determined that it was not economically viable to do so in the 1960s (Zanko et al.,
2003). Thus, most of this area will not be mined in the immediate future, and the potential to develop
an underground mine in the oxidized taconite is unlikely. Furthermore, the oxidized taconite is too
porous and weak to serve as a lower reservoir in a PHES system.
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Figure 2.2‐1. (A) Map of the Mesabi Iron Range with aerial distribution of taconite pits (magenta), cities, trend of the Biwabik Iron Formation (in
red), and ten areas discussed in this section where underground mining of taconite could take place as follows: 1. Taconite; 2. Keewatin; 3.
Hibbing; 4. Chisholm; 5. Two Rivers reservoir; 6. Eveleth; 7. McKinley; 8. Cliffs‐Erie; 9. Northshore; and 10. Dunka Pit. (B) Longitudinal section
(looking north) of the Biwabik Iron Formation showing average thickness of the iron‐formation at each taconite operation, as well as the
thickness of the various members at each operation, and mined taconite intervals represented by black bars. Modified from Severson et al.
(2009).
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However, drilling by United States Steel Corp. delineated a large pod of unoxidized taconite within the
area that is shown in Figure 2.2‐2. Zanko et al. (2003) conducted a resource estimate for a slightly larger
area than is portrayed in Figure 2.2‐2 and determined that there are about 87 million long tons of
unoxidized taconite present at depth in the Lower Cherty member (most of which is outlined in Fig. 2.2‐
2). If an underground mine were established in this area, it would be situated in rock that is much
stronger than the surrounding oxidized taconite and could conceivably be used as a lower reservoir in a
PHES facility. Drilling information (Fig. 2.2‐2) indicates that the taconite body varies from 142 feet to 208
feet thick and is situated at 397‐539 feet below the surface and extends to some unknown depth to the
south. Thus, an underground cavern produced in such a mine could be at least 160 feet high (140 foot
average) and dip to the south with a maximum head of at least 699 feet below surface (539 feet to top
of ore plus 160 feet to the bottom of the ore in hole 20018). The area defined by the drilling indicates
that the underground cavern could conceivably hold about 14 billion gallons of water (43,200 acre‐feet):
27 million feet2 area x 140 feet thick = 3.78 billion feet3 x 7.481 gal/ft3 = 28,226,000,000 gal x 50% pillar
material left in the mine.
The pros and cons of developing an underground cavern in the Taconite area are listed below.
PROS:
•
•

Potential underground cavern/lower reservoir situated in unoxidized taconite resource is
roughly estimated at a holding capacity of 14 billion gallons with a maximum head of 700 feet
below the surface (as defined by limited drilling); and
Potential upper reservoirs are abundant in the area and include the Holman‐Cliffs/Canisteo
series of mines to the west (these mines are currently reaching dangerously high water levels
and may soon overflow the pit limits), the Arcturus Mine to the north, the Gross Marble mine to
the east, and tailings basins to the north and southwest.

CONS:
•
•
•
•

Mineral rights are unknown, but no mining is expected in this area in the near future until an
economically viable method of processing the oxidized taconite is developed;
Public water rights regarding the upper reservoir(s) are unknown;
More detailed drilling and rock tests are needed to fully characterize the resource and stability
of the underground mine; and
Underground cavern must be confined to the taconite ore body and must not infringe upon the
more porous surrounding oxidized taconite (and/or be well‐sealed).
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Figure 2.2‐2. Taconite area with drill holes (black dots), trend of iron‐formation (shown in red), and area
where drill holes intersected unoxidized taconite ore (magenta ovoid – with estimated cubic foot
volume) in the Lower Cherty member. Information pertaining to unoxidized taconite intercepts in four
of the drill holes are shown in the inset. The unoxidized taconite body is open in the downdip direction
(south), and more drilling is needed to fully define this potential resource.

Keewatin Area
Significant drilling activities have recently taken place in the vicinity of the Keewatin Taconite (Keetac)
mine in preparation for a pit expansion in a southerly direction. Some of these holes have been logged
by NRRI geologists, and the drill hole intercepts suggest that the Lower Cherty ore in this area varies
from 77 to 168 feet thick depending on the amount of oxidation. The depth to the top of the taconite
ore zone is around 400 feet to 520 feet deep in drill holes to the immediate north of Keewatin (Fig. 2.2‐
3). There is also one deep hole in the area (MGS‐7 in Fig. 2.2‐3) wherein the top of the Lower Cherty ore
(150 feet thick) is positioned about 1,130 feet below the surface. The distribution of the holes in Figure
2.2‐3, and the current Keetac open pit limits, suggests it would be possible to establish an underground
mine either east of Keewatin or south of Highway 169. The most‐preferred site would be to the south of
Highway 169, as this area is probably well outside of current expansion limits. This mine could
potentially be 160 foot high (average ore thickness of known drill holes) with a maximum head of
anywhere from 350 feet to 1,280 feet below the surface (depth to top of ore + ore thickness) depending
on location. The pros and cons of making an underground cavern/lower reservoir in the Keewatin area
are presented below.
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PROS:
•
•
•

Potential underground cavern/lower reservoir in the Keewatin area could be up to 160 feet
high and could be located anywhere to the south of Highway 169, where the maximum head
could be as high as 1,280 feet;
There are an incredible amount of tailing basins in the area that could serve as potential upper
reservoirs; and
Open pit mining of taconite to the south of Highway 169 is unlikely to take place in the near
future.

CONS:
•
•
•

Amount of water in the various nearby tailings basins that is used by Keetac is unknown;
Specifics regarding a deep‐seated taconite ore zone, to be later used as a lower reservoir, are
based on data from only one drill hole to the south of Highway 169; and
More detailed drilling and rock tests are needed to fully characterize the resource and stability
of the underground mine.

Figure 2.2‐3. Keewatin area with drill holes (black dots), trend of iron‐formation (shown in red), and
relevant drill hole intercepts regarding depth to top of Lower Cherty ore and its thickness in select drill
holes.
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Hibbing Area
Recent drilling activities in lieu of a pit expansion have also taken place at the Hibbing Taconite (Hibtac)
mine. Many of these holes were logged by NRRI geologists (Severson et al., 2009), and the depth to ore
zones, as well as thickness of ore zones, are shown for select holes in Figure 2.2‐4. The depths to ore
include both the Lower Cherty ore, which is currently mined and processed at Hibtac, and Upper Cherty
“ore” which is not mined at Hibtac (grade and nature of this potential ore are not publically available).
Thus, for the sake of discussion, only the Lower Cherty ore is considered to be viable material to be
potentially mined underground. The data presented in Figure 2.2‐4 indicate that the area to the
southeast of Highway 169 presents the best area to establish an underground mine where the Lower
Cherty ore is known to be present in drill hole 24797. This area is situated well outside of current open
pit mining limits and close to a tailings basin (west of hole 24797) that could serve as an upper reservoir.
The pros and cons of developing an underground mine/cavern in the vicinity of hole 24797 are
presented below.
PROS:
•
•
•
•

Potential underground cavern/lower reservoir in the Hibbing area could be up to 90 feet high in
the vicinity of hole 24797 where the maximum head could be as high as 1,620 feet below the
surface (depth to top of ore + ore thickness);
An upper underground cavern could also be developed in the Upper Cherty “ore,” but based on
current mining practices in the area, it is unlikely;
There is a nearby tailings basin in the area that could serve as a potential upper reservoir; and
Open pit mining of taconite to the southeast of Highway 169 is unlikely to take place in the near
future.

Figure 2.2‐4. Hibbing area with drill holes (black dots), trend of iron‐formation (shown in red), and
relevant drill hole intercepts regarding depths to top of Upper Cherty “ore” and Lower Cherty ore, and
their respective thicknesses in select drill holes.
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CONS:
•
•
•

Amount of water in the nearby tailings basin is unknown;
Specifics regarding a deep‐seated taconite ore zone, to be later used as a lower reservoir, are
based on data from only one drill hole; and
More detailed drilling and rock tests are needed to fully characterize the resource and stability
of the underground mine.

Chisholm Area
The three deep drill holes in this area (Fig. 2.2‐5) indicate that the depth to the Lower Cherty ore zone
varies from 492 feet to 1002 feet below the surface depending on the location. If an underground mine
were to be developed within the triangle outlined by the three drill holes, the cavern resulting from the
mine could be anywhere from 106 feet to 151 feet high with a maximum head ranging from 604 feet to
1,153 feet below the surface. A large tailings basin is also present within this triangle, and it could serve
as an upper reservoir. Pros and cons for this area are listed below.
PROS:
•

Potential underground cavern/lower reservoir in the Chisholm area could be up to 150 feet high
(in the vicinity of hole MGS‐5) where the maximum head could be as high as 1,153 feet (depth
to top of ore + ore thickness);

Figure 2.2‐5. Chisholm area with drill holes (black dots), trend of iron‐formation (shown in red), and
relevant drill hole intercepts regarding depth to top of Lower Cherty ore and its thickness in select drill
holes.
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•
•
•

There is a nearby tailings basin in the area that could serve as a potential upper reservoir;
There are nearby water‐filled direct shipping ore pits that could serve as an upper reservoir; and
Open pit mining of taconite in the vicinity of hole MGS‐5 is unlikely to take place in the near
future.

CONS:
•
•
•

Amount of water in the nearby tailings basin is unknown;
The water rights of the nearby water‐filled direct shipping open pits are unknown; and
Specifics regarding a deep‐seated taconite ore zone, to be later used as a lower reservoir, are
based on data from only three drill holes.

Two River Reservoir Area
The Two River Reservoir area, a water reservoir and recreation area owned by Minntac, is located due
south of Minntac’s West Pit. In this area, there are several holes to the immediate south of the West Pit,
as well as, three deep drill holes that are peripheral to the reservoir (Fig. 2.2‐6). The geologic units
intersected in the drill holes indicate that there are several taconite ore zones that could be mined in a
series of stacked underground mines that are:
1. Upper Cherty ore that is marginal material and is only locally mined at Utac (to the immediate
east of drill hole VHD 00‐1);
2. Uppermost IBC that is present as large lense‐like bodies that are mined at Utac and vary from 39
feet to 52 feet thick in the area surrounding the reservoir;
3. Middle IBC that is present as smaller lense‐like bodies that are locally mined at Utac and vary
from 18 feet to 48 feet thick in the two holes to the east of the reservoir;
4. Lowermost IBC is present as large lense‐like bodies that are mined at both Minntac and Utac
and vary from 32 feet to 58 feet thick in the three holes to the north and west of the reservoir;
and
5. Lower Cherty ore that is the main unit mined at both Minntac and Utac and varies from 127 feet
to 188 feet thick in the area peripheral to the reservoir.
Only the Lower Cherty ore is considered to be a viable candidate in which to develop a potential
underground mine in the reservoir area for the following two reasons: 1. the Upper Cherty ore is only
locally mined at the surface at Utac (actual grades unknown), and it does not even constitute ore at
Minntac; and 2. the various IBCs, which locally consist of very high grade materials at Utac (specifically
the Uppermost IBC), exhibit drastic pinch and swell thickness changes (Severson et al., 2009) that would
preclude establishing a consistent underground mining unit. While the Lower Cherty constitutes ore at
most mines, it should be pointed out that there is a 1.5 mile‐wide, east‐west trending zone of silicate
taconite that is not ore grade material and is situated about one mile to the south of Minntac’s West Pit
(Severson et al., 2009; and denoted by two holes in Fig. 2.2‐6). In order to avoid this poor grade zone,
any planned underground mine should be located to the south of Highway 169 in Figure 2.2‐6. This
location would place the top of the underground mined zone at depths of anywhere from 800 feet
(estimated from nearby holes) below the surface along Highway 169 to depths of up to 1,352 feet below
the surface near drill hole VHD 00‐1. Pros and cons for this area are listed below.
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Figure 2.2‐6. Two River Reservoir area with drill holes (black dots), trend of iron‐formation (shown in
red), and relevant drill hole intercepts regarding depths to various taconite ore horizons in select drill
holes.

PROS:
•
•
•

Potential underground cavern/lower reservoir in the Two River Reservoir area could be up to
188 feet high (in the vicinity of hole VHD 00‐1) where the maximum head could be as high as
1,540 feet (depth to top of ore + ore thickness);
There is a large recreational reservoir in the area that could serve as a potential upper reservoir;
and
Open pit mining of taconite in the vicinity of Two River Reservoir is unlikely to take ever place in
the near and distant future.

CONS:
•
•
•
•

Two River Reservoir supplies some of the water needs for Minntac;
Two River Reservoir is a recreation site;
Specifics regarding a deep‐seated taconite ore zone, to be later used as a lower reservoir, are
based on data from only three drill holes; and
The presence of waste rocks (silicate taconite) in the Lower Cherty ore zone is disconcerting, and
much infill drilling would have to take place in order to characterize the ore materials in a deep‐
seated underground taconite mine.
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For the above reasons, consideration of the Two River Reservoir area for an underground mine should
be the lowest priority of all the sites described in this section.

Eveleth Area
There are only two deep drill holes in the area to the south of Eveleth and the currently inactive
Thunderbird South Mine owned by Utac, as shown in Figure 2.2‐7. Both of these holes suggest that
several stacked underground mines could be established in the:
1. Upper Cherty ore (material that was primarily mined at the Thunderbird South Mine (Phil Larson
– pers. Comm., fall, 2008)) = 673 feet to 748 feet below the surface and 50‐118 feet thick in the
two holes;
2. Uppermost IBC ore = 852 feet below the surface, 54 feet thick, and present in only one of the
holes;
3. Middle IBC ore = 954 feet below the surface, 50 feet thick, and present in only one of the holes;
and
4. Lower Cherty ore = 1,064 feet to 1,136 feet below the surface and 195‐243 feet thick in the two
holes.
It is most likely that the Lower Cherty ore would be the best candidate for a potential underground mine
in this area due to its better ore grade and thickness consistency. The most likely site would be in the
vicinity of hole LWD 99‐2 which is in close proximity to Utac tailings ponds that could serve as the upper
reservoir. The pros and cons of developing an underground mine, which could serve as the lower
reservoir, are presented below.
PROS:
•
•
•

Potential underground cavern/lower reservoir in the Eveleth area could be up to 245 feet high
(in the vicinity of hole LWD 99‐2) where the maximum head could be as high as 1,381 feet
(depth to top of ore + ore thickness);
There is a nearby tailings basin in the area that could serve as a potential upper reservoir; and
Open pit mining of taconite in the vicinity of the two LWD‐holes is unlikely to take place in the
near future.

CONS:
•
•

Amount of water in the nearby tailings basin is unknown; and
Specifics regarding a deep‐seated taconite ore zone, to be later used as a lower reservoir, are
based on data from only two drill holes, albeit they are close‐spaced.
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Figure 2.2‐7. Eveleth area with drill holes (black dots), trend of iron‐formation (shown in red), and
relevant drill hole intercepts regarding depths to the various taconite ore horizons in two drill holes.

McKinley Area
There are only two holes regarding the nature and thickness of potential underground taconite ore
horizons in the McKinley area as shown in Figure 2.2‐8. These data suggest that an underground mine
located to the south of the iron‐formation subcrop (south of the “top of iron‐formation” line in Fig. 2.2‐
8) could be positioned anywhere from 411 feet to 2,037 feet below the surface depending on the site
chosen for such a mine. The mined material would most likely be the Lower Cherty ore, but materials
could also be mined from the Upper Cherty and Uppermost IBC (both were intersected at depth in drill
hole MGS‐2). The great depth to the top of the Lower Cherty ore in the vicinity of hole MGS‐2 (2,037
feet) would preclude developing an underground mine at this site and any underground mine would
most likely be developed in the area between Highway 135 and the iron‐formation subcrop. Such a site
could use any of several nearby abandoned mine pits (McKinley, Welton, Mary Ellen, or Canton mines)
to be used as an upper reservoir.
Projections of geologic units from the recently opened Eastern Reserve taconite mine indicates that an
underground mine located near the red dot in Figure 2.2‐8 would be around 1,000 feet below the
surface. The average ore thickness in the nearby Eastern Reserve, for the Lower Cherty ore, is about 155
feet thick (Severson et al., 2009). Thus, an underground mine at the site of the red dot could produce a
cavern, or series of caverns, up to 155 feet high with a maximum head of 1,155 below the surface.
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Figure 2.2‐8. McKinley area with drill holes (black dots), trend of iron‐formation (shown by red lines),
and relevant drill hole intersections regarding depths to the various taconite ore horizons in two drill
holes. The projected depth to Lower Cherty ore at the red dot is based the southern projection of a
cross‐section presented in Plate 25 of Severson et al. (2009). Three active open pit taconite mines
operated by ArcelorMittal are shown, as well as abandoned direct shipping ore pits.

The pros and cons of developing an underground mine, which could serve as the lower reservoir, are
presented below.
PROS:
•
•
•

Potential underground cavern/lower reservoir in the McKinley area could be up to 155 feet high
(based on projections from the north) where the maximum head could be as high as 1,155 feet
(depth to top of ore + ore thickness);
There are several nearby abandoned mines, and tailings basins, in the area that could serve as a
potential upper reservoir; and
Open pit mining of taconite in the vicinity of the red dot in Figure 2.2‐8 is unlikely to take place
in the near future.

CONS:
•
•

The potential underground site has not been drilled, and any statements regarding depth to ore
and thickness of ore zones are based purely on projections of geologic units;
The site would be in close proximity to a recently opened taconite mine, the Eastern Reserve
(also called Pit 2), and dewatering activities at the mine could affect both lower and upper
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•

reservoirs in a PHES facility (it has been speculated by the public that these dewatering activities
caused a drop in water level at the “Lake Ore Be Gone” recreational site near Gilbert, MN); and
The above statements would cause this site to be classed as a low priority site.

Cliffs‐Erie Area
A portion of the Cliffs‐Erie area, as presented in Figure 2.2‐9, is in close proximity to the intrusive Duluth
Complex that metamorphosed the iron‐formation. A similar situation is also present further east where
metamorphism produced high‐grade, and coarse‐grained, taconite ore that is, and was, mined at the
Northshore and Dunka Pit operations, respectively. There are several drill holes in the vicinity that
crudely indicate depths of 155‐890 feet to the top of the Upper Cherty ore and 450‐1,140 feet to the top
of the Lower Cherty ore depending on location (see Fig. 2.2‐9). The range of thicknesses of mined
taconite in this area is reportedly 80‐150 feet thick for the Upper Cherty ore and 45‐95 feet for the
Lower Cherty ore (Severson et al., 2009). The NRRI has recently received permission, from RGGS Lands
and Minerals, to conduct a geological study of the core for many of the drill holes shown in Figure 2.2‐9.
Thus, a much better idea relative to true depths to the ore zones, and their relative thicknesses in each
hole, will be forthcoming once all data and core are acquired in the near future.
The data available at present suggest that two potential ore zones could be mined underground in the
Cliffs‐Erie area (Fig. 2.2‐9). The cavern created by mining the Upper Cherty ore could be up to 150 feet
high with a maximum head of roughly 1,040 feet below the surface depending on the specific area that
is chosen, e.g., in the vicinity of hole 17700. Similarly, a cavern created by mining the Lower Cherty ore
could be up to 95 feet high with a maximum head of roughly 1,235 feet below the surface (again in the
vicinity of hole 17700). The pros and cons of developing an underground mine, which could serve as the
lower reservoir, are presented below.
PROS:
•

•

There are two potential underground mines that could be developed, and later used as a lower
reservoir in a PHES, in either the Upper Cherty or Lower Cherty ores in the Cliffs‐Erie area as
follows:
o Underground cavern, or series of caverns, in the Upper Cherty ore could be up to 150 feet
high with a maximum head as high as 1,040 feet below the surface; and
o Underground cavern, or series of caverns, in the Lower Cherty ore could be up to 95 feet
high with a maximum head as high as 1,235 feet below the surface; and
There are several nearby abandoned taconite mines (LTV Pits 2W and 2E) in the area that could
serve as a potential upper reservoir.

CONS:
•
•
•

The depths listed to potential underground ore zones, and thickness of ore zones, are crude and
will be refined as data are acquired in the immediate future;
Reopening of LTV Pit 2W Extension (Fig. 2.2‐9) is currently being investigated by Mesabi Nugget,
but they are encountering permitting difficulties; and
Cu‐Ni mining could take place within one mile to the southeast at the Wyman Creek deposit
(which is one of the poorer‐grade disseminated sulfide deposits in the Duluth Complex) and in
the event that such a mine is established any dewatering activities at Wyman Creek could affect
both the upper and lower reservoirs of a potential PHES facility in this area.
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Figure 2.2‐9. A portion of the Cliffs‐Erie area with drill holes (black dots), trend of iron‐formation (red
lines), and relevant drill hole intersections regarding depths to the various taconite ore horizons. The
depths to the Upper Cherty ore and Lower Cherty ore are crudely approximated from archived geologic
logs of the drill holes that do not include any ore grade data. The thickness of ore grade material present
in each drill hole is also unknown.

Northshore Mine Area
A portion of the Northshore mine area, as presented in Figure 2.2‐10, is in close proximity to the
intrusive Duluth Complex that metamorphosed the iron‐formation and produced a high‐grade, and
coarse‐grained, taconite ore. There are several drill holes in the vicinity that crudely indicate depths of
80 feet to 1,240 feet to the top of the Upper Cherty ore (the Lower Cherty is thin and not mined at
Northshore) depending on location (see Fig. 2.2‐9). The range of thicknesses of mined Upper Cherty ore
at Northshore is reportedly 135‐150 feet thick (Severson et al., 2009). The NRRI has recently received
permission, from RGGS Lands and Minerals, to conduct a geological study of the core for many of the
drill holes shown in Figure 2.2‐10. Thus, a much better idea relative to true depths to the ore zones, and
their relative thicknesses in each hole, will be forthcoming once all data and core are acquired in the
near future.
The available data suggest that the best place to establish and underground mine would be in the area
between drill holes 25402 and 25403 (on the south) and 25416 and 24517 (on the north). This location
would position the mine close to: 1. Northshore’s mothballed Crusher #2; 2. close to the inactive and
water‐filled portion of the Peter Mitchell taconite mine to be used as an upper reservoir; and 3. place it
to the north away from the planned stockpile for PolyMet’s NorthMet Cu‐Ni deposit. If such a site were
chosen, the underground mine could produce a cavern, or series of caverns, 150 feet high that dips to
the south with a maximum head of 650 feet below the surface. The pros and cons of developing an
underground mine, which could serve as the lower reservoir, are presented below.
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Figure 2.2‐10. A portion of the Northshore/Peter Mitchell mine area, which is currently inactive and
water‐filled, with drill holes (black dots), trend of iron‐formation (red lines), and relevant drill hole
intersections regarding depths to the Upper Cherty ore. These depths are crudely approximated from
archived geologic logs of the drill holes that do not include any ore grade data. The thickness of ore
grade material present in each drill hole is also unknown.

PROS:
•

•
•
•

If an underground mine were developed at the site shown in Figure 2.2‐10, the cavern could be
up to 150 feet high, with a maximum head of 600 feet below the surface (depth to top of ore +
ore thickness at drill hole 25403). Crude calculations indicate that such a mine would be around
14 million ft2 x 150 ft high = 2.1 billion ft3 x 7.481 ft3/gal = 1,571,010,000,000,000 gal x 50% pillar
material left for support = around 7.855 billion gallons (24,045 acre‐feet) of holding capacity
(this is based on the assumption that the ore zone is up to 150 feet thick, and this thickness
would need to be confirmed for the drill holes shown in Fig. 2.2‐10);
Crusher #2 could be reactivated and used for the underground mining activities;
The abandoned portion of the Peter Mitchell mine to the immediate north could serve as an
upper reservoir; and
Nearby Mud Lake, which is inaccessible to the public and surrounded by swamps, could serve as
an upper reservoir (unlikely as this would destroy wetlands and require significant permitting
time and effort).

CONS:
•
•

The depths listed to potential underground ore zones, and thickness of ore zones, are crude and
will be refined as data are acquired in the immediate future;
Future plans regarding reopening the adjacent portion of the Peter Mitchell mine by Northshore
are unknown and another upper reservoir site could be required;
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•
•

The site is situated in close proximity to two Cu‐Ni deposits (NorthMet and Babbitt deposits),
and their potential dewatering and blasting effects on the lower reservoir should be taken into
account; and
The overlying Virginia Formation contains sulfide‐bearing zones and the underground
mine/reservoir would have to be well sealed to prevent contamination from surrounding
surface and groundwater that would be in contact with the sulfide‐bearing zones.

Dunka Pit Mine Area
While exploring for Cu‐Ni deposits in the Dunka River area, numerous drill holes encountered highly
metamorphosed iron‐formation beneath the intrusive Duluth Complex. Drilling revealed that
metamorphism enhanced both the physical and grade properties of the taconite to produce some of the
highest grade material on the Mesabi Iron Range. The Erie Mining company followed up on this
discovery and established the Dunka Pit mine (Fig. 2.2‐11) that was operated until 1995. Part of the
reason the mine closed is that stripping operations eventually exposed sulfide‐bearing rocks of the
overlying Virginia Formation and Duluth Complex and treatment of run‐off from the resultant stockpiles
and exposures became too expensive to treat for environmental reasons. However, a significant
tonnage of ore remains at depth. Crude estimates indicate that 50 to 100 million tons of ore remain
(Graber, pers. Com., 2000). A more detailed study to determine the economic feasibility of establishing
an underground mine was proposed for Dunka Pit in 2000 (see Appendix A) but has yet to receive
funding.

Figure 2.2‐11. Location of the Dunka Pit taconite mine (stippled magenta‐colored pattern) relative to a
potential underground taconite mine (black cross‐hatched areas) that could be used as a lower
reservoir(s) in a PHES. Note that two underground mines/reservoirs are shown on the map, an upper
underground reservoir and a lower underground reservoir, that are separated by a major fault – the
underground reservoir on the right corresponds to the down‐dropped side of the fault. See Plates I
through XIII for more details regarding cross‐sections (magenta‐colored lines) showing drill holes, down‐
dip ore projections, faults, and blocked off underground ore grade zones.
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More recently, 29 cross‐sections across the mine were prepared by Severson and Hauck (2008). The
distribution of the cross‐sections in relationship to the open pit mine are portrayed in Figure 2.2‐11 and
Plate I. Most of these cross‐sections are included in this section (Plates II through XIII), and they can be
used to show the continuation of the taconite ore at depth beneath the Duluth Complex. The cross‐
sections have been modified for this section in that they show projected ore grade blocks at depth
based on known grades in nearby shallow drill holes. The cross‐sections were further enhanced to show
possible underground mine pit limits that could be collectively used to crudely estimate the volume of
water that an underground cavern could hold when used for the lower reservoir of a PHES facility.
However, there were certain assumptions that were made in preparing these cross‐sections and
estimates:
1. continuous intervals of >25% magnetic iron in the drill holes are assumed to be ore for this
exercise (material with >20% magnetic iron was mined from the open pit);
2. these continuous ore grade intervals, which range from 80 feet to 110 feet thick, are shown in
each cross‐section for:
a) Erie drill holes, with known grades, that are positioned close to but outside of, and down‐dip
of, the open pit limits;
b) Drill holes in the Duluth Complex that intersected taconite ore at depth (no grade tests were
conducted on most of these holes, and the assumed ore thickness for these holes is based
on up‐dip Erie drill holes in the same cross‐section);
c) Areas where no drilling is available, but relationships in adjacent cross‐sections indicate that
taconite ore is most likely present (in these cases, the assumed ore thickness for the
projected area is based on up‐dip Erie holes in the same cross‐section); and
d) Based on the above ore thickness relationships, each cross‐section shows blocks where ore
grade material is anticipated and an underground mine could be established;
3. the lowest part of Dunka Pit is assumed to be at an elevation of 1260 feet above sea level (based
on a 1990s‐vintage pit map) – the potential PHES facility discharge points that are labeled on
Figure 2.2‐11 and Plate I are positioned at this lowest point;
4. the above mentioned 1260 foot elevation is displayed on each cross‐section – for the sake of
discussion, it is assumed that all of the water in the open pit will be used to fill the underground
excavation up to this elevation (this is a conservative estimate as the open pit probably contains
much more water than the holding capacity of the underground excavation); and
5. the maximum head was determined for each cross‐section by measuring the distance from the
1260 foot elevation to the deepest portion of the ore body (the distance to both the top and
bottom of the ore body are listed for each cross‐section on Plate I) .
Using the assumptions listed above, the surface area (square feet) of the underground excavation below
the 1260 foot elevation was determined for each cross‐section. This number was then multiplied by the
area of influence for each cross‐section to obtain a cubic foot volume. The cubic foot volume was
converted to gallons (cubic foot = 7.481 gallons) to obtain the preliminary holding capacity. This capacity
was then multiplied by 50% pillar material, left in the underground cavern for support, to obtain a crude
maximum holding capacity. The results from this exercise are shown in Tables 2.2‐1 and 2.2‐2. The pros
and cons of developing an underground mine that could serve as the lower reservoir are presented after
the tables.
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Table 2.2‐1. Water holding capacity calculations for the upper underground reservoir at Dunka Pit. Note
that the 7200 cross‐section is not included in the estimate as this cross‐section is well removed from the
area where cross‐sections are more plentiful.
Area of
upper
underground
cavern in
cross‐section
(Ft2)

Width of
cross‐
section
influence
(Ft)

7200/Plate 2
(not included in
estimate total)

88,588

2,850
(based on
one isolated
cross‐
section!)

9900/Plate 3
10200/Plate 4
10500/Plate 5
10800/Plate 6
11400/Plate 7
11700/Plate 8
12000/Plate 9
12600/Plate 10
13200/Plate 11
13800/Plate 12

116,435
88,603
96,311
159,913
120,839
185,790
108,197
114,235
38,064
Not present

300
300
300
450
450
300
450
600
400
na

Cross‐
Section/Plate

Volume of
cavern in each
cross‐section
(Ft3 x 7.481 =
gallons)

Water‐holding
capacity in each
cross‐section with
50% pillars left
for support (gal)

252 million

1.89 billion

943 million
gallons (in
possible extension
zone to the south)

34.9 million
26.6 million
28.9 million
71.9 million
54.5 million
55.7 million
48.7 million
68.5 million
15.2 million
na
Total = 404.9
million ft3 ÷ 43,560
ft3/acre x 0.50
pillars left = 4,650
acre‐feet

261 million
199 million
216 million
538 million
407 million
417 million
364 million
513 million
114 million
na

130 million
100 million
108 million
269 million
204 million
208 million
182 million
256 million
57 million
na

Volume of cavern
in each cross‐
section (area x
width = Ft3)

Total =
1.51 billion
gallons

Table 2.2‐2. Water holding capacity calculations for the lower underground reservoir at Dunka Pit. The
true thickness of the taconite ore in cross‐sections 12000 and 12600 is purely based on projections and
would need to be refined by additional drilling.

Cross‐
Section/Plate

12000/Plate 9
12600/Plate 10
13200/Plate 11
13800/Plate 12

Area of
lower
underground
cavern in
cross‐section
(Ft2)
46,650
52,350
67,266
37,400

Width of
cross‐
section
influence
(Ft)
450
600
400
500

Volume of cavern
in each cross‐
section (area x
width = Ft3)
21.0 million
31.4 million
26.9 million
18.7 million
Total = 98 million
ft3 ÷ 43,560
ft3/acre x 0.50
pillars left = 1,125
acre‐feet
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Volume of
cavern in each
cross‐section
(Ft3 x 7.481 =
gallons)
157 million
235 million
201 million
140 million

Water‐holding
capacity in each
cross‐section with
50% pillars left
for support (gal)
78 million
117 million
100 million
70 million
Total = 365
million gallons

PROS:
•

•
•
•
•

If an underground mine were developed down‐dip of the Dunka Pit mine, two caverns could be
produced:
o An upper reservoir, up to 110 feet high, with a maximum head of 450 feet below the
deepest portion of the open pit mine and a holding capacity of 1.51 billion gallons (the
mine/cavern could also be extended in a southerly direction and include an additional 943
million gallons – based on very limited data, e.g., cross‐section 7200),
o A lower reservoir, up to 90 feet high, with a maximum head of 800 feet below the deepest
portion of the open pit mine and a holding capacity of 365 million gallons;
Mining‐related infrastructure (power lines and railroad lines) could easily be re‐established;
Neither of the potential underground reservoirs would ever be mined by conventional open pit
methods as they are situated beneath stock piles at the surface (white areas in Fig. 2.2‐11);
The abandoned, water‐filled Dunka Pit could serve as the upper reservoir; and
Rock exposures of the iron‐formation are present in the walls of the open pit and joint
measurements, and rock samples, could easily be obtained for structural integrity and rock
mechanic studies.

CONS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The depths listed to potential underground ore zones, and thickness of ore zones, are fairly well
constrained, but additional drilling in the down‐dip direction would be needed to confirm the
true nature of the ore zones;
Future plans regarding the use of the site as a brownfield and Cu‐Ni processing site by Twin
Metals are unknown, although Twin Metals holds the surface rights;
If the water in the abandoned Dunka Pit mine exhibits elevated sulfate contents, and if it were
used for the upper reservoir, the entire PHES system would have to be well sealed to prevent
leakage into nearby Birch Lake;
Portions of the taconite are sulfide‐bearing as indicated by drilling along the extreme down‐dip
edge of the iron‐formation, e.g., Plates 9 through 12, and these areas would have to be better
defined by additional drilling and avoided during underground mining activities;
The underground mine should not encroach upon the overlying, sulfide‐bearing Virginia
Formation and Duluth Complex rocks; and
The underground mine should avoid the fault zone that separates the two potential ore bodies
as this ground is highly fractured and porous.

CONCLUSIONS
Ten sites, with some deep drill hole information, were crudely evaluated for their potential to establish
an underground taconite mine that could be used in a PHES facility to the immediate south of the
Mesabi Iron Range. The concept is that the payback from the mine would produce a very low cost
efficient cavern that could be used as the lower reservoir. Out of these ten sites, there are several
candidates that appear to be the most enticing with regards to establishing an underground mine in
areas that would not be mined using conventional open pit methods as follows:
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1. Taconite area = mining of a taconite ore body within oxidized taconite could produce a cavern:
a) up to up 140 feet high;
b) with a holding capacity of 14 billion gallons;
c) with a maximum head of 700 feet below the surface; and
d) the site is near abundant upper reservoirs that are present in the form of water‐filled
abandoned mines and tailings basins;
2. Cliffs‐Erie area = mining of metamorphosed high‐grade taconite could produce one or two
caverns (depending on unknown grades that will be acquired in the future):
a) up to 150 to 90 feet high respectively;
b) with a maximum head of 1,040 to 1,235 feet below the surface respectively; and
c) the underground cavern would be in close proximity to several large water‐filled abandoned
taconite mines;
3. Northshore area = mining of metamorphosed high‐grade taconite could produce a cavern:
a) up to 150 feet high (based on crude data);
b) with a holding capacity of 7.8 billion gallons (based on 150 foot high cavern);
c) with a maximum head of 600 feet; and
d) near a large water‐filled abandoned taconite mine to the immediate north that could serve
as the upper reservoir; and
4. Dunka Pit area = mining of metamorphosed high‐grade taconite could produce one or two
caverns, separated by a fault zone as follows:
a) An upper underground cavern/ reservoir:
 up to 110 feet high;
 with a holding capacity of 1.5 billion gallons (with potential to expand to the south);
 with a maximum head of 450 feet below the water‐filled and abandoned Dunka Pit
taconite mine;
b) a lower underground reservoir:
 up to 90 feet high;
 with a holding capacity of 365 million gallons;
 with a maximum head of 800 feet below the Dunka Pit taconite mine; and
c) both reservoirs could be joined by a mine shaft/penstock to the adjacent abandoned Dunka
Pit taconite mine.
While these four sites have sufficient drilling to make very preliminary estimates on water holding
capacities, more drilling would be needed to fully assess their ore potential and to provide material for
geotechnical tests.
In the event that any of the above four sites are eliminated due to conflicting land uses, any of the other
six sites discussed in this section could be chosen for underground mining. These sites are classified as
“lower priority” only because detailed drilling to define the full potential of an underground mine is
lacking. Therefore, considerably more drilling would be required to make a more accurate assessment of
their potential. Out of this lower priority group, the Eveleth area would be the best candidate due to the
presence of a tailings basin that could be used as the upper reservoir, and the presence of several
taconite ore zones at depth that are defined by two close‐spaced drill holes. These drill holes indicate
that mining of the thickest ore zone could produce a 245 foot high cavern, or series of caverns, with a
maximum head of 1,831 feet below the surface. The lowest priority candidates would be the Two River
Reservoir area and McKinley area due to a multitude of reasons.
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APPENDIX 2.2‐A
[A portion of an earlier]
Dunka Pit Underground and Open Pit Mining Proposal
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TITLE: Determine the economic feasibility of the underground and open pit mining potential of high‐
grade, eastern Biwabik Iron‐Formation ore (Dunka Pit area) as feedstock for the production of value‐
added products like DRI.
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS: Larry Zanko and Steven Hauck ‐ Economic Geology Group (EGG)
COOPERATORS: Mr. Thomas Gardner, Gardner Management Services, Inc., Saratoga Springs, NY; Mr.
Ronald Graber, Chief Geologist, Cliffs Management Services, Ishpeming, MI.
PRINCIPLES: NRRI Economic Geology Group (EGG; Years 1‐3) and Coleraine Minerals Research
Laboratory (CMRL; Years 1‐2)
BUDGET: Phase I/Year 1 ‐ $120,000 (EGG); Phase II/Year 2 ‐ $245,000 ($165,000 EGG; $80,000 (CMRL‐
high pressure rolls testing‐process feasibility flow sheet); Phase II/Year 3 ‐ $135,000.
PROJECT DURATION: 3 years ‐ July 1, 2001 to June 3, 2004.
OBJECTIVE: The project will assess the economic feasibility of mining and processing the currently
unexploited high grade magnetic taconite resources on the easternmost Mesabi Iron Range. Both open
pit and underground mining methods will be evaluated, but the project will focus on the latter, given the
potential environmental difficulties posed by the necessary stripping and stockpiling of sulfide‐bearing
rocks if open pit mining were to continue in this area. To meet this objective, a full‐blown feasibility
study will be conducted. The study will take place in two major phases, and will be completed in three
years, depending on the outcome of the first year’s (Phase I) work, i.e., are sufficient resources available
to support long‐term (>10 years) mining?
BACKGROUND: The most eastern end of the Biwabik Iron‐Formation was metamorphosed by the
intrusion of the Duluth Complex 1.1 billion years ago. This metamorphism enhanced both the grade and
physical properties of the magnetic taconite resources in this area, so much so they represent some of
the highest grade material on the Mesabi Iron Range. For example, the higher grade ores of the Dunka
Pit area on the easternmost Mesabi Iron Range, mined by LTV Steel Mining Company until 1995,
typically returned 40% to 42% weight recovery values (Graber, pers. com., 2000). Furthermore, the
coarse‐grained nature of these ores made it possible to achieve a 100% liberation grind in the 150 to
200 mesh range, with a total gangue (silica, etc.) of about 2 percent, which is very close to what is
desired for producing a DRI‐equivalent concentrate. Low gangue concentrations are important because
during DRI melting in an electric arc furnace, gangue materials form slag, decrease metallic yield, and
increase consumption of electricity, electrodes and refractories, and increase heat time (Poveromo and
Swanson, 1999).
A significant magnetic taconite resource remains within the Upper Cherty member of the Biwabik Iron‐
Formation (100 to 150 feet thick), with the highest grade portion measuring 75 to 100 feet in thickness
(Graber, pers. com., 2000). Graber estimates 50 to 100 million tons of ore; 70% of this ore occurs over
the 5,000 ft. strike‐length with a 100 ft. ore thickness and down‐dip mining extent of 1,500 ft, based on
the projection of existing drill hole data. Additional down‐dip resources are possible, but drilling data are
lacking. However, the down‐dip portion of the eastern end of the Biwabik Iron‐Formation in the Dunka
Pit area is overlain by sulfide‐bearing rocks of both the Duluth Complex and the Virginia Formation,
which is one reason that the underground mining option needs to be explored.
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Pfleider and Yardley (1963) examined the economic feasibility of underground mining in the central
portions of the Mesabi Iron Range where the Lower Cherty member would provide a better mining
thickness and more magnetite. This conclusion was based upon the work of Gundersen and Schwartz
(1962), who suggested that the contact metamorphism of the eastern BIF by the Duluth Complex and
later hydrothermal activity would produce more non‐magnetic iron mineral, e.g., iron‐silicates, and
therefore, reduce the amount of magnetite. However, this conclusion was proved invalid by subsequent
mining in Dunka Pit, which had higher magnetite and lower silica than typical Mesabi Iron Range ores
(Graber, pers. com., 2000). Pfleider and Yardley (1963) further concluded that the economic feasibility of
underground mining was attainable for the central Mesabi Iron Range, based on certain assumptions
and critical factors, i.e., roof control and rock breakage techniques. Their assumptions were: 1)
improvement in grade of ore (30% magnetic Fe); and 2) better productivity rates, or lower amortization
or shipping charges.
Because sulfide‐bearing rocks overlie most of the high grade taconite resources in the Dunka Pit area,
potential environmental problems (acid mine drainage and heavy metals) associated with the removal
and stockpiling of these materials presently rules out the continuation of mining by open pit methods, at
least in the vicinity of the current limits of Dunka Pit. However, if these hanging wall rocks ‐ a significant
portion of which contain low grade Cu‐Ni values ‐ could be processed by a future non‐ferrous facility
operating in the vicinity, the possibility of continuing to mine the taconite resources by open pit
methods might be reasonable. Additional, potentially open pitable, reserves remain between Dunka Pit
and the eastern extent of Northshore Mining Company’s Peter Mitchell mine, but it is unclear whether
similar environmental issues would apply.
In light of the potential environmental concerns, underground mining of these easternmost Mesabi
Range ores may be the only viable mining option, but much of the data in this area remains in paper
form only. These data need to be converted to digital form, and the economic feasibility of underground
mining and subsequent production of a DRI material needs to be comprehensively revisited.
RATIONALE: The long‐term health of iron ore mining on the Mesabi Range will depend more and more
on the production of value‐added products (like DRI), cost‐savings through technological advances in
mining (robotics and automation) and processing (like high‐pressure roller presses), and the ability to
adapt to changing markets and competition more quickly and efficiently. The announced closure of LTV
Steel Mining Company in Hoyt Lakes and the loss of 1,400 jobs underscore the importance of keeping
Minnesota’s iron mining industry competitive. All of these issues, coupled with the presence of high
grade magnetic taconite resources on the eastern end of the Mesabi Range that may be best (or only)
developed by underground mining methods, makes an up‐to‐date assessment of underground mining
feasibility an important and timely task.
In almost all but the most technically challenging cases, large‐scale open pit mining will beat the per ton
cost of large‐scale underground mining. However, given the potential environmental hurdles associated
with continued open pit mining, and the presence of some of the highest‐grade magnetic taconite
resources on the Mesabi Range, an underground mining scenario for the Dunka Pit area may be
prudent. For example, Pfleider and Yardley (1963), proposed a “lane and pillar” method for extracting
higher grade intervals of the iron‐formation where the magnetic Fe content approached 30%. Later
work by Pfleider and Scofield (1967) used an underground model averaging 27.4% magnetic Fe for an 85
ft. mining thickness. The lane and pillar method is a modified form of room‐and‐pillar mining, and would
appear to be a reasonable mining option, given the anticipated mining thickness, formation geometry,
and rock characteristics. Various caving and stoping methods are probably not appropriate, because
they work best in situations where the rock is already highly fractured and/or weak (caving methods), or
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in deposits that are relatively narrow, more steeply dipping, and with a greater vertical extent (caving
and/or stoping methods; Hamrin, 1982). Furthermore, room and pillar‐type mining lends itself well to a
higher degree of mechanization, and tends to be one of the lowest cost underground mining options
available.
Underground mining would also leave the sulfide‐bearing Virginia Formation and South Kawishiwi
intrusion of the Duluth Complex as unmined hanging wall; thus, mitigating most environmental
problems associated with potential sulfide‐bearing waste. Depending on faulting and the contact
relationships between the iron‐formation and the South Kawishiwi intrusion, there may be small
tonnages of prospective sulfide‐bearing material that may have to be removed to mine the iron‐
formation. Also, if the open pit reserves have sulfide‐bearing South Kawishiwi intrusion above the iron
ore, then these wastes will have to mitigated with constructed wetlands, and/or water treatment plant
to catch and clean run‐off, and/or other environmentally sound practices, e.g., capping the waste piles
with topsoil and vegetation.
Mining operations like those at Kiruna in Sweden, Pea Ridge and the New Lead Belt (Viburnum Trend) in
Missouri, and Brunswick Mining and Smelting in Canada show that underground mining can be done at
competitive costs (Hustrulid, pers. com., 2000). For underground mining to be an economically viable
option on the easternmost Mesabi Range, however, combined mining and processing costs will need to
be kept below $20 per long ton of concentrate (Bleifuss, pers. com., 2000). For example, Mining Cost
Service (Schumacher, 2000), shows that operating costs for room and pillar mining can range from about
$11 per long ton for an 8,000 long tons per day operation, to under $9 per long ton for a 14,000 long
tons per day operation; the latter mining rate approaches what would likely be required to supply a DRI
facility (Graber, pers. com., 2000). In addition, new mine automation technology may reduce mining
costs (operating and capital).
Processing costs as low as $5 per long ton of concentrate might be achievable when coupled with
advances in crushing technology, i.e., a high pressure roller presses (HPR) plant. Fischer‐Helwig and
Oberheuser (1994) indicate that energy savings using HPR can be in the range of 20‐50% over
conventional ball mills. Bleifuss et al. (1996) demonstrated that HPR, based on generalized data and
broad assumptions, could save $2.4‐$2.8 MM per year in a conventional taconite facility. The potential
cost savings would leave about $15 per long ton of concentrate to cover mining costs. Assuming weight
recovery values in the 45% range, e.g., for a 30% Mag. Fe ore, the actual underground mining cost would
need to be kept at or below $7 per long ton of crude ore. A difficult proposition, to be sure, especially
when coupled with development costs associated with underground mining (which can be substantial),
but certainly not out of the question. Other important economic factors like royalties and taxes will also
have an impact.
In the end, the proposed research would provide any party interested in future development on this end
of the Mesabi Range with a significant head‐start that identifies the potential operating and capital
costs, the ore grade and ore reserves, a mine plan and related costs, production costs, and
environmental costs and considerations.
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RESEARCH APPROACH:
As outlined below, the research program will be a two phased program. In Phase I/Year 1, after: a) the
paper data are compiled and made digital; b) the geology and assay data have been well‐defined,
perhaps including supplemental Davis Tube analyses; and c) an initial assembly of cost and economic
data has been completed, a geologic block model of the taconite resources will be built. If the
determined ore grade and tonnage (at the end of Year 1) is not sufficient to support a reasonable (10+
years) mine life, then the project will not continue, and a final report will be written.
However, given a favorable grade and tonnage picture, the project will continue to the second phase,
with Phase II beginning in Year 2. Davis Tube and HPR testing of a representative bulk sample and other
samples, if necessary, will be performed at CMRL to provide a reasonable processing cost estimate.
Large‐scale underground mining operations will be visited in Year 2, and this experience will assist in
choosing the most efficient underground mine design for this project. Year 2 work will focus on refining
mine development costs, and the operating and capital costs related to mining and processing. Also
included will be an assessment of operating and capital costs for transporting the finished product to
market, environmental costs, and taxes and royalties. At this point in the project (mid to late Year 2), an
accurate determination of project costs and economics will be needed so that an economic block model
can be built for both underground and open pit mining options. The economic block model for the open
pit option will allow for the ultimate pit limits to be determined. Knowing the potential down‐dip extent
of an open pit operation will influence the design of an underground mine. From Year 2 into Year 3, a
DRI process flowsheet will be determined, along with related capital and operating costs. The final
feasibility study will be completed in Year 3, and a final report produced.

Phase I/Year 1
This phase will begin with the assembly of all pertinent project data, and converting all non‐digital data
(geology, assay, land ownership, hydrology, etc.) into digital form. At the same time, a preliminary
assessment of potential project‐related costs, e.g., mine and mill development costs, environmental
costs, permitting, transportation costs, royalties, capital costs, operating costs, etc., and other economic
data will be made, which will allow for an order‐of‐magnitude economic analysis to be performed.
Supplemental geological and assay work, e.g., core logging and Davis Tube analyses of available drill core
and/or cuttings, will be performed, and used in the construction of a digital geological block model. The
block model will provide estimates of grade and tonnage for the area’s remaining taconite resources. If
the block model shows that insufficient resources are available for continued mining, by either open pit
or underground methods, the study will end with Phase I. Phase I’s products will be a complete digital
representation of the area’s taconite resources (geology, grade, etc.) and a summary of preliminary
economics. If the block model confirms that a sufficiently large geologic resource is available, the project
will continue to Phase II, which covers years 2 and 3.

Phase II/Year 2
This phase will include high pressure rolls testing of a bulk sample that best represents the type of ore
present on the easternmost end of the Mesabi Range. Testing would take place at CMRL, so that a
process feasibility flow sheet and a reasonable estimate of the potential cost savings are available for
subsequent economic modeling. A much more detailed fleshing out of development, mine, mill, etc.
costs, and economic data assembled during Phase I will occur. The detailed economic data are needed
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so that an economic block model can be built that defines the ultimate pit limits for an open pit mining
option. While underground mining will be the study’s focus, an open pit mine model will be needed for
comparative purposes, not only to address the potential environmental costs associated with pursuing
an open pit mining option, but to show where an open pit to underground mining transition could occur,
if that scenario plays out. Site visits to large scale underground mining operations will also take place
during this phase of the project. The practical knowledge gained from those visits will be used to guide
the choice of the best underground mining method to digitally model.

Phase II/Year 3
This phase will culminate with the completion of the feasibility study and presentation of representative
mine models and project economics. By the end of the third year, the project will have continued
through the mine and mill development stage (taking into account the production of a DRI‐type product)
all the way to mine and plant closure. State‐of‐the‐art geological, mining, simulation, and economic
modeling software will be used in the feasibility study that considers the latest mining and processing
technologies, and the most realistic economic assumptions.
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INTRODUCTION
This section summarizes work carried out as part of the project ‘Pumped Hydro Energy Storage (PHES)
Using Abandoned Mine Pits on the Mesabi Iron Range of Minnesota,’ with the purpose of generating
digital elevation models (DEM) from available raster images of the Mesabi Iron Range. The work
described in this section involved writing computer algorithms in the software ArcGIS (ESRI, 2006), using
the Visual Basic for Application (VBA) language (Microsoft, 2008); it also involved writing algorithms in
the software Matlab (Mathworks, 2010).
The digital elevation models obtained with these routines were applied to the analysis topography
elevation and gradients in regions of the Mesabi Iron Range. The routines shall be applied in future
stages of the project, for example, for computation of the amount of water that basins could potentially
store, volume of ground to be removed in excavations, and others.
The work presented in this section was performed from December, 2010, through March, 2011, with the
assistance of Mr. Brock Rysdahl, an undergraduate student from the Department of Civil Engineering at
University of Minnesota Duluth. The routines discussed in this section were made available and have
been used by other team members in this project.
The following section provides a general overview of the work done and particular details of the
algorithms and routines written.

Raster and digital elevation models of the terrain
Figure 2.3‐1 shows a view of the raster image of the Mesabi Iron Range, as displayed in the software
ArcGIS (ESRI, 2006). This image was obtained by Oreskovich (2011) from the Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources database of aerial photography (DNR, 2010), and it was made available for the study
presented in this section. The raster image is a mosaic of aerial photographs covering an approximate
distance of 86 miles in the east‐west direction and 38 miles in the north‐south direction (Fig. 2.3‐1 lists
other geographical information of the raster). Each pixel in the image represents an area of 5 meters by
5 meters on the ground; also, the numerical value of each the pixel, which is stored 8‐bit binary number,
represents the elevation of the ground in the range 1020 feet to 1926 feet (see legend in right panel of
the ArcGIS view in Fig. 2.3‐1), i.e., the elevation 1020 feet corresponds to the pixel value 1, and the
elevation 1926 feet corresponds to the pixel value 255 (a pixel value equal to 0 indicates that the pixel is
outside the mosaic area in Fig. 2.3‐1).
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Figure 2.3‐1. Original raster of the Mesabi Iron Range (Minnesota DNR, 2010).

Routines were written in the code VBA (Microsoft, 2008), a programming language within ArcGIS, to
read the pixel values of the image and export these values in the form of ASCII files ‘outside’ the ArcGIS
package. Of particular interest was developing routines to export elevation values that could be read
with the commercial software Surfer (Golden Software, 2009); this is in view that other teams working
in the ‘Pumped Hydro Energy Storage (PHES)’ project found it more convenient performing
topographical analyses, e.g., computation of volumes that could be potentially stored in basins, using
the latter software.
Figure 2.3‐2 presents the seven sites that Barr Engineering (1993) considered as potential locations for a
pumped hydro‐energy storage scheme – the image was made available by Oreskovich (2011). Figures
2.3‐3 and 2.3‐4 present the digital elevation models and the location of the seven sites (shown in Fig.
2.3‐2), as represented by Surfer (Golden Software, 2009) from ASCII data files generated with the
routines mentioned earlier on. In particular, Figure 2.3‐3 presents a plan view and 3D‐isometric view of
the elevation of the ground, while Figure 2.3‐4 presents similar views, but for the inclination of the
ground (measured as a ‘dip angle’).
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Figure 2.3‐2. Location of seven potential sites for a pumped storage project considered by Barr
Engineering (Barr Engineering Company, 1993). Image provided by Oreskovich (2011).

Figure 2.3‐5 further illustrates the use of the routines developed in this study. The area represented in
Figure 2.3‐5a corresponds to Site #3 in Figures 2.3‐2 through 2.3‐4. Figures 2.3‐5b and 2.3‐5c show
contour level and 3D‐isometric view representations respectively, as plotted with the software Surfer
(Golden Software, 2009), with elevation information extracted from the raster image in Figure2.3‐1.
The following section describes in more detail the algorithms and routines developed to produce the
DEMs represented in Figure 2.3‐3 through Figure 2.3‐5.
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Figure 2.3‐3. Digital elevation model representing terrain elevation as colored contours in a) plan view
and b) 3D‐isometric view, obtained with the computer algorithms from the raster image represented in
Figure2.3‐1.
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Figure 2.3‐4. Digital elevation model representing terrain gradient (dip angle) as colored contours in a)
plan view and b) 3D‐isometric view, obtained with the computer algorithms from the raster image
represented in Figure 2.3‐1.
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Figure 2.3‐5. Digital elevation models for an area of interest east of Virginia, Minnesota. a) aerial
photograph of the area, as obtained from Google Maps (Google, 2010); b) contour representation, and
c) isometric view representation, of the area, plotted with the software Surfer (Golden Software Inc.,
2009).
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Routines for extraction of topography elevations and elevation gradients
Figures 2.3‐6a and 2.3‐6b summarize the scheme followed to compute elevations of the ground and
gradient of the ground – the scheme is described in Skidmore (1989) and Wilson (2000). For an arbitrary
point in the image, the corresponding pixel cell was identified and the elevation ‘z’ was computed from
interpolation of pixel values (in regard to maximum and minimum values of elevation that the mosaic
raster represents, as explained in the previous section). The gradient of the ground, ‘grad z,’ from which
the steepest angle of the terrain (the ‘dip angle’) and its direction (the ‘dip direction’) with respect to
the north can be inferred (see Fig. 2.3‐6a), were computed based on a finite difference integration
scheme using neighboring pixels – the integration scheme is summarized in Figure 2.3‐6b.

Figure 2.3‐6a. Definition of gradient, dip angle and dip direction of the terrain.
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Figure 2.3‐6b. Finite difference approximation for the computation of gradient, dip angle and dip
direction of the terrain.

Figure 2.3‐7 lists the computer code written in the software ArcGIS (ESRI, 2006), using the Visual Basic
for Application (VBA) language (Microsoft, 2008) to read the pixel values of the raster image in Figure
2.3‐1 and produce Surfer (Golden Software, 2009) files as represented in Figures 2.3‐3 and 2.3‐5. Figure
2.3‐8 lists scripts written in the code Matlab (Mathworks, 2010), implementing also the computation of
dip angles and dip directions according to the scheme represented in Figure 2.3‐6a and 2.3‐6b – this
script has been used to produce the DEM represented in Figures 2.3‐3, 2.3‐4, and 2.3‐5.
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Figure 2.3‐7. Script written in the software ArcGIS (ESRI, 2006) using the language VBA (Microsoft, 2008)
to export ground elevations from the raster image in the format of the software Surfer (Golden Software
Inc., 2009).
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Figure 2.3‐7 (continued).
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Figure 2.3‐8. Script written in the software Matlab (Mathworks, 2010) to export ground elevations, dip
angle, and dip direction of the terrain from the raster image in the format of the software Surfer
(Golden Software Inc., 2009).
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Figure 2.3‐8 (continued).
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Figure 2.3‐8 (continued).
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INTRODUCTION
Construction of a pumped hydro energy storage facility on the Mesabi Iron Range will involve rock
excavation to accommodate different components of the engineering scheme, such as penstocks, power
plant foundations, and others. Estimation of basic geotechnical information for the site, e.g., strength of
intact rock, degree of fracturing/jointing of rock mass, and others, is an important aspect of the design
stage of any civil engineering project like this, since this basic geotechnical information will allow to
establish type and methods to use in the excavation works.
The typical geological setting for iron mines of the Mesabi Iron Range is illustrated in Figure 2.4‐1. The
Biwabik Iron Formation, which contains the iron ore, is subdivided into the four members shown in
Figure 2.4‐1, from top to bottom, the Upper Slaty, Upper Cherty, Lower Slaty and Lower Cherty (see for
example, Pfeilder et al., 1968; and Severson et al., 2009). These members are formed by sedimentary
admixtures of minerals of Paleoproterozoic age that include silica (chert), iron silicates, iron oxides and
carbonates. As shown in Figure 2.4‐2, the rocks in these members show distinct disseminated and
layered textures involving ‘cherty’ and ‘slaty’ textures – more details about mineral composition and
texture of the different rocks conforming the Biwabik Iron Formation can be found in Severson et al.
(2009). It should be noted that only selected layers in the Upper Cherty and Lower Cherty members are
rich enough in magnetite to be suitable for mining with present mineral processing methods (Pfeilder et
al., 1968; Severson et al., 2009). Overlaying the Biwabik Iron Formation is the Virginia Formation (mostly
argillites and graywackes also of Paleoproterozoic age) and a relatively thin layer of soil (glacial drift).
Underlying the Biwabik Iron Formation is the Pokegama Quartzite – see Figure 2.4‐1.
A pumped hydro energy storage facility on the Mesabi Iron Range will have to be accommodated on
and/or within the different formations represented in Figure 2.4‐1. Therefore, it seems reasonable to
include the Virginia Formation and the Biwabik Iron Formation in the group of rocks to be characterized
first from a geotechnical engineering perspective.

Figure 2.4‐1. Typical geological setting in open pit iron mines on the Mesabi Iron Range.
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Figure 2.4‐2. Textural characteristics of the Biwabik Iron Formation – from Pfeilder et al. (1968).

Although iron mining companies operating on the Mesabi Iron Range most surely have been conducting
physical and mechanical characterization of iron rock formations to address their mining related
problems, e.g., optimization of blasting, isolated slope stability problems, and similar, this information
does not appear to be available to the public, e.g., in the form of published technical articles and similar
(Severson, 2011).
Pfeilder et al. (1968) presented some basic intact rock physical and mechanical parameters, carried out
as part of a broader study to establish the feasibility of mining taconite at depth, on the Mesabi Iron
Range. In their study, Pfeilder et al. (1968) presented results of chemical and physical analysis of core
obtained from deep holes, specifically drilled for their research, at various locations on the Mesabi Iron
Range (see large numbered dots in Fig. 2.4‐3). They also conducted a series of intact rock tests on rocks
of the Biwabik Iron Formation, i.e., Upper Slaty, Upper Cherty, Lower Slaty, and Lower Cherty members,
to assess basic properties such as density, uniaxial compression strength, tensile strength, and modulus
of elasticity of the rock.
The average values of the intact rock properties, together with upper and lower values measured by
Pfeilder et al. (1968), are summarized in Table 2.4‐1 (the 3 columns in the table correspond to 3
different drill hole locations in Figure 2.4‐3). Values of compression and tensile strength (as well as
deformation modulus) are seen to have a quite marked variation. For example, the mean value of
compression strength for the drill hole at location #2 in Figure 2.4‐3 is reported in Table 2.4‐1 to be
327.50 MPa, with a measured variation in the range 175.82 to 486.08 MPa, – i.e., a variation in the
range of ~53% and ~148% of the average, respectively. Similar variations in strength (and deformability)
are seen for the other two drill holes in Table 2.4‐1. The large dispersion in strength values reported by
Pfeilder et al. (1968) can be attributed to the disseminated and layered textures of the rocks of the
Biwabik Iron Formation (see Fig. 2.4‐2) since the presence of different minerals in the mentioned
textures will surely lead to heterogeneity and anisotropy of measured rock properties.
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Figure 2.4‐3. Location of drill holes for the Mesabi Deep Drilling Project – from Pfeilder et al. (1968).

Table 2.4‐1. Values of density, uniaxial compression strength, tensile strength, and modulus of elasticity
reported in Pfeilder et al. (1968) – note that the values presented in the original reference have been
converted into SI units.
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The objective of the study presented in this chapter was to characterize a representative existing core of
Virginia and Biwabik Iron Formations from a geotechnical point of view. In doing so, basic destructive
and non‐destructive testing methods currently available were applied to obtain physical and mechanical
characteristics of intact rock. The study also aimed at obtaining basic information about the degree of
fracturing of the rock mass for Virginia and Biwabik Iron Formations. This information was accomplished
through estimation of Rock Quality Designation (RQD) values that are simple‐to‐obtain and useful
parameters in the evaluation of suitability of the rock mass to accommodate excavations, such as in the
case of a pumped hydro energy storage facility.
The physical and mechanical test results presented in this study were obtained from analysis of
approximately 1,200 feet of core of NX size available for inspection at the Department of Natural
Resources (DNR), Division of Lands and Minerals, Drill Core Library in Hibbing, Minnesota. The core
inspection and sampling program were performed, taking as a basis the (same core) interpretation
presented by Severson et al. (2009) and additional core logs generated by the first author of the
mentioned report, which were made available for this study (Severson, 2011). The testing and analysis
of data presented in this section were carried out during the summer of 2011 with the assistance of
three undergraduate students from the Department of Civil Engineering at the University of Minnesota
Duluth (UMD), S. Lindberg, J. Losey and B. Rysdahl (see Figure 2.4‐5).
The following section discusses the tests performed and results obtained; a later section presents
conclusions and recommendations for further study.

ANALYSIS AND TESTING OF CORE LWD 99‐1
The drill hole selected for analysis is drill hole LWD 99‐1, indicated in Figure 2.4‐4. The drill hole, which
was recommended for analysis by Severson (2011), is well documented in Severson et al. (2009). With
the exception of Pokegama Quartzite, the drill hole comprises all other units represented in Figure 2.4‐1.
The core recovered from drill hole LWD 99‐1, which is stored in a total of 129 boxes at the DNR Drill
Core Library in Hibbing, has been unpacked and inspected, taking as a basis the core interpretation in
Severson et al. (2009) and additional core log information made available by Severson (2011). Table 2.4‐
2 summarizes the core pieces stored in each of the 129 boxes, indicating also the corresponding
geological unit, according to Severson et al. (2009) and Severson (2011). In Table 2.4‐2 the designations
Va, US, UC, LS and LC (used also in other tables in this section) refer to Virginia Formation, Upper Slaty,
Upper Cherty, Lower Slaty and Lower Cherty members of the Biwabik Iron Formation, respectively – see
Figure 2.4‐1. As seen in the last column of Table 2.4‐2, each of the 129 boxes contains approximately 10
ft. of core.
Photographs of the contents of each of the 129 boxes, indicating beginning and end of the core runs,
and location measurements and sampling performed for this study, are included at the end of this
chapter as Appendix 2.4‐A (Figs. 2.4‐A1 through 2.4‐A65) – in the photographs, starting and ending
points of the core runs are marked with small wood blocks, to which identifying labeling has been
added, e.g., in Figure 2.4‐A2, a core run starts in Box #3 and ends in Box #4; the beginning of the core
run has been labeled as ‘Beg‐RQD5’, while the end of the same core run is identified by the label ‘Beg‐
RQD6.’
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Figure 2.4‐4. Location of drill hole LWD 99‐1 (south of Eveleth, Minnesota) analyzed in this study –
adapted from Severson et al. (2009).

The first analysis performed on the core listed in Table 2.4‐2 was determination of Rock Quality
Designation (RQD) values – see Figure 2.4‐5a. The Rock Quality Designation (RQD) is an index that
ranges from 0 to 100% and quantifies the degree of fracturing of the rock mass – see, for example,
Deere and Deere (1988) and ASTM (2008). The estimation of the value of RQD involves adding up the
total length of core pieces larger than 4 inches (or 10 centimeters) along a core run and dividing this
accumulated length by the length of the core run considered. Figure 2.4‐6 (after Deere and Deere, 1988)
summarizes the procedure; the figure also presents various considerations for measuring the lengths of
core pieces, as well the equation used to determine the RQD value (see upper right side of Figure 2.4‐6).
Based on the value of RQD obtained for the core run, the method defines 5 categories of quality of rock
for excavation purposes, namely, ‘Very Poor’ (RQD<25); ‘Poor’ (25<=RQD<50); ‘Fair’ (50<=RQD<75);
‘Good’ (75<=RQD<90); and ‘Excellent’ (RQD>=90). These categories are summarized on the bottom right
side of Figure 2.4‐6.
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Table 2.4‐2. Summary of core boxes, geological units, and depths corresponding to drill hole LWD 99‐1.
The designations Va, US, UC, LS and LC, refer to Virginia Formation, Upper Slaty, Upper Cherty, Lower
Slaty and Lower Cherty members, respectively – see Figure 2.4‐1.
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Figure 2.4‐5. a) Core inspection and non‐destructive testing, including b) core density measurement and
c) rebound hammer testing, carried out at the DNR Drill Core Library in Hibbing, Minnesota.
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Figure 2.4‐6. The basis of the Rock Quality Designation (RQD) system – from Deere and Deere (1988).

Core LWD 99‐1 contains 141 core runs – see Figures 2.4‐A1 through 2.4‐A65, with the indication of
starting and ending points of the core runs. Thus, a total of 141 measurements of RQD values were
possible for the Virginia and Biwabik Iron Formations. Table 2.4‐3 lists the depth of the different core
runs and the values of RQD obtained for these runs. The values of RQD and corresponding depths listed
in Table 2.4‐3 are also represented graphically in the left diagrams of Figures 2.4‐10 and 2.4‐11, which
will be discussed later in this section.
In determining the length of ‘broken’ core pieces (see Figure 2.4‐6), natural fractures, which would
correspond to rock mass jointing, were always intended as the limits of the core pieces (ASTM, 2008).
For the case of the Virginia Formation, which includes heavily fissile argillites, this task proved difficult to
achieve, since handling of samples tended to create new fractures that sometimes were difficult to
distinguish from natural ones.
Average, minimum, maximum and standard deviation values of RQD for the 5 different geological units
in Table 2.4‐3 are summarized in Table 2.4‐4. The table shows that the lowest average value of RQD is
equal to 52% and corresponds to the Virginia Formation; therefore, according to the rock quality ranges
introduced earlier on (see bottom right side of Figure 2.4‐6), the Virginia Formation can be categorized
as ‘Fair’ rock mass (actually, close to the limit to becoming ‘Poor’ rock mass). Similar analysis of average
values of RQD in Table 2.4‐4, applied to the units of the Biwabik Iron Formation, yields that both Upper
Slaty and Lower Slaty members can be categorized as ‘Fair’ rock masses, while Upper Cherty and Lower
Cherty members can be categorized as ‘Good’ rock masses – again in terms of fracturing/jointing.
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Table 2.4‐3. Summary of RQD measurements for core runs in drill hole LWD 99‐1. The designations Va, US, UC, LS and LC, refer to Virginia
Formation, Upper Slaty, Upper Cherty, Lower Slaty and Lower Cherty members, respectively – see Figure 2.4‐1.
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Table 2.4‐4. Average value, and minimum, maximum and standard deviation values of measured Rock
Quality Designation (RQD) values. In the table, the designations Va, US, UC, LS and LC, refer to Virginia
Formation, Upper Slaty, Upper Cherty, Lower Slaty and Lower Cherty members, respectively – see Figure
2.4‐1.

Determination of rock density and rebound hammer tests (both testing methods being non‐destructive)
have been performed following ASTM (2004) and ASTM (2005), respectively – for the latter, ISRM (1978)
was also followed. The rebound hammer test allows an approximate and indirect estimation of the
unconfined compression strength (UCS) of the intact rock to be made, using empirical relationships, i.e.,
of rebound hammer and UCS values. Although the values of UCS obtained through the rebound hammer
test are known not to be precise, the methodology was attractive in this particular study in view that it
did not require destruction of core – a constraint faced while working with drill core stored at the DNR
Drill Core Library in Hibbing.
A total of 89 measurements of density and rebound hammer values (and from these UCS values) were
performed on drill core at the DNR Drill Core Library in Hibbing (see Figs. 2.4‐5b and 2.4‐5c). The results
of the measurements are summarized in Table 2.4‐5. Figures 2.4‐A1 through 2.4‐A65 identify the
location of the measurements of density and rebound hammer (and UCS) values with a label ‘M,’
followed by the measurement number listed in Table 2.4‐5.
Referring to Table 2.4‐5, the unit weight of the core was computed from measured values of density
using a standard conversion, with the acceleration of gravity assumed equal to 9.81 ms‐2. When carrying
out the rebound hammer test, measurements of rebound values were intended for the same location in
each core piece, although in many cases, e.g., for the Virginia Formation consisting of fissile argillites,
only one measurement was possible, since after the first test the core tended to split in two or more
pieces. In all cases, the hammer rebound values were averaged, and the number of tests conducted, and
the averages are presented in Table 2.4‐5.
The average values of hammer rebound and the unit weights obtained for the 89 cores pieces allowed
for an estimation of the unconfined compression strength (UCS) of the intact rock, using the empirical
diagrams described in ISRM (1978). The diagrams and measured values (which are represented as small
squares) are presented in Figures 2.4‐7, 2.4‐8, and 2.4‐9, for the Virginia Formation; for Upper Slaty and
Upper Cherty; and for Lower Slaty and Lower Cherty members of the Biwabik Iron Formation,
respectively. The values of UCS obtained from the diagrams in Figures 2.4‐7, 2.4‐8, and 2.4‐9 are
included in the last column of Table 2.4‐5.
The diagram on the right side of Figure 2.4‐10 represents measured values of density vs. depth (from
Table 2.4‐5) for all units considered, while the diagram on the left side of the figure represents the
corresponding values of RQD discussed earlier on (see Table 2.4‐3). Similarly, the diagram on the right
side of Figure 2.4‐11 represents values of unconfined compression strength (UCS) vs. depth – the
diagram also includes the number of rebound hammer tests conducted (see horizontal axis on top of the
diagram).
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Table 2.4‐5. Summary of measured values of density, corresponding unit weight, hammer rebound value, number of hammer tests and inferred
value of unconfined compression strength (UCS), for drill hole LWD 99‐1. In the table, the designations Va, US, UC, LS and LC, refer to Virginia
Formation, Upper Slaty, Upper Cherty, Lower Slaty and Lower Cherty members, respectively – see Figure 2.4‐1.
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Figure 2.4‐7. Estimation of unconfined compression strength (UCS) values as a function of hammer
rebound values and unit weight, measured for Virginia Formation – the diagram is adapted from ISRM
(1978); the dots superimposed on the diagram are the measured values.

For completeness, although no correlation between sub‐members of the various members of the
Biwabik Iron Formation and properties measured were attempted in this phase of the study, Figures 2.4‐
12, 2.4‐13, and 2.4‐14 represent the same information as in Figures 2.4‐10 and 2.4‐11, this time side‐to‐
side to the core interpretation of drill hole LWD 99‐1 from the study by Severson et al. (2009), i.e., the
core log on the left side of the figure is after Severson et al. (2009).
Also, average, minimum, maximum and standard values of density and unconfined compression
strength values for the different geological units in Table2.4‐5 are summarized in Table 2.4‐6.
The distribution of values of density with depth represented in Figure 2.4‐10 (see also Figures2.4‐12
through 2.4‐14) together with the results in Table 2.4‐6a, allow the following observations to be made:
the Biwabik Iron Formation shows a larger variation of density values, due to the heterogeneous nature
of the rock involved, i.e., the presence of various and distinct textures as discussed earlier on (see Figure
2.4‐2). Also, the average value of density for the Virginia Formation is considerably less than the average
values of densities for the Biwabik Iron Formation, in the later case, due to the presence of heavy oxide
minerals.
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Figure 2.4‐8. Estimation of unconfined compression strength (UCS) values as a function of hammer
rebound values and unit weight, measured for Upper Slaty and Upper Cherty units – the diagram is
adapted from ISRM (1978); the dots superimposed on the diagram are the measured values.

Similar observations can be made for the distribution of unconfined compression strength (UCS) values
with depth represented in Figure 2.4‐11 (see also Figs. 2.4‐12 through 2.4‐14, and Table 2.4‐6b) rocks in
the Biwabik Iron Formation are considerable stronger than rocks in the Virginia Formation, and higher
dispersion of strength values are observed for the latter than for the former. The dispersion in values of
unconfined compression strength for rocks in the Biwabik Iron Formation was noted already by Pfeilder
et al. (1968) and can be attributed to the heterogeneous textural characteristics of the rock –see Table
2.4‐1 and Figure 2.4‐2.
Comparing the average values of unconfined compression strength summarized in Table 2.4‐6b with the
ranges of intact rock strength defining the classes A through B proposed by Deere and Miller (1966) –
see Table 2.4‐7 – the Virginia Formation can be generally classified as a rock of ‘Medium’ strength (close
to becoming of ‘Poor’ strength). Similarly, rocks in the Upper Slaty, Lower Slaty, and Lower Cherty
members can be generally classified as a rock of ‘High’ strength (with increasing strength in the order in
which they have been listed), while the Upper Cherty member can be generally classified as a rock of
‘Very high’ strength.
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Figure 2.4‐9. Estimation of unconfined compression strength (UCS) values as a function of hammer
rebound values and unit weight, measured for Lower Slaty and Lower Cherty units – the diagram is
adapted from ISRM (1978); the dots superimposed on the diagram are the measured values.
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Figure 2.4‐10. Values of Rock Quality Designation (RQD) and density as a function of depth for the
Virginia and Biwabik Iron Formations.
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Figure 2.4‐11. Values of Rock Quality Designation (RQD) and unconfined compression strength (UCS),
inferred from rebound hammer testing, as a function of depth.
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Figure 2.4‐12. Distribution of Rock Quality Designation (RQD), density, and unconfined compression
strength (UCS) – as presented Figures 2.4‐10 and 2.4‐11 – for the Upper Slaty and Upper Cherty
members of the Biwabik Iron Formation. The distribution of measured quantities is plotted together
with the log interpretation of drill hole LWD 99‐1, from the study by Severson et al. (2009), i.e., the core
logging on the left side of the figure is after Severson et al. (2009).
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Figure 2.4‐13. Distribution of Rock Quality Designation (RQD), density, and unconfined compression
strength (UCS) – as presented Figures 2.4‐10 and 2.4‐11 – for the Lower Slaty member of the Biwabik
Iron Formation. The distribution of measured quantities is plotted together with the log interpretation
of drill hole LWD 99‐1, from the study by Severson et al. (2009), i.e., the core logging on the left side of
the figure is after Severson et al. (2009).
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Figure 2.4‐14. Distribution of Rock Quality Designation (RQD), density, and unconfined compression
strength (UCS) – as presented Figures 2.4‐10 and 2.4‐11 – for the Lower Cherty member of the Biwabik
Iron Formation. The distribution of measured quantities is plotted together with the log interpretation
of drill hole LWD 99‐1, from the study by Severson et al. (2009), i.e., the core logging on the left side of
the figure is after Severson et al. (2009).
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Table 2.4‐6. Average value, and minimum, maximum and standard deviation values of measured: a)
density, and b) unconfined compression strength (UCS). In the table, the designations Va, US, UC, LS and
LC refer to Virginia Formation, Upper Slaty, Upper Cherty, Lower Slaty and Lower Cherty members,
respectively –see Figure2.4‐1.

Table 2.4‐7. Engineering classification of intact rock based on (uniaxial) unconfined compression
strength (UCS) values – adapted from Deere and Miller (1966).

Among the original tasks planned for this study was performing actual unconfined compression tests
(and possibly triaxial tests) on rock specimens of the Virginia and Biwabik Iron Formations; the objective
was to obtain accurate values of unconfined compression strength, and particularly deformability
characteristics of the intact rock, through direct measurement of axial and lateral strains. Performing
unconfined compression tests would have required destroying full core – this is because the Standard
(ASTM 2002) indicates that the specimen to be tested should have a minimum diameter of 2 inches,
which is the diameter of the core for drill hole LWD 99‐1.
Since the policy of the DNR Drill Core Library states that 50% of the core should remain in storage in the
core library, carrying out actual unconfined compression tests on the core was not an option. To make a
better estimation of material strength, which unfortunately required using destructive methods, it was
decided to cut and remove 21 selected half‐core samples from the boxes (leaving in the other half‐core
portions) and to perform point load testing on specimens cut from these samples at the Rock Testing
Laboratory in the Department of Civil Engineering at UMD.
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The Point Load Test (ASTM 2011, ISRM 1985) is a simple and accurate way of determining the Point Load
Strength index (Is) which, among others, allows indirect correlation of unconfined compression strength
values, again, through empirical relationships.
Figure 2.4‐15 shows groups of 3 specimens prepared from the 21 half‐core samples removed from the
DNR Drill Core Library for point load testing. The location of the 21 half‐core samples removed from core
boxes are indicated by rectangles outlined by dotted yellow lines in Figures 2.4‐A1 through 2.4‐A65 at
the end of this chapter, e.g., see sample 2 of 21, box #11, in Figure 2.4‐A6.

Figure 2.4‐15. Photograph of some of the 21 half‐core specimens prepared for point load testing (the
half‐cores were cut along the axial direction to produce at least 3 specimens per sample). The depths at
which the samples were taken are summarized in Table 2.4‐8.

The loading configuration used for these tests is represented in Figure 2.4‐16b and corresponds to the
irregular lump test configuration (ASTM, 2011; ISRM, 1985). Figure 2.4‐17 shows a close‐up view of a
specimen before testing (compare the dimensions D and W in Figure 2.4‐17 with the corresponding
dimensions in Figure 2.4‐16d). As stated in ASTM (2011) and ISRM (1985), the test involves determining
the force (P) applied to the rock specimen through conical indentors that produces failure of the
specimen on a plane of dimensions D and W (see Fig. 2.4‐17). The Point Load Index (Is) is then computed
as the force P divided by the square of the diameter De (see Fig. 2.4‐16d), where De is the diameter of a
circle with the same area as that of the area along which the sample splits, i.e., the area obtained by
multiplying the dimensions W and D in Figure 2.4‐17. According to ASTM (2011) and ISRM (1985), an
indirect value unconfined compression strength (UCS) can also be obtained by using the relationship
UCS = K Is, where K should ideally be determined from regression analysis of UCS values from actual
unconfined compression tests. When no regression analysis is available (as in the current study), a value
of K=1.8 could be considered as a starting point for estimating values of UCS – ISRM (1985).
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Figure 2.4‐16. Load configuration and specimen shape requirement for: a) diametral test; b) axial test; c)
block test; and d) irregular lump test – after ASTM (2011), and ISRM (1985).

Figure 2.4‐17. Close‐up view of load configuration used in point load testing of the specimens in Figure
2.4‐15. The photograph also indicates the dimensions W and D used in the computations of the Point
Load Index (Is) – see also Figures 2.4‐16d and Table 2.4‐8.
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Table 2.4‐8 summarizes the point load measurements obtained for 3 specimens of the 21 half‐cores
samples from core LWD 99‐1 – the measurements corresponding to the 3 specimens are referred to as
Trials 1, 2 and 3 in the table. An average value of Point Load Index (Is) for the 3 specimens and a
corresponding value of UCS are presented in the last two columns of Table 2.4‐8.
Comparing the values of UCS in Table 2.4‐8 with the average values of UCS in Table 2.4‐6b (inferred from
rebound hammer testing), the values derived from point load testing seem to be larger than the ones
derived from rebound hammer testing. Comparing the values of strength measured from Pfeilder et al.
(1968) for the Biwabik Iron Formation with the results in Tables 2.4‐6b and 2.4‐8 allows the conclusion
that the values of UCS in Table 2.4‐6b may be underestimated.
In any case, the tendency observed in Table 2.4‐6b of the Virginia Formation being considerably weaker
than the slaty and cherty members of the Biwabik Iron Formation, and of the slaty members in this
formation being weaker than the cherty ones, is still observed in Table 2.4‐8.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The values of intact rock strength obtained for the Biwabik Iron Formation in this study are generally
consistent with the results presented in Pfeilder et al. (1968). A significant dispersion of values of
unconfined compression strength is observed for rocks in the Biwabik Iron Formation due to the
heterogeneous and banded textures of the rocks involved. The values of intact rock strength measured
for the Virginia Formation are significantly lower than those measured for the Biwabik Iron Formation,
and appear not to show such marked variation – most possibly, this being a result of the homogeneity of
the rocks involved.
With the exception of the Virginia Formation, for which values of RQD and values of unconfined
compression strength are relatively low, the rocks of the Biwabik Iron Formation are very competent
fractured rocks that should be able to accommodate excavations for a pumped hydro energy storage
facility without major stability issues.
Further characterization of rock strength and deformability is recommended for the Virginia and Biwabik
Iron Formations once a particular location is selected for the pumped hydro energy storage facility. At
that time, a more exhaustive geotechnical program should be established. Such program should include
drilling and logging of core, and further rock core testing, including uniaxial unconfined and triaxial
confined testing with deformation measurements. The program should also accommodate study of the
influence of anisotropy of the rocks involved on strength and deformation, an issue that could not be
accounted for properly in this study, due to the limitations of access and use of existing core.
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Table 2.4‐8. Summary of point load test results for the 3 specimens cut from the 21 half‐core samples. The table lists the depth of each of the
samples, the corresponding geological unit, the dimensions of the specimens (see Fig. 2.4‐17), and measured values of failure load (P) and Point
Load Index (Is). The table also lists the average value of Point Load Index (Is) and inferred value of unconfined compression strength (UCS)
according to ASTM (2011) and ISRM (1985).
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APPENDIX 2.4‐A:
Photographs of Core Recovered from Drill Hole LWD 99‐1
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Figure 2.4‐A1. Core inspected. Boxes 1 and 2.
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Figure 2.4‐A2. Core inspected. Boxes 3 and 4.
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Figure 2.4‐A3. Core inspected. Boxes 5 and 6.
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Figure 2.4‐A4. Core inspected. Boxes 7 and 8.
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Figure 2.4‐A5. Core inspected. Boxes 9 and 10.
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Figure 2.4‐A6. Core inspected. Boxes 11 and 12.
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Figure 2.4‐A7. Core inspected. Boxes 13 and 14.
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Figure 2.4‐A8. Core inspected. Boxes 15 and 16.
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Figure 2.4‐A9. Core inspected. Boxes 17 and 18.
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Figure 2.4‐A10. Core inspected. Boxes 19 and 20.
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Figure 2.4‐A11. Core inspected. Boxes 21 and 22.
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Figure 2.4‐A12. Core inspected. Boxes 23 and 24.
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Figure 2.4‐A13. Core inspected. Boxes 25 and 26.
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Figure 2.4‐A14. Core inspected. Boxes 27 and 28.
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Figure 2.4‐A15. Core inspected. Boxes 29 and 30.
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Figure 2.4‐A16. Core inspected. Boxes 31 and 32.
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Figure 2.4‐A17. Core inspected. Boxes 33 and 34.
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Figure 2.4‐A18. Core inspected. Boxes 35 and 36.
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Figure 2.4‐A19. Core inspected. Boxes 37 and 38.
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Figure 2.4‐A20. Core inspected. Boxes 39 and 40.
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Figure 2.4‐A21. Core inspected. Boxes 41 and 42.
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Figure 2.4‐A22. Core inspected. Boxes 43 and 44.
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Figure 2.4‐A23. Core inspected. Boxes 45 and 46.
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Figure 2.4‐A24. Core inspected. Boxes 47 and 48.
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Figure 2.4‐A25. Core inspected. Boxes 49 and 50.
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Figure 2.4‐A26. Core inspected. Boxes 51 and 52.
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Figure 2.4‐A27. Core inspected. Boxes 53 and 54.
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Figure 2.4‐A28. Core inspected. Boxes 55 and 56.
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Figure 2.4‐A29. Core inspected. Boxes 57 and 58.
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Figure 2.4‐A30. Core inspected. Boxes 59 and 60.
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Figure 2.4‐A31. Core inspected. Boxes 61 and 62.
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Figure 2.4‐A32. Core inspected. Boxes 63 and 64.
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Figure 2.4‐A33. Core inspected. Boxes 65 and 66.
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Figure 2.4‐A34. Core inspected. Boxes 67 and 68.
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Figure 2.4‐A35. Core inspected. Boxes 69 and 70.
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Figure 2.4‐A36. Core inspected. Boxes 71 and 72.
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Figure 2.4‐A37. Core inspected. Boxes 73 and 74.
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Figure 2.4‐A38. Core inspected. Boxes 75 and 76.
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Figure 2.4‐A39. Core inspected. Boxes 77 and 78.
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Figure 2.4‐A40. Core inspected. Boxes 79 and 80.
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Figure 2.4‐A41. Core inspected. Boxes 81 and 82.
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Figure 2.4‐A42. Core inspected. Boxes 83 and 84.
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Figure 2.4‐A43. Core inspected. Boxes 85 and 86.
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Figure 2.4‐A44. Core inspected. Boxes 87 and 88.
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Figure 2.4‐A45. Core inspected. Boxes 89 and 90.
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Figure 2.4‐A46. Core inspected. Boxes 91 and 92.
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Figure 2.4‐A47. Core inspected. Boxes 93 and 94.
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Figure 2.4‐A48. Core inspected. Boxes 95 and 96.
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Figure 2.4‐A49. Core inspected. Boxes 97 and 98.
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Figure 2.4‐A50. Core inspected. Boxes 99 and 100.
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Figure 2.4‐A51. Core inspected. Boxes 101 and 102.
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Figure 2.4‐A52. Core inspected. Boxes 103 and 104.
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Figure 2.4‐A53. Core inspected. Boxes 105 and 106.
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Figure 2.4‐A54. Core inspected. Boxes 107 and 108.
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Figure 2.4‐A55. Core inspected. Boxes 109 and 110.
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Figure 2.4‐A56. Core inspected. Boxes 111 and 112.
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Figure 2.4‐A57. Core inspected. Boxes 113 and 114.
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Figure 2.4‐A58. Core inspected. Boxes 115 and 116.
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Figure 2.4‐A59. Core inspected. Boxes 117 and 118.
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Figure 2.4‐A60. Core inspected. Boxes 119 and 120.
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Figure 2.4‐A61. Core inspected. Boxes 121 and 122.
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Figure 2.4‐A62. Core inspected. Boxes 123 and 124.
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Figure 2.4‐A63. Core inspected. Boxes 125 and 126.
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Figure 2.4‐A64. Core inspected. Boxes 127 and 128.
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Figure 2.4‐A65. Core inspected. Box 129.
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SECTION 2.5:
PHES Host Sites, Scenarios and GIS Coverage Map Sets

Julie A. Oreskovich
Natural Resources Research Institute
University of Minnesota Duluth
5013 Miller Trunk Highway
Duluth, MN 55811‐1442
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This section presents the 17 study areas that host identified potential PHES sites. A brief description of
each study area is provided, along with site and scenario maps illustrating the proposed PHES scenarios.
Pros and cons are listed for each site scenario as determined by applying a standardized suite of GIS
coverages. Each study area presentation is followed by a set of maps displaying thematic GIS coverages
as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Base Map;
Hydro Map;
Elevation Contours Map (derived from the 2004 Mesabi_Grid DEM);
USGS Elevation Contours Map (where applicable) ‐ derived from the 30‐meter USGS_grid DEM
(time period of content 1949‐1982) and provided where the Mesabi_Grid‐derived contours did
not completely cover a study area (Mesabi_Grid‐derived contours take precedence where
present);
5. Ownership Map; and
6. Geologic Map.

Please note the following correction/additions to the coverage acknowledgements at the base of each
map set figure in Section 2.5:
1. LMIC (MnGeo) should replace MN Power (as source of transmission line and substation
coverages); and
2. LMIC (MnGeo) should be acknowledged on each map (as source of the digital orthorectified
images (DOQs).
Table 2.5‐1 contains a listing, with source and timeliness information, of the GIS coverages used in the
course of this investigation. GIS coverages were clipped to each of the 17 study areas for data
manageability. A listing of the applicable clipped GIS coverages can be found in Appendix 2.5‐A.
The clipped coverages, along with the complete coverages from which they originated, are provided on
DVD with this report, as allowed. Metadata for the coverages is included and must accompany the
coverages. In addition, coverage‐sharing and use constraint documentation from data sources is
included.
Since GIS coverages represent a finite period in time, it is imperative to acquire the most recent version
available. This is especially true when working with a region as dynamic as the Mesabi Iron Range. Of
particular interest to further PHES investigations is the 2011 LIDAR elevation data that will become
available at the end of the year, as well as additions/modifications to mine permitted areas. Data
sources have been provided with all coverage listings.
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Table 2.5‐1. Pumped hydro project GIS coverage listing.
Coverage

Feature
Type

Title

Source

Original File

Time
Period of
Content

Currentness

actminleas_07022010

Polygon

Active State Mineral Leases

MNDNR‐LAM

actminlease

07022010

adm_minowpy3_07162010

Polygon

State Owned/Controlled Mineral Interests

MNDNR‐LAM

adm_minowpy3

07162010

ArchaeoUTM_NAD83

Point

Archaeological Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

10062010

bath_contln3

Polyline

MNDNR‐Waters

bath_contln3

bdry_adwma2py3

Polygon

Lake Bathymetry Contours
State Wildlife Management Area Boundaries ‐
Publicly Accessible

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_adwma2py3

bdry_counpy2

Polygon

County Boundary

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_counpy2

1993

bdry_munipy3

Polygon

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_munipy3

1012001

bdry_natrtpy3

Polygon

Municipal Boundaries
Native American Treaty Boundaries in
Minnesota

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_natrtpy3

1837‐1954

bdry_ntforpy3

Polygon

National Forest Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_ntforpy3

2008

bdry_stforpy3

Polygon

State Forest Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_stforpy3

bdry_stprkpy3

Polygon

State Park Statutory Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_stprkpy3

bdrk_topo

Grid

Bedrock Topography

MGS

bdrk_topo

2010

cent_popplpt1

Point

Populated Places

MNDNR‐Data Deli

cent_popplpt1

2006

dpthtobdrk

Grid

Depth to Bedrock

MGS

depth_to_bdrk

2010

dikes

Polyline

Dikes

MGS

dikes

2010

ElecLine07s

Polyline

Electrical Transmission Lines

MnGeo

ElecLine07s

2007

ElecSubs07s

Point

Electrical Substations

MnGeo

ElecSubs07s

2007

2005
Feb., 2006
Jan., 2001

2008
2005

2002

form_lns

Polyline

Linear Features in the Precambrian Bedrock

MGS

form_lns

HistUTM_NAD83

Point

Historical/Cultural Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

M‐Logged

Point

NRRI

mescon

Polyline

NRRI‐Logged Drill Holes
5 Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid
(2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

minefeatures

Polygon

Mining Features

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

mmareaofrfgl_12072009

Polygon

Areas Ever Offered for Metallic Mineral Leasing

MNDNR‐LAM

mmareaofrfgl

oc_locpt

Point

Outcrop Location Points

MGS

oc_locpt

2010

oc_poly_loc

Polygon

Outcrops

MGS

oc_poly_loc

2010

own_mnstwdpy2

Polygon

GAP Stewardship 2008 ‐ All Ownership Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

own_mnstwdpy2

parcels

Polygon

PLS Parcels (Forties and Government Lots)

MNDNR

parcels
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2010
10062010
2010
2004

Oct., 2004
2005

2009

1976‐2007
1991

Jan., 2009

Coverage

Feature
Type

Title

Source

Original File

Time
Period of
Content

Currentness

parcsec

Polygon

Section Level Public Land Survey

MNDNR

parcsec

April, 1996

parctwp

Polygon

PLS Town‐Range Boundaries

MNDNR

parctwp

1993

Pc_contacts_faults

Polyline

Precambrian Contacts and Faults

MGS

Pc_contacts_faults

2010

Pc_glg_polys

Polygon

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

2010

Pc_glg_polys_if

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology
Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron
Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

2010

permit setting bndrys

Polygon

Environmental Setting Boundaries

MNDNR‐LAM

permit setting bndrys

pit_bathymetry

Polyline

Mine Pit Bathymetric Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

protected waters inventory

Polygon

Protected Waters Inventory

MNDNR‐Waters

pit_bathymetry
protected waters
inventory

rail_linesln3

Polyline

DOT Basemap Railroads

MNDNR‐Data Deli

rail_linesln3

02262002

2002

road_dotln3

Polyline

DOT Basemap Roads ‐ All Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

road_dotln3

01012001

2001

rp_samp_loc

Point

Outcrop Groups With Rock Property Data

MGS

rp_samp_loc

strm_baseln3

Polyline

DNR 24K Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_baseln3

01011980

2010

strm_troutln3

Polyline

Minnesota Trout Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_troutln3

2009

2009

swuds

Point

Water Appropriation Permits

MNDNR‐Waters

swuds

2009

ugshaftspt

Point

Underground Mine Shafts

MNDNR‐LAM

Shafts_pt

2009

underground_minespy

Polygon

MNDNR‐LAM

Underground_Mines_py

2011

usgscon

Polyline

Underground Mine Workings
5 Foot Contours Derived from 30‐meter USGS
DEM (1949‐1982)

MNDNR‐Waters

USGS_grid

watr_dnrpy2

Polygon

DNR 100K Hydrography

MNDNR‐Data Deli

watr_dnrpy2

‐2008

wetl_nwipy3

Polygon

National Wetlands Inverntory Polygons

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wetl_nwipy3

1994

wshd_lev01py3

Polygon

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev01py3

2009

wshd_lev08py3

Polygon

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev08py3

2009

naip09_stlouis_central

DOQ

MnGeo

naip09_stlouis_central

2009

2009

naip09_itasca

DOQ

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 01 ‐ HUC 02
DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 08 ‐ All
Catchments
Central St. Louis County Digital Orthorectified
Image (DOQ)
Itasca County Digital Orthorectified Image
(DOQ)

MnGeo

naip09_itasca

2009

2009

PHES_structurespy

Polygon

PHES Structures

NRRI

2011

2011

potential PHES reservoir

Polygon

Potential PHES Reservoir

NRRI

PHES_structurespy_all
potential PHES
reservoir_all

2011

2011
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1949‐1982

Section 2.5.1:

Canisteo Area

The Canisteo Area on the western Mesabi Iron Range hosts a pit lake that is nearly five miles in length
(Fig. 2.5.1‐1). The pit lake is a composite of 18 former natural ore mines. Between 1907 and 1986, these
18 mines shipped over 190.7 M long tons of ore (Skillings, 1998), carving out the basin that would
coalesce into one large lake as mining ceased and water was allowed to rise. Today the Canisteo Pit is
used for boating and fishing, while its rising waters threaten the town of Bovey. Work has begun to
mitigate the situation and channel outflow; however, the Canisteo Pit will remain a massive reservoir.

Figure 2.5.1‐1. Canisteo Area site map.
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PHES POTENTIAL
Due to its massive size, the Canisteo pit is a likely candidate for hosting a PHES system. Minimal
fluctuation in water level would occur as waters are withdrawn, although public safety would be a
concern as waters rush in. Because of the recent mining activity, good pit bottom maps should be
available to aid in design purposes. Three PHES Scenarios are proposed for the Canisteo Area:
1. Constructed upper reservoir in stockpile to existing pit lower reservoir;
2. Constructed upper reservoir to existing pit lower reservoir; and
3. Existing pit upper reservoir to excavated/mined underground lower reservoir.

Scenario 1: Constructed Upper Reservoir in Stockpile to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Head: 350 Feet

Figure 2.5.1‐2. Canisteo Area PHES Scenario 1.
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Scenario 1 proposes constructing an upper reservoir wholly or partially within an existing stockpile to
gain the advantage of increased head. It utilizes a surface overburden stockpile located on the far
northeastern rim of the Canisteo pit for the base of an upper reservoir (Fig. 2.5.1‐2). To attain a head of
350 feet, the high water elevation of the upper reservoir would be approximately 1,600 feet, requiring a
70‐foot high perimeter dike. Nearby stockpiles of surface overburden and rock can supply the
construction materials for the dike.
A lower reservoir can be isolated from the remainder of the Canisteo pit by means of a coffer dam. The
area proposed for the lower reservoir comprises the Diamond mine and eastern portions of the North
Star and Holman‐Cliffs mines. Materials from existing in‐pit rock stockpiles and stockpiles on the
southern rim can be used for coffer dam construction. The water level in the coffer‐dammed lower
reservoir would be reduced to a high water elevation of approximately 1,235 feet to attain a 350‐foot
head.
PROS: 350‐foot head; > 200‐foot water depth in lower reservoir; existing reservoir; lower reservoir can
be isolated from the full Canisteo pit reservoir; PHES contained within existing mine lands; U.S. Steel
(now RGGS Lands & Minerals Ltd.(?)) and Itasca County land in area of upper reservoir.
CONS: construction of upper reservoir with inherent dam safety issues; proximity to Scenic Hwy 7 and a
private farmstead(?).
Pit bathymetry indicates that, if coffered‐dammed off, the water level in the lower reservoir could be
drawn down an additional 50 to 100 feet. This draw down would enable an upper reservoir to be
constructed from a lower elevation to the southwest of where it has been drawn. A 350‐foot head could
be maintained while moving the reservoir away from the highway and more deeply into the mine lands.
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Scenario 2: Constructed Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Head: 300 Feet

Figure 2.5.1‐3. Canisteo Area PHES Scenario 2.

Scenario 2 creates an upper reservoir directly across the Canisteo pit from the town of Bovey, towards
the southwestern end of the pit (Fig. 2.5.1‐3). The upper reservoir base stems partially from stockpile
and partially from natural ground, where elevations range from 1,510 to 1,550 feet. If the water
elevation in the Canisteo pit is reduced to 1,300 feet after the Canisteo outflow project is complete, a
high water level of approximately 1,615 feet would be required in the upper reservoir to maintain a 300‐
foot head.
PROS: existing “as is” lower reservoir; upper reservoir in mine lands.
CONS: reduced head; recreational area; public safety; potential to cause further erosional damage to
Bovey side of pit.
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Scenario 3: Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to Excavated/Mined Underground Lower Reservoir
Head: 350 to 550 Feet

Figure 2.5.1‐4. Canisteo Area PHES Scenario 3.
Scenario 3 utilizes the Canisteo pit as a whole for the upper reservoir. The lower reservoir would be
created underground by mining out a known pod of magnetic taconite located east of the town of
Taconite at the foot of Big Diamond Lake (Fig. 2.5.1‐4). A penstock run through an underground drift to
and down the mine shaft would connect the two reservoirs. This scenario would likely take one to two
decades to develop due to locating an interested party to do the mining, going through the permitting
process, and developing and finally mining the reserve. See Severson (2011; Section 2.2) for more details
on this scenario.
PROS: existing upper reservoir, 350‐ to 550‐foot head.
CONS: requires mining out lower reservoir; may not be ready for 20 or more years.
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Figure 2.5.1‐5. Canisteo Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.1‐6. Canisteo Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.1‐7. Canisteo Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.1‐8. Canisteo Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.1‐9. Canisteo Area Geologic Map.
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Section 2.5.2:

Arcturus Pit Area

The Arcturus Pit Area extends along the Mesabi Iron Range from Big Diamond Lake on the west to
Snowball Lake on the East (Fig. 2.5.2‐1). It includes the communities of Marble and Calumet that lie due
south of a chain of former natural ore pits collectively called the Arcturus/Gross Marble Group (Fig.
2.5.2‐1). The Hill Annex Mine State Park resides on the eastern end of this complex.

Figure 2.5.2‐1. Arcturus Pit Area site map.
Rising water levels have merged multiple former natural ore mine pits into two large water bodies that
could potentially serve as the lower reservoir of a PHES system. Over time, these two water bodies are
expected to merge into one as water levels continue to rise. A PHES system established in the vicinity
could potentially control some of this rise and assist in maintaining the water level decreed by state
statute in the Hill Annex Mine State Park.
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PHES POTENTIAL
Over three miles in length, the large pit lake(s) formed by the Arcturus/Gross Marble Group mine pits
provides several options for a PHES system. Three scenarios are presented here:
1. Constructed upper reservoir to existing pit lower reservoir;
2. Constructed upper reservoir in stockpile to existing pit lower reservoir; and
3. Existing tailings pond upper reservoir to existing pit lower reservoir (after Barr Engineering,
1995).

Scenario 1: Constructed Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Head: 350 Feet

Figure 2.5.2‐2. Arcturus Pit Area PHES Scenarios 1 and 2.
An upper reservoir could be developed north of the present eastern pit lake at 1,510 feet in elevation by
scouring to bedrock and damming along the western side (Fig. 2.5.2‐2). The eastern pit lake could then
serve as the lower reservoir, either in total (which would impact the Hill Annex State Park) or in part
(western portion) by coffer‐damming at the saddle as denoted in Figure 2.5.2‐2. A penstock from the
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upper reservoir would pass between two large stockpiles to discharge over the pit edge into the
northern arm of the pit lake. A head of 350 feet could likely be attained in this region, based on the
operating range (1,105 feet ‐ 1,130 feet) that Barr Engineering (2010) provides for a proposed PHES
(Scenario 3) immediately east of the above scenario.

Scenario 2: Constructed Upper Reservoir in Stockpile to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Head: 350‐400 Feet
Scenario 2 proposes constructing an upper reservoir within the surface overburden and rock stockpiles
located immediately south of the upper reservoir in Scenario 1 (Fig. 2.5.2‐2). Stockpile elevations rise to
1,550+ feet, providing an elevated base for the reservoir, and, therefore, additional head. Nearby
surface overburden stockpiles can provide construction materials for building a perimeter dike. This
scenario would use the coffered‐dammed pit lake for the lower reservoir as proposed in Scenario 1.
PROS: >350‐foot head; existent large lower reservoir; upper reservoir lies north of the iron‐formation –
will not impact future mining activities; coffer‐dammed lower reservoir does not impact Hill Annex State
Park; coffer‐dammed lower reservoir resides within one municipality, Marble; upper reservoir resides
outside of municipal boundaries; no protected water bodies involved; wide access road to upper
reservoir; near‐by surface overburden, rock, and natural ore tailings basins for construction materials;
no active or offered mineral leases near the upper or coffer‐dammed lower reservoirs.
CONS: requires construction of upper reservoir (depth to bedrock ranges from 10 ft. to 57 ft.); proposed
upper reservoir includes a designated wetland; nearest transmission line is 1.7 miles away; potential for
future mining in and south of existent lower reservoir.
The State of Minnesota holds the mineral rights on the upper reservoir through tax forfeiture (10
forties). The upper reservoir just touches on State University Trust Fund land (2 forties). The State of
Minnesota holds mineral rights on over half of the coffer‐dammed lower reservoir through tax forfeiture
(3 forties) and severed minerals (4 forties), while the remainder is comprised of Great Northern Iron Ore
Properties (5 forties) and U.S. Steel Corporation (RGGS Lands & Minerals Ltd.(?)) (3 forties) surface
ownership. Surface owners of the upper reservoir and surrounding forties are: Blandin Paper Company
(7 forties), MN DNR (3 forties), State of Minnesota (3 forties), and Great Northern Iron Ore Properties (1
forty). Surface (and mineral rights?) owner along the penstock path is Great Northern Iron Ore
Properties (3 forties). Surface owners of the coffer‐dammed lower reservoir are: U.S. Steel Corporation
(RGGS Lands & Minerals Ltd.(?) ‐ also mineral rights owner?) (5 forties), Great Northern Iron Ore
Properties (5 forties ‐ also mineral rights owner?), and Itasca County (3 forties).
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Scenario 3: Existing Tailings Pond Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir (after Barr
Engineering, 1995; 2010)
Head: 320 Feet

Figure 2.5.2‐3. Arcturus Pit Area PHES Scenario 3 (drawn after Barr Engineering, 2010).
Barr Engineering has proposed a PHES using a natural ore tailings basin north of the Hill Annex State
Park as the upper reservoir and the entire eastern pit lake as the lower reservoir (Barr Engineering,
1995; 2010). There would be no coffer dam as proposed in Scenarios 1 and 2 above. The Barr PHES site
would directly impact the state park, as it was designed to do.
PROS: utilizes existing mine features for both upper and lower reservoirs.
CONS: impacts state park (by design); upper reservoir is a protected water body; Essar Steel holds active
mineral leases on much of the upper reservoir.
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Figure 2.5.2‐4. Arcturus Pit Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.2‐5. Arcturus Pit Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.2‐6. Arcturus Pit Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.2‐7. Arcturus Pit Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.2‐8. Arcturus Pit Area Geologic Map.
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Figure 2.5.2‐9. Barr Hill Annex Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.2‐10. Barr Hill Annex Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.2‐11. Barr Hill Annex Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.2‐12. Barr Hill Annex Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.2‐13. Barr Hill Annex Area Geologic Map.
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Section 2.5.3:

Essar Steel‐Butler Taconite Area

The Essar Steel‐Butler Taconite Area on the Western Mesabi Iron Range melds the past with the future.

Figure 2.5.3‐1. Essar Steel‐Butler Taconite Area site map.
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Formerly occupied by Butler Taconite, which was permanently closed in 1987, the area is currently
undergoing a reawakening in the form of Essar Steel (Fig. 2.5.3‐1). The Essar Steel operation will
comprise a new taconite processing facility and the first steel mill to be located on the Mesabi Iron
Range.
To date, railroad tracks have been laid into the site, concrete has been poured, and the first steel beams
for the buildings have gone up. Unlike the former LTV Steel Mining Co. operation on the eastern side of
the Mesabi Iron Range, whose processing facilities were left intact for new tenants Mesabi Nugget and
PolyMet Mining Co., the Butler Taconite facility was completely dismantled in the 1990s.

PHES POTENTIAL
Future mining to the west of the city of Nashwauk by Essar Steel, coupled with Keewatin Taconite’s
operation to the east, leaves one possible site for location of a PHES system within the Essar Steel‐Butler
Taconite Area. The proposed PHES scenario is a constructed upper reservoir in a stockpile to an existing
pit(s) lower reservoir.

PHES Scenario: Constructed Upper Reservoir in Stockpile to Existing Pit(s) Lower Reservoir
Head: 300 Feet
The Essar Steel‐Butler Taconite Area PHES Scenario is one of the weakest options presented in this
report. It consists of constructing an upper reservoir in a surface/overburden stockpile located to the
north side of two pit lakes formed from a series of natural ore mines (Fig. 2.5.3‐2). Stockpile elevations
within the designated reservoir reach to 1,600 feet. Other stockpiles in the vicinity could supply
construction materials to build up a perimeter dike to raise the water elevation to 1,650 feet.
The designated lower reservoir is one of three existing combinations of natural ore mines that currently
present as two pit lakes: the Shada/La Rue mines as the western lake and the Galbraith/Carol mines
(west) and the Galbraith/Argonne/Leach mines (east) as the eastern lake (Fig. 2.5.3‐2). Water levels
appear to have dropped from an elevation of 1,415 feet in 2004, when the elevation contours were
generated, to 2009 when the aerial photos used were taken. Current water levels are unknown.
In order to make this scenario at all feasible, the water in the lower reservoir would have to be lowered
an additional 100 feet. Bathymetry data for this area was not available, so the depths of the pits are
unknown to the author. Elevations in the main level drifts of the underground portion of the La Rue
Mine range from 1,209 feet to 1,217 feet (Fig. 2.5.3‐2). These drifts are located to the south of the open
pit. The 1,275‐foot elevation is the lowest drift elevation near the open pit; however, it is unknown
whether the open pit was mined deep enough to encounter the underground workings.
An approximate fault line runs along the axes of the proposed lower reservoirs. This fault line may
partially account for elevations of 1,390 feet to 1,470 feet in the Shada underground mine (north) verses
elevations of 1,208 feet to 1,340 feet in the La Rue underground mine directly opposite (south). Similar
elevation differences are seen between the Hoadley underground mine (north) and Hawkins
underground mine (south) on opposite sides of the Hawkins/Hoadley pit lake immediately west of
Nashwauk.
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Figure 2.5.3‐2. Essar Steel‐Butler Taconite Area PHES Scenario.

PROS: proximity to transmission lines and substation.
CONS: reduced head; unknown bathymetry; residence within the boundaries of the iron‐formation
(future mining?); active mineral leases held by U.S. Steel on the parcels containing the western‐most
proposed lower reservoir.
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Figure 2.5.3‐3. Essar Steel (Butler Taconite) Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.3‐4. Essar Steel (Butler Taconite) Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.3‐5. Essar Steel (Butler Taconite) Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.3‐6. Essar Steel (Butler Taconite) Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.3‐7. Essar Steel (Butler Taconite) Area Geologic Map.
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Section 2.5.4:

Keetac‐Mesabi Chief Area

Former natural ore pits and tailings basins, as well as current taconite pits and a large taconite tailings
basin, comprise the Keetac‐Mesabi Chief area. Keetac is the Keewatin Taconite Company taconite mine
operated by U.S. Steel’s Minnesota Ore Operations. It was formerly the National Steel Pellet Company
(NSPC) mine, a wholly‐owned subsidiary of National Steel Corporation. Keetac lies sandwiched between
Essar Steel on the west and Hibbing Taconite on the east. Expansion plans for Keetac are in the
permitting stage. The Mesabi Chief was a large natural ore mine that shipped over 11 million tons of ore
between 1913 and 1968 (Skillings, 1998). It lies within what is now Keetac’s taconite pit.

PHES Potential
There are multiple PHES scenarios that can be applied at various sites within the Keetac‐Mesabi Chief
Area using existing mining features (Fig. 2.5.4‐1). While Keetac’s expansion plans may preclude
development of a PHES facility within the area, they may also present the opportunity for basin
construction as mining progresses. Magnetation is currently mining iron units from the Mesabi Chief #2
and #3 tailings basins located south of U.S. Hwy 169, west of the Keetac tailings basin. This, too,
provides an opportunity for reservoir construction as seen in Scenario 3c below.
Five PHES scenarios are presented for the Keetac‐Mesabi Chief Area, yielding a total of eight (and
possibly ten; see below) possible PHES configurations:
1. Constructed upper reservoir to existing pit lower reservoir(s);
2. Existing pit upper reservoir to existing underground mine;
3. Constructed upper reservoir in tailings basin to excavated/mined underground lower reservoir
(three options presented);
4. Existing tailings pond upper reservoir to excavated/mined underground lower reservoir ; and
5. Existing pit upper reservoirs to existing pit lower reservoir (after Barr Engineering, 2006).
Subsequent review indicates that by constructing an upper reservoir in stockpile, the two sites proposed
in Scenarios 1 and 2 above could gain an additional 50+ of feet of head. These scenarios are not
indicated on the maps in Figures 2.5.4‐2 and 2.5.4‐3 but do bear further consideration.
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Figure 2.5.4‐1. Keetac‐Mesabi Chief Area site map.
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Scenario 1: Constructed Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit(s) Lower Reservoirs
Head: 350 Feet

Figure 2.5.4‐2. Keetac‐Mesabi Chief PHES Scenario 1.
Scenario 1 (Fig. 2.5.4‐2) would require construction of an upper reservoir to the north of the Keetac
taconite pit. The suggested location is immediately east of a large 280+ acre surface overburden
stockpile. A perimeter dike could be built upward from the 1,650‐foot elevation contour. Depth to
bedrock at this elevation averages 30+ feet. The lower reservoir could be any or all of three water‐filled,
deeply‐mined portions of the Keetac taconite pit. Bottom elevation of the westernmost reservoir is
1,205 feet or lower. The lowest contour shown for the remaining two reservoirs is 1,325 feet; however,
considerable mining has occurred below this elevation. Penstocks would be run overland to the existing
basins.
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An additional 50+ feet of head could be gained by constructing the upper reservoir within the surface
overburden stockpile mentioned above. The stockpile resides north of the iron formation, within the
same watershed as the proposed lower reservoirs. Lower Reservoir 3 (Fig. 2.5.4‐2) would become the
likely candidate as the lower reservoir.

Scenario 2: Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to Existing Underground Mine
Head: 300+ Feet (350 Feet with Constructed Upper Reservoir in Stockpile)

Figure 2.5.4‐3. Keetac‐Mesabi Chief Area PHES Scenario 2.
Scenario 2 (Fig. 2.5.4‐3) makes use of existing underground mine workings from the Bennett Mine.
While the northern portion of the underground workings was subsequently mined through by open pit
methods, a 32.4‐acre level mined at an elevation of 1,220 feet remains tucked beneath the original
surface, the current pit wall, and a surface overburden stockpile. There are an additional 6.16 acres at
1,300 feet, along with drifting at this level, and another 1.2 acres at 1,320 feet. Drifts in the mine appear
to occur at 10‐foot vertical intervals. Ceiling heights within the mined levels are unknown at this point,
but likely approximate 10 feet.
An upper reservoir is already existent in the former St. Paul natural iron ore open pit mine. The lowest
available elevation contour is 1,365 feet, although the pit appears to have been water‐filled at that time.
Actual pit bottom appears to be significantly lower. The rim of the reservoir is drawn to the 1,525‐foot
contour. A perimeter dam tying into the stockpiles to the north and southwest would be required.
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Railroad tracks(?) on the southeast corner pose a potential impediment to achieving a structure high
enough to generate a minimum head of 300 feet. Penstocks could run overland from the upper basin
into the former Bennett underground mine Shaft No. 2.
Subsequent review of this site indicates that a better scenario would be to construct an upper reservoir
in the stockpiles that reside immediately north of the St. Paul mine, on the edge of the Keetac pit. A rock
stockpile sits on top of a surface over burden stockpile pad. The pad crests at 1,550 feet to provide a
base for an upper reservoir.

Scenario 3a: Constructed Upper Reservoir in Tailings Basin to Excavated/Mined Underground Lower
Reservoir
Head: 500+ Feet

Figure 2.5.4‐4. Keetac‐Mesabi Chief Area PHES Scenario 3a.
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Scenario 3a (Fig. 2.5.4‐4) would use the existing Carlz and Carlz No. 2 natural ore tailings basins as the
upper reservoir. The tailings could be mined by the Magnetation process to recover valuable iron units
while excavating to create a basin. Depth to bedrock in the area of the tailings basins is 230‐275 feet,
easily allowing for any additional excavation needed.
The lower reservoir would be excavated via a proposed underground mining operation. According to
Severson (2011, Figure 2.2‐3), the top of the Lower Cherty ore in the proposed area appears to be
roughly 800 feet deep.
Nearly all of the site lies within Keetac’s permitted area. Mineral rights at the site are held by the State
of Minnesota. Although this site is down‐dip off of the iron‐formation, Keetac’s proposed expansion to
the south may impact it.

Scenario 3b: Constructed Upper Reservoir in Tailings Basin to Excavated/Mined Underground Lower
Reservoir
Head: 700+ Feet

Figure 2.5.4‐5. Keetac‐Mesabi Chief Area PHES Scenarios 3b, 3c, and 4.
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Scenario 3b creates a basin within the confines of the Keetac tailings basin to the north of the existing
pond. This would reduce impact on current mining operations. Depth to bedrock in this area averages
around 300 feet. As in Scenario 3a, the tailings could be mined by the Magnetation process to recover
valuable iron units.
The lower reservoir would be created by excavating/mining taconite underground in the region of the
tailings basin. The head generated by such an excavation would likely be greater than 700 feet (based on
Severson, 2011). The shaft could be located just outside the tailings basins at the northeast corner of the
proposed underground reservoir (Fig. 2.5.4‐5).
Mineral rights for this reservoir are held by the State of Minnesota. The proposed reservoir, as well as
the entire tailings basin area, lies within Keetac’s permitted area.

Scenario 3c: Constructed Upper Reservoir in Tailings Basin to Excavated/Mined Underground Lower
Reservoir
Head: 700+ Feet
Scenario 3c taps into the current Magnetation operation south of Keewatin at the Mesabi Chief natural
ore tailings ponds 2 and 3 (Fig. 2.5.4‐5). An upper reservoir could be designed and constructed as
Magnetation is mining the tailings for their iron units. Keetac Reservoirs No. 2, No. 2 N, and No. 6 could
supply water to fill the finished basin. Alternatively, one of these reservoirs could serve as the upper
basin.
The lower reservoir would be created by excavating taconite underground to the west of the upper
reservoir. The proposed site is situated on DNR Forestry land with University Trust Fund mineral rights.
Nearly two‐thirds of the site is covered by surface overburden and oxidized taconite rock stockpiles,
making it unsuitable for other use. It is separated from the upper reservoir by the Burlington Northern
Santa Fe rail line. This potential obstacle can be overcome by running the penstock beneath the rail line
to the excavation shaft. The head would likely be greater than 700 feet, as above.
Alternatively, the Scenario 3c upper basin could connect via penstock to the lower reservoir proposed in
Scenario 3b, as illustrated in Figure 2.5.4‐5. This connection would avoid interference in current
Keewatin Taconite operations.

Scenario 4: Existing Tailings Pond Upper Reservoir to Excavated/Mined Underground Lower Reservoir
Head: 700+ Feet
Scenario 4 makes use of the current water‐filled Keetac tailings basin as the upper reservoir (Fig. 2.5.4‐
5). Some perimeter dams may be necessary on the southern end. The proposed underground lower
reservoir is that described in Scenario 3b.

Scenario 5: Existing Pit Upper Reservoirs to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir (after Barr Engineering, 2006)
Head: 230 Feet
Scenario 5 (Fig. 2.5.4‐6) is a low‐power option looked at by Barr Engineering (2006). It utilizes two
existing pits (?), connected by a channel, as the upper reservoir. The Hibbing Taconite/former
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Lamberton natural ore pit to the northeast is one of the two. The question mark reflects uncertainty as
to whether the second is a pit, since it is not mapped as such, or simply ponded water. The two would
be connected by a 4,500‐foot‐long channel. The lower reservoir is in Keetac’s pit. A penstock runs from
the Lamberton pit to the Keetac pit.

Figure 2.5.4‐6. Keetac‐Mesabi Chief Area PHES Scenario 5 (after Barr Engineering, 2010).

PROS: existing reservoirs; situated within mining lands – low civic impact; close proximity to
transmission lines; substation at plant site.
CONS: low head; channel construction.
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Figure 2.5.4‐7. Keetac‐Mesabi Chief Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.4‐8. Keetac‐Mesabi Chief Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.4‐9. Keetac‐Mesabi Chief Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.4‐10. Keetac‐Mesabi Chief Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.4‐11. Keetac‐Mesabi Chief Area Geologic Map.
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Figure 2.5.4‐12. Barr Keewatin Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.4‐13. Barr Keewatin Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.4‐14. Barr Keewatin Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.4‐15. Barr Keewatin Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.4‐16. Barr Keewatin Area Geologic Map.
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Section 2.5.5:

Hibbing Taconite Area

Hibbing Taconite is located on the western portion of the Mesabi Iron Range. It began operation in 1975
and is currently the second largest taconite operation on the Mesabi Iron Range. This active mining area
presents multiple options for development of a PHES system (Fig. 2.5.5‐1). Several of these options will
be presented below. Two other options were investigated by Barr Engineering, one of which includes
the Hibbing Taconite tailings basin (see Hull‐Rust Area, this report and Barr Engineering, 2006).

Figure 2.5.5‐1. Hibbing Taconite Area site map.
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PHES POTENTIAL
The Hibbing Taconite Area lies along the Laurentian Divide. A three‐way divide occurs to the southwest
of the Hibbing Taconite plant site (easily seen in the middle "Upper Reservoir in Stockpile" on the
Hibbing Taconite Area Ownership Map (Fig. 2.5.5‐7)). Elevations up to 1,810 feet are seen in stockpiles
built along the divide south of the tailings basin, while the northern pit walls range near 1,650 feet.
Depths to elevation 1,130 feet are seen in the former Hull‐Rust Mine portion of the pit and as low as
1,020 feet and 1,050 feet in the former Scranton and Susquehanna mine areas, respectively. New LIDAR
data coming out later this year will show elevation increases in some of the stockpiles, as well changes in
depth to parts of the pit, potentially increasing options for a PHES system.
Two PHES scenarios are presented here:
1. Existing pit upper reservoir to existing pit lower reservoir; and
2. Constructed upper reservoir in stockpile to existing pit lower reservoir.
A separate discussion will be presented on the reservoirs and structures denoted at the bottom of
Figure 2.5.5‐1. This presentation can be found in the section titled “Morton‐South Agnew Area.”

Scenario 1: Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Head: 400‐500 Feet

Figure 2.5.5‐2. Hibbing Taconite Area PHES Scenario 1.
Scenario 1 proposes an upper reservoir located within the northwest part of the Hibbing Taconite pit
(Fig. 2.5.5‐2). This reservoir makes use of a deeply‐mined pocket that could be dammed up on the south
and east sides to contain water to an elevation of approximately 1,635 feet. Water depth could be as
much as 100 feet within the reservoir. A penstock is shown connecting this upper reservoir to one of
three potential lower reservoirs.
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Any one of three existing deeply mined areas that are part of, or connected to, the southern edge of the
Hibbing Taconite pit, could serve as the lower reservoir. Each area was originally the site of natural ore
mining. Indicated low elevation of the Hull‐Rust reservoir (Fig. 2.5.5‐2) is 1,130 feet, while that of the
Scranton and Susquehanna are 1,020 feet and 1,050 feet, respectively.
Hibbing Taconite holds permits for dewatering both the Scranton and Susquehanna pits. Taconite is
currently being mined to the west of the Susquehanna reservoir.

Scenario 2: Constructed upper Reservoir in Stockpile to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Head: 450‐750 Feet

Figure 2.5.5‐3. Hibbing Taconite Area PHES Scenario 2.

Scenario 2 follows the lead of the Marmora PHES of Ontario, Canada (http://www.northlandpower
.ca/Assets/Images/Projects/Northland_Power_FAQs‐Marmora_Pumped_Storage_29‐Jun‐11.pdf) in con‐
structing an upper reservoir within an existing stockpile. Three potential upper reservoirs are shown
beyond the northern limits of the pit in Figure 2.5.5‐3. Each reservoir would require construction within
a host stockpile. The advantage to this scenario is the gain of up to 100 additional feet of head over the
in‐pit upper reservoir.
The mixed stockpile on the west side of the Hibbing Taconite pit (Fig. 2.5.5‐3) rises to a height of 1,740
feet. A basin could be developed within the stockpile from a base of 1,660 feet, utilizing material from
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the stockpile itself to partially form a perimeter dike. Water elevation of 1,700 feet would potentially
increase the head by an additional 65 feet over that of Scenario 1.
An upper reservoir developed within the surface overburden stockpile located to the southwest of the
Hibbing Taconite plant site (Fig. 2.5.5‐3) would yield a much higher head. The stockpile elevation
reaches 1,810 feet. Rising from an outer base of 1,770 feet, the high water elevation could conceivably
reach 1,800 feet, generating a head of 750+ feet in combination with the Scranton or Susquehanna
lower reservoirs.
Another surface overburden stockpile, located along the divide north of the eastern side of the pit, is
currently active, and, as such, could provide an opportunity for designing and building a reservoir into
the stockpile as mining progresses. Elevation contours indicate stockpile height at 1,780 feet back in
2004. Working from an outer base of 1,700 feet, water in the reservoir could potentially reach
elevations of 1,750+ feet, yielding a potential head of 500 feet.
PROS: 450‐ to 750‐foot head; existing lower reservoirs; on‐site constructions materials, including coarse
tailings; close proximity to transmission lines and substation; location within mining (permitted) lands.
CONS: active mining area; blasting; stockpiles straddling the divide; three‐way divide.

DISCUSSION
The Hibbing Taconite Area PHES scenarios yield the greatest potential head of all the sights looked at
across the Mesabi Iron Range that do not have an underground component. This observation must be
tempered with the fact that the site is an active operating mine and will remain such well into the
future. Blasting can impact the stability of any dike or dam.
On‐going mining activity can be a plus for designing an upper reservoir into a stockpile in order to
increase the head. A reservoir can be constructed concurrently with stockpiling waste materials.
Laurentian Vision Partnership has presented a design for a future lake within the Hibbing Taconite pit. In
a similar fashion, this also calls for shaping and construction while mining is occurring.
The location of the stockpiles designated as potential upper reservoirs may present a regulatory issue as
they straddle the Laurentian Divide. Failure of a dike could send waters of one major watershed into
another or possibly into two others. Hibbing Taconite is the site of a three‐way divide that falls within
the second stockpile discussed above (see dark blue line in Fig. 2.5.5‐3). Waters from this juncture travel
south through the Mississippi River to the Gulf of Mexico, east through the Great Lakes to the Atlantic
Ocean, and north via the Souris, Red, and Rainy Rivers to Hudson Bay.
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Figure 2.5.5‐4. Hibbing Taconite Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.5‐5. Hibbing Taconite Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.5‐6. Hibbing Taconite Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.5‐7. Hibbing Taconite Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.5‐8. Hibbing Taconite Area Geologic Map.
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Section 2.5.6:

Morton‐South Agnew Area

The Morton‐South Agnew Area (Fig. 2.5.6‐1) is located northwest of the city of Hibbing and directly
south of the Hibbing Taconite pit on the western Mesabi Iron Range (see Hibbing Taconite Area for
perspective). The Morton and South Agnew are natural iron ore pits unlikely to be further mined for
taconite due to extensive underground workings in the vicinity and proximity to the small communities
of Leetonia and Kerr, as well as a major railroad line.

Figure 2.5.6‐1. Morton‐South Agnew Area site map.

PHES POTENTIAL
The Morton‐South Agnew Area presents an opportunity for developing a unique PHES system in a small
footprint, utilizing two existing mine pits. Both are deep and would be served jointly by one of two
possible constructed upper reservoirs. In one scenario, the upper reservoir would connect to the two
lower reservoirs via shaft and underground drifts. Two possible PHES scenarios are presented here:
1. Constructed upper reservoir to existing pit(s) lower reservoir; and
2. Constructed upper reservoir in stockpile to existing pit(s) lower reservoir.
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Scenario 1: Constructed Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Head: 450 Feet

Figure 2.5.6‐2. Morton‐South Agnew Area PHES Scenarios 1 and 2.

Scenario 1 requires construction of an upper reservoir between the Morton and South Agnew pits (Fig.
2.5.6‐2). Base elevation of the perimeter dike is 1,520 at its lower end on the northwest side. Utilizing
materials from a surface overburden stockpile located in the southern portion of the proposed basin, a
perimeter dike could be built to contain water to a proposed elevation of 1,580 feet. This stockpile rises
to a height of 1,700 feet. Additional construction materials can be obtained from other stockpiles in the
vicinity.
Water would be discharged from the upper reservoir via a shaft emplaced within the bottom of the
basin. Discharge would occur from an approximate elevation of 1,550 feet. From the bottom of the
shaft, drifts would be mined outward into both the Morton and South Agnew pits.
The Morton pit has a maximum depth elevation of 1,014 feet. The deepest underground workings
within the pit went down to an elevation of 1,205 feet. These workings were subsequently mined out by
the open pit. Maximum depth elevation in the South Agnew pit is 943 feet, extending it over 100 feet
deeper than the lowest underground level of 1,161 feet.
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Pit maps are available for both the Morton and South Agnew pits. Elevations given in Lake Superior
Datum can be converted to Sea Level by adding 580 feet for the South Agnew pit and 587 feet for the
Morton pit.
Based on the pit maps, operating water levels in the two pits could be as low as 1,100 feet. This would
yield a head of up to 450 feet.

Scenario 2: Constructed Upper Reservoir in Stockpile to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Head: 550‐600+ Feet
Scenario 2 would place the upper reservoir within a large surface overburden stockpile located to the
east of the Morton and South Agnew pits. Two large rock stockpiles reside within (and possibly on top
of) the surface overburden stockpile. The surface overburden stockpile tops out at an elevation of 1,640
feet, providing a flat base from which to construct the reservoir. The larger rock stockpile rises to 1,760
feet while the smaller rises to 1,700 feet.

Advantages/Disadvantages of Morton‐South Agnew Area PHES Site
PROS: 450‐ to 600‐foot head; small footprint; two existing lower reservoirs to serve one PHES system;
available construction materials; unlikely future mining; close proximity to transmission lines and
substation; road and rail accessibility; reservoirs within Hibbing municipal boundaries; reservoirs within
Hibbing Taconite’s permit‐setting boundaries (have undergone previous environmental review); surface
ownership largely state, with some Grant Iron Company lands and a Great Northern Iron Ore Properties
(GNIOP) forty; mainly state owned/controlled mineral rights.
CONS: resides within the iron‐formation; some potential for future mining; proximity to Hibbing
Taconite mining operations; construction of upper reservoir required; potential shaft and underground
drift development; presence of underground workings in vicinity.
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Figure 2.5.6‐3. Morton‐South Agnew Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.6‐4. Morton‐South Agnew Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.6‐5. Morton‐South Agnew Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.6‐6. Morton‐South Agnew Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.6‐7. Morton‐South Agnew Area Geologic Map.
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Section 2.5.7:

Hull Rust Area

The Hull‐Rust Area, on the Western Mesabi Iron Range, encompasses the Hibbing Taconite Area of this
report, as well as much of the Chisholm‐Buhl Area (Fig. 2.5.7‐1). Barr Engineering has proposed a two‐
phase PHES scenario for this area (Barr Engineering, 2006).

Figure 2.5.7‐1. Hull‐Rust Area site map (PHES features drawn after Barr Engineering, 2010).

The Hull Rust Mine was a large natural iron ore mine that shipped over 211 million tons of iron ore from
1896 to 1983 (Skillings, 1998). It lies across the southern extent of the Hibbing Taconite pit (Fig. 2.5.7‐2).
Active mining is taking place within and near the former Hull‐Rust mine. It can be observed from the
Hull‐Rust Overlook located in old North Hibbing.
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Figure 2.5.7‐2. Location of the former Hull‐Rust natural iron ore mine and site of viewable mining
activity.

PHES POTENTIAL
The Hull Rust Area scenario proposed by Barr Engineering takes advantage of multiple natural ore pits
residing within the region for Phase 1, while Phase 2 utilizes the current Hibbing Taconite tailings pond.
Two scenarios are presented:
Scenario 1 (Phase 1): Existing Pit(s) Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Scenario 2 (Phase 2): Existing Tailings Pond Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir

Scenario 1 (Phase 1): Existing Pit(s) Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Head: 415 Feet
Phase 1 envisions connecting in series multiple former natural iron ore pits to the east of Chisholm with
those to the south and west (Fig. 2.5.7‐3). These, in turn, would be connected via a 7,000‐foot‐long
channel (Barr Engineering, 2006) to another natural ore pit, the Albany pit, to serve in total as the
proposed upper reservoir. As seen in Figure 2.5.7‐3, these current pit “lakes” are actually comprised of
anywhere from 2 to 10 individual mining operations, with the exception of the Pillsbury and Sherman
mines. The Albany pit would serve as the primary upper reservoir. Water elevations for the combined
upper reservoir would range from 1,460 feet to 1,475 feet.
The lower reservoir resides in the southeastern portion of the Hibbing Taconite pit, the site of numerous
natural ore operations. Barr Engineering proposes constructing a dam to separate the eastern part of
the pit from the western part. The operating elevation for waters of the lower reservoir would be 1,040
feet.
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Figure 2.5.7‐3. Hull‐Rust Area PHES Scenario 1 (Phase 1) (PHES features drawn after Barr Engineering,
2010).

Hibbing Taconite is currently mining the proposed lower reservoir. Waters of the Albany pit have been
pumped down in recent years to enable mining from the north into that region, also.
Figure 2.5.7‐3 illustrates the extent of the underground mine workings in the vicinity of the proposed
Hull‐Rust Area PHES site. The 40‐acre parcel lines have been included for scale. Surface subsidence has
impacted this region as recently as 2007 with a collapse in the median of U.S. Highway 169 directly
south of the city of Chisholm. The proposed 7,000‐foot‐long channel passes over a known subsidence
area from the Alexandria underground mine. Evidence of current subsidence is visible in the rounded
fractures seen in the surface of County Hwy 5 to the west of U.S. Highway 169, where an Alexandria
Mine shaft is located just off the shoulder of the highway.
PROS: maximum 417‐foot head; utilization of existing pits.
CONS: current and future mining to the south and east by Hibbing Taconite; extensive underground
workings throughout the vicinity of the upper reservoirs; known subsidence issues in the area.
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Scenario 2 (Phase 2): Existing Tailings Pond Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Head: 480 feet
Scenario 2 (Phase 2) proposes using the waters of the Hibbing Taconite tailings basin (Fig. 2.5.7‐4) as the
upper PHES reservoir with water elevation at 1,520 feet (Barr Engineering, 2010). The lower reservoir
encompasses the lower part of the Hibbing Taconite pit to the south of the tailings basin (immediately
west of the Phase 1 lower reservoir), as well as several former natural ore pits. Proposed water
elevation for the lower reservoir is 1,040 feet, as in Scenario 1 (Phase 1).
The tailings basin upper reservoir resides on the north side of the Laurentian Divide, whereas the lower
reservoir resides on the south side (Fig. 2.5.7‐4). The divide, at its lowest height in the vicinity, rises to an
elevation of roughly 1,630 feet, over 100 feet higher than the water in the tailings pond. The two
reservoirs would presumably be connected by a penstock that would be placed to minimize the length
and take advantage of any favorable geology, among other things, according to Charles Hathaway, Barr
Engineering (pers. comm., 2011).
Location of the upper and lower reservoirs on opposite sides of the divide will raise the question of
inter‐basin water transfer. This water transfer could result in permitting difficulties.
PROS: maximum head of 480 feet; existing upper and lower reservoirs; reservoirs contained within
mining (permitted) lands.
CONS: location of reservoirs to the north and south of the Laurentian Divide; overcoming the height of
the divide between the reservoirs; inter‐basin water transfer (mixing of waters from different major
watersheds).
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Figure 2.5.7‐4. Hull‐Rust Area PHES Scenario 2 (Phase 2) (PHES features drawn after Barr Engineering,
2010).
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Figure 2.5.7‐5. Barr Hull Rust Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.7‐6. Barr Hull Rust Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.7‐7. Barr Hull Rust Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.7‐8. Barr Hull Rust Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.7‐9. Barr Hull Rust Area Geologic Map.
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Section 2.5.8:

Chisholm‐Buhl Area

The Chisholm‐Buhl area is situated in the central portion of the Mesabi Iron Range (Fig. 2.5.8‐1).
Extensive underground mining occurred to the south and southeast of the city of Chisholm for over 60
years. Beginning with the Clark Mine in the year 1900, this era was brought to a close in 1962 when the
Godfrey Mine ceased production. Open pit mining occurred subsequent to the underground mining in
any given location. Present‐day pit lakes south of Chisholm and north of the city of Buhl have formed as
the result of multiple individual mining operations. Resident within the city of Chisholm is Longyear
Lake. This large, natural, perched lake has remained unaffected by the surrounding mining activities.

Figure 2.5.8‐1. Chisholm‐Buhl Area site map.
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PHES POTENTIAL
Three sites hold potential for PHES development within the Chisholm‐Buhl Area. The sites, with their
proposed PHES scenarios, are as follows:
Site 1 – Hartley‐Burt Pit Area
PHES Scenario: Constructed upper reservoir to existing pit lower reservoir
Site 2 – Monroe‐Tener Pit Complex
PHES Scenario 1: Constructed upper reservoir to existing pit lower reservoir
PHES Scenario 2: Constructed upper reservoir in stockpile to existing pit lower reservoir
Site 3 – Douglas/Duncan/Dunwoody Area
PHES Scenario1: Existing pit upper reservoir to excavated/mined underground lower reservoir
PHES Scenario 2: Existing tailings pond to excavated/mined underground lower reservoir
PHES Scenario 3: Constructed upper reservoir in tailings basin to excavated/mined underground
lower reservoir

Site 1 ‐ Hartley‐Burt Pit Area
PHES Scenario: Constructed Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Head: 325‐350 Feet
The proposed upper reservoir for the Site 1 PHES Scenario 1 makes use of existing surface overburden
stockpiles resident within the reservoir outline to create a perimeter dam from a 1,620‐foot base
elevation. Stockpile elevation is as high as 1,670 feet. The watershed (and continental) divide (Fig. 2.5.8‐
2, dark blue line) on the north side of the reservoir rises to an elevation of 1,790 feet. It is unknown to
the author whether the water body contained within the proposed reservoir existed prior to stockpile
emplacement or resulted from it.
One major drawback to this proposed upper reservoir would be the need to move a major electrical
transmission line. Alternatively, the basin could be designed to include only the area to the west of the
line. A second alternative would be to design a reservoir along the twin peak to the west of the
proposed basin (Fig. 2.5.8‐2).
The Site 1 PHES Scenario uses the Hartley‐Burt pit as the lower reservoir. The high water elevation
would be held to approximately 1,350 feet. The deepest part of the pit is at an elevation of 1,220 feet.
Removal of what appears to be a pit ramp separating two lower pockets may be necessary.
If necessary, additional volume capacity could be attained by channeling into the western end of the
Forster pit located directly to the east. Water depth here goes down to an elevation of 1,260 feet. A
coffer dam on the western third of the Forster pit would be necessary to restrict the high water level.
The Hartley‐Burt pit was selected as the lower reservoir in this scenario, as it resides very near the
northern edge of the Biwabik Iron Formation (BIF). This pit would make it least likely to be directly
impacted by any future mining. The BIF makes a steep jog to the north along the eastern edge of the
proposed upper reservoir, making the Forster pit more susceptible to western advancement from the
Minntac taconite operation.
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PROS: 325‐ to 350‐foot head; existing lower reservoir(s); upper reservoir north of the iron‐formation;
available construction materials; close proximity to transmission lines.
CONS: requires dam construction of upper reservoir; dam safety issues; potential for future mining
through lower reservoir (Minntac); may require rerouting of transmission lines.

Figure 2.5.8‐2. Chisholm‐Buhl Area PHES Site 1: Hartley‐Burt Pit Area.

Site 2 ‐ Monroe‐Tener Pit Complex
Scenario 1: Constructed Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Head: 350 Feet
Scenario 1 is based on using the eastern end of the Monroe‐Tener pit complex, comprising the Douglas,
Duncan, Neville, Neville Reserve and part of the Dunwoody mines, as the lower reservoir of a PHES
system (Fig. 2.5.8‐3). A high water elevation of 1,200 feet places the water almost entirely within the
confines of the Douglas and Duncan pits. Minimum elevation in the reservoir is 1,080 feet. A coffer dam
constructed along a partial saddle in the Dunwoody pit area will separate the reservoir from the
remainder of the Monroe‐Tener pit complex in order to control water elevation. Water would be
transferred between the upper and lower reservoirs via penstock.
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Figure 2.5.8‐3. Chisholm‐Buhl Area PHES Site 2: Monroe‐Tener Pit Complex.

Scenario 1 calls for constructing an upper reservoir adjacent to the lower reservoir, starting from natural
ground level (Fig. 2.5.8‐3). Ground elevation at the base of the proposed perimeter dam is 1,480 feet.
Surface and rock stockpiles surrounding the proposed reservoir would serve as the source of
construction materials. Three existing stockpiles lie along the reservoir perimeter and could potentially
be incorporated into the perimeter dam. High water elevation for the upper reservoir would be
approximately 1,550 feet. A penstock would transfer water between the upper and lower reservoirs.

Scenario 2: Constructed Upper Reservoir in Stockpile to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Head: 400 Feet
Scenario 2 utilizes the additional elevation already existent in nearby surface overburden and rock
stockpiles to gain additional head. Constructing an upper reservoir within the denoted stockpiles (Fig.
2.5.8‐3), a la Marmora, Ontario, would yield an additional 50 feet of head. The base contour for
construction is 1,560 feet. The southern stockpile included in the proposed “Upper Reservoir in
Stockpile” in Figure 2.5.8‐3 reaches an elevation of 1,580 feet, while the northern stockpile reaches an
elevation of 1,620 feet. This scenario would join the two stockpiles into one and build up an outer
perimeter dam. Abundant construction material can be obtained from within the stockpile as well as
from surrounding large stockpiles. A penstock would transfer water between the upper and lower
reservoirs.
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PROS: 350‐ to 400‐foot head; existing lower reservoir; site unlikely to be open pit‐mined for taconite
due to location of highway, stockpiles and underground mine workings; availability of construction
materials; road access; state lands.
CONS: construction of upper reservoir; underground mine workings in vicinity.

Site 3 ‐ Douglas/Duncan/Dunwoody Area
The PHES scenarios of Site 3, the Douglas/Duncan/Dunwoody Area, are based on excavating/mining an
underground cavern within the taconite. This cavern would be located down dip (south) of the bedrock
exposure of the Biwabik Iron Formation in an area unlikely to be mined due to ore depth and
constraining surface features. Such an area has been defined by Severson (2011; Section 2.2) south of
U.S. Hwy 169 and east of the city of Chisholm (Fig. 2.5.8‐4), based on drill hole data. The target ore body
in this scenario would yield a minimum head of at least 500 feet and could be substantially more.

Scenario 1: Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to Excavated/Mined Underground Lower Reservoir
Head: > 500 Feet
Scenario 1 utilizes the eastern end of the Monroe‐Tener pit complex, as described under Site 2, Scenario
1 above, as the upper reservoir to the underground cavern lower reservoir (Fig. 2.5.8‐4). Under this
scenario, the water in the reservoir could be maintained at or near its current level. A coffer dam, as
illustrated in Figures 2.5.8‐3 and 2.5.8‐4, would isolate the proposed upper reservoir from the remainder
of the Monroe‐Tener pit complex. An underground drift extending from the upper reservoir to the shaft
of the underground cavern would house the penstock that would continue down the shaft into the
lower reservoir.

Scenario 2: Existing Tailings Pond Upper Reservoir to Excavated/Mined Underground Lower Reservoir
Head: > 500 Feet
Scenario 2 would use the existing Douglas/Duncan tailings pond seen in Figure 2.5.8‐4 as the upper
reservoir. The volume of water in the tailings pond is an unknown.

Scenario 3: Constructed Upper Reservoir in Tailings Basin to Excavated/Mined Underground Lower
Reservoir
Head: > 500 Feet
Scenario 3 would require construction of an upper basin within one or more of multiple existent natural
ore tailings basins as outlined in Figure 2.5.8‐4. The defined reservoir comprises the Douglas, Duncan
and Dunwoody mine tailings basins. Depth to bedrock within the basins exceeds 140 feet, allowing
ample depth for excavation. Tailings within the excavated basin can be processed by the Magnetation
method to recover iron units for sale. Stockpiles in the immediate vicinity can supply additional
construction materials (Figs. 2.5.8‐3 and 2.5.8‐4).
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Figure 2.5.8‐4. Chisholm‐Buhl Area PHES Site 3: Douglas/Duncan/Dunwoody Area.

According to Charles Ramsay (2011), leases are nearly complete on 500‐700 acres of state tax‐forfeit
land in the vicinity of the Douglas, Duncan, and Dunwoody tailings basins for a scram iron ore processing
operation. The leases would be held by Mining Resources LLC, a subsidiary of Steel Dynamics Inc. Steel
Dynamics operates the Mesabi Nugget plant located on the former LTV Steel site near Hoyt Lakes. The
scram operation, recovering iron units from the tailings, will be conducted by Mining Resources LLC and
Magnetation during the expected five‐year life of the leases. This scram operation offers the
opportunity to design and construct an upper reservoir within the tailings basins that would eliminate
potential concerns inherent to the Monroe/Tener pit complex (underground mine workings,
connectivity with other pit reservoirs).
PROS: > 500‐foot head; future mining unlikely due to location of highway; existing upper reservoir
(Scenario 1); opportunity for upper reservoir construction in conjunction with scram mining operation
(Scenario 3).
CONS: requires excavating an underground reservoir.
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Figure 2.5.8‐5. Chisholm‐Buhl Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.8‐6. Chisholm‐Buhl Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.8‐7. Chisholm‐Buhl Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.8‐8. Chisholm‐Buhl Area USGS Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.8‐9. Chisholm‐Buhl Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.8‐10. Chisholm‐Buhl Area Geologic Map.
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Section 2.5.9:

Buhl Area

The Buhl Area site lies west of Minntac’s West Pit and has been proposed as a potential PHES site by
Barr Engineering (2006). There are multiple natural iron ore pits and underground mines in the
immediate area (Fig. 2.5.9‐1). This site can be viewed relative to other potential PHES sites in the
Chisholm‐Buhl Area section (this report).

Figure 2.5.9‐1. Buhl Area site map (PHES features drawn after Barr Engineering, 2010).
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PHES Potential
The Buhl Area site resides near and within a narrow portion of the Biwabik Iron Formation, in close
proximity to the Laurentian Divide. Waters captured and held near the Divide could be sent to the
natural ore pit lake below. The PHES scenario presented below, constructed upper reservoir to existing
pit lower reservoir, is a modification of one proposed by Barr Engineering (Barr, 2006).
PHES Scenario: Constructed Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Head: 350 Feet

Figure 2.5.9‐2. Buhl Area PHES scenario map (PHES modified from Barr Engineering, 2010).
Barr Engineering (2006) proposed constructing an upper reservoir near the Laurentian Divide, north of
the city of Buhl (Fig. 2.5.9‐2). Perimeter dikes and natural elevations would pool water to an elevation of
1,750 feet. An overland penstock would drop the waters into a pit lake formed from the Iron Chief,
Grant, Sharon and Wabigon natural ore mines. The proposed normal water elevation for the lower
reservoir was 1473 or less (unspecified). This results in a head of 277 feet (Barr, 2006).
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Bathymetry data for the lower reservoir indicates elevations below 1150 feet in the eastern portion. By
installing a coffer dam at the saddle between the Wabigon and Sharon pits, the water elevation in the
eastern portion of the reservoir could be dropped an additional 100 feet to 1,370 feet in order to
increase the head to over 350 feet.
Lowering the water level may, however, trigger a series of consequences. Underground workings of the
Frantz and Shiras Mines are located on the eastern end of the lower reservoir (Fig. 2.5.9‐2). These
workings were mined at elevations near and beneath the proposed normal pool elevation of 1,473 feet.
While the Shiras Mine is topped by a surface overburden stockpile for the most part, the Frantz mine to
the south is not. Raising and lowering water in the lower reservoir, or lowering it an additional 100 feet,
could potentially impact the underground workings and induce subsidence issues in this area.
Additionally, the underground workings may connect the lower reservoir to the Shiras pit to the east
through drifting or blasting fractures. Hydrologic studies would be required to ascertain if such a
connection exists. The same holds true for the Foster/Foster‐Burt pit to the west of the lower reservoir,
although there are no known underground workings present between them.
PROS: 350‐foot head; proximity to transmission lines; lower reservoir within Buhl municipal borders.
CONS: future Minntac mining plans; active mineral leases in the immediate vicinity; underground
workings; dam safety issues; small portion of upper reservoir located within the Superior National
Forest.
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Figure 2.5.9‐3. Barr Buhl Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.9‐4. Barr Buhl Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.9‐5. Barr Buhl Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.9‐6. Barr Buhl Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.9‐7. Barr Buhl Area Geologic Map.
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Section 2.5.10:

Minntac Area

U.S. Steel’s Minntac Mine is the largest taconite mining operation on the Mesabi Iron Range. Located in
the city of Mountain Iron, the Minntac operation lies prominently along the Laurentian Divide as one
comes around the bend of U.S. Highway 53 from Eveleth into Virginia. Minntac actually straddles the
Divide, with its pits and plant site to the south and its tailings basin to the north. Also located along the
Divide in this area is Minnesota Power’s Taconite Ridge Wind Farm (Fig. 2.5.10‐1), a plus to locating a
PHES at this site.

Figure 2.5.10‐1. Minntac Area site map (U.S. Steel Minnesota Ore Operations Minntac Mine and
taconite processing operation).
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PHES POTENTIAL
Massive stockpiles have been built up at Minntac along the Laurentian Divide over the 44 years since
plant start‐up in October, 1967 (Skillings, 1998). This, coupled with deep pockets within each of two
large taconite pits, provide the following scenarios:
East Pit PHES Scenario: Constructed upper reservoir in stockpile to existing pit lower reservoir
West Pit PHES Scenario: Constructed upper reservoir in stockpile to existing pit lower reservoir
The Minntac Mine has the elevation differential to support several options for both the upper reservoir
and lower reservoir of a PHES system. It should be understood that these designations have been made
strictly from GIS coverages, with no notification made to or input received from U.S. Steel Corporation.
The author has no knowledge regarding Minntac’s present and future mining operations.
East Pit PHES Scenario: Constructed Upper Reservoir in Stockpile to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Head: 350+ feet

Figure 2.5.10‐2. Minntac East Pit PHES Scenario.
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Three potential upper reservoirs are depicted in Fig. 2.5.10‐2. Two of these would be constructed within
a rock stockpile while the third would be constructed in a surface/overburden stockpile. Stockpile
elevations range from a minimum base elevation of 1,620 feet in the lowest of the rock stockpiles to
elevations exceeding 1,800 feet in the large surface overburden stockpile. Three potential lower
reservoirs are depicted. Two of these lie within the East Pit and the third is the Mountain Iron natural
ore pit. Maximum water elevations of the lower reservoirs would be approximately 1,350 feet.

West Pit PHES Scenario: Upper Reservoir in Stockpile to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Head: 350 Feet

Figure 2.5.10‐3. Minntac West Pit PHES Scenario.

There are two stockpiles that could potentially host an upper reservoir in the Minntac West Pit. One
consists of surface overburden, the other of rock. Base elevations for a constructed upper reservoir
exceed 1,700 feet. Maximum water elevation for the proposed lower elevation would again be 1,350
feet. A major drawback to this particular scenario is the length of the penstock shown, which
approximates two miles.
PROS: existing lower reservoirs; reservoirs reside within a permitted mining area; available construction
materials from stockpiles and coarse tailings loadout; access to power transmission lines; road and rail
access; access to Taconite Ridge Wind Farm.
CONS: current/future mining activity; constructing a reservoir in a stockpile; possible watershed issues
with stockpiles that straddle the divide.
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Figure 2.5.10‐4. Minntac Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.10‐5. Minntac Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.10‐6. Minntac Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.10‐7. Minntac Area USGS Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.10‐8. Minntac Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.10‐9. Minntac Area Geologic Map.
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Section 2.5.11:

Alpena‐Minorca Area

The Alpena‐Minorca Area is situated on the tip of the northern fold of the Biwabik Iron Formation.
Located northeast of the City of Virginia, it is the site of the present‐day ArcelorMittal Minorca Mine Inc.
taconite operation.

Figure 2.5.11‐1. Alpena‐Minorca Area.
The plant site (Fig. 2.5.11‐1) and tailings basin (not shown) reside on the north side of the Laurentian
Divide, while the Minorca Pit lies on the south side. The Minorca Pit has been mined out for the most
part. While some ore remains in the western part, the main body of the Minorca pit has been permitted
for tailings disposal. Minorca Mine now obtains its ore from the Laurentian pit, located east of the City
of Gilbert, and from the Lynx pit, located west of the City of Biwabik.
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Minorca Mine was originally operated as two underground natural ore mines, making its first shipment
in 1902 (Skillings, 1998). The earlier underground mine was located within the confines of the present‐
day Minorca taconite pit (Fig. 2.5.11‐2). A second underground mine was opened one forty to the west
of the original mine (south of the western lobe of the Minorca taconite pit). Natural ore operations,
which subsequently included open pit mining, continued until 1953. In 1976, Minorca Mine was opened
by Inland Steel Mining Co. as a taconite mine and processing facility.

Figure 2.5.11‐2. Natural ore mines in the Alpena‐Minorca area.

Opened prior to the Minorca Mine, the Alpena Mine also began as an underground natural ore
operation. The Alpena East Mine (Fig. 2.5.11‐2), which lies directly to the west and south of the western
lobe of the current Minorca taconite pit, shipped ore from 1900 until 1968 (Skillings, 1998). The Alpena
West underground mine shipped ore from 1955‐1960 (Skillings, 1998).
Subsequent open pit mining removed part of the underground workings of the Alpena East Mine. Open
pit mining occurred in a north‐south‐trending fault zone that runs through the western portion of the
Alpena East Mine (see Alpena‐Minorca Area Geologic Map (Fig. 2.5.11‐9)).
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Figure 2.5.11‐3. 3D depiction of the elevation differential between the proposed upper and lower
reservoirs.

Alpena‐Minorca PHES Potential
The fault zone noted in the previous paragraph plays into the potential for locating a PHES at this
location. Uplift of the eastern side of the fault (and, hence, the iron‐formation) relative to the western
side generates significant head between mined areas located on either side of the fault zone. Note the
elevation difference evident in Figure 2.5.11‐3 between the Minorca taconite pit (perched on top of the
block to the east) and the mined‐out Alpena pit (seen as the water‐filled reservoir at the base).

Scenario: Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Head: 350 Feet
The proposed Alpena‐Minorca area PHES consists of two existing mine pits, one taconite, the other
natural ore (Fig. 2.5.11‐4). The upper reservoir is the western part of the Minorca Mine taconite pit.
Future mining plans for this pit are unknown. The lower reservoir is a coalescence of three adjoining
natural ore mine pits, the Alpena (north), Sauntry (east) and Enterprise (west) mine pits (Fig. 2.5.11‐4).
The potential lower reservoir is denoted in two extents. One excludes the Enterprise pit, while the other
includes it. ArcelorMittal maintains a pumping barge in the Enterprise pit, as can be seen in Figure
2.5.11‐2. This site has been a source of processing water for the mine. If necessary, a coffer dam could
be established at the saddle between the Enterprise and Sauntry pits, limiting the lower reservoir to the
extent of the Alpena and Sauntry pits (Fig. 2.5.11‐4).
This site would require construction of containment dikes in places around the upper reservoir. The
Minorca Mine’s coarse tailings loadout sits directly to the north at the head of the haul road into the pit
(Fig. 2.5.11‐4). Coarse tailings are an excellent construction aggregate that is commonly used in dike
construction at Mesabi Iron Range area taconite facilities.
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Figure 2.5.11‐4. Proposed Alpena‐Minorca PHES.

PROS: 350‐foot head; uses existing mine pits for both upper and lower reservoirs; upper reservoir on
permitted mine land; on‐site construction material (coarse taconite tailings); close proximity to
transmission lines; substation at plant site; road access to upper and lower reservoirs via Minorca Mine
entrance road; rail line into mine site.
CONS: potential for future mining in western portion of the Minorca pit (upper reservoir); Missabe
Mountain reservoir directly south of proposed lower reservoir is City of Virginia’s water source
(containment issues); effect of old underground workings near site; Minorca Mine draws processing
water from the Enterprise pit; impacts from blasting (past, present and future); unknown bathymetry of
the lower reservoir; lower reservoir lies along the axis of a fault zone.

DISCUSSION
The Alpena‐Minorca site has the advantage of an existing upper and lower basin. Elevation is at 1,600
feet along the southwestern rim of the Minorca pit (upper reservoir). Water elevation in the lower pit at
the time of the aerial photos used (2009) is approximately 1,320 feet. The lowest elevation found on old
pit maps for the lower pit is 1,040 feet. There appears to be sufficient depth to allow for lowering the
water elevation in this pit. Bathymetry is needed to calculate the actual volume of water available in the
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lower reservoir. Additional head could be gained by increasing the water elevation of the upper
reservoir via construction of a perimeter dike within the upper pit.
Underground workings of the Alpena East and Alpena West mines are shown in Figure 2.5.11‐2. The
workings of the Alpena West mine, immediately north of the lower reservoir, lie sufficiently high in the
bank to be above the water level of the lower reservoir. Underground workings of the Alpena East mine
lie much higher in the ground, immediately south and southwest of the upper basin; they do not
underlie the basin itself. Deeper underground workings between the two Alpena mines have been
mined out via open pit. Placement of the penstocks can be made so as avoid the underground workings.
Proposal by the facilities team (Lueker et al., this report) to use shaft and drift from upper to lower
reservoir would eliminate underground mine workings concerns. It would, however, limit the head as it
comes from the base of the upper reservoir.
ArcelorMittal’s use of the Enterprise pit for process water is the reason for the proposed coffer dam in
the lower reservoir. This water usage may prove to be a significant inhibitor to PHES development at this
site.
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Figure 2.5.11‐5. Alpena‐Minorca Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.11‐6. Alpena‐Minorca Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.11‐7. Alpena‐Minorca Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.11‐8. Alpena‐Minorca Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.11‐9. Alpena‐Minorca Area Geologic Map.
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Section 2.5.12:

Virginia Horn South Area

The Virginia Horn South Area is situated on the southern fold of the Biwabik Iron Formation. It
encompasses the larger Mesabi Iron Range cities of Virginia, Eveleth, and Gilbert (Fig. 2.5.12‐1).
Extensive open pit mines, both taconite and natural ore, as well as large, deep underground natural ore
mines, mark the trace of the fold.

Figure 2.5.12‐1. Virginia Horn South Area site map.
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The Virginia Horn South Area contains one of the more recently‐developed mining features on the
Mesabi Iron Range, ArcelorMittal’s Laurentian Mine. Located between the communities of Gilbert and
McKinley, the Laurentian Mine was opened in 1991 by the former Inland Steel Mining Company as ore in
the Minorca pit was running out. Ore from the Laurentian Mine is hauled approximately six miles by
truck, up and over the Laurentian Divide, to the Minorca plant site for processing. Currently,
ArcelorMittal is mining approximately 30% of its ore from the Laurentian pit. The remainder is mined
from its Lynx pit, located west of the City of Biwabik, which opened in late 2007 (John Arola, MNDNR,
2011, pers. comm.).

Figure 2.5.12‐2. Virginia Horn South Area PHES Scenario 1.
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PHES POTENTIAL
Two potential PHES scenarios shown in Figure 2.5.12‐1 will be presented in this section. The area shown
as UTac (United Taconite) Area PHES contains multiple PHES scenarios that are covered in the section
entitled UTac Area. The two scenarios to be discussed here are:
1. Constructed upper reservoir in stockpile to existing pit lower reservoir; and
2. Constructed upper reservoir to existing pit lower reservoir (after Barr Engineering, 2010).

Scenario 1: Constructed Upper Reservoir in Stockpile to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir
Head: 400+ Feet
Scenario 1 proposes to utilize the Laurentian Mine pit as the lower reservoir of a PHES system (Fig.
2.5.12‐2). New LIDAR elevation data coming out this year will show the actual depth of the Laurentian
pit. According to John Arola, MNDNR (pers. comm., 2011), the Laurentian pit is approximately 350‐400
feet deep in the northeast corner. It could eventually go as deep as 600 feet. Water elevation in the
proposed lower reservoir would be below 1,300 feet.
The upper reservoir would be constructed in the mixed rock and surface overburden stockpiles located
to the northeast of the Laurentian Mine pit. These stockpiles reside up against the Laurentian Divide.
The upper reservoir would lie to the south of the divide and, therefore, be in the same watershed as the
lower reservoir. Proposed water elevation for the upper reservoir is 1,700 feet. An overland penstock
would connect the upper and lower reservoirs.
Scenario 1 is based on mined‐out status of the Laurentian pit. This could take an additional ten years
(John Arola, MNDNR, pers. comm., 2011). According to Arola, economics have changed such that mining
down‐dip may be economically feasible, extending the life of the mine.
PROS: 400+‐foot head; existing lower reservoir; permitted mine land; upper reservoir on Inland Steel
(ArcelorMittal) and Oliver Iron Mining Company (U.S. Steel) lands; road access.
CONS: time factor for availability; time factor for reservoir to fill; past issues in the area with dewatering
mine pits affecting local residents’ water; distance to electrical transmission lines; proposed upper
reservoir encompasses some lands offered for metallic mineral leasing.

Scenario 2: Constructed Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir (after Barr Engineering, 2010)
Head: 350 Feet
Scenario 2, as proposed by Barr Engineering, would utilize the massive Missabe Mountain reservoir,
located just east of the City of Virginia, as the lower reservoir of a PHES system (Fig. 2.5.12‐3). The
Missabe Mountain pit lake is formed from the former Sauntry, Columbia, Commodore, Missabe
Mountain, Lone Jack, Shaw, Moose, and Rouchleau open pit natural ore mines. Several underground
natural ore mines were located in the immediate vicinity as well. Normal pool elevation for the lower
reservoir would be 1,300 feet (Barr Engineering, 2010).
The upper reservoir would be formed by means of perimeter dikes to contain water at an elevation of
1,650 feet. The proposed upper reservoir lies to the east of the Missabe Mountain pit. A short overland
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penstock would connect the upper reservoir to the lower reservoir, with a powerhouse residing at the
edge of what was formerly the Lone Jack mine. The Norman underground mine underlies the proposed
penstock path, with the Julia and Victoria underground mines residing below the proposed intake area.

Figure 2.5.12‐3. Virginia Horn South Area PHES Scenario 2 (PHES features drawn after Barr Engineering,
2010).

DISCUSSION
There are several factors not encountered in other sites that impact this particular site. The City of
Virginia obtains its drinking water from the Missabe Mountain pit, the proposed lower reservoir. United
Taconite is going to be mining to the northeast of its current site in the southwest corner of the map in
Figure 2.5.12‐3. This mining may extend into the Rouchleau Pit, which is the southern end of the
proposed lower reservoir, affecting water elevations. Another consequence of UTac’s mining to the
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northeast is the need to move a major highway, U.S. Hwy 53. Some of the proposed realignments for
the highway are shown in Figure 2.5.12‐3. Several of these cross the proposed lower reservoir, although
the likely realignment will go through the current UTac pit.
Underground mines were common throughout this area. The known extent of these mines are shown in
Figure 2.5.12‐3, as well as known mine shaft locations. Raising and lowering water elevations can affect
the stability of these features and result in surface subsidence or collapse. Of particular note is the
proposed location of the penstock overlying the underground Norman Mine. The Norman was mined
from 32 to 334 feet below ground. A total of nearly 7,340,000 long tons of ore was shipped from this
mine alone (Skillings, 1998).
A final factor to take into consideration for this scenario is the location of the St. Louis County landfill
immediately east, and partially within, the proposed upper reservoir. There may be potential for serious
environmental impacts related to this site.
PROS: 350‐foot head; massive lower reservoir.
CONS: city water supply; underground mine workings and shafts; nearby landfill; future mining from the
south; realignment of U.S. Hwy 53; distance from electrical transmission lines.
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Figure 2.5.12‐4. Virginia Horn South Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.12‐5. Virginia Horn South Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.12‐6. Virginia Horn South Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.12‐7. Virginia Horn South Area USGS Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.12‐8. Virginia Horn South Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.12‐9. Virginia Horn South Area Geologic Map.
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Figure 2.5.12‐10. Barr Missabe Mountain Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.12‐11. Barr Missabe Mountain Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.12‐12. Barr Missabe Mountain Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.12‐13. Barr Missabe Mountain Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.12‐14. Barr Missabe Mountain Area Geologic Map.
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Section 2.5.13:

UTac Area

United Taconite (UTac) is located along the lower fold of the Biwabik Iron Formation adjacent to the city
of Eveleth, Minnesota. This taconite operation started up in 1965 (Skillings, 1998) and previously
operated as Eveleth Taconite and EVTAC.
UTac comprises two pits, the Thunderbird Mine North (North Pit) and the Thunderbird Mine South
(South Pit) (Fig. 2.5.13‐1). The crushing operation is located on the west side of the North Pit, while the
processing plant is located over six miles south of the South Pit at Forbes, Minnesota. Both the North
and South pits contain massive stockpiles of rock and surface overburden.

PHES POTENTIAL
There are several potential scenarios/options for locating a PHES system within the UTac Area:
1. Scenario 1 – Constructed upper reservoir in stockpile to existing pit lower reservoir (2 options);
2. Scenario 2 – Existing pit upper reservoir to excavated/mined underground lower reservoir; and
3. Scenario 3 – Constructed upper reservoir in tailings basin to excavated/mined underground
lower reservoir.
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Figure 2.5.13‐1. UTac Area site map.
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Scenario 1: Constructed Upper Reservoir in Stockpile to Lower Reservoir in Taconite Pit
Head: 350 Feet

Figure 2.5.13‐2. UTac Area PHES Scenario 1 (north and south options).
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The scenario 1 northern option would entail constructing an upper reservoir within the rock and/or
surface overburden stockpiles that have been built up along the east side of UTac’s North Pit (Fig.
2.5.13‐2). The proposed water elevation is 1,700 feet, with the outer reservoir base at 1,620 feet.
Elevation of the stockpile is greater than 1,800 feet. New LIDAR data coming out later this year may
show that more recent additions to the stockpile could enable a higher water level.
The deepest part of UTac’s North Pit would become the lower reservoir. Water elevation in the lower
reservoir would be 1,300 feet (pending new elevation data), yielding a potential head of 350+ feet.
Construction materials are readily available in the materials stockpiled within the North Pit. In addition,
the overburden and waste rock from current and future mining could be used to shape and build up the
upper reservoir as mining proceeds to the northeast.
PROS: existing pit lower reservoir; containment of the PHES within the confines of an existing taconite
pit; close proximity to electrical transmission line and substation; permitted lands; readily available
construction materials; potential to design and build upper reservoir into stockpile as mining progresses;
proximity to rail line (west side of pit).
CONS: current and future mining; potential relocation of U.S. Hwy 53 within the northern part of the
North Pit; dry lower reservoir (water could be obtained from south end of pit).
The scenario 1 southern option utilizes a surface overburden stockpile located in the southern end of
the North Pit as the basis for an upper reservoir (Fig. 2.5.13‐2). Potentially, a reservoir could be created
within the stockpile to contain water to an elevation of 1,700 feet. The outer base of the stockpile would
be at 1,600 feet.
The Leonidas‐Spruce‐Adams natural ore pit complex would serve as the lower reservoir. The Leonidas
and Spruce mines were massive underground as well as open pit mines. Mining occurred to a depth of
600 feet underground in the northern end of the Leonidas Mine (the area north of the text balloon in
Fig. 2.5.13‐2). Proposed water elevation for the lower reservoir is 1,300 feet, but could go lower, again
yielding a head of 350+ feet. Both rock and surface overburden materials are available within the North
Pit for use as construction materials.
PROS: existing pit lower reservoir; containment of the PHES within a taconite pit and mining land; close
proximity to electrical transmission line (it passes over the proposed upper reservoir); deep, water‐filled
lower reservoir (the northern end of the Leonidas underground mine underlying the west side of the
lower reservoir was mined to a depth of 600 feet); proximity to rail line (west side of pit).
CONS: proximity to on‐going mining activity in the north end of the North Pit; possibility of underground
cavities in a limited east‐west band across part of the central portion of the proposed upper reservoir
(most of the underground workings were subsequently removed by open pit mining); potential impact
on remaining adjacent underground workings from reduced and fluctuating water levels (subsidence).
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Scenario 2: Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to Excavated/Mined Underground Lower Reservoir
Head: 750‐1,100+ Feet

Figure 2.5.13‐3. UTac Area PHES Scenarios 2 and 3.

Scenario 2 utilizes the UTac South Pit as the upper reservoir and requires excavating/mining an
underground cavern to serve as the lower reservoir (Fig. 2.5.13‐3). Water elevation in the upper
reservoir would be around 1,420 feet.
A shaft would be sunk, down‐dip, off of the iron‐formation, in order to excavate ore‐grade taconite. Sale
of the ore could be used to off‐set the cost of excavation. There are several taconite ore bodies that
could be mined to a pre‐determined extent to produce a water‐holding cavern. Head would range from
750‐ to 1,100+‐feet, determined by the depth of the ore body mined (Severson, 2011; Section 2.2). A
penstock would run from the upper reservoir through a horizontal underground drift into and down the
shaft created for excavation of the lower reservoir in order to connect the two reservoirs.
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PROS: 750‐ to 1,100+‐foot head; lower reservoir off the iron‐formation (depth of ore makes open pit
mining unlikely); residence of both reservoirs on mining lands within a permitted area; immediate
access to transmission lines and substation; potential revenue generation for the State of Minnesota by
locating the underground reservoir on lands with state‐owned/controlled mineral rights (shift mine one
forty‐acre parcel to the northwest of where shown in Fig. 2.5.13‐3); potential to recoup part of the
excavation costs from sale of taconite ore.
CONS: insufficient drilling information to define a potential cavern to host the lower reservoir; cost of
excavation.

Scenario 3: Constructed Upper Reservoir in Tailings Pond to Excavated/Mined Underground Lower
Reservoir
Head: 750‐1,100+ Feet
Scenario 3 entails construction of an upper reservoir within an existing tailings basin (Fig. 2.5.13‐3). The
basin could be scoured from the tailings and underlying surface material. Thickness of the tailings is
unknown, but depth to bedrock in the proposed reservoir ranges from 34 feet in the north to 90+ feet in
the south. There is open water in the southern portion of the basin but that volume is unknown. The
proposed water elevation is 1,450 feet.
The lower reservoir is the same excavated/mined underground cavern described in Scenario 2. It was
located beyond the limits of the tailings basin (upper reservoir) as a safety precaution. Potential location
on the west side of the tailings basin could take advantage of state‐owned/controlled mineral rights. A
penstock would connect the upper and lower reservoirs via the shaft.
PROS: an upper (and lower) reservoir situated off of the iron‐formation and thus not likely to be
encroached upon as part of an open pit by UTac; both reservoirs reside within permitted mining lands;
close proximity to electrical transmission line (follows the western side of the proposed upper reservoir,
with a substation located at its head); site easily accessed by road from the south; situating the lower
reservoir on lands with state‐owned/controlled mineral rights would generate revenue for the State of
Minnesota.
CONS: time and cost of constructing an upper reservoir and excavating a lower reservoir (excavation
costs would be partially offset by revenues from iron ore removed); both reservoirs are situated within a
UTac permitted stockpile area, posing a potential conflict with UTac long‐range plans; blasting related to
future mining to the south/southeast by UTac could be harmful to structure stability.
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Figure 2.5.13‐4. United Taconite Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.13‐5. United Taconite Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.13‐6. United Taconite Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.13‐7. United Taconite Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.13‐8. United Taconite Area Geologic Map.
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Section 2.5.14:

Virginia Horn North Area

The Virginia Horn North Area encompasses the lands north and east of the City of Virginia, extending
from ArcelorMittal’s Minorca Mine to the City of Biwabik (Fig. 2.5.14‐1). Much of this area is off of the
Biwabik Iron Formation as it makes a deep fold to the south. There are few private dwellings within the
area north of the iron‐formation as vast tracts of land are owned by Inland Steel Mining Company
(ArcelorMittal (?)), J & L Cliffs Ore Partnership (Cliffs Erie (?)) and the federal government (Superior
National Forest). A few smaller tracts are held by the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
Division of Forestry.

Figure 2.5.14‐1. Virginia Horn North Area site map.

PHES POTENTIAL
The Virginia Horn North Area is primarily a wetland area between and north of the highland ridges of
the Laurentian Divide (Fig. 2.5.14‐1; also USGS Elevation Contours Map (Fig. 2.5.14‐7). The predominant
feature of this area is the ArcelorMittal Minorca Mine tailings basin. Just off of the eastern edge of this
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map lies the Giants Ridge Golf and Ski Resort (several golf course holes carved from the wilderness can
be seen towards the northeastern edge of Fig. 2.5.14‐1).
Coupling the high elevations of the divide with existing mining features allows for potential PHES
development in spite of the prominent wetlands. Two PHES scenarios are presented here, one proposed
by Barr Engineering. The scenarios are:
1. Constructed upper reservoir to existing tailings basin lower reservoir; and
2. Constructed upper reservoir to existing mine pit(s) lower reservoir.

Scenario 1: Constructed Upper Reservoir to Existing Tailings Basin Lower Reservoir
Head: 350 Feet

Figure 2.5.14‐2. Virginia Horn North Area PHES Scenario 1.
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Scenario 1 proposes using the existing Minorca tailings pond as the lower reservoir (Fig. 2.5.14‐2).
ArcelorMittal has permitted and is currently using a mined out portion of its Minorca pit for fine tailings
discharge. Water elevation in the lower reservoir would reside at 1,500 feet or less. Depth to bedrock in
the eastern/northeastern portion of the water‐filled reservoir indicates that scouring to bedrock could
increase the depth of the lower reservoir in this corner by an additional 35‐50 feet.
An upper reservoir would be constructed near and along the highlands of the Laurentian Divide.
Elevations as high as 1,940 feet are found in the southeastern part of the upper reservoir indicated in
Figure 2.5.14‐2 (see also Fig. 2.5.14‐7). The area consists of bedrock knobs. The upper reservoir is drawn
along the 1,800‐foot elevation contour as a suggested base. Water elevation of approximately 1,850 feet
is needed to generate a head of 350 feet. A shaft at the base of the upper reservoir could connect to the
lower reservoir via an underground drift.
Directly to the west of the designated reservoir is a gap in the ridge line that drops sharply to 1620 feet
where it flattens out to the north (Fig. 2.5.14‐7). Damming this up at the saddle (1,630 feet) and
constructing a basin on the southeast side of the indicated upper reservoir may also be an option. This
option would place the upper and lower reservoirs in two different major watersheds. Since that already
is the case with the Minorca Mine and its tailings pond, permitting may not be as much of a problem as
would ordinarily be expected.
PROS: potential 350‐foot head; existing tailings basin for lower reservoir; existing dike structure; lower
reservoir on permitted mine land; proximity to transmission lines.
CONS: upper reservoir construction along divide; upper reservoir straddles divide – potential watershed
issues; upper reservoir on Superior National Forest and MNDNR Forestry lands; dam safety issues.

Scenario 2: Constructed Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit(s) Lower Reservoir (after Barr Engineering,
2006)
Head: 300 Feet
Scenario 2, first proposed by Barr Engineering in 1993 and updated in 2001 (Barr, 2006), utilizes the
Canton/Biwabik natural ore mine pits as the lower reservoir of a PHES system (Fig. 2.5.14‐3). Water
elevation in the lower reservoir would be around 1,400 feet.
The upper reservoir would be created by placement of four dams up to 120 feet high to contain water to
an elevation of 1,700 feet (Barr, 2006). Barr proposes a 3,000‐foot‐long penstock to connect the upper
reservoir to the lower reservoir. (For more detail, see Barr 1993, 2006.)
PROS: existing pits lower reservoir; primary property holders are federal government and mining
companies (Barr, 2006); developed concept plan.
CONS: reduced head; reservoirs potentially within two different watersheds or straddling divide; dam
safety issues
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Figure 2.5.14‐3. Virginia Horn North Area PHES Scenario 2 (PHES features drawn after Barr Engineering,
2010).
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Figure 2.5.14‐4. Virginia Horn North Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.14‐5. Virginia Horn North Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.14‐6. Virginia Horn North Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.14‐7. Virginia Horn North Area USGS Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.14‐8. Virginia Horn North Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.14‐9. Virginia Horn North Area Geologic Map.
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Figure 2.5.14‐10. Barr Giants Ridge Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.14‐11. Barr Giants Ridge Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.14‐12. Barr Giants Ridge Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.14‐13. Barr Giants Ridge Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.14‐14. Barr Giants Ridge Area Geologic Map.
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Section 2.5.15:

McKinley‐Biwabik Area

The McKinley‐Biwabik Area extends from the City of McKinley on the west to the City of Biwabik on the
east. Three natural ore mine pit reservoirs are located between the two cites: the McKinley Pit, the
Welton/Mary Ellen Pit and the Biwabik/Canton Pit (Fig. 2.5.15‐1). ArcelorMittal is mining taconite ore
from its Lynx Pit located between the McKinley and Welton/Mary Ellen pits. The Lynx pit was opened in
late 2007. ArcelorMittal has also obtained permits to mine a second pit to be located between the
Welton/Mary Ellen and Biwabik/Canton pits.

Figure 2.5.15‐1. McKinley‐Biwabik Area Site Map.
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PHES Potential
There are two potential PHES scenarios that could be developed in the McKinley‐Biwabik area in
addition to Scenario 2 from the Virginia Horn North Area that extends into this area (Fig. 2.5.15‐1). The
first is a long‐term option that would design and construct an upper reservoir in the stockpile to the
north of the Lynx pit as part of current mining. Subsequent to mining, either the Lynx pit, depending on
depth, or the McKinley pit could serve as the lower reservoir. Because this option extends well into the
future, it will not be detailed further here. A second timelier option will be addressed here: existing pit
upper reservoir to excavated/mined underground lower reservoir.
PHES Scenario: Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to Excavated/Mined Underground Lower Reservoir
Head: 500+ Feet

Figure 2.5.15‐2. McKinley‐Biwabik Area PHES Scenario.
This PHES scenario involves excavation of an underground cavern in taconite ore to produce a lower
reservoir. Sale of extracted ore could off‐set excavation costs. The site defined in Figure 2.5.15‐2 resides
within an area defined by Severson (2011, Section 2.2) as holding potential for an underground mine.
The site lies down dip, off the iron‐formation, where the ore is presumably too deep to mine by open pit
methods. Severson’s determination was based on logs from two drill holes. He cites this as a low priority
area based in part on lack of drilling.
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Either the McKinley pit or the Welton/Mary Ellen pits could be utilized as the upper reservoir under this
scenario. An underground drift depicted in Figure 2.5.15‐2, extending from the McKinley pit to a
proposed shaft location, illustrates how a penstock could connect the upper and lower reservoir.
The lower reservoir as shown in Figure 2.5.15‐2 was placed to take advantage of school trust fund state
mineral rights lands. While 160 acres have been highlighted, all of Section 16 is school trust fund land.
Land ownership in the section is private. The proposed reservoir would reside between railroad tracks
and State Highway 135, increasing the likelihood that this site will not be mined by open pit methods.
PROS: minimum 500‐foot head; existing upper reservoir(s); school trust fund mineral rights; private land
ownership; road and rail access; proximity to transmission line; site unlikely to be mined by open pit
methods; potential to partially recoup excavation costs from sale of taconite ore.
CONS: lack of drilling information to define ore reserve; unknown effect of dewatering activities in
ArcelorMittal’s Lynx and future pits.
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Figure 2.5.15‐3. McKinley‐Biwabik Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.15‐4. McKinley‐Biwabik Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.15‐5. McKinley‐Biwabik Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.15‐6. McKinley‐Biwabik Area USGS Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.15‐7. McKinley‐Biwabik Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.15‐8. McKinley‐Biwabik Area Geologic Map.
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Section 2.5.16:

LTV West Area

The LTV West Area comprises the main body of the former LTV Steel/Erie Mining Company taconite
operations (LTV “East” is Dunka Pit; see Northshore‐LTV East Area). Erie Mining Company was the
second taconite operation on the Mesabi Iron Range. Unique to this site are the multiple number of
smaller taconite pits (as opposed to one large pit) interspersed with several natural ore mine pits (Fig.
2.5.16‐1).

Figure 2.5.16‐1. LTV West Area site map.

This area now hosts two new mining ventures. One, Mesabi Nugget, is a next‐generation taconite
operation producing iron nuggets that are 97% pure iron as opposed to taconite pellets that are 65%
iron. If the necessary permits can be obtained, Mesabi Nugget plans to mine ore from the LTV Area 1W
(south end of main pit), LTV Area 6 and LTV Area 9S pits (Fig. 2.5.16‐1; Tim Pastika, MDNR, per. comm.,
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2001). Mesabi Nugget, which opened in 2010, is currently using taconite concentrate obtained from
Magnetation to produce iron nuggets.
The other venture, PolyMet Mining Company (PolyMet), is awaiting final permitting approval to become
the first Cu‐Ni mining operation in Minnesota. PolyMet’s intent is to mine ore by open pit methods from
its NorthMet deposit located to the east of the LTV West Area in the Duluth Complex (see Northshore‐
LTV East Area, Fig. 2.5.17‐1). PolyMet will utilize the crushing, concentrating, and flotation facilities of
the former LTV Steel processing plant, as well as its tailings basin.

PHES POTENTIAL
Some of the highest elevations found along the Mesabi Iron Range reside within the LTV West area,
exceeding 1,940 feet at one location. This, coupled with the large number of taconite and natural ore
mine pits in the area, offers multiple options for development of a PHES system. Three PHES scenarios
for the LTV West Area are presented here (Fig. 2.5.16‐1):
1. Constructed upper reservoir to constructed lower reservoir;
2. Existing pit as upper reservoir to underground lower reservoir; and
3. Existing pit upper reservoir to existing pit lower reservoir.

Scenario 1: Constructed Upper Reservoir to Constructed Lower Reservoir
Head: 350 Feet
Scenario 1 proposes constructing both an upper and lower reservoir to the north of the iron formation.
Elevations immediately to the west of the former LTV plant site rise to exceed 1,900 feet (see LTV West
Area USGS Elevation Contours Map (Fig. 2.5.16‐9)). An upper reservoir could be constructed in this
highland area to obtain a high water elevation of 1,850 feet or more (Fig. 2.5.16‐2). The reservoir
location depicted in Figure 2.5.16‐2 may be unsuitable due to an inferred fault running through the
immediate area (Fig. 2.5.16‐11); however, the reservoir could be constructed further to the east in the
same highland area.
While it appears that any one of several taconite or natural ore pits to the south of the highlands could
serve as the lower reservoir, there are several inhibiting factors. Chief among these are distance to the
mine pits and potential utilization of the pits by PolyMet and/or Mesabi Nugget.
An alternative approach would be to construct a lower reservoir on the north side of the highlands (Fig.
2.5.16‐2). Sufficient head can be obtained by locating the reservoir at the northern foot of the highlands.
Starting from an elevation of approximately 1,450 feet, a perimeter dike could be constructed into the
hillside. Additional volume can be attained by scouring the basin to bedrock. Depth to bedrock in the
proposed reservoir ranges from 0 to 17 feet. Care must be taken to isolate the reservoir from a large
wetland area to the north. An overland penstock would connect the upper and lower reservoirs.
PROS: 350‐foot head; isolation from mining activities; nearby power transmission line; Erie Mining Co.
land.
CONS: construction of upper and lower reservoirs; utilization of smaller wetland; location of upper
reservoir as shown along an inferred fault line (reservoir can be shifted further east).
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Figure 2.5.16‐2. LTV West Area PHES Scenario 1.

Scenario 2: Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to Excavated/Mined Underground Lower Reservoir
Head: 500‐1,000 Feet
Scenario 2 proposes using any one of several existing taconite and natural ore mine pits as an upper
reservoir (Fig. 2.5.16‐3). The lower reservoir would be situated underground in a cavern excavated
within the iron‐formation. Its location would be down‐dip, off of the iron‐formation, where open pit
mining would be unexpected due to increased ore depth. Sale of excavated taconite ore could be used
to off‐set the excavation costs.
The lower reservoir depicted in Figure 2.5.16‐3 is based on Severson (2011, Figure 2.2‐9). According to
available drill hole data, Severson (2011) places the top of the Lower Cherty ore at 600 to 1,140 feet
deep in the immediate area. Reported thickness of mined Lower Cherty taconite ore in the LTV 2WX and
2W areas ranges from 45‐95 feet (Severson, 2011).
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Figure 2.5.16‐3. LTV West Area PHES Scenario 2.

Assuming a surface elevation of 1,520 and a water elevation of 1,450 in nearby pits, the head at the
proposed site would exceed 500 feet and could go as high as 1,000 feet. This site was chosen to take
advantage of state‐owned/controlled mineral rights, including one forty‐acre parcel of school trust fund
mineral rights. The site is at least one forty removed from any active taconite mineral leases. The leases
are held by Mesabi Mining, LLC, the mining arm of Mesabi Nugget. Surface ownership is shown as State
of Minnesota, Erie Mining Co., USX Corporation, and private.
Location of the underground reservoir was constrained by available drilling data (Fig. 2.5.16‐4). The site
selected has little chance of hosting a PHES site in the near future. It does, however, illustrate how
drilling data can define a potential site. A more viable site to the southwest within the LTV West Area
may prove up with additional drilling, utilizing the LTV Area 6 pit as its upper reservoir. This drilling
would place a distance of three miles between the proposed reservoir and ongoing mining activity.
PROS: existing potential upper reservoirs; lower reservoir off iron‐formation (unlikely to be mined as
open pit); transmission line through the site; road access; state owned/controlled mineral rights.
CONS: requires excavation/mining of underground cavern; close proximity to active taconite leases;
likely nearby blasting and mining activities.
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Figure 2.5.16‐4. Drill hole data that served as basis for locating an underground lower reservoir (Fig. 2.2‐
9 from Severson (2011) this report).

Scenario 3: Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to Existing Pit Lower Reservoir (after Barr Engineering, 2010)
Head: 280 Feet
Scenario 3 was proposed by Barr Engineering (2010). The scenario utilizes the existing pit in LTV Area 2E
(Fig. 2.5.16‐5) as the upper reservoir. The lower reservoir is indicated as residing within the LTV Area
2WX pit. A penstock connects the two reservoirs.
PROS: both reservoirs lie within permitted mine lands.
CONS: low head; site is now the location of Mesabi Nugget.
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Figure 2.5.16‐5. LTV West Area PHES Scenario 3 (after Barr Engineering, 2010).
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Figure 2.5.16‐6. LTV West Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.16‐7. LTV West Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.16‐8. LTV West Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.16‐9. LTV West Area USGS Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.16‐10. LTV West Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.16‐11. LTV West Area Geologic Map.
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Figure 2.5.16‐12. Barr Hoyt Lakes‐Babbitt Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.16‐13. Barr Hoyt Lakes‐Babbitt Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.15‐14. Barr Hoyt Lakes‐Babbitt Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.16‐15. Barr Hoyt Lakes‐Babbitt Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.16‐16. Barr Hoyt Lakes‐Babbitt Area Geologic Map.
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Section 2.5.17:

Northshore‐LTV East Area

The Northshore‐LTV East Area is situated at the easternmost end of the Mesabi Iron Range. It comprises
two taconite mining areas, the current Northshore Mining’s Babbitt Mine and the former LTV Steel‐Erie
Mining Company’s Dunka Pit. Taconite ore in this region (as well as the LTV West Area) has been greatly
influenced by emplacement of the highly mineralized Duluth Complex into the country rock. Well‐
defined Cu‐Ni deposits reside within 1 ½ miles of the Babbitt Mine, to its south (Fig. 2.5.17‐1).

Figure 2.5.17‐1. Northshore‐LTV East (Dunka Pit) Area site map.
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PHES POTENTIAL
While the Northshore‐LTV East Area covers a significant stretch of the Mesabi Iron Range (17 miles),
most of it is occupied by Northshore Mining’s pit. The pit area and surrounding stockpiles were not
looked at in terms of PHES potential for several reasons, but predominantly because removal of
overburden to mine the taconite meant disturbing and exposing overlying sulfide‐bearing Virginia
Formation in places. Environmental concerns over exposed sulfide‐bearing rock would likely make it
difficult to permit a site using a portion of the pit as a lower reservoir.
Additionally, the pit is long and narrow, with current and future mining activities taking place. The ridge
running the length of the pit on the north side rises to elevations of 1,890 feet and more. It drops,
however, into lowlands that are filled with wetlands (see Fig. 2.5.17‐6, Northshore‐LTV East Area Hydro
Map), again likely making permitting a PHES system difficult.
PHES scenarios will be presented for two sites within the Northshore‐LTV East area: Site1 located to the
west of Northshore Mining’s Babbitt pit and Site 2 (2 options), the former LTV Dunka Pit, located east of
the Northshore Mining pit.

Site 1 (East) PHES Scenario: Existing Pit(s) Upper Reservoir to Excavated/Mined Underground Lower
Reservoir
Head: 500+ Feet

Figure 2.5.17‐2. Northshore‐LTV East Area Site 1 (East) PHES Scenario.
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The Site 1 (East) scenario would utilize one or more of the existing water‐filled taconite pits shown in
Figure 2.5.17‐2 as the upper reservoir(s). The pits include those of the former LTV Steel Mining Co. Areas
5N and 5S, as well as Northshore Mining‘s Peter Mitchell Mine. Water elevation in the upper reservoir(s)
would range from near 1,600 feet in the LTV Area 5S pit to 1,640 feet in the Peter Mitchell Mine to 1,660
feet in the LTV Area 5N pits.
The lower reservoir is depicted in Figure 2.5.17‐2 as defined by Mark Severson (2011, Section 2.2). The
top of the Upper Cherty ore body in the potential underground reservoir is almost 450 feet below
surface (elevation ~ 1,150 feet), based on drill hole data. According to Severson (2011), the excavated
cavern could be as much as 150 feet high. This would place the head at 500+ feet. See Severson (2011,
Section 2.2) for more detail.
PROS: existing pit(s) upper reservoir(s); system contained within mining lands; unlikely to be mined by
open pit; recovery of high‐grade taconite ore; proximity to unused Northshore Mining crusher.
CONS: requires mining (cost and time factor); lower reservoir site is in a wetlands area.

Site 2 (former LTV Dunka Pit) PHES Scenario, Option 1: Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to Excavated/
Mined Underground Lower Reservoir
Head: 350+ Feet
Site 2, the former LTV Dunka Pit, hosts high‐grade taconite ore. Mining in the Dunka Pit was abandoned
because sulfide‐bearing rocks of the Virginia Formation and Duluth Complex were exposed during
stripping operations (Severson, 2011). Under this scenario, the Dunka Pit would serve as the upper
reservoir to an excavated/mined underground lower reservoir. Discharge could occur from the pit
bottom (elevation ~ 1,260 feet) or from higher within the reservoir to gain additional head.
Figure 2.5.17‐3 illustrates the proposed location of the underground reservoir as defined by Severson
(2011). Based on Severson’s calculations from drill hole data, the likely water elevation in the reservoir
would be approximately 300 feet below the discharge point of 1,260 feet (960 feet), yielding a head of
only 300 feet. However, if the water were to be discharged above ground from the upper reservoir into
a shaft, an additional 100 feet of head could potentially be obtained, placing the head in the 350‐ to
450‐foot range.

Site 2 (former LTV Dunka Pit) PHES Scenario, Option 2: Existing Pit Upper Reservoir to Excavated/
Mined Underground Lower Reservoir
Head: 575+ Feet
Site 2, Option 2 utilizes the Dunka Pit as the upper reservoir, as in Option 1. For the lower reservoir,
Option 2 proposes excavating/mining the ore body located to the southeast of that used in Option 1
(Fig. 2.5.17‐3). Fault‐related down‐dropping of this ore body, relative to that excavated/mined in Option
1 (Severson, 2011), results in additional head for a PHES system.
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Figure 2.5.17‐3. Northshore‐LTV East Area Site 2 (Dunka Pit) PHES Scenario, Options 1 and 2.

Water elevation in Option 2 is likely to be below 685 (575 feet below discharge of 1,260 feet). This
elevation difference would generate a head of 575+ feet. Again, the head could be increased by
discharging from higher up within the Dunka Pit upper reservoir.
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PROS: existing pit upper reservoir; system contained within mining lands; Erie Mining Company (Cliffs
Erie?) ownership of proposed lower reservoir lands; unlikely to be mined by open pit; recovery of high‐
grade taconite ore and some private mineral rights.
CONS: requires mining (cost and time factor); environmental permitting issues; most of underground
lower reservoir on lands offered for metallic mineral leasing.
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Figure 2.5.17‐4. Northshore‐LTV East Area Base Map.
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Figure 2.5.17‐5. Northshore‐LTV East Area Hydro Map.
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Figure 2.5.17‐6. Northshore‐LTV East Area Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.17‐7. Northshore‐LTV East Area USGS Elevation Contours Map.
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Figure 2.5.17‐8. Northshore‐LTV East Area Ownership Map.
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Figure 2.5.17‐9. Northshore‐LTV East Area Geologic Map.
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APPENDIX 2.5‐A:
Listing of the Applicable Clipped GIS coverages
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CANISTEO AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

actminleas_07022010_ca

Polygon

Active State Mineral Leases

MNDNR‐LAM

actminlease

adm_minowpy3_07162010_ca

Polygon

State Owned/Controlled Mineral Interests

MNDNR‐LAM

adm_minowpy3

ArchaeoUTM_NAD83_ca

Point

Archaeological Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

bath_contln3_ca

Polyline

Lake Bathymetry Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

bath_contln3

bdrk_topo_ca

Grid

MGS

bdrk_topo

bdry_adwma2py3_ca

Polygon

Bedrock Topography
State Wildlife Management Area Boundaries ‐ Publicly
Accessible

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_adwma2py3

bdry_munipy3_ca

Polygon

Municipal Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_munipy3

Canisteo_bathy

Polyline

Canisteo Pit Bathymetry

NRRI

Canisteo_bathy

cent_popplpt1_ca

Point

Populated Places

MNDNR‐Data Deli

cent_popplpt1

dpthtobdrk_ca

Grid

Depth To Bedrock

MGS

depth_to_bdrk

dikes_ca

Polyline

Dikes

MGS

dikes

ElecLine07s_ca

Polyline

Electrical Transmission Lines

MnGeo

ElecLine07s

ElecSubs07s_ca

Point

Electrical Substations

MnGeo

ElecSubs07s

form_lns_ca

Polyline

Linear Features in the Precambrian Bedrock

MGS

form_lns

HistUTM_NAD83_ca

Point

Historical/Cultural Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

M‐Logged_ca

Point

NRRI‐Logged Drill Holes

NRRI

NA

magnetation_permittedextent_ca

Polygon

Magnetation Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

mescon10_ca

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

mescon_ca

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

minefeatures_ca

Polygon

Mining Features

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

oc_poly_loc_ca

Polygon

Outcrops

MGS

oc_poly_loc

own_mnstwdpy2_ca

Polygon

GAP Stewardship 2008 ‐ All Ownership Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

own_mnstwdpy2

parcels_ca

Polygon

PLS Parcels

MNDNR

parcels

parcsec_ca

Polygon

Section Level Public Land Survey

MNDNR

parcsec

parctwp_ca

Polygon

PLS Town‐Range Boundaries

MNDNR

parctwp

Pc_contacts_faults_ca

Polyline

Precambrian Contacts and Faults

MGS

Pc_contacts_faults

Pc_glg_polys_ca

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_ca

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys
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CANISTEO AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

Pc_glg_polys_if_ca_Dissolve

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

protected waters inventory_ca

Polygon

Protected Waters Inventory

MNDNR‐Waters

protected waters inventory

rail_linesln3_ca

Polyline

DOT Basemap Railroads

MNDNR‐Data Deli

rail_linesln3

road_dotln3_ca

Polyline

DOT Basemap Roads ‐ All Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

road_dotln3

strm_baseln3_ca

Polyline

DNR 24K Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_baseln3

swuds_ca

Point

Watere Appropriation Permits

MNDNR‐Waters

swuds

watr_dnrpy2_ca

Polygon

DNR 100K Hydrography

MNDNR‐Data Deli

watr_dnrpy2

wetl_nwipy3_ca

Polygon

National Wetlands Inverntory Polygons

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wetl_nwipy3

wshd_lev01py3_ca

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 01 ‐ HUC 02

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev01py3

wshd_lev08py3_ca

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 08 ‐ All Catchments

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev08py3

mn061_9cn

DOQ

Itasca County Digital Orthorectified Image (DOQ)

MnGeo

naip09_itasca

CANISTEO AREA CREATED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Canisteo_Area

Polygon

Canisteo Study Area Border

NRRI

PHES_structurespy_ca

Polygon

PHES Structures

NRRI

potential PHES reservoirs_ca

Polygon

Potential PHES Reservoirs

NRRI
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ARCTURUS AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

actminleas_07022010_ar

Polygon

Active State Mineral Leases

MNDNR‐LAM

actminlease

adm_minowpy3_07162010_ar

Polygon

State Owned/Controlled Mineral Interests

MNDNR‐LAM

adm_minowpy3

bath_contln3_ar

Polyline

Lake Bathymetry Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

bath_contln3

bdrk_topo_ar

Grid

Bedrock Topography

MGS

bdrk_topo

bdry_munipy3_ar

Polygon

Municipal Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_munipy3

bdry_stprkpy3_ar

Polygon

State Park Statutory Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_stprkpy3

cent_popplpt1_ar

Point

Populated Places

MNDNR‐Data Deli

cent_popplpt1

dpthtobdrk_ar

Grid

Depth To Bedrock

MGS

depth_to_bdrk

dikes_ar

Polyline

Dikes

MGS

dikes

ElecLine07s_ar

Polyline

Electrical Transmission Lines

MnGeo

ElecLine07s

ElecSubs07s_ar

Point

Electrical Substations

MnGeo

ElecSubs07s

HistUTM_NAD83_ar

Point

Historical/Cultural Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

magnetation_permitted_extent_ar

Polygon

Magnetation Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

mescon10_ar

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

mescon_ar

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

minefeatures_ar

Polygon

Mining Features

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

NRRILoggedDH_ar

Point

NRRI‐Logged Drill Holes

NRRI

NA

oc_poly_loc_ar

Polygon

Outcrops

MGS

oc_poly_loc

own_mnstwdpy2_ar

Polygon

GAP Stewardship 2008 ‐ All Ownership Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

own_mnstwdpy2

parcels_ar

Polygon

PLS Parcels

MNDNR

parcels

parcsec_ar

Polygon

Section Level Public Land Survey

MNDNR

parcsec

parctwp_ar

Polygon

PLS Town‐Range Boundaries

MNDNR

parctwp

Pc_contacts_faults_ar

Polyline

Precambrian Contacts and Faults

MGS

Pc_contacts_faults

Pc_glg_polys_ar

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_ar

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_ar_Dissolve

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

permit setting bndrys_ar

Polygon

Environmental Setting Boundaries

MNDNR‐LAM

permit setting bndrys

pit_bathymetry10_ar

Polyline

10‐Foot Mine Pit Bathymetric Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

pit_bathymetry
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ARCTURUS AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

pit_bathymetry_ar

Polyline

5‐Foot Mine Pit Bathymetric Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

pit_bathymetry

protected waters inventory_ar

Polygon

Protected Waters Inventory

MNDNR‐Waters

protected waters inventory

rail_linesln3_ar

Polyline

DOT Basemap Railroads

MNDNR‐Data Deli

rail_linesln3

road_dotln3_ar

Polyline

DOT Basemap Roads ‐ All Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

road_dotln3

strm_baseln3_ar

Polyline

DNR 24K Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_baseln3

swuds_ar

Point

Watere Appropriation Permits

MNDNR‐Waters

swuds

watr_dnrpy2_ar

Polygon

DNR 100K Hydrography

MNDNR‐Data Deli

watr_dnrpy2

wetl_nwipy3_ar

Polygon

National Wetlands Inverntory Polygons

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wetl_nwipy3

wshd_lev01py3_ar

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 01 ‐ HUC 02

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev01py3

wshd_lev08py3_ar

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 08 ‐ All Catchments

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev08py3

mn061_9ar

DOQ

Itasca County Digital Orthorectified Image (DOQ)

MnGeo

naip09_itasca

ARCTURUS AREA CREATED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Arcturus_Area

Polygon

Arcturus Study Area Border

NRRI

PHES_structure_all_ar

Polygon

PHES Structures

NRRI

potential PHES reservoir_ar

Polygon

Potential PHES Reservoir

NRRI
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ESSAR STEEL‐BUTLER TACONITE AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

actminleas_07022010_bt

Polygon

Active State Mineral Leases

MNDNR‐LAM

actminlease

adm_minowpy3_07162010_bt

Polygon

State Owned/Controlled Mineral Interests

MNDNR‐LAM

adm_minowpy3

bath_contln3_bt

Line

Lake Bathymetry Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

bath_contln3

bdrk_topo_bt

Grid

Bedrock Topography

MGS

bdrk_topo

bdry_munipy3_bt

Polygon

Municipal Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_munipy3

cent_popplpt1_bt

Point

Populated Places

MNDNR‐Data Deli

cent_popplpt1

dpthtobdrk_bt

Grid

Depth to Bedrock

MGS

depth_to_bdrk

dikes_bt

Line

Dikes

MGS

dikes

ElecLine07s_bt

Line

Electrical Transmission Lines

MnGeo

ElecLine07s

ElecSubs07s_bt

Point

Electrical Substations

MnGeo

ElecSubs07s

form_lns_bt

Line

Linear Features in the Precambrian Bedrock

MGS

form_lns

HistUTM_NAD83_bt

Point

Historical/Cultural Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

kt_ultimate09_bt

Polygon

Keetac Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

kt_ultimate09

M‐Logged_bt

Point

NRRI‐Logged Drill Holes

NRRI

NA

mescon10_bt

Line

10‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

mescon_bt

Line

5‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

minefeatures_bt

Polygon

Mining Features

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

mmareaofrfgl_12072009_bt

Polygon

Areas Ever Offered for Metallic Mineral Leasing

MNDNR‐LAM

mmareaofrfgl

oc_poly_loc_bt

Polygon

Outcrops

MGS

oc_poly_loc

own_mnstwdpy2_bt

Polygon

GAP Stewardship 2008 ‐ All Ownership Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

own_mnstwdpy2

parcels_bt

Polygon

PLS Parcels

MNDNR

parcels

parcsec_bt

Polygon

Section Level Public Land Survey

MNDNR

parcsec

parctwp_bt

Polygon

PLS Town‐Range Boundaries

MNDNR

parctwp

Pc_contacts_faults_bt

Line

Precambrian Contacts and Faults

MGS

Pc_contacts_faults

Pc_glg_polys_bt

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_bt

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_bt_Dissolve

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

permit setting bndrys_bt

Polygon

Environmental Setting Boundaries

MNDNR‐LAM

permit setting bndrys
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ESSAR STEEL‐BUTLER TACONITE AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

pit_bathymetry10_bt

Line

10‐Foot Mine Pit Bathymetric Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

pit_bathymetry

pit_bathymetry_bt

Line

5‐Foot Mine Pit Bathymetric Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

pit_bathymetry

protected waters inventory_bt

Polygon

Protected Waters Inventory

MNDNR‐Waters

protected waters inventory

rail_linesln3_bt

Line

DOT Basemap Railroads

MNDNR‐Data Deli

rail_linesln3

road_dotln3_bt

Line

DOT Basemap Roads ‐ All Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

road_dotln3

strm_baseln3_bt

Line

DNR 24K Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_baseln3

strm_troutln3_bt

Line

Minnesota Trout Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_troutln3

swuds_bt

Point

Watere Appropriation Permits

MNDNR‐Waters

swuds

ugshaftspt_bt

Point

Underground Mine Shafts

MNDNR‐LAM

Shafts_pt

underground_minespy_bt

Polygon

Underground Mine Workings

MNDNR‐LAM

Underground_Mines_py

watr_dnrpy2_bt

Polygon

DNR 100K Hydrography

MNDNR‐Data Deli

watr_dnrpy2

wetl_nwipy3_bt

Polygon

National Wetlands Inverntory Polygons

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wetl_nwipy3

wshd_lev01py3_bt

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 01 ‐ HUC 02

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev01py3

wshd_lev08py3_bt

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 08 ‐ All Catchments

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev08py3

mn137_9bt

DOQ

Central St. Louis County Digital Orthorectified Image (DOQ)

MnGeo

naip09_stlouis_central

ESSAR STEEL‐BUTLER TACONITE AREA CREATED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Butler_Area

Polygon

Essar Steel‐Butler Taconite Study Area Border

NRRI

potential PHES reservoir_bt

Polygon

Potential PHES Reservoir

NRRI
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KEETAC‐MESABI CHIEF AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

actminleas_07022010_kmc

Polygon

Active State Mineral Leases

MNDNR‐LAM

actminlease

adm_minowpy3_07162010_kmc

Polygon

State Owned/Controlled Mineral Interests

MNDNR‐LAM

adm_minowpy3

ArchaeoUTM_NAD83_kmc

Point

Archaeological Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

bdrk_topo_kmc

Grid

Bedrock Topography

MGS

bdrk_topo

bdry_counpy2_kmc

Polygon

County Boundary

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_counpy2

bdry_munipy3_kmc

Polygon

Municipal Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_munipy3

Bennett_ugshaftspy

Polygon

Bennett Mine Shafts

MNDNR‐LAM

Shafts_pt

Bennett_ugworkingspy

Polygon

Bennett Mine Underground Workings

MNDNR‐LAM

Underground_Mines_py

Carlz‐Carlz2_tailingsbasinspy_kmc

Polygon

Carlz and Carlz2 Tailings Basins

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

cent_popplpt1_kmc

Point

Populated Places

MNDNR‐Data Deli

cent_popplpt1

dpthtobdrk_kmc

Grid

Depth to Bedrock

MGS

depth_to_bdrk

dikes_kmc

Polyline

Dikes

MGS

dikes

ElecLine07s_kmc

Polyline

Electrical Transmission Lines

MnGeo

ElecLine07s

ElecSubs07s_kmc

Point

Electrical Substations

MnGeo

ElecSubs07s

form_lns_kmc

Polyline

Linear Features in the Precambrian Bedrock

MGS

form_lns

hibul_kmc_Dissolve

Polygon

Hibbing Taconite Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

hibul

HistUTM_NAD83kmc

Point

Historical/Cultural Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

kt_ultimate09_kmc

Polygon

Keewatin Taconite Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

kt_ultimate09

kt_ultimate09_kmc_Dissolve

Polygon

Keewatin Taconite Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

kt_ultimate09

M‐Logged_kmc

Point

NRRI‐Logged Drill Holes

NRRI

NA

magnetation_kmc

Polygon

Magnetation Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

magnetation_kmc_Dissolve

Polygon

Magnetation Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

mescon10_kmc

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

mescon_kmc

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

minefeatures_kmc

Polygon

Mining Features

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

oc_poly_loc_kmc

Polygon

Outcrops

MGS

oc_poly_loc

own_mnstwdpy2_kmc

Polygon

GAP Stewardship 2008 ‐ All Ownership Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

own_mnstwdpy2

parcels_kmc

Polygon

PLS Parcels

MNDNR

parcels
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KEETAC‐MESABI CHIEF AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

parcsec_kmc

Polygon

Section Level Public Land Survey

MNDNR

parcsec

parctwp_kmc

Polygon

PLS Town‐Range Boundaries

MNDNR

parctwp

Pc_contacts_faults_kmc

Polyline

Precambrian Contacts and Faults

MGS

Pc_contacts_faults

Pc_glg_polys_if_kmc

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_kmc_Dissolve

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_kmc

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

permitsettingbndrys__kmc_Diss

Polygon

Environmental Setting Boundaries

MNDNR‐LAM

permit setting bndrys

protected waters inventory_kmc

Polygon

Protected Waters Inventory

MNDNR‐Waters

protected waters inventory

rail_linesln3_kmc

Polyline

DOT Basemap Railroads

MNDNR‐Data Deli

rail_linesln3

road_dotln3_kmc

Polyline

DOT Basemap Roads ‐ All Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

road_dotln3

strm_baseln3_kmc

Polyline

DNR 24K Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_baseln3

swuds_kmc

Point

Watere Appropriation Permits

MNDNR‐Waters

swuds

ugshaftspt_kmc

Point

Underground Mine Shafts

MNDNR‐LAM

Shafts_pt

underground_minespy_kmc

Polygon

Underground Mine Workings

MNDNR‐LAM

Underground_Mines_py

watr_dnrpy2_kmc

Polygon

DNR 100K Hydrography

MNDNR‐Data Deli

watr_dnrpy2

wetl_nwipy3_kmc

Polygon

National Wetlands Inverntory Polygons

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wetl_nwipy3

wshd_lev01py3_kmc

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 01 ‐ HUC 02

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev01py3

wshd_lev08py3_kmc

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 08 ‐ All Catchments

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev08py3

mn137_9kc

DOQ

Central St. Louis County Digital Orthorectified Image (DOQ)

MnGeo

naip09_stlouis_central

KEETAC‐MESABI CHIEF AREA CREATED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Keetac_MesabiChief_Area

Polygon

Keetac‐Mesabi Chief Study Area Border

NRRI

PHES_structure_kmc

Polygon

PHES Structures

NRRI

potential PHES reservoir_kmc

Polygon

Potential PHES Reservoir

NRRI
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HIBBING TACONITE AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

actminleas_07022010_hi

Polygon

Active State Mineral Leases

MNDNR‐LAM

actminlease

adm_minowpy3_07162010_hi

Polygon

State Owned/Controlled Mineral Interests

MNDNR‐LAM

adm_minowpy3

bdrk_topo_hi

Grid

Bedrock Topography

MGS

bdrk_topo

bdry_munipy3_hi

Polygon

Municipal Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_munipy3

cent_popplpt1_hi

Point

Populated Places

MNDNR‐Data Deli

cent_popplpt1

dpthtobdrk_hi

Grid

Depth to Bedrock

MGS

depth_to_bdrk

dikes_hi

Polyline

Dikes

MGS

dikes

ElecLine07s_hi

Polyline

Electrical Transmission Lines

MnGeo

ElecLine07s

ElecSubs07s_hi

Point

Electrical Substations

MnGeo

ElecSubs07s

hibul_hi

Polygon

Hibbing Taconite Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

hibul

hibul_hi_Dissolve

Polygon

Hibbing Taconite Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

hibul

HistUTM_NAD83_hi

Point

Historical/Cultural Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

M‐Logged_hi

Point

NRRI‐Logged Drill Holes

NRRI

NA

mescon10_hi

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

mescon_hi

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

mgs_premine_contours_hi

Polyline

Premine Contours

MGS

MGS_premine_contours

minefeatures_hi

Polygon

Mining Features

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

oc_poly_loc_hi

Polygon

Outcrops

MGS

oc_poly_loc

own_mnstwdpy2_hi

Polygon

GAP Stewardship 2008 ‐ All Ownership Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

own_mnstwdpy2

parcels_hi

Polygon

PLS Parcels

MNDNR

parcels

parcsec_hi

Polygon

Section Level Public Land Survey

MNDNR

parcsec

parctwp_hi

Polygon

PLS Town‐Range Boundaries

MNDNR

parctwp

Pc_contacts_faults_hi

Polyline

Precambrian Contacts and Faults

MGS

Pc_contacts_faults

Pc_glg_polys_hi

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_hi

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_hi_Dissolve

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

permit setting bndrys_hi

Polygon

Environmental Setting Boundaries

MNDNR‐LAM

permit setting bndrys

rail_linesln3_hi

Polyline

DOT Basemap Railroads

MNDNR‐Data Deli

rail_linesln3
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HIBBING TACONITE AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

road_dotln3_hi

Polyline

DOT Basemap Roads ‐ All Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

road_dotln3

rp_samp_loc_hi

Point

Outcrop Groups With Rock Property Data

MGS

rp_samp_loc

strm_baseln3_hi

Polyline

DNR 24K Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_baseln3

swuds_hi

Point

Watere Appropriation Permits

MNDNR‐Waters

swuds

ugshaftspt_hi

Point

Underground Mine Shafts

MNDNR‐LAM

Shafts_pt

underground_minespy_hi

Polygon

Underground Mine Workings

MNDNR‐LAM

Underground_Mines_py

usgscon_hi

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from 30‐meter USGS DEM (1949‐1982)

MNDNR‐Waters

USGS_grid

watr_dnrpy2_hi

Polygon

DNR 100K Hydrography

MNDNR‐Data Deli

watr_dnrpy2

wetl_nwipy3_hi

Polygon

National Wetlands Inverntory Polygons

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wetl_nwipy3

wshd_lev01py3_hi

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 01 ‐ HUC 02

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev01py3

wshd_lev08py3_hi

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 08 ‐ All Catchments

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev08py3

mn137_9hi

DOQ

Central St. Louis County Digital Orthorectified Image (DOQ)

MnGeo

naip09_stlouis_central

HIBBING TACONITE AREA CREATED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Hibtac_Area

Polygon

Hibbing Taconite Study Area Border

NRRI

PHES_structure_hi

Polygon

PHES Structures

NRRI

potential PHES reservoir_hi

Polygon

Potential PHES Reservoir

NRRI
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MORTON‐SOUTH AGNEW AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

actminleas_07022010_mo

Polygon

Active State Mineral Leases

MNDNR‐LAM

actminlease

adm_minowpy3_07162010_mo

Polygon

State Owned/Controlled Mineral Interests

MNDNR‐LAM

adm_minowpy3

bdry_munipy3_mo

Polygon

Municipal Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_munipy3

cent_popplpt1_mo

Point

Populated Places

MNDNR‐Data Deli

cent_popplpt1

dpthtobdrk_mo

Grid

Depth to Bedrock

MGS

depth_to_bdrk

ElecLine07s_mo

Line

Electrical Transmission Lines

MnGeo

ElecLine07s

ElecSubs07s_mo

Point

Electrical Substations

MnGeo

ElecSubs07s

hibul_mo

Polygon

Hibbing Taconite Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

hibul

HistUTM_NAD83_mo

Point

Historical/Cultural Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

kt_ultimate09_mo

Polygon

Keetac Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

kt_ultimate09

M‐Logged_mo

Point

NRRI‐Logged Drill Holes

NRRI

NA

mescon10_mo

Line

10‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

mescon_mo

Line

5‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

minefeatures_mo

Polygon

Mining Features

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

oc_poly_loc_mo

Polygon

Outcrops

MGS

oc_poly_loc

own_mnstwdpy2_mo

Polygon

GAP Stewardship 2008 ‐ All Ownership Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

own_mnstwdpy2

parcels_mo

Polygon

PLS Parcels

MNDNR

parcels

parcsec_mo

Polygon

Section Level Public Land Survey

MNDNR

parcsec

parctwp_mo

Polygon

PLS Town‐Range Boundaries

MNDNR

parctwp

Pc_contacts_faults_mo

Line

Precambrian Contacts and Faults

MGS

Pc_contacts_faults

Pc_glg_polys_if_mo

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_mo_Dissolve

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_mo

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

permit setting bndrys_mo

Polygon

Environmental Setting Boundaries

MNDNR‐LAM

permit setting bndrys

protected waters inventory_mo

Polygon

Protected Waters Inventory

MNDNR‐Waters

protected waters inventory

rail_linesln3_mo

Line

DOT Basemap Railroads

MNDNR‐Data Deli

rail_linesln3

road_dotln3_mo

Line

DOT Basemap Roads ‐ All Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

road_dotln3

rp_samp_loc_mo

Point

Outcrop Groups With Rock Property Data

MGS

rp_samp_loc
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MORTON‐SOUTH AGNEW AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

strm_baseln3_mo

Line

DNR 24K Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_baseln3

swuds_mo

Point

Watere Appropriation Permits

MNDNR‐Waters

swuds

ugshaftspt_mo

Point

Underground Mine Shafts

MNDNR‐LAM

Shafts_pt

underground_minespy_mo

Polygon

Underground Mine Workings

MNDNR‐LAM

Underground_Mines_py

watr_dnrpy2_mo

Polygon

DNR 100K Hydrography

MNDNR‐Data Deli

watr_dnrpy2

wetl_nwipy3_mo

Polygon

National Wetlands Inverntory Polygons

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wetl_nwipy3

wshd_lev01py3_mo

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 01 ‐ HUC 02

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev01py3

wshd_lev08py3_mo

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 08 ‐ All Catchments

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev08py3

mn137_9mo

DOQ

Central St. Louis County Digital Orthorectified Image (DOQ)

MnGeo

naip09_stlouis_central

MORTON‐SOUTH AGNEW AREA CREATED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Morton_South Agnew_Area

Polygon

Morton‐South Agnew Study Area Border

NRRI

PHES_structures_mo

Polygon

PHES Structures

NRRI

potential PHES reservoir_mo

Polygon

Potential PHES Reservoir

NRRI
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HULL‐RUST AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

actminleas_07022010_bhu

Polygon

Active State Mineral Leases

MNDNR‐LAM

actminlease

adm_minowpy3_07162010_bhu

Polygon

State Owned/Controlled Mineral Interests

MNDNR‐LAM

adm_minowpy3

bdrk_topo_hu

Grid

Bedrock Topography

MGS

bdrk_topo

bdry_munipy3_bhu

Polygon

Municipal Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_munipy3

bdry_natrtpy3_bhu

Polygon

Native American Treaty Boundaries in Minnesota

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_natrtpy3

cent_popplpt1_bhu

Point

Populated Places

MNDNR‐Data Deli

cent_popplpt1

dpthtobdrk_hu

Grid

Depth to Bedrock

MGS

depth_to_bdrk

dikes_bhu

Polyline

Dikes

MGS

dikes

ElecLine07s_bhu

Polyline

Electrical Transmission Lines

MnGeo

ElecLine07s

ElecSubs07s_bhu

Point

Electrical Substations

MnGeo

ElecSubs07s

form_lns_bhu

Polyline

Linear Features in the Precambrian Bedrock

MGS

form_lns

hibul_bhu

Polygon

Hibbing Taconite Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

hibul

hibul_bhu_Dissolve

Polygon

Hibbing Taconite Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

hibul

HistUTM_NAD83_bhu

Point

Historical/Cultural Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

M‐Logged_bhu

Point

NRRI‐Logged Drill Holes

NRRI

NA

mescon10_bhu

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

mescon_bhu

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

minefeatures_bhu

Polygon

Mining Features

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

oc_poly_loc_bhu

Polygon

Outcrops

MGS

oc_poly_loc

own_mnstwdpy2_bhu

Polygon

GAP Stewardship 2008 ‐ All Ownership Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

own_mnstwdpy2

parcels_bhu

Polygon

PLS Parcels

MNDNR

parcels

parcsec_bhu

Polygon

Section Level Public Land Survey

MNDNR

parcsec

parctwp_bhu

Polygon

PLS Town‐Range Boundaries

MNDNR

parctwp

Pc_contacts_faults_bhu

Polyline

Precambrian Contacts and Faults

MGS

Pc_contacts_faults

Pc_glg_polys_bhu

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_bhu

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_bhu_Dissolve

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

permit setting bndrys_bhu

Polygon

Environmental Setting Boundaries

MNDNR‐LAM

permit setting bndrys
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HULL‐RUST AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

pit_bathymetry_10_bhu

Polyline

10‐Foot Mine Pit Bathymetric Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

pit_bathymetry

pit_bathymetry_bhu

Polyline

5‐Foot Mine Pit Bathymetric Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

pit_bathymetry

protected waters inventory_bhu

Polygon

Protected Waters Inventory

MNDNR‐Waters

protected waters inventory

rail_linesln3_bhu

Polyline

DOT Basemap Railroads

MNDNR‐Data Deli

rail_linesln3

road_dotln3_bhu

Polyline

DOT Basemap Roads ‐ All Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

road_dotln3

rp_samp_loc_bhu

Point

Outcrop Groups With Rock Property Data

MGS

rp_samp_loc

strm_baseln3_bhu

Polyline

DNR 24K Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_baseln3

swuds_bhu

Point

Watere Appropriation Permits

MNDNR‐Waters

swuds

ugshaftspt_bhu

Point

Underground Mine Shafts

MNDNR‐LAM

Shafts_pt

underground_minespy_bhu

Polygon

Underground Mine Workings

MNDNR‐LAM

Underground_Mines_py

watr_dnrpy2_bhu

Polygon

DNR 100K Hydrography

MNDNR‐Data Deli

watr_dnrpy2

wetl_nwipy3_bhu

Polygon

National Wetlands Inverntory Polygons

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wetl_nwipy3

wshd_lev01py3_bhu

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 01 ‐ HUC 02

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev01py3

wshd_lev08py3_bhu

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 08 ‐ All Catchments

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev08py3

mn137_9hu

DOQ

Central St. Louis County Digital Orthorectified Image (DOQ)

MnGeo

naip09_stlouis_central

HULL‐RUST AREA CREATED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Hull_Rust_Area

Polygon

Hull Rust Study Area Border

NRRI

PHES_structure_bhu

Polygon

PHES Structures

NRRI

potential PHES reservoir_bhu

Polygon

Potential PHES Reservoir

NRRI
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CHISHOLM‐BUHL AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES

Coverage

Feature
Type

Title

Source

Original File

actminleas_07022010_cb

Polygon

Active State Mineral Leases

MNDNR‐LAM

actminlease

adm_minowpy3_07162010_cb

Polygon

State Owned/Controlled Mineral Interests

MNDNR‐LAM

adm_minowpy3

bdrk_topo_cb

Grid

Bedrock Topography

MGS

bdrk_topo

bdry_adwma2py3_cb

Polygon

State Wildlife Management Area Boundaries ‐ Publicly Accessible

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_adwma2py3

bdry_munipy3_cb

Polygon

Municipal Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_munipy3

bdry_natrtpy3_cb

Polygon

Native American Treaty Boundaries in Minnesota

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_natrtpy3

bdry_ntforpy3_cb

Polygon

National Forest Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_ntforpy3

cent_popplpt1_cb

Point

Populated Places

MNDNR‐Data Deli

cent_popplpt1

dpthtobdrk_cb

Grid

Depth to Bedrock

MGS

depth_to_bdrk

dikes_cb

Polyline

Dikes

MGS

dikes

ElecLine07s_cb

Polyline

Electrical Transmission Lines

MnGeo

ElecLine07s

form_lns_cb

Polyline

Linear Features in the Precambrian Bedrock

MGS

form_lns

hibul_cb

Polygon

Hibbing Taconite Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

hibul

HistUTM_NAD83_cb

Point

Historical/Cultural Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

M‐Logged_cb

Point

NRRI‐Logged Drill Holes

NRRI

NA

mescon10_cb

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

mescon_cb

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

minefeatures_cb

Polygon

Mining Features

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

oc_poly_loc_cb

Polygon

Outcrops

MGS

oc_poly_loc

own_mnstwdpy2_cb

Polygon

GAP Stewardship 2008 ‐ All Ownership Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

own_mnstwdpy2

parcels_cb

Polygon

PLS Parcels

MNDNR

parcels

parcsec_cb

Polygon

Section Level Public Land Survey

MNDNR

parcsec

parctwp_cb

Polygon

PLS Town‐Range Boundaries

MNDNR

parctwp

Pc_contacts_faults_cb

Polyline

Precambrian Contacts and Faults

MGS

Pc_contacts_faults

Pc_glg_polys_cb

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_cb

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_cb_Dissolve

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

permit setting bndrys_cb

Polygon

Environmental Setting Boundaries

MNDNR‐LAM

permit setting bndrys
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CHISHOLM‐BUHL AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES

Coverage

Feature
Type

Title

Source

Original File

pit_bathymetry_10_cb

Polyline

10‐Foot Mine Pit Bathymetric Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

pit_bathymetry

pit_bathymetry_cb

Polyline

5‐Foot Mine Pit Bathymetric Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

pit_bathymetry

protected waters inventory_cb

Polygon

Protected Waters Inventory

MNDNR‐Waters

protected waters inventory

rail_linesln3_cb

Polyline

DOT Basemap Railroads

MNDNR‐Data Deli

rail_linesln3

road_dotln3_cb

Polyline

DOT Basemap Roads ‐ All Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

road_dotln3

strm_baseln3_cb

Polyline

DNR 24K Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_baseln3

swuds_cb

Point

Watere Appropriation Permits

MNDNR‐Waters

swuds

ugshaftspt_cb

Point

Underground Mine Shafts

MNDNR‐LAM

Shafts_pt

underground_minespy_cb

Polygon

Underground Mine Workings

MNDNR‐LAM

Underground_Mines_py

usgscon10_cb

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from 30‐meter USGS_grid (1949‐1982)

MNDNR‐Waters

USGS_grid

usgscon_cb

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from 30‐meter USGS_grid (1949‐1982)

MNDNR‐Waters

USGS_grid

watr_dnrpy2_cb

Polygon

DNR 100K Hydrography

MNDNR‐Data Deli

watr_dnrpy2

wetl_nwipy3_cb

Polygon

National Wetlands Inverntory Polygons

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wetl_nwipy3

wshd_lev01py3_cb

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 01 ‐ HUC 02

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev01py3

wshd_lev08py3_cb

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 08 ‐ All Catchments

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev08py3

mn137_9cb

DOQ

Central St. Louis County Digital Orthorectified Image (DOQ)

MnGeo

naip09_stlouis_central

CHISHOLM‐BUHL AREA CREATED GIS COVERAGES

Coverage

Feature
Type

Title

Source

Chisholm‐Buhl_Area

Polygon

Chisholm‐Buhl Study Area Border

NRRI

PHES_structure_cb

Polygon

PHES Structures

NRRI

potential PHES reservoir_cb

Polygon

Potential PHES Reservoir

NRRI
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BUHL AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

actminleas_07022010_bbu

Polygon

Active State Mineral Leases

MNDNR‐LAM

actminlease

adm_minowpy3_07162010_bbu

Polygon

State Owned/Controlled Mineral Interests

MNDNR‐LAM

adm_minowpy3

bath_contln3_bbu

Polyline

Lake Bathymetry Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

bath_contln3

bdry_munipy3_bbu

Polygon

Municipal Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_munipy3

bdry_natrtpy3_bbu

Polygon

Native American Treaty Boundaries in Minnesota

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_natrtpy3

bdry_ntforpy3_bbu

Polygon

National Forest Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_ntforpy3

cent_popplpt1_bbu

Point

Populated Places

MNDNR‐Data Deli

cent_popplpt1

dpthtobdrk_bu

Grid

Depth To Bedrock

MGS

depth_to_bdrk

ElecLine07s_bbu

Polyline

Electrical Transmission Lines

MnGeo

ElecLine07s

HistUTM_NAD83_bbu

Point

Historical/Cultural Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

M‐Logged_bbu

Point

NRRI‐Logged Drill Holes

NRRI

NA

mescon10_bbu

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

mescon_bbu

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

minefeatures_bbu

Polygon

Mining Features

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

oc_poly_loc_bbu

Polygon

Outcrops

MGS

oc_poly_loc

own_mnstwdpy2_bbu

Polygon

GAP Stewardship 2008 ‐ All Ownership Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

own_mnstwdpy2

parcels_bbu

Polygon

PLS Parcels

MNDNR

parcels

parcsec_bbu

Polygon

Section Level Public Land Survey

MNDNR

parcsec

parctwp_bbu

Polygon

PLS Town‐Range Boundaries

MNDNR

parctwp

Pc_contacts_faults_bbu

Polyline

Precambrian Contacts and Faults

MGS

Pc_contacts_faults

Pc_glg_polys_bbu

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_bbu

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_bbu_Dissolve

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

permit setting bndrys_bbu

Polygon

Environmental Setting Boundaries

MNDNR‐LAM

permit setting bndrys

pit_bathymetry_10_bbu

Polyline

10‐Foot Mine Pit Bathymetric Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

pit_bathymetry

pit_bathymetry_bbu

Polyline

5‐Foot Mine Pit Bathymetric Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

pit_bathymetry

rail_linesln3_bbu

Polyline

DOT Basemap Railroads

MNDNR‐Data Deli

rail_linesln3

road_dotln3_bbu

Polyline

DOT Basemap Roads ‐ All Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

road_dotln3
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BUHL AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

strm_baseln3_bbu

Polyline

DNR 24K Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_baseln3

swuds_bbu

Point

Watere Appropriation Permits

MNDNR‐Waters

swuds

ugshaftspt_bbu

Point

Underground Mine Shafts

MNDNR‐LAM

Shafts_pt

underground_minespy_bbu

Polygon

Underground Mine Workings

MNDNR‐LAM

Underground_Mines_py

usgscon10_bbu

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from 30‐meter USGS_grid (1949‐1982)

MNDNR‐Waters

USGS_grid

usgscon_bbu

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from 30‐meter USGS_grid (1949‐1982)

MNDNR‐Waters

USGS_grid

watr_dnrpy2_bbu

Polygon

DNR 100K Hydrography

MNDNR‐Data Deli

watr_dnrpy2

wetl_nwipy3_bbu

Polygon

National Wetlands Inverntory Polygons

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wetl_nwipy3

wshd_lev01py3_bbu

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 01 ‐ HUC 02

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev01py3

wshd_lev08py3_bbu

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 08 ‐ All Catchments

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev08py3

mn137_9bu

DOQ

Central St. Louis County Digital Orthorectified Image (DOQ)

MnGeo

naip09_stlouis_central

BUHL AREA CREATED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Buhl_Area

Polygon

Buhl Study Area Border

NRRI

PHES_structure_bbu

Polygon

PHES Structures

NRRI

potential PHES reservoir_bbu

Polygon

Potential PHES Reservoir

NRRI
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MINNTAC AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

actminleas_07022010_mi

Polygon

Active State Mineral Leases

MNDNR‐LAM

actminlease

adm_minowpy3_07162010_mi

Polygon

State Owned/Controlled Mineral Interests

MNDNR‐LAM

adm_minowpy3

ArchaeoUTM_NAD83_mi

Point

Archaeological Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

bdrk_topo_mi

Grid

Bedrock Topography

MGS

bdrk_topo

bdrktopocon_mi

Polyline

Bedrock Topography Contours

MGS

bdrk_topo

bdry_munipy3_mi

Polygon

Municipal Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_munipy3

bdry_natrtpy3_mi

Polygon

Native American Treaty Boundaries in Minnesota

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_natrtpy3

bdry_ntforpy3_mi

Polygon

National Forest Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_ntforpy3

bdry_stforpy3

Polygon

State Forest Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_stforpy3

cent_popplpt1_mi

Point

Populated Places

MNDNR‐Data Deli

cent_popplpt1

dpthtobdrk_mi

Grid

Depth to Bedrock

MGS

depth_to_bdrk

dikes_mi

Polyline

Dikes

MGS

dikes

ElecLine07s_mi

Polyline

Electrical Transmission Lines

MnGeo

ElecLine07s

ElecSubs07s_mi

Point

Electrical Substations

MnGeo

ElecSubs07s

HistUTM_NAD83_mi

Point

Historical/Cultural Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

M‐Logged_mi

Point

NRRI‐Logged Drill Holes

NRRI

NA

mescon10_mi

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

mescon_mi

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

mescon_mtironpit_mi

Polyline

Mountain Iron Pit 5‐Foot Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

minefeatures_mi

Polygon

Mining Features

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

mittal_ult_mi

Polygon

ArcelorMittal Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

mittal_ult

oc_poly_loc_mi

Polygon

Outcrops

MGS

oc_poly_loc

own_mnstwdpy2_mi

Polygon

GAP Stewardship 2008 ‐ All Ownership Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

own_mnstwdpy2

parcels_mi

Polygon

PLS Parcels

MNDNR

parcels

parcsec_mi

Polygon

Section Level Public Land Survey

MNDNR

parcsec

parctwp_mi

Polygon

PLS Town‐Range Boundaries

MNDNR

parctwp

Pc_contacts_faults_mi

Polyline

Precambrian Contacts and Faults

MGS

Pc_contacts_faults

Pc_glg_polys_if_mi

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys
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MINNTAC AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

Pc_glg_polys_if_mi_Dissolve

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_mi

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

permit setting bndrys_mi

Polygon

Environmental Setting Boundaries

MNDNR‐LAM

protected waters inventory_mi

Polygon

Protected Waters Inventory

MNDNR‐Waters

permit setting bndrys
protected waters
inventory

rail_linesln3_mi

Polyline

DOT Basemap Railroads

MNDNR‐Data Deli

rail_linesln3

road_dotln3_mi

Polyline

DOT Basemap Roads ‐ All Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

road_dotln3

rp_samp_loc_mi

Point

Outcrop Groups With Rock Property Data

MGS

rp_samp_loc

strm_baseln3_mi

Polyline

DNR 24K Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_baseln3

swuds_mi

Point

Watere Appropriation Permits

MNDNR‐Waters

swuds

ugshaftspt_mi

Point

Underground Mine Shafts

MNDNR‐LAM

Shafts_pt

underground_minespy_mi

Polygon

Underground Mine Workings

MNDNR‐LAM

Underground_Mines_py

usgscon10_mi

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from 30‐meter USGS DEM (1949‐1982)

MNDNR‐Waters

USGS_grid

usgscon_mi

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from 30‐meter USGS DEM (1949‐1982)

MNDNR‐Waters

USGS_grid

uss_ult_mi

Polygon

Minntac Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

uss_ult

uss_ult_mi_Dissolve

Polygon

Minntac Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

uss_ult

watr_dnrpy2_mi

Polygon

DNR 100K Hydrography

MNDNR‐Data Deli

watr_dnrpy2

wetl_nwipy3_mi

Polygon

National Wetlands Inverntory Polygons

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wetl_nwipy3

wshd_lev01py3_mi

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 01 ‐ HUC 02

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev01py3

wshd_lev08py3_mi

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 08 ‐ All Catchments

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev08py3

mn137_9mi

DOQ

Central St. Louis County Digital Orthorectified Image (DOQ)

MnGeo

naip09_stlouis_central

MINNTAC AREA CREATED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Minntac_Area

Polygon

Minntac Study Area Border

NRRI

PHES structure_mi

Polygon

PHES Structures

NRRI

potential PHES reservoirspy_mi

Polygon

Potential PHES Reservoir

NRRI
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ALPENA‐MINORCA AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

adm_minowpy3_07162010_am

Polygon

State Owned/Controlled Mineral Interests

MNDNR‐LAM

adm_minowpy3

bdry_munipy3_am

Polygon

Municipal Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_munipy3

bdry_natrtpy3_am

Polygon

Native American Treaty Boundaries in Minnesota

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_natrtpy3

cent_popplpt1_am

Point

Populated Places

MNDNR‐Data Deli

cent_popplpt1

dikes_am

Polyline

Dikes

MGS

cent_popplpt1

ElecLine07s_am

Polyline

Electrical Transmission Lines

MnGeo

ElecLine07s

ElecSubs07s_am

Point

Electrical Substations

MnGeo

ElecSubs07s

HistUTM_NAD83_am

Point

Historical/Cultural Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

M‐Logged_am

Point

NRRI‐Logged Drill Holes

NRRI

NA

mescon_am

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

mescon_am10

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

minefeatures_am

Polygon

Mining Features

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

mittal_ult_am

Polygon

ArcelorMittal Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

mittal_ult

mittal_ult_am_Dissolve

Polygon

ArcelorMittal Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

mittal_ult

mmareaofrfgl_12072009_am

Polygon

Areas Ever Offered for Metallic Mineral Leasing

MNDNR‐LAM

mmareaofrfgl

oc_poly_loc_am

Polygon

Outcrops

MGS

oc_poly_loc

own_mnstwdpy2_am

Polygon

GAP Stewardship 2008 ‐ All Ownership Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

own_mnstwdpy2

parcels_am

Polygon

PLS Parcels

MNDNR

parcels

parcsec_am

Polygon

Section Level Public Land Survey

MNDNR

parcsec

parctwp_am

Polygon

PLS Town‐Range Boundaries

MNDNR

parctwp

Pc_contacts_faults_am

Polyline

Precambrian Contacts and Faults

MGS

Pc_contacts_faults

Pc_glg_polys_am

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_am

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_am_Dissolve

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

permit setting bndrys_am

Polygon

Environmental Setting Boundaries

MNDNR‐LAM

permit setting bndrys

protected waters inventory_am

Polygon

Protected Waters Inventory

MNDNR‐Waters

protected waters inventory

rail_linesln3_am

Polyline

DOT Basemap Railroads

MNDNR‐Data Deli

rail_linesln3

road_dotln3_am

Polyline

DOT Basemap Roads ‐ All Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

road_dotln3
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ALPENA‐MINORCA AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

strm_baseln3_am

Polyline

DNR 24K Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_baseln3

swuds_am

Point

Watere Appropriation Permits

MNDNR‐Waters

swuds

ugshaftspt_am

Point

Underground Mine Shafts

MNDNR‐LAM

Shafts_pt

underground_minespy_am

Polygon

Underground Mine Workings

MNDNR‐LAM

Underground_Mines_py

watr_dnrpy2_am

Polygon

DNR 100K Hydrography

MNDNR‐Data Deli

watr_dnrpy2

wetl_nwipy3_am

Polygon

National Wetlands Inverntory Polygons

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wetl_nwipy3

wshd_lev01py3_am

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 01 ‐ HUC 02

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev01py3

wshd_lev08py3_am

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 08 ‐ All Catchments

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev08py3

mn137_9am

DOQ

Central St. Louis County Digital Orthorectified Image (DOQ)

MnGeo

naip09_stlouis_central

ALPENA‐MINORCA AREA CREATED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Alpena‐Minorca_Area

Polygon

Alpena‐Minorca Study Area Border

NRRI

PHES_structurespy_am

Polygon

PHES Structures

NRRI

potential PHES reservoir_am

Polygon

Potential PHES Reservoir

NRRI
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VIRGINIA HORN SOUTH AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

actminleas_07022010_hs

Polygon

Active State Mineral Leases

MNDNR‐LAM

actminlease

adm_minowpy3_07162010_hs

Polygon

State Owned/Controlled Mineral Interests

MNDNR‐LAM

adm_minowpy3

ArchaeoUTM_NAD83_hs

Point

Archaeological Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

bath_contln3_hs

Polyline

Lake Bathymetry Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

bath_contln3

bdrk_topo_hs

Grid

Bedrock Topography

MGS

bdrk_topo

bdry_munipy3_hs

Polygon

Municipal Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_munipy3

bdry_natrtpy3_hs

Polygon

Native American Treaty Boundaries in Minnesota

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_natrtpy3

bdry_stprkpy3_hs

Polygon

State Park Statutory Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_stprkpy3

cent_popplpt1_hs

Point

Populated Places

MNDNR‐Data Deli

cent_popplpt1

dpthtobdrk_hs

Grid

Depth to Bedrock

MGS

depth_to_bdrk

dikes_hs

Polyline

Dikes

MGS

dikes

ElecLine07s_hs

Polyline

Electrical Transmission Lines

MnGeo

ElecLine07s

ElecSubs07s_hs

Point

Electrical Substations

MnGeo

ElecSubs07s

form_lns_hs

Polyline

Linear Features in the Precambrian Bedrock

MGS

form_lns

HistUTM_NAD83_hs

Point

Historical/Cultural Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

M‐Logged_hs

Point

NRRI‐Logged Drill Holes

NRRI

NA

mescon10_hs

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

mescon_hs

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

minefeatures_hs

Polygon

Mining Features

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

mittal_ult_hs

Polygon

ArcelorMittal Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

mittal_ult

mmareaofrfgl_12072009_hs

Polygon

Areas Ever Offered for Metallic Mineral Leasing

MNDNR‐LAM

mmareaofrfgl

oc_poly_loc_hs

Polygon

Outcrops

MGS

oc_poly_loc

own_mnstwdpy2_hs

Polygon

GAP Stewardship 2008 ‐ All Ownership Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

own_mnstwdpy2

parcels_hs

Polygon

PLS Parcels

MNDNR

parcels

parcsec_hs

Polygon

Section Level Public Land Survey

MNDNR

parcsec

parctwp_hs

Polygon

PLS Town‐Range Boundaries

MNDNR

parctwp

Pc_contacts_faults_hs

Polyline

Precambrian Contacts and Faults

MGS

Pc_contacts_faults

Pc_glg_polys_hs

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology

MGS

Pc_glg_polys
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VIRGINIA HORN SOUTH AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

Pc_glg_polys_if_hs

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_hs_Dissolve

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

permit setting bndrys_hs

Polygon

Environmental Setting Boundaries

MNDNR‐LAM

protected waters inventory_hs

Polygon

Protected Waters Inventory

MNDNR‐Waters

permit setting bndrys
protected waters
inventory

rail_linesln3_hs

Polyline

DOT Basemap Railroads

MNDNR‐Data Deli

rail_linesln3

road_dotln3_hs

Polyline

DOT Basemap Roads ‐ All Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

road_dotln3

Stlo_Cty_landfillpy_hs

Polygon

St. Louis County Landfill (rough extent)

NRRI

Stlo_Cty_landfillpy_hs

strm_baseln3_hs

Polyline

DNR 24K Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_baseln3

swuds_hs

Point

Watere Appropriation Permits

MNDNR‐Waters

swuds

ugshaftspt_hs

Point

Underground Mine Shafts

MNDNR‐LAM

Shafts_pt

underground_minespy_hs

Polygon

Underground Mine Workings

MNDNR‐LAM

Underground_Mines_py

usgscon10_hs

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from 30‐meter USGS DEM (1949‐1982)

MNDNR‐Waters

USGS_grid

usgscon_hs

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from 30‐meter USGS DEM (1949‐1982)

MNDNR‐Waters

USGS_grid

uss_ult_hs

Polygon

USS Minntac Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

uss_ult

utac_ultimate_hs

Polygon

UTac Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

utac_ultimate

utac_ultimate_hs_dissolve

Polygon

UTac Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

utac_ultimate

watr_dnrpy2_hs

Polygon

DNR 100K Hydrography

MNDNR‐Data Deli

watr_dnrpy2

wetl_nwipy3_hs

Polygon

National Wetlands Inverntory Polygons

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wetl_nwipy3

wshd_lev01py3_hs

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 01 ‐ HUC 02

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev01py3

wshd_lev08py3_hs

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 08 ‐ All Catchments

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev08py3

mn137_9hs

DOQ

Central St. Louis County Digital Orthorectified Image (DOQ)

MnGeo

naip09_stlouis_central

VIRGINIA HORN SOUTH AREA CREATED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

VirginiaHorn_South_Area

Polygon

Virginia Horn South Study Area Border

NRRI

PHES_structure_hs

Polygon

PHES Structures

NRRI

potential PHES reservoir_hs

Polygon

Potential PHES Reservoir

NRRI
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UTAC AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

actminleas_07022010_ut

Polygon

Active State Mineral Leases

MNDNR‐LAM

actminlease

adm_minowpy3_07162010_ut

Polygon

State Owned/Controlled Mineral Interests

MNDNR‐LAM

adm_minowpy3

ArchaeoUTM_NAD83_ut

Point

Archaeological Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

bdrk_topo_ut

Grid

Bedrock Topography

MGS

bdrk_topo

bdry_munipy3_ut

Polygon

Municipal Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_munipy3

bdry_natrtpy3_ut

Polygon

Native American Treaty Boundaries in Minnesota

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_natrtpy3

cent_popplpt1_ut

Point

Populated Places

MNDNR‐Data Deli

cent_popplpt1

dpthtobdrk_ut

Grid

Depth to Bedrock

MGS

depth_to_bdrk

ElecLine07s_ut

Line

Electrical Transmission Lines

MnGeo

ElecLine07s

ElecSubs07s_ut

Point

Electrical Substations

MnGeo

ElecSubs07s

form_lns_ut

Line

Linear Features in the Precambrian Bedrock

MGS

form_lns

HistUTM_NAD83_ut

Point

Historical/Cultural Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

leonidaspy_ut

Polygon

Leonidas Underground Mine Workings

MNDNR‐LAM

underground_minespy

M‐Logged_ut

Point

NRRI‐Logged Drill Holes

NRRI

NA

mescon10_ut

Line

10‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

mescon_ut

Line

5‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

minefeatures_ut

Polygon

Mining Features

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

mmareaofrfgl_12072009_ut

Polygon

Areas Ever Offered for Metallic Mineral Leasing

MNDNR‐LAM

mmareaofrfgl

oc_poly_loc_ut

Polygon

Outcrops

MGS

oc_poly_loc

own_mnstwdpy2_ut

Polygon

GAP Stewardship 2008 ‐ All Ownership Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

own_mnstwdpy2

parcels_ut

Polygon

PLS Parcels

MNDNR

parcels

parcsec_ut

Polygon

Section Level Public Land Survey

MNDNR

parcsec

parctwp_ut

Polygon

PLS Town‐Range Boundaries

MNDNR

parctwp

Pc_contacts_faults_ut

Line

Precambrian Contacts and Faults

MGS

Pc_contacts_faults

Pc_glg_polys_if_ut

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_ut_Dissolve

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_ut

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

permit setting bndrys_ut

Polygon

Environmental Setting Boundaries

MNDNR‐LAM

permit setting bndrys
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UTAC AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

protected waters inventory_ut

Polygon

Protected Waters Inventory

MNDNR‐Waters

Original File
protected waters
inventory

rail_linesln3_ut

Line

DOT Basemap Railroads

MNDNR‐Data Deli

rail_linesln3

road_dotln3_ut

Line

DOT Basemap Roads ‐ All Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

road_dotln3

strm_baseln3_ut

Line

DNR 24K Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_baseln3

swuds_ut

Point

Watere Appropriation Permits

MNDNR‐Waters

swuds

ugshaftspt_ut

Point

Underground Mine Shafts

MNDNR‐LAM

Shafts_pt

underground_minespy_ut

Polygon

Underground Mine Workings

MNDNR‐LAM

Underground_Mines_py

utac_ultimate_mod1_ut

Polygon

UTac Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

utac_ultimate

utac_ultimate_mod1_ut_dissolve

Polygon

UTac Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

utac_ultimate

watr_dnrpy2_ut

Polygon

DNR 100K Hydrography

MNDNR‐Data Deli

watr_dnrpy2

wetl_nwipy3_ut

Polygon

National Wetlands Inverntory Polygons

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wetl_nwipy3

wshd_lev01py3_ut

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 01 ‐ HUC 02

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev01py3

wshd_lev08py3_ut

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 08 ‐ All Catchments

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev08py3

mn137_9ut

DOQ

Central St. Louis County Digital Orthorectified Image (DOQ)

MnGeo

naip09_stlouis_central

UTAC AREA CREATED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

UTac _Area

Polygon

UTac Study Area Border

NRRI

PHES_structure_ut

Polygon

PHES Structures

NRRI

potential PHES reservoir_ut

Polygon

Potential PHES Reservoir

NRRI
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VIRGINIA HORN NORTH AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

actminleas_07022010_hn

Polygon

Active State Mineral Leases

MNDNR‐LAM

actminlease

adm_minowpy3_07162010_hn

Polygon

State Owned/Controlled Mineral Interests

MNDNR‐LAM

adm_minowpy3

ArchaeoUTM_NAD83_hn

Point

Archaeological Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

bdrk_topo_hn

Grid

Bedrock Topography

MGS

bdrk_topo

bdry_munipy3_hn

Polygon

Municipal Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_munipy3

bdry_natrtpy3_hn

Polygon

Native American Treaty Boundaries in Minnesota

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_natrtpy3

bdry_ntforpy3_hn

Polygon

National Forest Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_ntforpy3

cent_popplpt1_hn

Point

Populated Places

MNDNR‐Data Deli

cent_popplpt1

dpthtobdrk_hn

Grid

Depth to Bedrock

MGS

depth_to_bdrk

dikes_hn

Polyline

Dikes

MGS

dikes

ElecLine07s_hn

Polyline

Electrical Transmission Lines

MnGeo

ElecLine07s

HistUTM_NAD83_hn

Point

Historical/Cultural Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

M‐Logged_hn

Point

NRRI‐Logged Drill Holes

NRRI

NA

mescon10_hn

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

mescon_hn

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

minefeatures_hn

Polygon

Mining Features

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

mittal_ult_hn_Dissolve

Polygon

ArcelorMittal Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

mittal_ult

mmareaofrfgl_12072009_hn

Polygon

Areas Ever Offered for Metallic Mineral Leasing

MNDNR‐LAM

mmareaofrfgl

oc_poly_loc_hn

Polygon

Outcrops

MGS

oc_poly_loc

own_mnstwdpy2_hn

Polygon

GAP Stewardship 2008 ‐ All Ownership Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

own_mnstwdpy2

parcels_hn

Polygon

PLS Parcels

MNDNR

parcels

parcsec_hn

Polygon

Section Level Public Land Survey

MNDNR

parcsec

parctwp_hn

Polygon

PLS Town‐Range Boundaries

MNDNR

parctwp

Pc_contacts_faults_hn

Polyline

Precambrian Contacts and Faults

MGS

Pc_contacts_faults

Pc_glg_polys_hn

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_hn

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_hn_Dissolve

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

permit setting bndrys_hn

Polygon

Environmental Setting Boundaries

MNDNR‐LAM

permit setting bndrys
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VIRGINIA HORN NORTH AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

pit_bathymetry_10_hn

Polyline

10‐Foot Mine Pit Bathymetric Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

pit_bathymetry

pit_bathymetry_hn

Polyline

5‐Foot Mine Pit Bathymetric Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

protected waters inventory_hn

Polygon

Protected Waters Inventory

MNDNR‐Waters

pit_bathymetry
protected waters
inventory

rail_linesln3_hn

Polyline

DOT Basemap Railroads

MNDNR‐Data Deli

rail_linesln3

road_dotln3_hn

Polyline

DOT Basemap Roads ‐ All Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

road_dotln3

strm_baseln3_hn

Polyline

DNR 24K Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_baseln3

swuds_hn

Point

Watere Appropriation Permits

MNDNR‐Waters

swuds

ugshaftspt_hn

Point

Underground Mine Shafts

MNDNR‐LAM

Shafts_pt

underground_minespy_hn

Polygon

Underground Mine Workings

MNDNR‐LAM

Underground_Mines_py

usgscon10_hn

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from 30‐meter USGS DEM (1949‐1982)

MNDNR‐Waters

USGS_grid

usgscon_hn

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from 30‐meter USGS DEM (1949‐1982)

MNDNR‐Waters

USGS_grid

watr_dnrpy2_hn

Polygon

DNR 100K Hydrography

MNDNR‐Data Deli

watr_dnrpy2

wetl_nwipy3_hn

Polygon

National Wetlands Inverntory Polygons

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wetl_nwipy3

wshd_lev01py3_hn

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 01 ‐ HUC 02

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev01py3

wshd_lev08py3_hn

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 08 ‐ All Catchments

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev08py3

mn137_9hn

DOQ

Central St. Louis County Digital Orthorectified Image (DOQ)

MnGeo

naip09_stlouis_central

VIRGINIA HORN NORTH AREA CREATED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

VirginiaHorn_North_Area

Polygon

Virginia Horn North Study Area Border

NRRI

PHES_structure_hnbgr

Polygon

PHES Structures

NRRI

potential PHES reservoir_hnbgr

Polygon

Potential PHES Reservoir

NRRI
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MCKINLEY‐BIWABIK AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

actminleas_07022010_mk

Polygon

Active State Mineral Leases

MNDNR‐LAM

actminlease

adm_minowpy3_07162010_mk

Polygon

State Owned/Controlled Mineral Interests

MNDNR‐LAM

adm_minowpy3

bdrk_topo_mk

Grid

Bedrock Topography

MGS

bdrk_topo

bdry_munipy3_mk

Polygon

Municipal Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_munipy3

bdry_natrtpy3_mk

Polygon

Native American Treaty Boundaries in Minnesota

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_natrtpy3

bdry_ntforpy3_mk

Polygon

National Forest Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_ntforpy3

cent_popplpt1_mk

Point

Populated Places

MNDNR‐Data Deli

cent_popplpt1

dpthtobdrk_mk

Grid

Depth To Bedrock

MGS

depth_to_bdrk

dikes_mk

Polyline

Dikes

MGS

dikes

ElecLine07s_mk

Polyline

Electrical Transmission Lines

MnGeo

ElecLine07s

form_lns_mk

Polyline

Linear Features in the Precambrian Bedrock

MGS

form_lns

HistUTM_NAD83_mk

Point

Historical/Cultural Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

M‐Logged_mk

Point

NRRI‐Logged Drill Holes

NRRI

NA

mescon10_mk

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

mescon_mk

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

minefeatures_mk

Polygon

Mining Features

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

mittal_ult_mk

Polygon

ArcelorMittal Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

mittal_ult

mittal_ult_mk_Dissolve

Polygon

ArcelorMittal Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

mittal_ult

mmareaofrfgl_12072009_mk

Polygon

Areas Ever Offered for Metallic Mineral Leasing

MNDNR‐LAM

mmareaofrfgl

oc_poly_loc_mk

Polygon

Outcrops

MGS

oc_poly_loc

own_mnstwdpy2_mk

Polygon

GAP Stewardship 2008 ‐ All Ownership Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

own_mnstwdpy2

parcels_mk

Polygon

PLS Parcels

MNDNR

parcels

parcsec_mk

Polygon

Section Level Public Land Survey

MNDNR

parcsec

parctwp_mk

Polygon

PLS Town‐Range Boundaries

MNDNR

parctwp

Pc_contacts_faults_mk

Polyline

Precambrian Contacts and Faults

MGS

Pc_contacts_faults

Pc_glg_polys_if_mk

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_mk_Dissolve

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_mk

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology

MGS

Pc_glg_polys
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MCKINLEY‐BIWABIK AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

permit setting bndrys_mk

Polygon

Environmental Setting Boundaries

MNDNR‐LAM

permit setting bndrys

pit_bathymetry_10_mk

Polyline

10‐Foot Mine Pit Bathymetric Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

pit_bathymetry

pit_bathymetry_50_mk

Polyline

50‐Foot Mine Pit Bathymetric Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

pit_bathymetry

pit_bathymetry_mk

Polyline

5‐Foot Mine Pit Bathymetric Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

pit_bathymetry

protected waters inventory_mk

Polygon

Protected Waters Inventory

MNDNR‐Waters

protected waters inventory

rail_linesln3_mk

Polyline

DOT Basemap Railroads

MNDNR‐Data Deli

rail_linesln3

road_dotln3_mk

Polyline

DOT Basemap Roads ‐ All Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

road_dotln3

strm_baseln3_mk

Polyline

DNR 24K Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_baseln3

swuds_mk

Point

Watere Appropriation Permits

MNDNR‐Waters

swuds

ugshaftspt_mk

Point

Underground Mine Shafts

MNDNR‐LAM

Shafts_pt

underground_minespy_mk

Polygon

Underground Mine Workings

MNDNR‐LAM

Underground_Mines_py

usgscon10_mk

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from 30‐meter USGS DEM (1949‐1982)

MNDNR‐Waters

USGS_grid

usgscon_mk

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from 30‐meter USGS DEM (1949‐1982)

MNDNR‐Waters

USGS_grid

watr_dnrpy2_mk

Polygon

DNR 100K Hydrography

MNDNR‐Data Deli

watr_dnrpy2

wetl_nwipy3_mk

Polygon

National Wetlands Inverntory Polygons

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wetl_nwipy3

wshd_lev01py3_mk

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 01 ‐ HUC 02

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev01py3

wshd_lev08py3_mk

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 08 ‐ All Catchments

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev08py3

mn137_9mk

DOQ

Central St. Louis County Digital Orthorectified Image (DOQ)

MnGeo

naip09_stlouis_central

MCKINLEY‐BIWABIK AREA CREATED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

McKinley‐Biwabik_Area

Polygon

McKinley‐Biwabik Study Area Border

NRRI

PHES_structure_all_mk

Polygon

PHES Structures

NRRI

potential PHES reservoir_all_mk

Polygon

Potential PHES Reservoir

NRRI
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LTV WEST AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

actminleas_07022010_lw

Polygon

Active State Mineral Leases

MNDNR‐LAM

actminlease

adm_minowpy3_07162010_lw

Polygon

State Owned/Controlled Mineral Interests

MNDNR‐LAM

adm_minowpy3

ArchaeoUTM_NAD83_lw

Point

Archaeological Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

bath_contln3_lw

Polyline

Lake Bathymetry Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

bath_contln3

bdrk_topo_lw

Grid

Bedrock Topography

MGS

bdrk_topo

bdry_munipy3_lw

Polygon

Municipal Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_munipy3

bdry_natrtpy3_lw

Polygon

Native American Treaty Boundaries in Minnesota

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_natrtpy3

bdry_ntforpy3_lw

Polygon

National Forest Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_ntforpy3

cent_popplpt1_lw

Point

Populated Places

MNDNR‐Data Deli

cent_popplpt1

dpthtobdrk_lw

Grid

Depth to Bedrock

MGS

depth_to_bdrk

dikes_lw

Polyline

Dikes

MGS

dikes

ElecLine07s_lw

Polyline

Electrical Transmission Lines

MnGeo

ElecLine07s

ElecSubs07s_lw

Point

Electrical Substations

MnGeo

ElecSubs07s

form_lns_lw

Polyline

Linear Features in the Precambrian Bedrock

MGS

form_lns

HistUTM_NAD83_lw

Point

Historical/Cultural Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

ltvul_lw

Polygon

LTV Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

ltvul

ltvul_lw_dissolve

Polygon

LTV Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

ltvul

M‐Logged_lw

Point

NRRI‐Logged Drill Holes

NRRI

NA

mescon10_lw

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

mescon_lw

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

minefeatures_lw

Polygon

Mining Features

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

mmareaofrfgl_12072009_lw

Polygon

Areas Ever Offered for Metallic Mineral Leasing

MNDNR‐LAM

mmareaofrfgl

nsul_lw

Polygon

Northshore Mining Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

nsul

oc_poly_loc_lw

Polygon

Outcrops

MGS

oc_poly_loc

own_mnstwdpy2_lw

Polygon

GAP Stewardship 2008 ‐ All Ownership Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

own_mnstwdpy2

parcels_lw

Polygon

PLS Parcels

MNDNR

parcels

parcsec_lw

Polygon

Section Level Public Land Survey

MNDNR

parcsec

parctwp_lw

Polygon

PLS Town‐Range Boundaries

MNDNR

parctwp
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LTV WEST AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

Pc_contacts_faults_lw

Polyline

Precambrian Contacts and Faults

MGS

Pc_contacts_faults

Pc_glg_polys_if_lw

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_lw_Dissolve

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_lw

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

permit setting bndrys_lw

Polygon

Environmental Setting Boundaries

MNDNR‐LAM

permit setting bndrys

pit_bathymetry_lw

Polyline

5‐Foot Mine Pit Bathymetric Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

protected waters inventory_lw

Polygon

Protected Waters Inventory

MNDNR‐Waters

pit_bathymetry
protected waters
inventory

rail_linesln3_lw

Polyline

DOT Basemap Railroads

MNDNR‐Data Deli

rail_linesln3

road_dotln3_lw

Polyline

DOT Basemap Roads ‐ All Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

road_dotln3

rp_samp_loc_lw

Point

Outcrop Groups With Rock Property Data

MGS

rp_samp_loc

strm_baseln3_lw

Polyline

DNR 24K Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_baseln3

swuds_lw

Point

Watere Appropriation Permits

MNDNR‐Waters

swuds

ugshaftspt_lw

Point

Underground Mine Shafts

MNDNR‐LAM

Shafts_pt

underground_minespy_lw

Polygon

Underground Mine Workings

MNDNR‐LAM

Underground_Mines_py

usgscon10_lw

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from 30‐meter USGS DEM (1949‐1982)

MNDNR‐Waters

USGS_grid

usgscon_lw

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from 30‐meter USGS DEM (1949‐1982)

MNDNR‐Waters

USGS_grid

watr_dnrpy2_lw

Polygon

DNR 100K Hydrography

MNDNR‐Data Deli

watr_dnrpy2

wetl_nwipy3_lw

Polygon

National Wetlands Inverntory Polygons

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wetl_nwipy3

wshd_lev01py3_lw

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 01 ‐ HUC 02

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev01py3

wshd_lev08py3_lw

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 08 ‐ All Catchments

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev08py3

mn137_9lw

DOQ

Central St. Louis County Digital Orthorectified Image (DOQ)

MnGeo

naip09_stlouis_central

LTV WEST AREA CREATED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

LTV_West_Area

Polygon

LTV West Study Area Border

NRRI

PHES_structure_lw

Polygon

PHES Structures

NRRI

potential PHES reservoir_lw

Polygon

Potential PHES Reservoir

NRRI
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NORTHSHORE‐LTV EAST AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

actminleas_07022010_ns

Polygon

Active State Mineral Leases

MNDNR‐LAM

actminlease

adm_minowpy3_07162010_ns

Polygon

State Owned/Controlled Mineral Interests

MNDNR‐LAM

adm_minowpy3

ArchaeoUTM_NAD83_ns

Point

Archaeological Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

bath_contln3_ns

Polyline

Lake Bathymetry Contours

MNDNR‐Waters

bath_contln3

bdrk_topo_ns

Grid

Bedrock Topography

MGS

bdrk_topo

bdry_munipy3_ns

Polygon

Municipal Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_munipy3

bdry_natrtpy3_ns

Polygon

Native American Treaty Boundaries in Minnesota

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_natrtpy3

bdry_ntforpy3_ns

Polygon

National Forest Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_ntforpy3

bdry_stforpy3_ns

Polygon

State Forest Boundaries

MNDNR‐Data Deli

bdry_stforpy3

cent_popplpt1_ns

Point

Populated Places

MNDNR‐Data Deli

cent_popplpt1

Copper‐Nickel_Deposits_ns

Polygon

Copper‐Nickel Deposits

After Severson, 2011

NA

dpthtobdrk_ns

Grid

Depth to Bedrock

MGS

depth_to_bdrk

dikes_ns

Polyline

Dikes

MGS

dikes

ElecLine07s_ns

Polyline

Electrical Transmission Lines

MnGeo

ElecLine07s

ElecSubs07s_ns

Point

Electrical Substations

MnGeo

ElecSubs07s

form_lns_ns

Polyline

Linear Features in the Precambrian Bedrock

MGS

form_lns

HistUTM_NAD83_ns

Point

Historical/Cultural Feature Location

MNHS

CRM.mdb

ltvul_ns

Polygon

LTV Mining Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

ltvul

ltvul_ns_dissolve

Polygon

LTV Mining Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

ltvul

M‐Logged_ns

Point

NRRI‐Logged Drill Holes

NRRI

NA

mescon10_ns

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

mescon_ns

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from Mesabi_grid (2004)

MNDNR‐Waters

Mesabi_grid

minefeatures_ns

Polygon

Mining Features

MNDNR‐LAM

mine features

mmareaofrfgl_12072009_ns

Polygon

Areas Ever Offered for Metallic Mineral Leasing

MNDNR‐LAM

mmareaofrfgl

nsul_ns

Polygon

Northshore Mining Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

nsul

nsul_ns_dissolve

Polygon

Northshore Mining Permitted Extent

MNDNR‐LAM

nsul

oc_locpt_ns

Point

Outcrop Location Points

MGS

oc_locpt

oc_poly_loc_ns

Polygon

Outcrops

MGS

oc_poly_loc
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NORTHSHORE‐LTV EAST AREA CLIPPED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Original File

own_mnstwdpy2_ns

Polygon

GAP Stewardship 2008 ‐ All Ownership Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

own_mnstwdpy2

parcels_ns

Polygon

PLS Parcels

MNDNR

parcels

parcsec_ns

Polygon

Section Level Public Land Survey

MNDNR

parcsec

parctwp_ns

Polygon

PLS Town‐Range Boundaries

MNDNR

parctwp

Pc_contacts_faults_ns

Polyline

Precambrian Contacts and Faults

MGS

Pc_contacts_faults

Pc_glg_polys_if_ns

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_if_ns_Dissolve

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology Biwabik Iron Formation

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

Pc_glg_polys_ns

Polygon

Precambrian Bedrock Geology

MGS

Pc_glg_polys

permit setting bndrys_ns

Polygon

Environmental Setting Boundaries

MNDNR‐LAM

permit setting bndrys

protected waters inventory_ns

Polygon

Protected Waters Inventory

MNDNR‐Waters

protected waters inventory

rail_linesln3_ns

Polyline

DOT Basemap Railroads

MNDNR‐Data Deli

rail_linesln3

road_dotln3_ns

Polyline

DOT Basemap Roads ‐ All Types

MNDNR‐Data Deli

road_dotln3

strm_baseln3_ns

Polyline

DNR 24K Streams

MNDNR‐Data Deli

strm_baseln3

swuds_ns

Point

Watere Appropriation Permits

MNDNR‐Waters

swuds

ugshaftspt_ns

Point

Underground Mine Shafts

MNDNR‐LAM

Shafts_pt

underground_minespy_ns

Polygon

Underground Mine Workings

MNDNR‐LAM

Underground_Mines_py

usgscon10_ns

Polyline

10‐Foot Contours Derived from 30‐meter USGS DEM (1949‐1982)

MNDNR‐Waters

USGS_grid

usgscon_ns

Polyline

5‐Foot Contours Derived from 30‐meter USGS DEM (1949‐1982)

MNDNR‐Waters

USGS_grid

watr_dnrpy2_ns

Polygon

DNR 100K Hydrography

MNDNR‐Data Deli

watr_dnrpy2

wetl_nwipy3_ns

Polygon

National Wetlands Inverntory Polygons

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wetl_nwipy3

wshd_lev01py3_ns

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 01 ‐ HUC 02

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev01py3

wshd_lev08py3_ns

Polygon

DNR Watersheds ‐ DNR Level 08 ‐ All Catchments

MNDNR‐Data Deli

wshd_lev08py3

mn137_9ns

DOQ

Central St. Louis County Digital Orthorectified Image (DOQ)

MnGeo

naip09_stlouis_central

NORTHSHORE‐LTV EAST AREA CREATED GIS COVERAGES
Coverage

Feature Type

Title

Source

Northshore‐LTV_East_Area

Polygon

Northshore‐LTV East Study Area Border

NRRI

potential PHES reservoir_ns

Polygon

Potential PHES Reservoir

NRRI
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CHAPTER 3:
FACILITIES ANALYSIS FOR
PHES IMPLEMENTATION

Facilities Team
Mr. Jeffrey Marr, St. Anthony Falls Laboratory, UMTC*
Dr. John Gulliver, Civil Engineering, UMTC
Mr. Matthew Lueker, St. Anthony Falls Laboratory, UMTC
Mr. Craig Taylor, St. Anthony Falls Laboratory, UMTC
Mr. David Aspie, Minnesota Power

Synopsis
In the first section of this chapter, the literature relating to implementation of pumped hydro energy
storage is reviewed with emphasis on factors leading to site and equipment selection. The overall
efficiency of the technology is noted in relation to using variable speed equipment and basic operating
regimes are reviewed. Other information is reviewed that lists key characteristics of various facilities in
the USA. In the second section of the chapter, various calculations are reviewed along with the
assumptions associated with the calculations that allow estimation of required head, flow, water
volume, pumping and generation time, turbine sizing, pump speed, and pump submergence
requirements. Finally, one of the higher priority sites is used as an example to estimate the capital costs
for a 100 MW facility that operates with a height elevation distance of 112 m from the upper to lower
reservoirs at a location near the city of Virginia, MN. The ground scheme profile for the location is
reviewed, a potential underground works layout is given, and the pumped storage scheme for this
location is tabulated. Finally, a cursory capital cost estimate for implementing the concept at the
location is given based on literature based parameters. The capital cost estimate determined was
approximately $120 million.
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SECTION 3.1:
Literature Review

Matthew L. Lueker and Jeff Marr
St. Anthony Falls Laboratory
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN
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Hydroelectric Pumped Storage Technology: International Experience
Authors: Task Committee on Pumped Storage of the Committee on Hydropower of the Energy Division
of the American Society of Civil Engineers
Performing Organization: Task Committee on Pumped Storage
Sponsoring Organization: American Society of Civil Engineers
Date: 1996
This report was prompted by the large amount of interest in pumped storage in the United States during
the beginning of the 1990s. At the time the authoring committee was dispatched, 20,000 MW of
pumped storage facilities had been licensed or preliminarily permitted by FERC. This is about the same
as the installed pumped storage capacity at the time in the U.S.
The task committee surveyed overall pumped storage construction and usage experience at the
following areas with significant pumped storage experience:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Japan;
Western European countries with high levels of interconnection;
Great Britain (an “island” grid not well connected to the rest of Europe); and
Other Countries.

Each section starts with an overview of the grid, topography, geology, energy usage, and technology of
the entire area, and then reports into site‐specific information for significant pumped storage plants in
each area. This site‐specific information includes the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Overall description of project;
Geology setting;
List of special/significant features;
References;
Tables of project and equipment data; and
Drawing of layouts and other aspects of the facility.

A summary and trends of worldwide pumped storage is given in the first section of the report. The main
points are summarized below:
•
•

•

Pumped storage siting is primarily affected by topography and geology;
Secondary effects are:
o Power generation mix;
o Fuel supply and pricing;
o Conventional hydroelectric capacity; and
o Grid connections.
Developing nations use pumped storage primarily to provide peaking capacity and price
arbitrage.
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•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Industrialized nations justify pumped storage for its “dynamic” operational benefits. These
include the following:
o System load regulation;
o Load following;
o Rapid response to sudden fluctuations;
o Spinning reserve; and
o System voltage regulation.
Environmental sensitivity has increased recently. This has led to an increase in the following
major design features:
o Design of closed systems to isolate the effects of pumped storage facilities;
o Increased use of underground powerhouse and flow conductor; and
o Consideration of excavated underground lower reservoirs to further reduce surface
disturbances.
Reliability of pumped storage devices are about 98%. The availability is about 95%. Extra care is
taken so that offline units do not affect the use of other units at the same facility. This allows at
least a portion of the facility’s benefits to always be available;
Energy storage device used mainly for “dynamic” operations rather than arbitrage do not
necessarily require long storage times. An example is the Dinorwig facility in Great Britain, which
only has 6 hours of capacity at full generation;
Hydraulic efficiencies (in addition to pump/turbine efficiencies) are also being brought higher
through the use of larger water conductors and better designs of manifold and bifurcations;
Increased interest in constructing pumped storage sites closer to load centers;
Variable speed units allow load regulation in the pumping mode as well as other positive
attributes;
Fast response to correct grid conditions:
o Shutdown to full generation ~90 seconds;
o Online to full generation ~15 seconds;
o Spinning in air to full generation ~15 seconds;
o Shutdown to pumping ~6 minutes; and
o Spinning in air to full pumping ~60 seconds.
Designs for many mode changes (~40) per day. These could be very important for integration of
wind power into the grid as wind is variable on a minute‐to‐minute basis. These modes include
the following:
o Pumping;
o Generating;
o Machine synchronous spinning; and
o Spinning in generating or pumping direction, they may also act as synchronous
condensers in this mode.

Pumped storage is mostly thought of as energy storage for energy arbitrage, but it has many other uses.
The function and benefits are listed below:
•
•
•
•

Peaking capacity, which is the total capacity in terms of MWh;
Daily load leveling;
Load regulation, that is, matching generation and loads. This is important on a system with a
large installed base of thermal units, which respond slowly. This could also be critical for wind
energy, as the supply side also modulates frequently;
Load following, which is the fast pickup or shedding of load which requires large load change
capability;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spinning and standby reserves;
Improved efficiency and reduced maintenance at other facilities;
Off‐peak grid loading leading to less cycling on other generation facilities;
Voltage regulation can be achieved with turbine spinning in air (synchronous condenser).;
Transmission system benefits through temporal energy displacement to less congested times;
Air Quality benefits by supplying zero emission energy at times when it is most needed and air
quality is most affected by emissions.;
Fast response to grid fluctuations; and
Black start capability allows grid to be started back up in case of complete shutdown.

Some of these benefits are quantified in the article, “Advanced Pumped Storage: The New Competitive
Edge,” appearing in the July/August 1994 edition of The Electricity Journal.
The conclusion summarizes equipment found in pumped storage facilities constructed at the time of the
report, about 1994. The biggest innovation at this time was variable speed units that have the following
effects on a pumped storage facility:
•
•
•
•
•

More precise loading or generating on the grid;
Higher pump/turbine efficiencies possible because of the ability to operate at optimum speed
for existing hydraulic conditions;
Suppress fluctuation in the grid;
Smooth pump startups are possible because of frequency converters used to start machines;
and
Extension of head ranges for a pump turbine.

Deriaz units further modify the range of heads and discharges for a unit. These units have adjustable
runners (impeller blades) that offer very large ranges when coupled with variable speed generators.

Japan
Japan is the most advanced country in terms of pumped storage because Japan imports nearly all raw
energy materials (coal, oil, etc.) and thus is at the mercy of world markets. To limit its dependence on
markets, it uses imported energy materials as efficiently as possible. In addition, Japan has very hilly
topography, making it well suited for pumped storage. Conventional hydropower is a large portion of
the energy production.
Since Japan has a large interest in pumped storage, they also have some of the most modern
engineering occurring in the field:
• Shown excellent demonstration in underground cavern construction in a variety of geologic
materials and conditions;
• Demonstrated the use of saltwater pumped storage in relatively small plant;
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•

•
•

Made significant advances in variable speed:
o Flexibility in operation of both the electrical and hydraulic systems;
o Quick response to active and reactive power compensation;
o Improvement in pump turbine response time;
o Broader loading capability for individual units; and
o Greater operating range in both pumping and generating.
Large H:V (horizontal to vertical) conductors:
o Require surge shafts to suppress hydraulic transients.
The Takima plant utilizes Deriaz turbines for expanded pump/turbine operating envelopes.

The report goes on to summarize seven specific note‐worthy pumped storage facilities, nearly all of
which require underground operations to construct conductors or powerhouses.

Western Europe
Western European nations are combined in one section because of the high interconnectivity of the grid
among different countries. Great Britain is excluded, as it is essentially an isolated island grid. Central
Europe is mountainous, so it is well suited for pumped storage facilities. Some of these mountainous
countries actually use pumped storage to help import peaking power from France and Germany’s
baseload facilities. Pumped storage systems were first used in Europe; so many older facilities use a
separate pump and turbine with a common generator motor. Generally, this configuration involves
disengaging the pump during generating and dewatering the turbine during pumping. However, more
recent pumped storage facilities rely on pump turbine because of the economics, simplicity, and faster
response.
The section concludes with summaries of eight facilities. An interesting example is the Saurdal system,
which is part of a complicated system of conventional and pumped hydro using a number of reservoirs.

Great Britain
Experience in Great Britain has shown that plants designed for many mode changes are critical in
modern systems with large grids. This also makes the starting mode for the pump mode a critical design
criteria, as this is typically the longest mode change. Methods include back‐to‐back hookup with a
generator in generating mode, pony motors, or frequency converters. Two facilities are covered in this
section. The Dinorwig facility uses approximately 40 mode changes per day and was built on the location
of an existing mine. This site probably has some corollaries to a potential pumped storage facility in the
Minnesota Iron Range.
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Energy Storage: A Nontechnical Guide
Authors: Richard Baxter
Publisher: Pennwell Corporation
Date: 2006
This is a broad work that covers grid scale, utility scale, and industrial scale energy storage systems.
Section 1 begins with an overview of the grid and implications for generic energy storage. Section 2
describes storage in other markets, including the petroleum market, coal market, and natural gas
market. Section 3 delves into the individual electricity storage technologies and describes all energy
storage as having 3 major system components. These are listed below:
1. Storage medium:
a. Initial cost of medium (including replacement). This usually account for ½ of the facility cost.
2. Power conversion system:
a. Extracts energy from medium and turns it into usable electrical energy and conditions
power for output to the grid.
3. Balance of plant:
a. Ancillary equipment need to store and extract energy.
The major improvement given by energy storage is decoupling supply and demand for electricity.
Without any storage, power generated has to match the power used at that instant. Storage fixes the
following two utility scale problems. The first is chronically low usage of energy, and the second is
reducing cycling stresses.
General information is given in the pumped storage section of the book. A total of 20 GW of pumped
hydropower is available in the U.S., which accounts for about 2.5% of the total U.S. summer generating
capacity. Cost estimates for construction are given as $1,500 to $2,000/kW. Configurations with existing
mine pits and conventional hydro facilities are attractive because of the capability to greatly reduce this
cost. Pumped storage was the only commercially available type of energy storage up until the 1970s.
Pumped storage works with heads ranging from 30 to 650 meters, although 300 meters is currently the
preferred head. The head is the greatest critical design issue when trying to locating a site for pumped
storage.
In addition to peaking capacity and energy arbitrage, frequency modulation and contingency reserves
are major benefits from pumped storage. The availability rating of pumped storage is typically 98%, and
forced outage rate is typically 1.5%. Variable speed machines are the biggest recent development in
pumped storage.
As opposed to some other energy storage devices, there is a disconnect between the power output and
the energy at a plant. That is, a single site can have multiple outputs, and a given power output does not
designate a given energy.
Pumped storage is especially good for grids that have significant use of baseload coal or nuclear energy
and where peak daily prices are set by natural gas peaking plants.
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Energy Storage: A Nontechnical Guide explores the relationship between renewable energy generation
and storage on a large grid. The following strategies can be used make better use of wind energy with
energy storage:
1. Dispatchable wind stores all wind energy and uses it when needed;
2. Capacity firming provides storage to provide a cushion for the variability of wind farms. The
storage only needs to be sized to the expected variability of the power forecast for a wind
resource; and
3. Baseload wind is an extension of capacity firming to the point where a combination of wind and
stored energy combine to form a portion of the baseload need. Due to the chances of long
durations with no wind, the storage facility must be able to a long discharge time. Ten hours of
discharge is usually given as a minimum.
In developed countries such as the U.S., economics are the biggest hurdle, followed by environmental
issues.

Pumped Storage Potential of the Pacific Northwest
Performing Organization: North Pacific Division Corp of Engineers
Sponsoring Organization: Power Planning Committee Pacific Northwest River Basins Commission
Date: 1972
This is composed of two main parts. The first part is to document the locations where pumped storage is
feasible in a predefined area of the Pacific Northwest and updating costs to 1972 dollars. The second
part contains an analysis of the integration of pumped storage into the Northwest electric power
system. A review of prior and current studies at the time of the report is given in the introduction.
Part one of the report inventories potential sites based mainly on topography west of the cascade range
in Washington and Oregon and extending up the Columbia River to its confluence with the Snake River.
The major factors affecting the selection of pumped storage sites are listed below:
•
•

•

•

Source of energy (baseload):
o The Northwest power system was planning on installing 8400 MW of thermal energy and
pumped hydro was seen as a good complement for peaking power.
Operating pattern:
o Governed by system loading, relative economies of other power sources, cost of off‐peak
thermal energy; and
o 14 hours of reserve was the minimum size chosen.
Topography:
o 700 feet of head minimum;
o Short penstocks, low lateral to vertical ratio; and
o Minimum embankments for impoundments.
Plant size and characteristics:
o 1000 MW minimum:
 Reduced sites for investigation; and
 Sharp increase in costs ($/kw) below 1000 MW.
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•

•

Reservoir size and characteristics:
o Drawdown levels should be minimized;
o 1000 MW limited to 40 to 80 feet of drawdown; and
o 3000 MW limited to 160 feet of drawdown.
Penstock size and characteristics:
o Sliding scale used:
 750 feet head allowed velocities of 16 ft./sec.;
 1400 feet allowed velocities of 18 ft./sec.; and
 2000 feet allowed velocities of 20 ft./sec.
o Fully concrete lined tunnels were assumed.

The site survey was based on a map survey using topographical quadrangle maps with no significant
fieldwork. Embankment cost methodology was compared to other recently or planned pumped storage
projects. Reservoir costs did not include reservoir liners, which may double the price of construction.
Unit costs were developed for earthfill dams.
Powerhouse cost data was developed from information by the Hydroelectric Design Branch of the North
American Division. Unit costs were also developed for tunneling projects in the area and were used for
estimating procedures. Surge tanks were not included. All sites in inventory used estimates for surface
powerhouses for uniformity, but submergence requirements may make underground powerhouses
more attractive.
The procedure for cost estimating started with site selection of two suitable reservoirs. The storage
requirements were calculated along with penstock lengths, and the following costs were estimated:
•

•

Physical:
o Embankments (Dams, Dikes, Reservoirs);
o Relocation of roads, etc.;
o Powerhouse; and
o Penstock.
Non‐physical:
o Contingencies (~25 % of physical);
o Engineering and Overhead (~12 % of physical);
o Interest During Construction (5.125% over four‐year construction);
o Operation, Maintenance, and Replacement; and
o Interest and Amortization.

Costs for construction were calculated by adding physical costs, contingencies, engineering and
overhead, and interest during construction. Sites with construction costs exceeding $150/kw (Jan. 1971
dollars) were discarded. The results listed 242 competitive sites; however, after removing sites with
major site conflicts (in National Parks, etc.), the competitive sites was reduced to 160.
The list of potential sites is listed in a large table and gives information on capacity, head, penstock,
length, reservoir drawdown level, and investment and capacity costs. Maps follow the table illustrating
where each site is located.
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The operating unit costs ($/kw‐year) provided do not include pumping costs. For this, a brief analysis of
off peak power cost is performed to show the competitiveness of pumped hydro versus thermal peaking
plants. The anticipated construction costs are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•

Reservoir 10%;
Relocation 0%;
Powerhouse 36%;
Penstock 18%; and
Contingency and Other 35%.

This part of the report concludes with a discussion of physical effects of a pumped storage facility on
stream flow, reservoir recreation, and fish. Two important points arise. The first is that the public
automatically sees reservoirs as recreation areas, although recreation is typically not compatible with
pumped storage. Secondly, actual plant operation typically varies widely from design operation.
Part two of the report covers an analysis of the integration of pumped storage into the northwest
regional electric power system. The analysis takes into account current and planned thermal and
conventional hydropower construction and the effect that pumped hydro could have on peaking
capacity. The analysis seems fairly specific to the Northwest grid and includes irrigation and minimum
conventional hydroelectric discharge requirements. Overall, it was found that pumped storage would
not become attractive for the region until 1995 because of lower unit costs associated with expansion of
conventional hydroelectric generation. A brief overview of installed pumped storage plants as of 2010
found none of the proposed locations have been utilized.

Operation and Maintenance Experiences of Pumped‐Storage Plants
Performing Organization: Morrison‐Knudsen Engineers, Inc.
Sponsoring Organization: Electric Power Research Institute
Date: 1991
This report was written in 1991, and its purpose was to document the experiences and problems with
pumped storage plants. The reason for this was to avoid the loss of knowledge from experiences due to
the slow pace of pumped storage construction, especially in the United States. It explains that it is
unlikely a single engineer will play a significant role in the construction on more than one pumped
storage plant in their career. Research for the report resulted in site visits to 35 plants. Twenty‐four of
these were in the United States and 11 were outside the U.S. The plants outside the U.S. were chosen
because of special site circumstances worthy of further investigation.
The audience for the report is aimed towards those at the design stage of pumped storage
development, but there is some useful information that can be found in the more preliminary stage of
pumped storage development. The report indicates that typical plant factors for generation and
pumping were 0.128 and 0.179, respectively. Also, the many mode changes cause much greater
maintenance than conventional hydroelectric plants.
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The overall recommendations from the report are listed below:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adequate space is needed for laydown of components during overhaul and other maintenance
as space can quickly fill during these operations;
Personnel space should be adequate, as plans for unmanned plants have failed;
An intermediate shaft between the generator/motor and the pump/turbine with an associated
turbine hall (a hall in area between the turbine and generator) allows access to turbine without
entering through the generator pit;
Runners should be fully stainless as opposed to stainless coated;
Balancing lines should be corrosion resistant or otherwise designed to avoid cavitation;
Spare part reserves are required for critical parts;
Unit breakers should have a life of at least 40,000 close‐open operations and maintained every
3,000 operations. Plant design should also allow for easy replacement, as lifespan is usually
about 3 years with 40 mode changes per day;
Turbine shutoff valves should be fail safe and operate on penstock pressure;
Penstock inlet gates should be installed to allow isolation from upper reservoir;
Machine vibrations should be an important consideration in design criteria as compared to
conventional hydroelectric plants. Reversible turbines operate in rough zones often;
Transformers should be able to be easily removed and replaced;
Plant model should be performed on the entrance/exit bays;
Trashracks should be constructed to avoid vibration by von Karmann vortices, and openings
should be the same on intakes/outlets of both reservoirs;
Drains throughout the plant should be oversized and easy to clean;
Bearing should be robust, i.e. cast babbitts rather than spray‐on babbitts, and alignment should
be performed with great care;
Air storage tanks for pump/turbine dewatering should be sized conservatively to achieve the
maximum practical starting sequence. Systems should also avoid high pressures to reduce
shocks to the turbine dewatering system; and
Capital cost versus incremental costs should be carefully measured before final design.
Incremental costs can be lowered significantly with thoughtful design incorporating future plant
operations.

The major problems with pumped storage plants involve the turbine, ancillary equipment, and main
circuit breakers. All of these problems are due to the many mode changes and the broad range that
pumped storage facilities are operated in. The turbines are often expected to operate in rough zones
that increase the vibration on the unit. The many mode changes also create more demand on the main
circuit breakers and demand much from the pump mode starting systems. This includes the air
depression system for dewatering the turbine and the starting equipment.
Starting methods for pump start up include AC frequency converters, pony motors (reduced or full
voltage), or back‐to‐back starting (synchronous or semi‐synchronous). Back‐to‐back starting involves
direct electrical connection of two units and using the generation of one to start the pumping for the
second. This uses some storage, as some water is needed on the generating unit. In general, both units
are started at standstill or slow speed. This method also makes it impossible to start the last unit in
pumping mode, as there is no other unit to start it.
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Maintenance on pumped storage plants is also greater than compared to conventional hydroelectric
due to the many mode changes. Unit overhauls are typically in the 10 to 15 year range with pumped
storage, whereas conventional units can go 30 to 40 years.
Other major issues involve complicated wiring due to the loading and generating aspect of pumped
storage plants, civil/hydraulic issues, and isolation of penstocks from the upper reservoir. Civil and
hydraulic issues are very problematic during construction due to the need for a large reservoir that has
large cyclic stresses on the embankments. These issues quickly drop away during operation. Penstocks
should have shut‐off of gates to isolate the upper reservoir so penstock maintenance is easily
performed.
Typical uses of the pumped storage plants visited included dependable peaking capacity, occasional
speed regulation, maintaining load off‐peak, and power factor correction.
Appendix A of the report includes tables on the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General plant characteristics;
Construction data;
Plant operation;
Maintenance;
Pump/turbine data;
Generator/motor data;
Power and control;
Upper dam and reservoir data;
Lower dam and reservoir data;
Conveyance systems; and
Powerhouse data.

The remaining appendices give field visit reports to each plant, manufacturer visit reports, problem
matrices, photographs, and samples of maintenance checklists.

Pumped‐storage Planning and Evaluation Guide
Authors: H.H. Chen
Performing Organization: Harza Engineering Company
Sponsoring Organization: Electric Power Research Institute
Date: 1990
This book was authorized by the Electric Power Research Institute primarily in response sensitivity to
underestimated project estimates resulting in higher costs to rate payers. However, the book serves a
stand alone guide for the preliminary evaluation of pumped‐storage sites. This includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluating performance and benefits of pumped storage;
Identify physical characteristics of a site suitable for development;
Evaluate a particular sites potential for energy storage and capacity;
Estimate capital, annual operation, and maintenance expenses; and
Conduct economic analyses.
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The cost analysis was based primarily on actual costs for 14 operating pumped storage plants and 2 sites
currently under construction. The parameter used to compare the different site was project unit cost
divided by project head, $/kW/head. Pumped storage plants constructed post‐1980 were found to have
a higher $/kW/head. This was attributed to higher indirect costs caused by increased regulatory burdens
and greater administration and quality control. A more refined methodology was applied to eight of
these sites using the methods given in the guide.
The reference is broken into the following sections:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Introduction;
Pumped Storage Concept;
Economic Analysis;
Dynamic Benefits of Pumped Storage;
Methodology for Site Identification and Screening;
Site Evaluation and Cost Estimating;
Applications;
Examples; and
Simplified Analysis.

Introduction
In addition to providing the objectives of the guide, the introduction list potential users as planners,
engineers, and managers and can also be used as a general reference. An outline of typical usage of the
guide is also given.

Pumped Storage Concept
Pumped Storage Concept provides pumped storage functions in a utility system and operational
characteristics as well physical characteristic of a plant. The concept of daily loading cycles on the grid is
introduced and discusses the capability of pumped storage to flatten those fluctuations. The sizing of
the plant is dependent on the topography and the discharge time of the site, but the reliability, fast
dynamic response, and long lifespan of pumped storage are very beneficial to utilities and grid
operators.

Economic Analysis
Economic Analysis stresses the importance of valuing the dynamic benefits of pumped storage while
performing economic analyses. However, this is difficult, as these are hard to quantify. Some major
concepts are introduced for the economic analyses. First, allowing other fueled generator plants to
operate at a more efficient point can make up for the losses in the pumped storage and cause overall
more efficient generation. Second, pumped storage is an energy limited generation, so it is dispatched
to serve peaking load levels. This is key criteria when selecting the duration of discharge for a site.
Third, pumped storage is typically compared to peaking combustion turbines. The analyses presented
for pumped storage economics take into account the generation mix, and the savings are typically found
in the combustion turbine fuel costs.
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The appendices provide detailed information on engineering layouts, pumped storage components, cost
review of existing plants, utility planning models, and utility interview notes about pumped storage.

Dynamic Benefits
Dynamic Benefits of Pumped Storage details the capabilities of pumped storage besides energy
arbitrage, or load leveling. These are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spinning Reserve;
Load Following;
Unit Commitment;
Reduced system Minimum Loading;
Voltage and Power Factor Correction;
Frequency Regulation;
Reduced Thermal Plant Cycling;
Improved System Reliability; and
Black Start Capability.

Spinning reserve, load following, unit commitment, frequency regulation, improved system reliability,
and black start capability are all economically provided by pumped storage because there is no thermal
latency in hydroelectric units. That is, the energy is stored and, thus, is near instantly available.
Reduced system minimum loading is provided by pumped storage ability to act as a large load. This is
useful when the grid load has reached below baseload generation and reducing output further is very
costly and inefficient.
Reduced thermal plant cycling involves reducing moving cycling duties to the pumped storage plant,
which likely has much less maintenance cost associated with this cycling action.

Methodology for Site Identification and Screening
Methodology for Site Identification and Screening provides a short description of a weighted score
method to rank sites. This helps in site selection by providing a clear ranking of pumped storage sites
that vary considerably. However, this process depends on the completeness of the criteria categories.
In addition, mandatory factors must be applied to quickly remove sites that are not possible. These
include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Areas prohibiting development, i.e. National Park Land;
Areas with known geotechnical hazards;
Located within service area;
Minimum head or storage capacity; and
Watershed of dammed area cannot exceed specified discharge.
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Site Evaluation and Cost Estimating
Site Evaluation and Cost Estimating provides a relatively simple procedure for evaluating and estimating
costs for a given site. Pumped storage is very dependent on site conditions. The general procedure
provides is below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Site data collection – topographic;
Project Identification and Sizing;
Project Layout; and
Cost Estimate.

The principle parameters defined used for this procedure is generating capacity (MW), Energy Storage in
(MWh), operating head (ft.), and water conductor length (ft.). Cost curves are used for estimating total
costs of the project.
After establishing the upper and lower reservoir elevation and storage capacities, a project profile is
developed along the water conductor. This allows placement of the main components of the pumped
storage station. This mostly includes the conduit and the powerhouse. Requirements are needed for
minimum powerhouse submergence to avoid cavitation, and water conductors should be 4 to 12 times
the head of the project. The section then provides overview of the main components of a pumped
storage plant and how to size them. Cost curves are then given for each component.

Applications
Applications consider how utility planners should view pumped storage in their future generation
strategy. Pumped storage has long lead time and high construction costs, but these may be
counteracted by the long term benefits that pumped storage can provide. Proper sizing in terms of
capacity and energy storage of the plant is critical, and this should come from usage in the local grid now
and in the future.

Examples
Examples cover three types of economic evaluations. The first is an example of the procedures given in
the Methodology for Site Identification and Screening Section. The second is for generation planners
making a snapshot year benefit analysis using software developed with the guide. The program is called
EPSTORE, and it compares a future situation with generation mixes containing pumped storage to one
without. This is very dependent on having good load forecasts. The third example is a life‐cycle analysis,
which is calculated using the snap shot program many times. The load forecast in this analysis becomes
even more critical in this estimate.

Simplified Analysis
The Simplified Analysis provides a less stringent method for estimating costs than the Site Evaluation
and Cost Estimating above. It still requires a project layout, but the cost curves are more inclusive and
there are less of them to use. There is also an analysis for fuel cost savings.
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Compendium of Pumped Storage Plants in the United States
Authors: Task Committee on Pumped Storage of the Committee on Hydropower of the Energy Division
of the American Society of Civil Engineers
Performing Organization: Task Committee on Pumped Storage
Sponsoring Organization: American Society of Civil Engineers
Date: 1993
The purpose of this book is to summarize all of the major civil engineering features of all United States
pumped storage plants into a single document. It makes the process of conceptualizing and developing
new site efficient by combing a variety of pumped storage types into the document. Section 1 lists
tabular data for all US sites in the following groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Summary of Plant Data;
Summary of Data on Upper Dams, Reservoirs, and Spillways;
Summary of Data on Upper Intakes;
Summary of Data on Conduits;
Summary of Data on Pump‐Turbines;
Summary of Data on Lower Dams, Reservoirs, and Spillways;
Summary of Data on Lower Intakes; and
Data on Environmental Features.

The second section is organized by plant and lists all data collected for each. There are also technical
articles, pictures, and drawings for each.
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SECTION 3.2:
Project Site Energy Storage Calculation and Assumptions

Matthew L. Lueker and Jeff Marr
St. Anthony Falls Laboratory
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN
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Energy Calculation
Potential energy is simply
.
In terms of hydroelectric energy,

Thus, the potential energy of a pumped storage site is calculated by multiplying the volume and head by
the appropriate constant. This energy calculation assumes 100% efficiency. There are losses both
pumping and generating in the conduits, the pump/turbine, and the motor/generator. Losses for a
complete pumping generating cycle, i.e., upper reservoir empty to full to empty, make the efficiency
~80%.
Unlike other energy storage technologies, duration (h) can be chosen by the developer depending on
the generation time required, economics, previously used machinery and anticipated future generation
plans. These issues are outside the scope of this report. Typically, the storage duration is between 6 to
10 hours, with the current trend towards higher power output with less duration.
After the duration of generation is set, the power output of the project is known. This power output
allows finalization of the site layout and profile.

Energy Storage Assumptions
Hydroelectric Machinery Head Range Limitations
Although the energy calculation is straightforward, the active volume used to calculate the potential
energy storage for a site is difficult to determine. To help determine this quantity, the limitation of the
head range of the machinery is used.
Hydroelectric machinery is usually designed for a given head, and operating the turbine at heads
different from this design value reduces efficiency and can cause excessive vibration and wear on
components. For this reason, a total head range of 15% of the average head was selected for this
constraint. This resulted in a maximum to minimum head ratio of 1.16, which is very similar to pumped
storage sites only used for energy storage listed in Compendium of Pumped Storage Plants in the United
States.
Figure 3.2‐1 graphically shows this loss in efficiency when the head deviates from the rated value. It also
shows the pump‐turbine is sized to the best efficiency of the pumping mode, HBEP. The motor‐generator
rotational speed is limited to synchronize with the line frequency, and thus the speed for generating and
pumping are the same. Since the pump mode has a narrower efficiency band than that of the turbine
mode, the pump mode is optimized. This causes the turbine efficiency to be lower than its maximum.
Actually, as the head increases, the turbine efficiency increases.
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Rated, average PHES plant head
Upper and lower limits of PHES
plant head

Figure 3.2‐1. Pump‐turbine Hydraulic Efficiencies from Stelzer and Walter, 1977.

Recent developments in power electronics allow 200 MW electrical machines to “slip” about 8% from
synchronous speed and allow better efficiency away from design heads. This can expand the head range
for a project site, but this type of technology is outside the scope of this report.

Characteristics Needed for Project Energy Storage Determination
Along with the hydroelectric machinery head constraint and information about the reservoirs, an
estimate on energy storage potential for a site can be determined:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Lower reservoir area, Alower;
Upper reservoir area, Aupper;
Constant reservoir areas (assumption);
Head Range / Total Average Head, dH/Havg = 15%;
Maximum Lower Reservoir WSE (Water surface elevation), Ellower,max; and
Minimum Upper Reservoir WSE, Elupper,min.

The upper and lower reservoir areas, Alower and Aupper, are taken from topographical datasets. Constant
reservoir areas assume vertical reservoir walls. This is a fair assumption, since the total reservoir area is
much larger than the area lost by sloping abutments as the head varies.
The ratio of the head range to average head, dH/Havg, comes from the head vs. efficiency curves for
hydraulic machinery. To keep the machinery above a minimum efficiency, the change in head is limited
proportional to the average head. For the dH/Havg= 15% case, the head can lower or rise 7.5% of the
average head.
The maximum lower reservoir WSE, Elupper,min, is initially taken as the current WSE of the lower reservoir
in this report. This assumes the lower reservoir can lower as much as needed to accommodate the
change in water volume needed. The maximum lower reservoir elevation may also be lowered if the pit
is deep enough. Additional bathymetry data on the lower reservoir is needed to determine if this WSE
can be modified. In general, minimum water depths should be at least 3 meters.
The minimum upper reservoir WSE, Ellower,max, is also based on a minimum depth of 3 meters. The
maximum ground elevation after construction is determined with topographical data, and the minimum
depth is added to get this WSE.

Project Minimum, Maximum and Average Head
First the minimum head, Hmin, is calculated by subtracting Elupper,min from Ellower,max. The minimum and
maximum head ratio is calculated as a function of dH/Havg.

Hmax is found using this ratio and the minimum head. dH is found subtracting Hmax from Hmin and the Havg
can be found using the dH/Havg ratio and the value of dH.

Project Active Volume
The active volume is calculated using, Aupper, Alower, , and the change in head, dH.
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The upper reservoir maximum and lower reservoir minimum can then be calculated by dividing the
active volume by the area of the upper and lower reservoirs, and adding or subtracting from Elupper,min
and Ellower,max, respectively.
This determines the height of the embankment required on the upper reservoir and the additional
depth required for the lower reservoir. An additional freeboard of three meters is added to the
maximum upper reservoir elevation for the embankment elevation.
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SECTION 3.3:
Pump‐Turbine Sizing

Matthew L. Lueker and Jeff Marr
St. Anthony Falls Laboratory
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN
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Pump‐turbine sizing for pumped storage plants is governed mostly by the pumping mode of the turbine.
This is because the pump‐turbine has a smaller operation range in the pump mode than in the turbine
mode. In addition, the suction head in pump mode determines the required submergence the pump‐
turbine. This is a critical design constraint when laying out pumped storage projects.

Generation Time, Power, and Discharge
Pump‐turbines can be sized after the selection of the duration of generation time and, thus, power
output has been selected for a given site. Power output is calculated in the form:



In terms of hydroelectric power with no losses,

The power actually produced is a function of E, the project energy storage potential, tturb, the duration of
generation time, and ηturb, the turbine efficiency.

The discharge affiliated with Pturb, Qturb, is calculated from the following.

Pumping Power, Discharge, and Time
To determine the pumping discharge, the pumping power is assumed to be the same as the generation
power. However, in many installed U.S. pumped storage plants, this is not the case. Assuming Ppump =
Pturb,

.
The time to fully fill the reservoir from empty, tpump, can be found by dividing Vactive by Qpump.
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Generation and Pumping Time Ratio
The ratio of the pumping time to the generation time is shown is the following relationship:

This indicates that the pumping time will be greater than the generation time if the generation power
and pumping power have the same magnitude.

Pump Specific Speed
Specific pump speed is a standard for characterizing pumps and is used to determine the submergence
as well as other information for the site layout:

(metric)
In metric units,
nsp, (m‐m3/s)
n, rated speed (rpm)
Qp, Pumping discharge (m3/s)
Hp, Pump head (m).
Specific pump speed limitations are generally given in terms of head. The following are two examples:

Figure 3, Stelzer, 1977
(metric)

Louwinger, 2008

These are mostly based on an envelope of ranges from previous pumped storage installations.
For a head of 120 meters, the range of specific pump speeds ranges from 29 to 58 in metric units using
Stelzer’s limits. A larger specific pump speed results in faster rpm machines that have smaller diameters
and require more submergence. Smaller, specific pump speeds result in slower, larger diameter
machines that require less submergence. Factors for selection involve depth and size of powerhouse,
transportation limitations (turbine diameter/mass), previous units installed and costs.

Determining Pump Specific Speed for a Site
Data from the Alpena Pit near Virginia, MN are used to illustrate the process of selecting a pump‐specific
speed for a site. The turbines at Mt. Elbert pumped storage facility was used are used as a reference.
Compared to the Alpena Pit, Mt. Elbert has a similar Havg of 133 m and Q of about 94 m3/s. The pump
specific pump speed of the machines is 43.3 (metric). This fits in the middle of the limit range of nsp
given by Stelzer.
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Next, the rpm is calculated using the following information equation:

For the Alpena scheme, nrpm is calculated o be 172 rpm. However, the speed should equal

,
where f is the AC grid frequency, 60 Hz and p is the number of the poles in the electrical machine.
Ideally, the number of poles should be divisible by four, but this is not necessarily required. Rounding
the number of poles for nrpm to the nearest multiple of four leads to an updated nrpm of 40.
The specific speed is then modified using the following:

For the Alpena scheme, the updated pump specific speed is 45.1 (metric).

Pump‐turbine submergence versus np
A critical characteristic for any pump installations is the net positive suction head (NPSH) defined as:
,
where Hs is the static head on the center of the pump, Ha is the local atmospheric pressure, Hv is the
vapor pressure head, and Hf is the heal loss associated with the suction line from the inlet to the pump.
The pump sigma is defined as:

Rearranging and using the previous two equations, the submergence should be:

Limitations given by Stelzer, 1977 indicate the critical maximum sigma is:
(metric)
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and Louwinger, 2008 suggests the following for initial design stages:
(metric)
Disregarding Hf, which will increase the submergence depth, and using the following values,
Ha = 9.78 m head = 95.91 kPa (Atmospheric Pressure at 1500 ft)
Hv = 0.36 m head = 3.488 kPa (Water Temperature at 80°F)
which are typical of temperatures and elevation on the Minnesota Iron Range we get:
(metric)
For a pump specific speed of 45, the submergence should be:
. (metric)
Thus, for a head of 160 m and a specific speed of 45, the turbine submergence should be 15 meters.
This is an initial estimate and head losses from the pump inlet will require additional submergence.
To determine the required pump mode submergence and other critical characteristics of the pump‐
turbine, the method of machinery sizing laid out by Stelzer (1977) is used. For this method, a similarly
installed pump‐turbine’s pump specific speed is as a starting point.

Other Pump‐turbine Characteristics
Using the information in Stelzer, further Pump‐turbine can be estimated using the pump specific speed
and other site information. This includes the following, but these are not critical for a preliminary siting
and cost estimating:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maximum impeller diameter;
Minimum impeller diameter;
Wicket gate height;
Spiral case dimensions;
Runaway speed (no power production, full open conduits);
Impeller weight;
Pump‐turbine weight;
Impeller moment of inertia; and
Hydraulic downthrust.
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SECTION 3.4:
Alpena – Minorca Project Site

Matthew L. Lueker and Jeff Marr
St. Anthony Falls Laboratory
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN
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OVERVIEW
This site is located just NE of the city of Virginia, MN. The reservoirs sizes and heads were reviewed to
determine total energy storage, generation and pumping times, discharges, and power input/output.
The elevation, or submergence, of the pump‐turbine was determined assuming some pump‐turbine
properties.

SITE
Figure 3.4‐1 shows an overview of the site. The red outlines the lower reservoir, the blue/black outlines
the upper reservoir, and the yellow indicates the major profile for the pumped hydro scheme.
Additionally, the heavy brown line indicates embankments that would need to be constructed for the
pumped hydro scheme. The background is raster data: black represents an elevation of 372 meters and
white represents an elevation of 564 meters.

Figure 3.4‐1. Overview of Alpena Pumped Hydro Scheme.

As shown, this scheme is capable of storing 960 MWh without any energy losses. This was calculated
using the following information the energy storage method discussed above and a dH/Havg of 15%.
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LOWER RESERVOIR
The lower reservoir was selected as the western perimeter of the existing pit. The eastern side contains
a pumping barge. The lower pit used to be two pits separated by a north/south oriented saddle between
the two lobes of the pit lake. However, rising water surface elevations have caused the two pits to
connect. The shape selected assumes that the pumping barge cannot be moved and a coffer dam is
constructed. Due to the unknown bathymetry of the pit lake, the volume needed for this coffer dam is
not estimated.
The critical statistics for the lower reservoir are listed below:
•
•
•

Lower Reservoir Area = 208,702 meters (51.5 acres);
Lower Reservoir Maximum WSE = 371.4 meters; and
Upper Reservoir Minimum WSE = 483 meters.

The maximum WSE was estimated from the WSE as shown in the raster data set. It was assumed that
the reservoir could lower within to any level within the limits of the machinery efficiency, dH/Havg = 15%.
After applying the information from the upper reservoir and the change is head requirements, the total
elevation difference from maximum to minimum was 14 meters.

UPPER RESERVOIR
The perimeter of the upper reservoir was selected to maximize elevation while minimizing embankment
construction. As shown in Figure 3.4‐1, only the wide, brown portions of the perimeter will require
embankments to be built up. Figure 3.4‐2 shows the current elevation profile of the upper reservoir
along with the elevation profile after the embankments are constructed. The volume required for the
embankments is 2.5 x 106 m3 of material. This assumes the following embankment geometry:
•
•

10 meter wide crown; and
2.5:1 side slopes.
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Figure 3.4‐2. Upper Reservoir Perimeter Elevation Profile.

SCHEME GROUND PROFILE
The profile of the entire scheme, the yellow line in Figure 3.4‐1, is shown in Figure 3.4‐3. The maximum
ground elevation of the location indicated is 480 meters. An assumed minimum water depth of 3 meters
leads to a minimum water surface elevation of 483 meters. Locations of higher ground elevation, such
as at station 500, would have to be removed and could possibly be used for embankment construction.
The flat portion from station 1500 to 2300 is assumed to be the current lower pit WSE and the
maximum lower WSE for the scheme.

480 meters

Figure 3.4‐3. Alpena Pumped Hydro Scheme Profile.
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UNDERGROUND WORKS LAYOUT
Figure 3.4‐4 shows a conceptual design of the underground powerhouse of the pumped hydro scheme.
The major factor affecting the layout of the underground works is the maximum pump‐turbine
submergence required during the pump mode. This elevation is 342.5 meters as shown.

Conduit

Surface
Powerhouse

Pump Turbine Runner
Elevation 342.5 meter

Figure 3.4‐4. Alpena Underground Works.

Underground structures not shown are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Upper Reservoir Intake Structure;
Surge Tanks, potentially;
Valve Hall;
Transformer Hall;
Draft Tube and Lower Reservoir Outlet Structure; and
Turbine Access Tunnel.

These items can be located with reference to the powerhouse size and location shown in Figure 3.4‐4.

ALPENA‐MINORCA PUMPED STORAGE SCHEME SUMMARY
Table 3.4‐1 lists many of the critical quantities affiliated with this pumped storage scheme. This is for a
single ~100 MW unit which has a power ratio, Pturb/Ppump, of one:
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Table 3.4‐1. Critical quantities affiliated with Alpena‐Minorca pumped storage scheme.
Description
Ratio, dHead/Head
Upper Reservoir Area
Upper Res Max WSE
Upper Res Min WSE
Upper Res Embankment Elevation
Constructed Embankment Volume
Lower Reservoir Area
Lower Res Max WSE
Lower Res Min WSE
Active Volume
Min Head
Avg Head
Max Head
Available Energy Storage (100%
efficient)
Pump efficiency
Turbine efficiency
Duration, Generation ‐ Full to Empty
Power, Generation and Pumping
Duration, Pumping ‐ Empty to Full
Pump Specific Speed
Rotational Speed
Submergence Req'd at Max Head
Pump‐Turbine Elevation at Max Head

Quantity

Units

0.15 ‐
719,283 m^2
487.1 m
483.0
490.1
2,495,107
208,702
371.4
357.4
2,927,515
111.6
120.6
129.7
962.1
92%
89%
8
107
9.8
45.1
180
15.0
342.4

m
m
m^3
m^2
m
m
m^3
m
m
m
MWh
‐
‐
h
MW
h
m‐m^3/s
rpm
m
m

Comments
Efficient area of hydraulic
machinery

3 meter above selected ground
level
3 meter above max WSE
1:2.5 slope with 10 m crown
Current WSE

Mt. Elbert Data
Mt. Elbert Data
Common assumption
After efficiency losses
Modified Mt. Elbert data

COSTS
The cost estimates in Table 3.4‐2 were taken from cost curves in Pumped Storage Planning and
Evaluation Guide. The amounts have been updated to 2010 dollars. Furthermore, this does not include
transmission, the lower reservoir dike, or switchyard costs.
The cost curves only give estimates for capacities down to 160 MW, so this was used for these costs.
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Table 3.4‐2. Cost estimates.
Description
Upper Embankment

Quantity

Units

3,261,105

Cu. Yd.

Cost

Extended
$15

$48,838,302

Vertical Intake

1

$960,000

$960,000

Surface Powerhouse (160 MW, Average)

1

$17,462,400

$17,462,400

Vertical Shaft

140

Feet

$5,376

$752,640

Penstocks

410

Feet

$7,680

$3,148,800

$49,152,000

$49,152,000

Hydro Machinery (160 MW, Average)

1

Total

$120,314,142
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CHAPTER 4:
POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF PHES ON IMPLEMENTATION ON THE MESABI IRON RANGE –
STAKEHOLDER PERCEPTION, COMPATIBILITY WITH MINING,
AND CURSORY ECONOMICS AND LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS
Policy Team
Dr. Elizabeth Wilson, Humphrey School of Public Affairs
Ms. Melisa Pollak, Humphrey School of Public Affairs
Mr. Nathan Paine, Humphrey School of Public Affairs
Mr. Dwight Anderson, Minnesota Power
Mr. Steve Garvey, Minnesota Power
Ms. Cindy Hammerlund, Minnesota Power
Mr. Mike Klopp, Minnesota Power
Mr. Bob Ambrose, Great River Energy
Mr. Mark Fagan, Great River Energy
Mr. Jay Porter, Great River Energy
Mr. Bob Sandberg, Great River Energy
Synopsis
The potential implementation of PHES on the Mesabi Iron Range has various policy implications and will
impact a variety of stakeholders. The work by the Policy team focused on developing a key understanding of
the issues associated with potential implementation and on the economic and other beneficial impacts that
adoption of the technology would have on the region. An overview of this chapter will be presented next and
will highlight the overall results of this part of the investigation. Section 4.1 will review the methodology
employed to gauge the knowledge of potential stakeholders regarding the concept and to ascertain their
thoughts on how the technology would be perceived on the Mesabi Iron Range. A key point brought out that
any location selected will have to consider the mineral rights that may exist at the location and have an
equitable solution to mineral owners if the project were to have a chance to proceed to implementation. Pit
stability, wall erosion, and water hydrology impacts were all thought to be important issues to the
stakeholders as well. Environmentally‐related issues were unremarkable from the comments received. It is
clear that further education of the concept will be required so that the public has a clear understanding of
the concept and its beneficial impacts. The second section deals with the compatibility issues of
implementing the concept in an active mining area. It outlines the need for insulating the project site from
mining‐related activities such as blasting and dewatering. It also notes the need for minimizing the potential
minerals rights issues by considering the long term potential for mining resources in the future. Section 4.3 is
focused on the life cycle assessment of a project in terms of potential energy and environmental
performance and notes specific parameters that need to be considered to evaluate the opportunity during
the construction, operating, and decommissioning stages of any project. Section 4.4 specifically deals with
the policy environment for moving the project to the next stage and the roles and responsibilities of various
agencies that will need to be part of the implementation process. It also reviews the statutes (both
renewable energy and greenhouse gas reduction) that are relevant to this project concept and discusses how
this energy storage concept could help in increasing the level of intermittent renewable energy levels for the
future. This section also looks at the impact of PHES on electric power system reliability and costs and on the
policy barriers and opportunities for promoting PHES. The last section of Chapter 4 looks in more detail at the
economics of PHES. The viability of PHES will be dependent on the relative economic merits of this
technology compared to all other options. This section describes a dynamic optimization model to project
hypothetic outcomes for a PHES facility operating in a competitive marketplace. The results from this analysis
are presented. It is noted that at the current time certain features that PHES gives to a system are not easily
monetized, and these features have real long‐term value.
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SECTION 4.0:
Pumped Hydro Energy Storage on the Mesabi Iron Range:
Policy and Economic Issues

Elizabeth Wilson, Melisa Pollack, and Nathan Paine
Humphrey School of Public Affairs
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis MN
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Wind is slated to generate 25% of Minnesota’s electricity by the year 2025 (Next Generation Energy Act
of 2007). The large‐scale deployment of wind power poses challenges, chiefly how to integrate large
amounts of a variable power source in a cost effective manner that ensures the reliability of the electric
power system. Utility‐scale energy storage technologies, such as pumped hydro energy storage (PHES),
may be able to help assimilate variable wind power, but their effectiveness at meeting technical, cost,
and policy objectives depends on many variables, including the extent of wind generation on the
system, site specific construction costs, the daily pattern of electricity prices, the availability of
transmission, electricity market rules, facility ownership structure, and the price of natural gas. A future
PHES facility on the Mesabi Iron Range (MIR) would be subject to both regional and local considerations.
Regional electricity market rules of the Midwest Independent Systems Operator (MISO) and rate
decisions by the MN Public Utilities Commission (MPUC) would drive revenue potential and operating
decisions, while compatibility with existing and future mining activities would strongly influence capital
costs and stakeholder perceptions.
PHES could support increased deployment of variable renewable power in several ways. First, it could be
used to bridge the mismatch between the typical daily patterns of wind supply and energy demand by
capturing wind energy produced during off‐peak periods and making it available during peak periods,
reducing the need for wind curtailment. Second, PHES is ideally suited to provide regulation service –
balancing short‐term fluctuations in supply or demand when wind generation deviates from forecast
levels. Third, storage could be considered as a solution to specific congestion bottlenecks that may occur
during some peak wind production periods.
The effect of PHES on net greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is complex to project. The availability of
storage could cause GHG emissions to decrease or to increase, depending on the existing generation
mix, the extent of wind penetration, the capabilities of the transmission system, the operating strategy
of the PHES plant (driven largely by energy market rules), and the type of generation that PHES displaces
while providing peak power. The “fuel” consumed by pumped storage is electricity in the system, so the
environmental attributes of power generated by PHES are roughly equal to the system‐wide averages
increased by the efficiency factor (the inefficiency) of the pumped storage facility. So, for example, the
average CO2 intensity of electricity in the MISO region was approximately 0.83 tons per MWh in 2009.
Purchasing this electricity to pump, a pumped hydro storage plant with an efficiency factor of .80 would
have emissions of 1.04 tonnes per MWh. With increasing levels of renewable generation, the emissions
attributable to a PHES facility could decrease as the average emissions of system‐wide power decreases.
In high‐wind penetration scenarios, the pumped storage power would be “cleaner” because most of the
power used for pumping is wind power that would otherwise be wasted through curtailment.
The impact of PHES on system costs is also complex to evaluate because it would be a function of the
level of wind deployment, curtailment patterns, and whether or not there is a climate policy that places
a price on greenhouse gas emissions. Within the system as a whole, the impact of energy storage
technologies like PHES will depend on the value of the energy services they provide compared to
alternatives, and there is currently no way to make a fair comparison, because existing markets and
rules do not monetize many of the benefits that storage adds to the system such as increased power
quality and operational flexibility. As a result, economic projections for PHES are skewed in that they
understate the value of storage to the overall power system.
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This report summarizes the results of policy and economic research conducted by Humphrey School
researchers between July, 2010 and June, 2011 as part of IREE grant titled, “Pumped Hydro Energy
Storage (PHES) Using Abandoned Mine Pits on the Mesabi Iron Range of Minnesota.”
The report covers five general topics:
Section 1
Section 2
Section 3
Section 4
Section 5

Stakeholder perceptions of PHES;
Compatibility of PHES with mining;
Parameter identification for future PHES Life Cycle Analysis;
The policy environment for PHES on the MIR; and
Economics of PHES.

Key findings from each section are summarized below.
1. Stakeholder perceptions of PHES:
• Local stakeholders have significant concerns over potential incompatibilities between PHES
and mining. They strongly cautioned that obtaining the surface and mineral rights to
construct a PHES project would likely be very difficult and costly;
• The concept of PHES is hard for non‐experts to understand. Community engagement
information should emphasize the fact that PHES stores energy and does not create energy,
and furthermore, it should introduce the idea that the environmental attributes of the
energy stored by PHES mirror those of the grid‐supplied electricity used for pumping; and
• Anyone undertaking community engagement for PHES on the Mesabi Iron Range should be
prepared to answer the following questions:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

How would a PHES project affect future mining prospects?
Why is PHES needed? What problem does it solve?
Who benefits from PHES? Who will own the project and who will use the power?
How will PHES affect the price and supply of electricity on the Mesabi Iron Range?
Will wind turbines on the Mesabi Iron Range provide the pumping power for PHES?
Where would the water for PHES come from, and would PHES affect water quality?
Would PHES cause mine pit instability or erosion?
Would fluctuating PHES water levels affect public water supplies? and
Would PHES and mine dewatering interact negatively?

2. Compatibility of PHES with mining:
•
•
•

•

Compatibility with present and future mining is a key objective in siting and designing a
PHES project on the Mesabi Iron Range.
Building a PHES project that can coexist with mining will require additional expense for land
and engineering beyond what’s needed for power production.
Geo‐engineering to insulate a PHES project from mining activities would be site specific,
focusing on minimizing blast vibration damage and isolating the reservoirs from water level
fluctuations caused by mine dewatering.
To meet the objective of compatibility with present and future mining, preference should be
given to PHES sites with the following characteristics:
o

Feasible engineering solutions exist to insulate the PHES project from blasting and
dewatering at nearby mines;
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o
o
o
o
o

Engineering options minimize cost and uncertainty;
Required buffer area is minimized;
Project footprint and buffer area overlie a minimum of mineral deposits that could
potentially be mined within the next 50 to 100 years;
Project boundaries are as distant as possible from active mines or mineral deposits
which could potentially be mined within the next 50 to 100 years; and
Property owners within project footprint and buffer are willing to sell or lease surface
and mineral rights to PHES operator.

3. Parameter identification for future PHES Life Cycle Analysis:
•

•

•

The most likely purpose of a life cycle analysis (LCA) for a PHES project would be to compare
the environmental attributes of PHES with other forms of electrical generation. Therefore,
the basis for comparison (the functional unit) should be the kilowatt‐hour. The ideal scope
would be cradle‐to‐grave; in other words, an assessment of inputs and outputs related to
the construction, operation, and decommissioning of the pumped storage facility;
There are dozens of impact categories used in the LCA field, but if the goal of the PHES LCA
is to facilitate technology comparison, the preferred impact categories to include would be
energy use, greenhouse gas emissions, and acidification; and
The environmental attributes of the PHES project will be largely determined by the
environmental attributes of the electricity purchased for pumping;

4. Policy environment for PHES on the MIR:
•

•

•

•
•

The policy environment for pumped hydro energy storage (PHES) is interactive: PHES could
play a role in achieving certain policy goals (such as increasing the percentage of renewable
power in Minnesota and decreasing greenhouse gas emissions), and policy would play a role
in whether PHES projects are built, how they are operated, and how profitable they are.
Regulations would strongly influence whether PHES is chosen as the least cost alternative
for a utility to meet its reliability, quality and environmental objectives. They would also
influence site selection, design, and operation of a PHES project;
Generally, a PHES project would be subject to four general types of regulation: 1) rules
governing electric utilities established by the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (MPUC)
and the Midwest Independent Systems Operator (MISO); 2) dam safety rules established by
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC); 3) environmental rules set by state and
federal agencies; and 4) worker health and safety rules administered by the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA);
The MPUC would determine whether a PHES facility would be approved as a new energy
facility, taking into account how the project would affect the reliability, adequacy, and
efficiency of the electricity supply, whether a more reasonable and prudent alternative is
available, and what effects the project would have on natural and socioeconomic
environments;
MISO electricity market and transmission rules would influence the operating strategy and
profitability of a PHES facility;
PHES has the potential to support Minnesota’s renewable energy standard by giving utilities
and system operator’s resources and flexibility to handle technical challenges associated
with increasing generation from variable renewable resources (primarily wind). PHES
located on the MIR may be well positioned to support wind power imported from North
Dakota over Minnesota Power’s DC transmission line feeding the Arrowhead Substation
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•

•
•

near Duluth. Additional transmission studies are needed to determine the extent to which
PHES on the MIR would support increasing wind power from southwestern Minnesota;
The impact of energy storage on greenhouse gas emissions is complex to project. The
availability of storage could cause GHG emissions to decrease or to increase, depending on
the existing generation mix, the extent of wind penetration, the capabilities of the
transmission system, the operating strategy of the PHES plant (driven largely by MISO rules),
and the type of generation that PHES displaces while providing peak power. In scenarios
where large‐scale wind deployment results in excess off‐peak wind and high levels of wind
curtailment, PHES could help reduce overall system GHG emissions. In a scenario with a low
level of wind penetration (and curtailment), the availability of a pumped storage plant could
allow coal plants to operate constantly at their rated capacity during the off‐peak period,
producing more output, and increasing GHG emissions;
Availability of energy storage increases the electric power system reliability by giving
operators flexibility, by acting as a fast‐ramping balancing resource, and by providing
voltage support; and
The impact of energy storage on total system costs depends primarily on the extent of wind
penetration and whether there is a price on greenhouse gas emissions. In low wind
penetration scenarios, the availability of energy storage could increase system costs
because it consumes more power than it generates, and the capital cost of energy storage is
higher than alternatives such as natural gas plants. In high wind penetration scenarios the
availability of energy storage could decrease total system costs by reducing costs due to
wind curtailment and helping system operators avoid the need to back down coal plants
during periods of excess wind. Also, in a high wind scenario with a price on greenhouse gas
emissions, the total costs for a system that includes energy storage will be lower than for a
system without energy storage, because overall GHG emissions are reduced.

5. Economics of PHES:
•
•

•

•

•

The profitability of a PHES facility is strongly linked to the volatility of electricity prices,
which change over time (seasonally and through the decades), and with location on the
electric grid;
Modeled estimates of the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) for a hypothetical PHES on the
MIR with varying electricity prices and pumping times range from $237 to $378 per MWh.
This compares with an estimated LCOE of $176/MWH for a natural gas plant. These LCOE
projections for PHES are limited in that future prices and site‐specific factors could produce
very different results;
The rules of the regulation services market have a large impact on the profitability of a PHES
facility. Regulation services provide 20% of the modeled PHES profits under MISO market
rules. Alternative rules, such as those used in NE ISO which reward response speed of
regulation services, could increase PHES profits by an estimated 75%;
For a PHES facility on the MIR, the cost of acquiring the necessary mineral rights represents
one of the largest sources of uncertainty regarding total capital cost. If the cost of acquiring
mineral rights increases by four times the cost assumed in current model, (roughly a
scenario in which mineral rights need to be acquired under both reservoirs at 2011 prices)
LCOE could increase by 59 percent, and total revenue requirements could increase by as
much as 36 percent; and
There are several factors and future developments that could make storage technologies,
like PHES, more economically attractive within the overall system:
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o

o
o
o

Technological advances could improve the efficiency and flexibility of turbines. For
example, advances in variable speed technology and control systems allow for power
control when the PHES facility is in pumping;
Increasing prices for coal and natural gas also improve the economic merits of storage
compared to alternatives;
MISO ancillary service market rules could be modified to reward the response speed for
fast‐ramping PHES; and
Markets could adopt rules that reward PHES’s contributions to improving power quality
and system reliability.
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Policy and Economic Issues for PHES – Stakeholder Perceptions
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STAKEHOLDER PERCEPTIONS OF PHES
A wide range of stakeholders would potentially have interest in a PHES project on the Mesabi Iron Range
(MIR). Naturally, individuals and organizations located on the MIR would be the most directly affected,
but non‐local stakeholders could also play an important role (e.g., state environmental organizations
advocating for additional renewable energy and state utility regulators.)
PHES stakeholders include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electrical utilities;
Residential, commercial and industrial electricity consumers;
Generators of intermittent sources of electricity (wind, solar);
Regulators (MPCA, DNR, MPUC, FEC);
Private landowners in vicinity of potential PHES site;
Recreational users of lands in vicinity of potential PHES site;
Mine owners and mineral rights holders in vicinity of potential PHES site;
Custodians of state lands (surface and mineral rights holdings) in vicinity of potential PHES site;
Residents of communities in vicinity of potential PHES site;
Environmental non‐profit organizations; and
Economic development agencies (e.g.. IRRB).

A preliminary assessment of stakeholder attitudes about PHES was conducted by interviewing 16
individuals who are knowledgeable about energy and/or environmental issues on the Mesabi Iron Range
(MIR). The study was designed to provide insight into general perceptions about the PHES concept, to
identify the major topics that stakeholders associate with PHES on the MIR, and to recognize the
dominant themes within those topics. Results highlight key concerns and provide guidance for future
community engagement activities.

Methods
Interviewees were selected from a list of PHES stakeholders provided by Rich Axler of NRRI. To provide
focus in this small study we chose only individuals who live or work on the MIR or in Duluth. To provide
balance, we interviewed several individuals from five types of organizations, as shown in Table 4.1‐1.
Twelve men and four women were interviewed. Thirteen interviews were conducted in person (in
Duluth, Eveleth, Grand Rapids, Hibbing and Hoyt Lakes), one was conducted in person at the Humphrey
School in Minneapolis, and two were conducted by phone. Interviews took place between April 20 and
April 25, 2011. All were recorded, with results held confidential.
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Table 4.1‐1. Organizational affiliations.
Organization type
Mining
Environmental non‐profit
Economic/regional development
Local government
Regulator

Sample size
2
3
3
5
3

After an introductory question, asking the subject to briefly describe their organization, we read each
interviewee a short description of PHES, including the fact that PHES is a means of storing energy, and
describing the possible use of old mine pits. In this description we deliberately did not say that PHES
could enable intermittent renewables, because we wanted to determine whether stakeholders made
this association on their own. The full PHES description is included in the appendix. After reading the
PHES description we asked the following questions:
1. Tell me what you think about pumped hydro energy storage.
2. More specifically, what do you see as the challenges and opportunities for pumped hydro
energy storage? If they focus on challenges then ask about opportunities and vice versa.
3. (Follow up from above) How do you think these issues would play out on the MIR?
4. If they haven’t mentioned renewable energy, then ask, Do you think pumped hydro energy
storage would play any role related to renewable energy? and
5. Is there anything else you’d like to add about pumped hydro energy storage?
Data analysis was conducted in two steps. In the first step, we noted which topics interviewees
mentioned using a list of topics that are generally of interest to stakeholders regarding large projects. In
coding this step we tabulated whether an interviewee mentioned a general topic, not how many times it
was mentioned. Regulatory and aesthetic issues, frequently a concern for new energy technologies,
were infrequently mentioned, so they were not analyzed further in this study (Table 4.1‐2). In the first
stage of analysis, we also noted whether interviewees’ first statements about PHES in the interview
focused on opportunities or on challenges, and whether they spontaneously associated PHES with
renewable energy (without being prompted by the interviewer). During the first step, we also identified
themes that frequently emerged related to each general topic. In the second step of analysis, we coded
the incidence of subjects mentioning these themes, arriving at a list of key themes, defined as those that
were mentioned by three or more interviewees.

Results
The number of interviewees that raised each general topic is summarized Table 4.1‐2. Table 4.1‐3 details
the key themes that emerged regarding each topic and shows how often they were mentioned.
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Table 4.1‐2. Incidence of general topics related to PHES.
Incidence
(out of 16)

Topic
Reuse of mine pits
Renewable energy
Electricity supply or price
Public acceptance
Environmental issues
Economic development
Regulatory issues
Aesthetic issues

16
12
11
9
8
7
5
2

Table 4.1‐3. Key stakeholder themes about PHES.
General Topic
Concept of
PHES
Renewable
electricity

Reuse of mine
pits

Electricity
Supply and
Price

Stakeholder theme
PHES is energy storage/peaking power
PHES creates energy
PHES not energy efficient
Unprompted association of PHES and renewables
PHES enables intermittent renewables
PHES is renewable because it uses water
Need for more renewable electricity
Wind turbines for PHES should be located on the MIR
PHES would be a constructive use for old pits
PHES would jeopardize future mining. Difficult to get land and
mineral rights
Concerned about pit or mine stability or erosion
MIR hydrology is poorly understood/ PHES could interfere with
water supplies
Concerned about interference between PHES
and mine dewatering
Mesabi Iron Range needs power for industry
Will PHES projects be owned by utilities or mining companies?
Who will use electricity produced by PHES?
Would support PHES if it lowers electricity price

Anticipated
public reaction

Environmental
issues

Incidence
(out of 16)
8
7
4
7
6
6
6
3
11
7
5
4
4
7
5
7
4

Public will be polarized

4

Public will favor
Mentioned Excelsior Energy’s Mesaba Project
Water quality concerns
Don't think PHES will have major environmental problems

5
4
4
4

Good if PHES creates jobs

7

Economic
development
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Even in this group of reasonably knowledgeable stakeholders, many find it hard to grasp the concept of
energy storage and to link the electricity created by PHES back to the original source of the energy
(wind, coal, nuclear, etc.). Despite having just been told that PHES is an energy storage technology, 7 of
16 stated that PHES creates energy, and 6 said it produces renewable electricity because it uses water.
Several also voiced concerns about the efficiency of PHES, for example:
“It seems like wasting power to pump [the water] back up.”
Only a minority understands that energy storage could enable use of more renewable resources. Less
than half (7 of 16) associated PHES with renewable energy without a prompt, and only 6 mentioned that
it could enable deployment of more intermittent renewable energy sources like wind and solar.
Reuse of the mine pits was the most frequently mentioned topic and the topic with the most strongly
stated and diverse concerns. While most stated that they think PHES would be a constructive use for old
pits (11 of 16), 7 spoke at length about concerns that PHES would jeopardize future mining prospects
and that it would prove difficult or impossible to get the necessary land and mineral rights to build a
PHES project. Several quotes illustrate these concerns:
“ [PHES is] a good idea. I just don’t think it’s a good idea to do it on the Mesabi Iron Range,
because there’s vast mineral deposits which still remain that will be mined in the future, and
putting infrastructure on the Mesabi Iron Range could deter mining.”
“They’re going to be very hesitant to jeopardize any future mining opportunity by installing
something else.”
“Most people who’ve held mineral rights this long aren’t interested in selling, because if they
were, they would have.”
Interviewees holding this viewpoint spoke of the resurgence of the iron ore market, driven by the
Chinese demand for steel, with perhaps enough iron deposits remaining to support another century of
mining on the MIR. Another potential incompatibility between PHES and mining was voiced by four
subjects who foresaw conflicts between PHES and mine dewatering. Interestingly, subjects who made
statements about ongoing mining as an impediment to PHES came from all organization types except
those associated with mining. This point deserves further study.
Other concerns regarding PHES in mine pits on the MIR included issues about pit or mine instability or
erosion due to fluctuating water levels (5 of 16), and general cautions about the fact that the hydrology
of the MIR is poorly understood, so PHES risks interfering with community water supplies (4 of 16).
Several interesting themes emerged on the topic of electricity supply. While not directly related to PHES,
seven interviewees mentioned that MIR industries need a lot of power. The issue of ownership also
proved important. Seven subjects questioned who would use the electricity produced by PHES, and five
asked whether PHES projects would be owned by utilities or by companies.
The majority of interviewees volunteered their opinion on how the public would react to a PHES project,
roughly split between those who anticipate the public would favor PHES and those who anticipate that
the public would be polarized (5 and 4 subjects, respectively.) The relatively high incidence of
statements about public acceptance may be related to the history of controversy regarding other major
projects in the area, such as the copper‐nickel mining proposals and the proposal for a new coal‐fired
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power plant. In fact, four interviewees associated the concept of PHES with the Excelsior Energy’s
proposed Mesaba project,1 for example:
“Is there a need and a demand for [PHES], or is it just somebody’s idea of a neat idea and they
have connections to be able to get funding for it?”
Associations regarding environmental issues and economic development were generally unremarkable,
perhaps more subdued than would be expected for an infrastructure project of this scale. Only half the
interviewees (8 of 16) mentioned environmental issues, and of these, 4 stated they doubted that PHES
would have major environmental problems. Four mentioned concerns about water quality, but
statements were typically moderate, for example:
“I would be concerned that water quality issues be addressed and that we not be spreading
water quality problems.”
Surprisingly, less than half mentioned potential economic development benefits of PHES, and in most
cases the statements were made in passing. This could be because the current boom in the iron and
minerals markets has taken the edge off unemployment concerns.

DISCUSSION
Because we interviewed people who are knowledgeable about environmental and energy issues specific
to the Mesabi Iron Range, but not necessarily experts about electrical power, results must be carefully
interpreted. Results regarding topics in which these interviewees are not experts, such as the concept of
PHES, renewable electricity, and electricity supply and price, are best used to inform materials for future
PHES community engagement. They indicate what background material would be helpful as a
foundation to help stakeholders evaluate PHES and suggest what types of questions and concerns local
communities might raise. Results regarding local issues, about which interviewees are experts, can
provide guidance regarding the potential for deployment of PHES on the MIR.
Concerns over potential incompatibilities between PHES and mining emerged as the most significant
finding of these interviews. Local stakeholders strongly cautioned that obtaining the surface and mineral
rights to construct a PHES project would likely be very difficult and costly. This issue deserves further
study. A positive regarding deployment on the MIR, however, is that the concept of PHES did not appear
to trigger strong environmental concerns, partly due to the fact that the local landscape is already highly
altered.
Results demonstrate that the concept of PHES is hard for non‐experts to understand. Materials designed
for community engagement regarding PHES should provide basic knowledge about electricity demand,
the types of generation used to meet varying levels of demand, and the role of transmission.
Information should emphasize the fact that PHES stores energy and does not create energy, and
furthermore, it should introduce the idea that the environmental attributes of the energy stored by
PHES mirror those of the grid‐supplied electricity used for pumping.

1

Excelsior Energy received $36 million in DOE funding to develop a 600 MW integrated gasification combined cycle
coal plant to be located on the MIR that could capture carbon emissions for geologic sequestration in the Williston
basin.
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Anyone undertaking community engagement for PHES on the MIR should be prepared to answer
questions regarding the following issues:
•
•
•
•
•
•

How would a PHES project affect future mining prospects?
Why is PHES needed? What problem does it solve?
Who benefits from PHES? Who will own the project and who will use the power?
How will PHES affect the price and supply of electricity on the MIR?
Will wind turbines on the MIR provide the pumping power for PHES? and
Where would the water for PHES come from, and would PHES affect water quality?

At the point that a specific PHES project was proposed, community engagement efforts should also be
prepared to answer questions regarding:
•
•
•

Mine pit stability and erosion;
How fluctuating PHES water levels might affect public water supplies; and
How PHES and mine dewatering would interact.
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COMPATIBILITY OF PUMPED HYDRO ENERGY STORAGE WITH PRESENT AND FUTURE MINING ON THE
MESABI IRON RANGE
Compatibility with present and future mining is a key objective in siting and designing a pumped storage
energy (PHES) project on the Mesabi Iron Range (MIR). The MIR offers many advantages for a PHES
project, including preexisting pits that could be used as reservoirs, sufficient differences in elevation,
and communities accustomed to living alongside industry. The MIR also presents challenges because
widespread mineral deposits make land valuable, and mining operations can affect large areas. This
paper outlines a framework for assessing the compatibility of potential PHES sites with present and
future mining. The premise is that: 1) PHES plants would need to be insulated from the effects of current
and future mining; 2) engineering techniques are available that could achieve this insulation in many
cases; and 3) building a PHES project that can coexist with mining will require additional land and
engineering beyond what’s needed for power production.
Nearby mining could harm a PHES project primarily through blasting or dewatering, presenting dam
safety issues, requiring costly repairs, or affecting the water levels in the PHES reservoirs. Permitting
processes will likely require that these types of potential impacts be addressed. Should such damages
occur, legal remedies could be sought, but lawsuits are costly and holders of mineral rights typically
have precedence. Selecting a site that would never fall within the area of influence of current or future
mining would be ideal, but this is unrealistic on the MIR because mineral deposits are widespread, and
mine dewatering operations can affect water levels two miles or more from the pit (R. Wuolo, pers.
comm.). A more feasible and secure approach is to site and design the plant so it is insulated from
nearby mining.
Geo‐engineering to insulate a PHES project from blasting and dewatering would be site specific, with
two focuses. Minimizing blast vibration damage might be achieved through inclusion of a blast buffer
(sized according to the geologic properties of the site). Blast buffers on the range of 2,000 to 3,000 feet
are reported in the LVP (Laurentian Vision Partnership, 2002). Where active mining or future mining
could approach closer than the necessary buffer, techniques such as pre‐splitting could be utilized, as
was proposed in Barr Engineering’s (1999) Giant’s Ridge Report. Isolating the upper and lower reservoirs
from water level fluctuations caused by mine dewatering might be achieved through a variety of
seepage control techniques, including liners and grouting. Leakage control will be a factor in project
design regardless of mine dewatering because the hydraulic gradient between reservoir water levels
and local aquifers will induce leakage out of the upper reservoir and leakage into the lower reservoir.
Potential water level fluctuation due to dewatering could significantly alter static conditions and,
therefore, must be assessed when determining the construction requirements to minimize reservoir
leakage.
The site‐specific options for insulating a plant from blasting and dewatering will determine the
additional costs associated with designing a PHES project to coexist with mining on the MIR. Two
categories of additional costs must be estimated, both based on the preferred geotechnical options to
minimize impacts from blasting and dewatering: 1) the costs of additional design and construction work
(described above); and 2) the costs of additional property acquisition. PHES projects on the MIR will
need to buy or lease surface and mineral rights for both for the project footprint, encompassing the
reservoirs and surface facilities, and, for a buffer zone, needed to insulate the project from current or
future mining. The size of the buffer will be site specific, determined by proximity to mineral deposits
and by the geo‐engineering options chosen to prevent damage to the PHES project from blasting and
dewatering.
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To meet the objective of compatibility with present and future mining, preference should be given to
PHES sites with the following characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feasible engineering solutions exist to insulate the PHES project from blasting and dewatering at
nearby mines;
Engineering options minimize cost and uncertainty;
Required buffer area is minimized;
Project footprint and buffer area overlie a minimum of mineral deposits that could potentially
be mined within the next 50 to 100 years;
Project boundaries are as distant as possible from active mines or mineral deposits which could
potentially be mined within the next 50 to 100 years; and
Property owners within project footprint and buffer are willing to sell or lease surface and
mineral rights to PHES operator.

REFERENCES
Barr Engineering, 1999, Giant’s Ridge Report.
Laurentian Vision Partnership, 2002, Atlas of Mine and Geographic Information, Mesabi Iron Range.
Wuolo, R., 2011, Barr Engineering, personal communication, May 25, 2011.
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PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION FOR FUTURE PHES LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS
Future assessment of a proposed PHES project on the MIR could include a life cycle assessment (LCA) of
the project’s potential energy and environmental performance. Here we outline principles related to
LCA methodology for PHES and discuss potential impact categories.
Life cycle assessments can take many forms, depending on their objectives (Scientific Applications
International Corporation, 2006). The most likely purpose of an LCA for a PHES project would be to
compare the environmental attributes of PHES with other forms of electrical generation. Therefore, the
basis for comparison (the functional unit) should be the kilowatt‐hour. The ideal scope would be cradle‐
to‐grave; in other words, an assessment of inputs and outputs related to the construction, operation,
and decommissioning of the pumped hydro storage facility.
The environmental attributes of the PHES project will be largely determined by the environmental
attributes of the electricity purchased for pumping. Previous LCA studies of PHES address this by
specifying both fixed and variable LCA parameters, with fixed parameters stemming from PHES project
construction and decommissioning, and variable parameters derived from PHES operations, primarily
input of electricity for pumping (Denholm and Kulcinski, 2004). While one of the drivers behind
deployment of PHES is integration of intermittent renewable energy sources, the electricity input for
pumping will come from a combination of sources, and the makeup of that mix will vary both in the
short‐term, as various current generation sources are dispatched, and over longer time periods, as new
generation sources are added and older plants decommissioned. An LCA methodology for PHES must
account for the variable environmental attributes of the “fuel mix.”
Two considerations drive selection of impact categories for a PHES LCA. The first is consideration of the
types of potential environmental impacts specific to PHES on the MIR, for example, impacts related to
creating a reservoir, or groundwater quality changes due to fluctuating water levels. The second is
consideration of the impact categories assessed for other methods of generating electricity. While there
are dozens of impact categories used in the LCA field (Scientific Applications International Corporation,
2006), the following are potentially applicable for a life cycle assessment of a PHES project:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy use;
Greenhouse gas emissions;
Acidification;
Eutrophication;
Aquatic toxicity; and
Water Use.

Of these, only the first three are routinely assessed for electrical power projects, so if the goal of the
PHES LCA is to facilitate technology comparison, the preferred impact categories to include would be
energy use, greenhouse gas emissions, and acidification.
After deciding on the impact categories for a PHES LCA, the next step will be to identify the parameters
to quantify. LCA parameters for PHES would include inputs and outputs related to plant construction,
operation and decommissioning. LCA parameters during PHES plant construction should include inputs
and outputs related to:
•
•

Concrete manufacturing and transport;
Installation of any rock fill, earth, and/or concrete dams;
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•
•
•

Construction, transport, and installation of pump turbines, generators, other electrical
equipment, etc.;
Construction of all surface and subsurface facilities; and
Reservoir carbon emissions ‐ This item is not an issue if project uses existing mine pits for the
upper and lower reservoirs. If land is flooded to create the upper reservoir, there will be carbon
emissions associated with the decay of biomass under the flooded area.

LCA parameters during PHES plant operation should include:
•

•
•

Storage system efficiency – use a measure of the round‐trip efficiency, which is the KWh
required to fill the upper reservoir divided by the KWh generated from completely discharging
the reservoir;
Transmission losses – energy storage requires additional transmission components – additional
step‐up and step‐down phase; and
Total system generation – quantity delivered directly by the intermittent renewable energy and
the quantity stored and then delivered.

LCA parameters during PHES plant decommissioning should include inputs and outputs related to:
•
•

Facility demolition and disposal; and
Land reclamation.

REFERENCES
Denholm, P., and Kulcinski, G.L., 2004, Life cycle energy requirements and greenhouse gas emissions
from large scale energy storage systems [doi: 10.1016/j.enconman.2003.10.014]: Energy
Conversion and Management, v. 45, p. 2153‐2172.
Scientific Applications International Corporation, 2006, Life Cycle Assessment: Principles and Practice
(No. EPA/600/R‐06/060), U.S. EPA Office of Research and Development.
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The policy environment for pumped hydro energy storage (PHES) is interactive: PHES could play a role in
achieving certain policy goals (such as increasing the percentage of renewable power in Minnesota), and
policy would play a role in whether PHES projects are built and how they are operated. Regulations
would strongly influence whether PHES is chosen as the least cost alternative for a utility to meet its
reliability, quality and environmental objectives. It would also influence site selection, design, and
operation of a PHES project. To explore these inter‐relationships, Section One presents an overview of
the regulatory environment for PHES in Minnesota and Section Two outlines policy goals related to PHES
and gives a screening assessment of PHES’ ability to further them. Section Three identifies policy barriers
to implementation and opportunities for promoting PHES.

OVERVIEW OF REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
Generally, a PHES project would be subject to four general types of regulation: 1) rules governing
electric utilities established by the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (MPUC) and the Midwest
Independent Systems Operator (MISO); 2) dam safety rules established by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC); 3) environmental rules set by state and federal agencies; and 4) worker
health and safety rules administered by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).
Previous reports have detailed the environmental, health, and safety rules that would apply, and the
types of permits that would be required for a PHES project that constructed an upper reservoir with
dikes and used a mine pit as the lower reservoir (Barr Engineering Co., 2009). Details would vary with
alternate reservoir configurations, for example if both reservoirs were mine pits, or if the lower reservoir
was created from an underground mine. This section focuses on regulations that will most affect the
design and profitability of a PHES project with any reservoir configuration – namely, electric utility
regulation and FERC rules.

Minnesota Public Utilities Commission roles and responsibilities
The MPUC is the regulatory body with the most influence over a company’s portfolio of generation
sources. It oversees electric utilities’ resource plans to serve Minnesota customers and approves
proposals to construct large energy facilities in the state. In determining whether to grant a Certificate
of Need for a new energy facility such as a PHES project, the MPUC considers how the project would
affect the reliability, adequacy, and efficiency of the energy supply, whether a more reasonable and
prudent alternative is available, and what effects the project would have on natural and socioeconomic
environments (MN Rules 7849.0120). The MPUC considers the cost of the proposed plant as well as the
cost of energy it would supply in comparison with alternatives. In the case of PHES, the MPUC would
probably consider a combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) plant as a reasonable alternative to PHES. The
MPUC also implements the Renewable Energy Standard (RES) passed by the legislature in 2005 and
tracks utilities’ compliance with the RES requirements. The MPUC would make a determination as to
whether and to what extent PHES is an eligible energy technology for the purpose fulfilling the RES
requirements, and consider the role of PHES in integrating more intermittent wind power into a
company’s overall resource portfolio.

MISO regulations
The Midwest Independent System Operator (MISO) sets and administers wholesale electricity market
rules as well as the rules and rates (tariffs) for transmission services. It manages the energy markets
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including day‐ahead energy, real‐time energy, and ancillary services. MISO also manages generator
interconnection to ensure reliability. MISO rules would influence the operating strategy and profitability
of a PHES facility and determine how the costs of new transmission to connect a PHES facility to the grid
would be distributed between the facility’s owner and customers. MISO rules also influence the value of
energy storage in that they control the interconnection of intermittent renewable resources to the grid.
MISO is actively studying the role of energy storage, with a study initiated in June, 2011 to explore in
detail the reliability and planning benefits that storage projects may offer to the MISO area.
A PHES facility would make money by selling electricity into the competitive energy markets and
participating in the ancillary services markets. MISO has markets for three different ancillary services
products: spinning, supplemental, and regulation reserves. Supplemental reserve is generating capacity
that is currently not synchronized to the transmission grid but is capable of coming online in a short
amount of time. Spinning reserve is generating capacity that is synchronized to the grid. Regulation
reserve is generating capacity that is capable of balancing supply and demand on a moment‐to‐moment
basis. The highest quality (and highest price) ancillary service is regulating reserve, for which PHES is an
ideal technology, as discussed in Section 4.2.1. There are day‐ahead and real‐time markets for both
energy and ancillary services. The day‐ahead markets are cleared on an hourly basis, and the real‐time
markets are cleared on a co‐optimized, five‐minute basis.
A PHES facility would rely on transmission services to get power to market, and also to procure its fuel
(to pump water to the upper reservoir). At a local level, it might require new or upgraded transmission
lines to connect to the grid or to accommodate the increased flow of electricity, which MISO regulates
by setting rules for how the costs of Generator Interconnection Projects (GIPs) are allocated between
generators and customers. Traditionally, this cost allocation methodology reflected the notion that the
generator seeking interconnection caused the need for the new transmission and should pay for it. This
is complicated by the fact that GIP transmission upgrades may also provide local and or regional
benefits. The GIP cost allocation was changed in 2009 so that 90 percent of the interconnection costs
related to the construction of 345 kV lines or larger are allocated to the interconnecting generator and
10 percent are allocated regionally. One hundred percent of the interconnection costs for transmission
build‐outs smaller than 345 kV are allocated to the interconnecting generator.
MISO also conducts regional transmission expansion planning on an annual cycle, which produces the
MISO Transmission Expansion Planning (MTEP) report. In this capacity MISO exerts substantial influence
over the system‐wide integration of both energy storage and renewable energy projects. The MTEP
reports designate five different categories of transmission projects: Baseline Reliability Projects,
Transmission Access Projects, Regionally Beneficial Projects, Multi‐Value Projects (MVP), and projects
not eligible for MTEP cost allocation. These categories determine the percent of project cost that is
allocated to local customers, to sub‐regional consumers, and to customers across the entire MISO
footprint. The costs of an MVP are allocated to all loads in the MISO footprint. A project is designated as
having multiple values if it supports reliability, provides multiple types of economic benefits and
economically furthers an energy policy, criteria a PHES project would likely satisfy.
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FERC dam safety regulations
Any PHES facility connected to the interstate grid is subject to FERC’s jurisdiction for safety regulation
during construction and operations. Dam safety is the most important component of FERC efforts to
minimize overall damage to the environment from PHES projects. FERC regulators must approve the
PHES project design, and they would also monitor the construction and operational phases of pumped
hydro energy storage projects. One of the key concerns unique to PHES projects is water level
management to prevent reservoir overtopping. In response to overtopping incidents, FERC issued
guidance to pumped storage owners for assessment of safe operation of PHES facilities (FERC, 2007).

POLICY OBJECTIVES RELEVANT TO PHES
The desire to promote energy security and achieve climate change goals has led to the adoption of
renewable energy standards in Minnesota and many other states. The Next Generation Energy Act of
2007 (Chapter 136, Laws of Minnesota for 2007) articulates two state policy objectives particularly
relevant to PHES:
•
•

Derive 25 percent of the total energy used in the state from renewable energy resources by the
year 2025 (Article 1 Section 2); and
Reduce statewide greenhouse gas emissions to a level at least 15 percent below 2005 levels by
2015, to a level at least 30 percent below 2005 levels by 2025, and to a level at least 80 percent
below 2005 levels by 2050 (Article 5, Section 2).

Other state policy objectives relevant to energy facilities are found in the statutes implementing the
Next Generation Energy Act. (Minn. Stat. §216B.1691). New projects should increase renewable
electricity and decrease greenhouse gas emissions in a manner that:
•
•
•

minimizes cost impacts on ratepayers;
maintains the reliability of the state's electric power grid; and
promotes economic development in rural areas.

In addition to statewide policy objectives, local goals are also important for a potential PHES project,
such as economic development, productive reuse of mined land, and integration with local long‐term
planning efforts like those of the Laurentian Vision Partnership.

Increasing renewable electricity
The challenges of increasing renewable electricity and the ways that PHES could contribute to meeting
those challenges are best understood in the context of how the electrical system currently works. The
power system is operated to match the supply of electricity with demand. Demand exhibits a
predictable daily pattern, with a minimum “baseload” level of demand at all times and two demand
peaks during the day, a smaller peak in the morning, and a larger peak in the late afternoon through
early evening. Utilities typically use nuclear and coal plants to supply base‐load demand because they
have high capital costs and low variable costs, which makes them economical to operate continuously.
Natural gas plants and hydroelectric plants are typically used to meet peak demand. The more
predictable daily variations in demand are managed through MISO’s day‐ahead energy market.
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The system must also balance less predictable short‐term variations in power supply and demand,
caused, for example, by extreme weather or mechanical problems. Short‐term demand spikes or supply
interruptions are typically balanced by increasing generation from natural gas plants or hydroelectric
facilities. Natural gas plants are fast‐ramping resources. From a cold start, CCGT’s need about one hour
to operate at best efficiency. Technical constraints and economic considerations limit the capability of
coal or nuclear plants to quickly adjust their level of power output. Coal plants may take anywhere from
6‐12 hours to reach rated output from a cold start. Therefore, coal is not suited for variable operation.
Coal plants usually operate at best efficiency when they produce power at their rated output. Coal
plants are used to follow load, but cycling a coal plant reduces efficiency, increases pollution, and
creates mechanical issues. The less predictable short‐term variations in demand are managed through
MISO’s real time energy and ancillary services markets.
Increasing wind generation adds complexities to the process of matching electricity supply with
demand. Wind power presents three main technical challenges. First, wind supply in the upper Midwest
is typically highest during time periods when electricity demand is lowest, and vice versa. Second, wind
resources can be highly variable in the short term, producing either significantly more or less power
than expected. Figure 4.4‐1 illustrates both of these effects. Third, wind supply is often located far from
electricity demand centers. Increasing the supply of wind power can result in congestion on existing
transmission lines and create the need for new transmission.

Figure 4.4‐1. Wind supply versus electricity demand in MISO region, Oct 11, 2011. Figure shows the
inverse relation between wind supply and electricity demand, with wind supply lowest during the day
when electricity demand is highest. It also illustrates the variability and difficulty of predicting of wind
supply, with the actual wind generation deviating significantly from forecast levels.

Energy storage technologies could be used to bridge the mismatch between the typical daily patterns of
wind supply and energy demand by capturing wind energy produced during off peak periods and making
it available during peak periods. The current electrical system, without energy storage, has several ways
to deal with excess off‐peak wind supply. First, if demand exists in other regions and transmission
resources are adequate, the wind power can be exported. Second, base load coal power generation can
be backed down to make room for the wind power, but this is economically and mechanically inefficient.
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Third, wind power can be curtailed (turned off), an option that runs contrary to the goal of increasing
the amount of wind energy in the system.
To ensure reliability, the system must have other generation resources that can be adjusted quickly to
balance supply and demand when wind generation deviates from forecast levels. Energy storage
technologies such as PHES are ideally suited to provide regulation service – balancing short‐term
fluctuations in supply or demand. They are able to respond to control signals nearly instantaneously,
providing faster and more accurate regulation service than conventional power plants (Kirby, 2006).
Despite the superior regulation service performance of energy storage technologies in general, the
ability of any particular energy storage project, such as a PHES plant on the MIR to provide regulation
services in response to supply variations caused by wind generation would depend on the location of
the wind resources and of the storage facility, as well as the characteristics of the transmission system
connecting them.
The role of PHES in transmission issues related to increasing wind power is complex and highly
dependent on the relative locations of the PHES facility and the wind generation. The current electricity
system, without energy storage, has two ways of dealing with transmission congestion created by
increased wind generation: build more transmission lines or curtain the wind generation. Transmission
congestion in Minnesota is not currently as significant a problem as it is in other portions of the MISO
region (Figure 4.4‐2), suggesting that transmission resources are adequate to handle the current wind
supply which amounts to 10% of state power supply. Introducing more wind power into the system to
meet the RES goal of 25% may increase curtailment, as demonstrated by the experience in Iowa, where
wind supplies 15.4 percent of in‐state generation (Wiser and Bolinger, 2011), and curtailments are
significantly higher.

Figure 4.4‐2. Wind Curtailment in the MISO region (Source: Midwest ISO Real‐Time Operations
Department, April 2011 Wind Curtailment Report). In the MISO region, wind curtailments are highest in
Iowa, where wind provides 15.4% of in‐state generation (Wiser & Bolinger, 2011).

New transmission will be needed to move wind power to demand centers, and planning for this is under
way through a consortium of Midwestern utility companies (CapX2020) and the MISO transmission
planning process. However, storage could be considered as a possible solution to specific congestion
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bottlenecks that may occur during some peak wind production periods. PHES located on the MIR may be
well positioned to support wind power imported from North Dakota over Minnesota Power’s DC
transmission line feeding the Arrowhead Substation near Duluth. This line is scheduled to begin
transmitting approximately 300 MW of wind by 2010 (Minnesota Power, 2011). Additional transmission
studies would be needed to determine the extent to which a PHES facility on the MIR would affect
transmission congestion due to wind power generated in the southwest portion of the state.

Decreasing greenhouse gas emissions
The impact of PHES on greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is complex to project. The availability of storage
could cause GHG emissions to decrease or to increase, depending on the existing generation mix, the
extent of wind penetration, the capabilities of the transmission system, the operating strategy of the
PHES plant (driven largely by MISO rules), and the type of generation that PHES displaces while
providing peak power.
The “fuel” consumed by PHES is electricity in the system, so the environmental attributes of power
generated by PHES are roughly equal to the system‐wide averages increased by the efficiency factor (the
inefficiency) of the pumped hydro energy storage facility. So, for example, the average CO2 intensity of
electricity in the MISO region was approximately 0.83 tons per MWh in 2009 (MISO, 2009). Purchasing
this electricity to pump, a pumped hydro storage plant with an efficiency factor of 0.80 would have
emissions of 1.04 tonnes per MWh. With increasing levels of renewable generation, the emissions
attributable to a PHES facility could decrease as the average emissions of system‐wide power decreases.
In high wind penetration scenarios, the PHES power would be “cleaner” because most of the power
used for pumping is wind power that would otherwise be wasted through curtailment (Tuohy and
O'Malley, 2011). As a producer of peak power, a PHES plant would displace Natural Gas Combined Cycle
generation, which emits approximately 0.50 tonnes CO2 per MWh, so the net impact on system GHG
emissions would depend on whether the emissions attributable to the PHES plant were higher or lower
than this level.
The operating strategy of a PHES facility (driven largely by the pattern of electricity price variations, by
MISO rules, and by the ownership structure of the facility) would also influence the effect of the facility
on net system GHG emissions. In a scenario with a low level of wind penetration (and curtailment), the
operation of a PHES plant would be driven mainly by demand and the pattern of electricity price
variations. The PHES plant would pump during the off‐peak period (when prices and demand are low)
and generate during the peak period (when prices and demand are high). In this scenario, the
introduction of PHES could allow coal plants to operate constantly at their rated capacity during the off‐
peak period, producing more output, which increases GHG emissions (Tuohy and O’Malley, 2011).
However, as more wind is installed and curtailment becomes a significant problem, the availability of
PHES could reduce GHG emissions per MWH. In this scenario, PHES operation could be increasingly
driven by the excess wind on the system, the PHES facility could pump during periods of excess wind
supply to limit curtailments, and, as a result, wind power would not be wasted and the emissions
attributable to the PHES facility would decrease. Pumping and generation curves would smooth and
impacts on output of conventional plants lessen, so emissions from coal plants would decrease because
they could operate at their best efficiency. Furthermore, PHES could displace natural gas plants at the
top of the dispatch stack to produce lower‐carbon peak power.
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Impact of PHES on electric power system reliability and costs
PHES would also have impacts on the policy goals of minimizing costs to ratepayers and maintaining
system reliability. The availability of PHES clearly improves the reliability of the overall system, as
discussed above, by acting as a flexible, instantaneously available resource that can provide either
supply during peak periods or demand when there is excess supply of renewable generation. This
flexibility and the high quality regulation services PHES provide would strengthen the reliability of the
system.
The impact of PHES on system costs is more complex to evaluate. The adoption of energy storage
technologies like PHES will be dependent on the economic merits of the storage technologies compared
to alternatives. Currently, the main alternative to PHES is using NGCC to balance wind, cycling coal
plants, and curtailing or exporting excess wind.
Much of the existing literature concentrates on whether the introduction of PHES reduces overall
system costs and finds that storage can become economical when wind curtailment becomes a
significant problem, for example, when wind provides more than 40 percent of total system generation
(Tuohy and O’Malley, 2011). Wind curtailments are costly in several ways. Power purchase agreements
between wind generators and utilities typically specify that the utility must pay for a set amount of wind
power regardless of whether system constraints force them to curtail it. Furthermore, when a utility
curtails wind, they must also pay the wind generator the value of the producer tax credit, currently
$0.022/kWh (AWEA, 2011), so, ironically, curtailed wind power costs a utility more than wind power
that enters the transmission system. Curtailments also undermine utilities’ efforts to meet renewable
energy standards.
Introducing PHES into a scenario with low or moderate levels of wind generation will increase system
operation costs due to the fact that storage consumes a portion of energy to pump water from the
lower reservoir to the upper reservoir. Total system costs will also increase because PHES capital costs
greatly exceed those of natural gas plants. Pumped hydro energy storage projects vary widely in cost
depending on the civil works, topography, etc. The base capital costs for a PHES plant at the Giants
Ridge location exceed $2000/kW, not including escalation and AFUDC (Barr, 2009). This is at least
double the typical capital costs for a new NGCC plant, which are estimated at $850‐$1000/kW (Burns
and McDonnell, 2011). Furthermore, attaching prices to greenhouse gas emissions would actually
increase total system costs, because coal plants could increase their output.
In high wind penetration scenarios, the availability of PHES could decrease total system costs. First, it
could reduce costs due to curtailment. Second, PHES could help system operators avoid backing down
coal plants during periods of excess wind. This would allow coal plants to be run more efficiently,
decreasing their CO2 emissions per kWh. Third, in scenarios where wind curtailment is significant
problem during a limited number of hours, PHES may be a more cost effective solution compared to
transmission upgrades and build‐outs (McDowall, 2006). Finally, if prices were attached to greenhouse
gas emissions, the total costs for a system that includes PHES would be lower than for a system without
PHES because overall GHG emissions are reduced, as described in Section 4.4 (Decreasing greenhouse
gas emissions).
There are several factors and future developments that could make storage technologies, like PHES,
more economically attractive within the overall system (see full discussion in Section 4.5):
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•
•
•
•

Technological advances could improve the efficiency and flexibility of turbines. For example,
advances in variable speed technology and control systems allow for power control when the
PHES facility is in pumping;
Increasing prices for coal and natural gas also improve the economic merits of storage
compared to alternatives;
MISO ancillary service market rules could be modified to reward the response speed for fast‐
ramping PHES; and
Markets could adopt rules that reward PHES’s contributions to improving power quality and
system reliability.

POLICY BARRIERS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROMOTING PUMPED HYDRO ENERGY STORAGE
Despite PHES technologies having the potential to create benefits for the power system, there are
currently numerous barriers to their deployment. Price is clearly a barrier, with PHES technologies
significantly more expensive than the alternatives that are currently in use, but there are also regulatory
barriers that could be addressed to incentivize deployment of pumped hydro energy storage. Some of
these potential regulatory changes, such as creating electricity markets where price is a function of
power quality, as well as power quantity, are longer term issues, but there are other regulatory barriers
to storage that could be addressed now.
Pumped hydro energy storage could be made eligible to receive renewable energy credits under
Minnesota’s Renewable Energy Standard, similar to its treatment in Michigan. Michigan grants 20
percent of a renewable energy credit for each MWh of electricity that is generated from a renewable
energy system during off‐peak hours, stored by a PHES facility, and resold during peak hours (MI Clean,
Renewable, and Efficient Energy Act, Section 460.1039). This renewable energy credit incentive reflects
the mixed impact of pumped hydro energy storage on greenhouse gas emissions. Pumped hydro energy
storage in some scenarios could reduce the cost of integrating large amounts of wind resources into the
power system and displace natural gas. However, PHES enables coal plants to run more often at rated
capacity. Therefore, only a portion of the stored energy has "green" attributes. This change would likely
require legislative action, and support is uncertain because it is potentially problematic to open the RES
for amendment in the current economic climate.
There are a number of changes that MISO could make that would incentivize PHES. MISO could adopt
rules similar to those of the NE ISO ancillary service market that make payments on the basis of the
response speed of a regulating resource. This would provide more compensation for faster‐ramping
resources such as pumped hydro energy storage. MISO could also make payments based on the
accuracy of the performance. Pumped hydro energy storage is capable of providing frequency regulation
service with a very high degree of accuracy – a valuable service, as it supports the high quality power
increasingly necessary for digital devices. To date, no other ISO has incorporated accuracy into its
ancillary services market. Finally, MISO could consider the impact of energy storage facilities when doing
transmission planning studies and treat PHES on a comparable basis with transmission build‐outs for
purposes of qualifying for transmission price incentives and participation in regional transmission plans.
Pumped hydro nergy storage projects might also be classified as Multi Value Projects in the transmission
planning process, which would give them advantages in cost allocation for grid interconnection.
The future viability of pumped hydro energy storage, such as PHES, will depend on the extent to which
public utility commissions and electricity market operators establish rules that internalize system‐wide
costs, looking at PHES as a part of a resource portfolio that serves a range of valuable functions.
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The economics of pumped hydro energy storage depend on factors related to the overall electrical
power system (e.g., percent of generation by variable renewable resources, transmission availability,
electricity prices and price patterns), the facility site (e.g., land acquisition costs, engineering specifics),
and regulation (e.g., market rules, rate decisions). Furthermore, the viability of PHES will be dependent
on its relative economic merits compared to alternative means of providing the same energy services.
Some of the energy services that PHES can provide, such as peaking power and load balancing services,
are valued in the competitive wholesale electricity market operated in Minnesota by MISO, as described
in Section 4.4 (MISO Regulations). However, there is no market for some of the other energy services
PHES offers, such as improved power quality, reduced wind curtailment, and operational flexibility, so
comparisons with alternatives will tend to undervalue energy storage.
Section 4.5 (Model explanation) describes a dynamic optimization model we developed to project
hypothetic economic outcomes for a PHES facility on the MIR operating in a competitive electricity
market, providing a brief explanation of the model inputs and assumptions. Section 4.5 (Results and
Discussion) discusses key findings and insights from using the model to explore a number of scenarios. It
is important to note that the model results represent estimates of the arbitrage value of storage that are
based on the model’s assumptions. Site‐specific factors and future prices will change the results.
Discussion of the results is intended to highlight key economic issues that deserve consideration rather
than putting hard numbers on the value of pumped storage. Finally, Section 4.5 (Impact of PHES on
total system costs) places the economics of a PHES facility in the context of total electric power system
costs.

MODEL EXPLANATION
The purpose of the model is to estimate the profit‐maximizing operating schedule and bidding strategy
for a PHES facility; in other words, the most profitable way to sell electricity and ancillary services and to
buy electricity to pump. In real life, the operating strategy of a PHES facility would be influenced by its
ownership structure. An independent power producer (IPP) would optimize at the level of the PHES
facility, with generation and pumping times driven by price and load patterns to maximize the arbitrage
value of storage. A regulated utility will also take advantage of price spreads, but, to the extent that the
utility bears a financial risk of wind curtailment, operations will be driven less by load and more by
excess wind on the system (Hill et al., 2010).
The model is constructed to examine the economics of a PHES facility from the perspective of an
Independent Power Producer (IPP) because it simplifies the problem and allows for an analysis of
several important cost factors and operating issues. This analysis is still relevant to a facility responding
to more complex incentives, as these cost factors do not change so much as they are complicated by the
introduction of other considerations such as wind curtailment. The model assumes the introduction of a
small‐scale PHES system that will not change the price of electricity. The objective of the model is to
maximize profit by arbitraging electricity prices. The model simulates bids into the day‐ahead energy
and the ancillary services markets according to MISO rules. Historical prices for day‐ahead energy,
regulation reserve, and spinning reserve at the MP.HVDCE node on the Minnesota Iron Range (MIR) are
used. An important assumption is that the owner‐operator has complete foresight. This assumption is
reasonable since operations are driven by predictable historical price and load patterns (Sioshansi et al.,
2009).
PHES facility characteristics and capital costs are based on detailed plans for a PHES facility on the MIR
(Barr Engineering Co., 2009) and supplemented by the engineering work conducted for this project (see
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engineering Sections 3.2‐3.3) Table 4.5‐1 gives key facility characteristics. Table 4.5‐2 shows key
economic assumptions. We also assume project cost escalation over the permitting and construction
period at a 7 percent annual rate. Escalation costs are based on Black and Veatch estimates. Indirect
costs are accounted for, which include costs for training employees, among other costs. The AFUDC
represents the cost of financing the project during the construction period. The total capital cost is
levelized over the lifetime of the project and added to annual operations and maintenance expenses to
derive the levelized annual revenue requirement.

Table 4.5‐1. Modeled PHES facility characteristics.
Output at best efficiency head (MW)
Design head height (m)

200
97.46

Maximum head height (m)

104.8928

Minimum head height (m)

86.3

Turbine efficiency at full gate at best
efficiency head
Pump efficiency at best efficiency head

0.89

Pump Discharge at best efficiency head
(m3/s)
Turbine discharge at full gate at best
efficiency head (m3/s)
Area of lower reservoir (m2)
Area of upper reservoir (m2)

0.915
191.52
232.57
480,850
1,678,331

Maximum Power Output (MW)

245

Peak pumping input (MW)

200
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Table 4.5‐2. Financial assumptions.
Economic life

30 years

Commercial operation date

1‐Jan‐2011

Annual escalation rate

7%

Present worth discount rate

10.00%

Levelized annual fixed charge rate

10.61%

AFUDC rate

25%

Construction period

4 years

Capital Cost

$

245,336,000

Escalation 7%, 4 years

$

262,509,520

$

280,885,186

$

300,547,149

$

321,585,450

$

76,249,450

Direct Cost

$

321,585,450

Indirect Costs

$

25,726,836

AFUDC

$

80,396,362

Total Capital Cost

$

427,708,648

Fixed Charges

$

45,371,012

Annual Operating Cost

$

8,773,232

Total levelized annual cost

$

54,144,244

The model uses stochastic dynamic programming methods to optimize the bidding schedule over a one‐
week period. We optimized over a one‐week period because this allows the facility take advantage of
both diurnal and week‐day/weekend patterns. A Markov probability matrix is used to model stochastic
instructions to ramp up or down to provide regulation services. Backwards recursion is used to solve the
model. Carry‐over values are assigned to stored energy at the end of the one‐week period because it is
not realistic to constrain the terminal amount of energy stored to equal the initial amount of energy
stored. The model accounts for variable head, variable discharge, start and stopping costs, stochastic
instructions to ramp up or down on a 4 sec periodicity when providing regulation services, and cycle
efficiencies.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Model results provide insight into the potential operating profit of a hypothetical PHES facility operating
on the MIR. They also estimate the total revenue requirements to construct and operate this
hypothetical PHES facility, from which the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) can be calculated for
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several different scenarios. The LCOE projections for PHES are limited in that future prices and site‐
specific factors could produce very different results. Capital costs, which are a major factor in the LOCE,
are very sensitive to site selection and engineering requirements. We simulate a range of costs of
acquiring mineral rights, but future research should simulate uncertainties around the costs of
constructing earth embankment dams, lining reservoirs, permitting and construction lead times, etc.

Operating profit
Using historical prices from the node nearest the MIR (MP.HVDCE node), operating profit is $309,000 for
the week January 1 to January 7, 2010. Revenue from the regulation services market makes up 20% of
this profit. Figure 4.5‐1 shows the modeled operations profile, which is driven by load with pumping
occurring during the traditional off‐peak period and generation occurring during the peak period. It is
important to note that discharge and recharge times are different from day‐to‐day reflecting the
importance of inter‐day arbitrage and a weekly operating schedule.

Figure 4.5‐1. Weekly PHES operations profile January 1‐6, 2010.

The profitability of a PHES facility is strongly linked to the volatility of electricity prices, which change
over time (seasonally and through the decades), and with location on the electric grid. The PHES facility
captures arbitrage value by storing low‐cost energy and selling that energy during the high‐price peak
demand periods. The arbitrage value of storage depends on the price spread and the efficiency of the
PHES facility. We modeled the effects of the price spread by calculating the arbitrage value of storage
over each one week period during the first six months of 2010. Terminal values were established by
starting the optimization at the end of the six‐month period and working backwards one week at a time.
The terminal values reflect the value of stored electricity at the end of each one‐week planning period.
Without the terminal values, the operator would completely discharge the upper reservoir at the end of
each one‐week planning period.
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Figure 4.5‐2 plots the modeled arbitrage value of storage as a function of electricity price volatility for
each of the 26 weeks, showing a strong correlation between weekly volatility in day‐ahead electricity
prices and the arbitrage value of each MWH stored. This illustrates how higher price spreads offer better
arbitrage opportunities for storage. This analysis also shows that the first week of January was one of
the more volatile and most profitable of this six month period, with the second highest arbitrage value
of storage.
A number of factors would affect the arbitrage value available to a PHES facility, for example, trends in
the price of natural gas will impact the arbitrage value of storage due to the fact that natural gas sets
the price during peak periods. Also, changes in the generation mix will impact price spreads. The
integration of more wind into the power system and the retirement of coal plants will increase price
volatility and produce more arbitrage opportunities for storage.
The model also demonstrates that the particular rules of the ancillary market have a large impact on
profitability. For example, the ancillary services market rules of the New England ISO (NE ISO) pay
regulating resources according to the speed of their response when they are called on. The model shows
that the profits of the same hypothetical PHES facility for the same time period would be 75% higher
under the NE ISO rules than under the MISO rules ($627,000 instead of $390,000). This suggests that the
current pricing rules for regulation services in the MISO significantly undervalue the regulation services
provided by fast‐ramping energy storage resources such as PHES.

Figure 4.5‐2. Weekly arbitrage value of storage as a function of price volatility showing the amount of
weekly operating profit per MWh stored versus the weekly variance of the LMP at the MP.HVDCE node
on the Minnesota Iron Range for the weeks from January 1 to June 30 2010. The week of January 1‐6
was a week of high price volatility, with the second highest arbitrage value of storage, at $266/MWh).

PHES total revenue requirements
The total annual revenue requirements depend on the total capital and variable costs. As detailed in
Section 4.5 (Model explanation), capital costs are based on a specific project proposed for the MIR. The
model assumes the cost of purchasing power to pump water from the lower reservoir to the upper
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reservoir is the only variable cost. In reality, maintenance costs associated with stopping and starting the
facility should also be considered. However, based on conversations with BARR and SAFL engineers,
variable operations and maintenance costs are assumed to be trivial. The cost of purchasing electricity is
calculated based on the modeled optimal pumping schedule.
The LCOE is total levelized annual cost divided by the annual energy output, so it is very sensitive to the
cost of electricity and the operating schedule. To explore the LCOE range for the modeled PHES facility
on the MIR, we varied electricity prices and pumping times. Electricity prices were selected based on
trends in the day‐ahead price for electricity in MISO over the year 2010. The low price is representative
of the cost of pumping during the late spring/early summer months and the Fall season. The high price is
representative of the cost of pumping during the peak summer months and winter months. The price
spreads exhibit six month seasonal variations, which impacts self‐scheduling into the markets. When
price spreads narrow, the pumping time is reduced. The high low estimates for pumping times are based
on optimizing operations over weeks with high and narrow price spreads. The low pumping time is
representative of pumping times during weeks with narrow price spreads. The high pumping time is
representative of pumping times during weeks with high price spreads. Results show the LCOE varying
between $237 and $378 per MWh (Table 4.5‐3).

Table 4.5‐3. LCOE estimates for different scenarios (per MWh).
Electricity price (per MWh)

Pumping
duration

Low ($19.34)

High ($28.95)

Low
(2496 hrs)

$366

$378

High
(3328 hrs)

$237

$273

Note: These LCOE projections for PHES are limited in that future prices and site‐
specific factors could produce very different results.

The LCOE is useful for comparing the cost of a PHES facility to other peaking plants such as combined
cycle gas turbines (CCGT). It should be noted that the LCOE is very sensitive to the capacity factor.
Estimates of the LCOE cost for CCGT plants vary widely due to different assumptions about the CCGT
capacity factor and gas prices. In a 2002 study, EPRI used a 25 percent factor and calculated the LCOE of
a CCGT plant to be $176/MWH. Moreover, gas prices have declined since the EPRI study was completed.
However, PHES could be competitive with natural gas in high gas price scenarios.
For a PHES facility on the MIR, the cost of acquiring the necessary mineral rights represents one of the
largest sources of uncertainty regarding total capital cost. The mineral rights accounted for about 15
percent of the total capital cost in the Barr Engineering study of the Giants Ridge PHES facility, where
mineral rights would only need to be acquired under the lower reservoir (BARR Engineering, 2009), but
the cost of acquiring mineral rights could be significantly higher. Many potential PHES sites on the MIR
would require acquisition of mineral rights under both reservoirs, as well as around them, to create a
buffer zone from blasting. Furthermore, the price of acquiring mineral rights has doubled in recent years
from what Barr assumed in its study, and prices are expected to continue to increase, driven by global
demand for iron ore. Figure 4.5‐3 shows the sensitivity of the LCOE to increases in the cost of acquisition
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of mineral rights. If the cost of acquiring mineral rights increases by four times the cost assumed in
current model (roughly a scenario in which mineral rights need to be acquired under both reservoirs at
2011 prices), LCOE could increase by 59 percent, and total revenue requirements could increase by as
much as 36 percent.

Figure 4.5‐3. Impact of Mineral Rights on LCOE.

IMPACT OF PHES ON TOTAL SYSTEM COSTS
Ultimately, the value of energy storage technologies must be judged at both the facility scale and for
their impact on total system costs. As described in Section 4.4 (Impact of PHES on electric power
system reliability and costs), the impact of PHES on total system costs would be a function of the level
of wind deployment, curtailment patterns, and whether or not there is a climate policy that places a
price on greenhouse gas emissions. Within the system as a whole, the impact of energy storage
technologies like PHES will depend on the value of the energy services they provide compared to
alternatives, and there is currently no way to make a fair comparison because existing markets and rules
do not monetize many of the benefits that storage adds to the system such as increased power quality
and operational flexibility.
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Synopsis

Chapter 5 concentrates on reviewing various environmental issues that will need to be studied in more
detail for implementation of PHES at a selected site. In addition, a draft environmental impact report was
developed to outline specific parameters that need to be addressed to provide public, governmental, and
other interested parties with information about the specific impacts that PHES implementation may cause
using existing mine pits. Significant environmental impacts include soil erosion and surface water quality
changes that likely can be mitigated with sound erosion control practices. Further investigation is
necessary to develop site‐specific information regarding water balance, release of mineral and other
agents to the water, groundwater quality and availability, surface water bodies, and the impacts of the
technology implementation on cultural an aesthetic resources. In developing the environmental picture
for the Mesabi Iron Range, various stakeholders were interviewed, and the feedback obtained is
summarized in this chapter. Additionally, a summary of permitting requirements including the process for
permitting is presented. Also, various evaluation methods and models are presented to help evaluate
prioritized environmental concerns. Finally, the level of significance of PHES for various environmental
impacts is assessed, and various potential mitigation measures are discussed for each impact.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report on a Mesabi Iron Range Pumped Hydro Energy Storage (proposed project) draft environmental
impact report (EIR) was prepared to provide the public, governmental and/or responsible agencies, and
other interested parties with information about the environmental effects of PHES implementation in
northeastern Minnesota using existing mine pits.
This EIR was scoped on possible effects caused by the proposed project in terms of geology and soil, water
quality, surface water, groundwater, biological resources, and other common issues that are often
mentioned in most environmental impact reports for new project development such as agricultural
resources, cultural resources, aesthetic resources, population and housing, air quality, and noise. These
possible impacts are briefly summarized in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2, three issues: groundwater impact,
release of mineral dissolution, and water balance, which were deemed as critical and somewhat unique to
the proposed project, are analyzed in detail by providing conceptual models and analytical methods. The
possible impacts caused by an effort of enhancing the efficiency of the whole project by increasing the net
head from upper reservoir to lower reservoir is also analyzed in Section 5.2. The analytical methods of
determining the radius of influence area and possible effects to the surrounding surface water bodies by
decreasing natural or steady state hydraulic head is demonstrated. In Section 5.3, the environmental
impacts caused by the proposed project are synthesized and tabulated with impact assessments and
possible mitigation measures for those issues deemed as significant. For those issues for which further
information is needed to evaluate at a specific project site, the missing data and information are
identified.
Significant environmental impacts caused by the proposed project include soil erosion and surface water
quality during the construction phases. The possible mitigation measures include implementation of
sound erosion control practices. Possible significant issues that require further investigation and
information for insightful evaluation after a specific site is determined include water balance, release of
mineral and sulfate solutions, groundwater quality and availability, surface water bodies, and cultural and
aesthetic resources.
As a part of the evaluation of environmental impacts, meetings were held with various stakeholder groups
including regulatory agencies, tribes, and other interested parties. These stakeholder interviews provide
an opportunity for the project team to receive feedback from parties having vast experience with
environmental issues in northeastern Minnesota. Their comments are summarized in Section 5.4 and are
incorporated into the synthesis table of Section 5.3. A summary of the permitting requirements for the
implementation of a PHES facility on the Mesabi Iron Range is included in Section 5.5.
This EIR serves as an informational document which informs public agency decision makers and the public
generally of the significant environmental effects of the proposed project, presents preliminary
conceptual models and tools to evaluate high‐priority environmental impacts, identifies possible ways to
minimize the significant effects, and synthesizes required permitting information. While the scope of this
EIR does not allow for a detailed evaluation of the environmental impacts for the proposed project at a
specific site, it provides a framework on which future evaluations of environment impacts caused by
developing and operating a Pumped Storage Hydroelectric Energy Storage project at the Mesabi Iron
Range area can be based.
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The proposed project facility and components include: upper dams and reservoir, lower reservoir,
spillways, conduits, powerhouse, access tunnel, water supply, land conveyance pipelines, and
transmission lines. The general environmental concerns of this proposed project include: geology and
soil, surface water, groundwater, agricultural resources, biological resources, aesthetic resources,
cultural resources, recreation, population and housing, air quality, and noise. Each general category of
environmental concerns is described briefly in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 focuses on a more detailed
description of groundwater and surface water related impacts from implementing PHES in the
abandoned mine pits. Section 5.3 presents an overall summary and assessment of the potential
environmental impacts from PHES development on minelands in northern Minnesota. Section 5.4 has
results from stakeholder interviews.

GEOLOGY AND SOIL
Construction activities of dams and reservoirs, along with water conveyance corridor and transmission
line corridor, as well as operations of the project may potentially impact the geological and soil
resources at the project site. The Mesabi Iron Range (MIR) is bounded on the north by Giants Ridge,
which is the major topographic high in the area. According to Winter (1973), this long, linear ridge
consists of mostly Precambrian granite, towering more than 400 feet above the land immediately to the
south.
The rest of the area consists of landforms resulting from glacial deposits from over 10,000 years ago.
Bedrock underlying the Mesabi Iron Range (MIR) includes granite, quartzite, iron‐formation, argillite,
and gabbro of Precambrian age. Conglomerate, sandstones, and shales of Cretaceous age overlie the
Precambrian rocks in the western half of the area. Glacial drift in the Mesabi Iron Range area consists of
three major till units ‐ basal till, boulder till, and surficial till. Total thickness of all drift units ranges from
zero along the base of the Mesabi Iron Range to 250‐300 feet in the southeastern MIR while in most of
the area the drift is greater than 100 feet thick (Winter, 1973).

Soil Erosion
We assumed that soil erosion will likely only occur during construction processes of this project. Soil
erosion and sedimentation control plans aiming to minimize soil particles movement from the disturbed
land caused by raindrop splash and surface runoff should be included and implemented during the
development of the project. Control plans should specifically be implemented for the areas of cleared
and graded for minor cuts and fills and that have permanent or temporary structures.

Landslides
During site investigation and preparation of construction, areas within the upper and lower pits that
have potentially unstable slopes caused by mining fracture sets on the pit wall should be carefully
identified and repaired to avoid potential slope raveling and localized slope failures and rock falls.
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Seismicity
Concerns to the project include regional seismicity that may affect the project’s safety, and the potential
for increasing the risk of an earthquake triggered by the increase of water weight in project reservoirs.
Historical earthquakes affecting Minnesota are summarized in Table 5.1‐1 (USGS, 2009). It is generally
accepted that only a small percentage of reservoirs impounded by large dams have triggered known
seismic activity (Gupta, 2007). Since the mine pits in the Mesabi Iron Range are relatively small in size
and earthquakes infrequent, the potential for reservoir triggered seismicity at the proposed scale of
project being considered, is likely to be insignificant. However, a detailed evaluation of project safety
regarding earthquake hazards should be carefully conducted when/if a project site is identified.

Table 5.1‐1a. Recorded historical earthquakes affecting Minnesota (adapted from USGS, 2009).
Date

Severity of the Shock

Quake Center

1860

Fairly strong

Central Minnesota, US

Area affected in
Minnesota
Entire state

Sept. 3, 1917

Intensity VI

Central Minnesota, US

Entire state

Nov. 15, 1877

Strong shock

Eastern Nebraska, US

SW Minnesota

May 26, 1909

Intensity VII

Illinois, US

SE Minnesota

Feb. 28, 1925

‐‐

Quebec, Canada

Nov. 1, 1935

Strong

Timiskaming, Canada

Nov. 9, 1968

Intensity I‐IV

South‐central Illinois, US
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Slightly felt in
Minneapolis., MN
Slightly felt in
Minneapolis
Austin, Glencoe,
Mankato, Minneapolis,
Rochester, MN

Table 5.1‐1b. Additional historical earthquakes affecting Minnesota (Chandler, 1994, and pers.comm.,
Nov. 8, 2011).
#

Epicenter
(nearest town)

1

Long Prairie

2
3
4

New Prague
St. Vincent
New Ulm

County

Mo./Day/Yr.

Todd

1860‐61

Scott

12/16/1860

Kittson

12/28/1880

Brown

2/5‐2/12/1881

Lat.
(deg.)

Long.
(deg.)

46.10

94.90

44.60
49.00
44.30

Depth
(km)

Km2

Intensity

Magnitude

‐‐‐

‐‐‐

VI‐VII

5.0

93.50

‐‐‐

‐‐‐

VI

4.7

97.20

‐‐‐

‐‐‐

II‐IV

3.6

94.50

‐‐‐

v. local
‐‐‐

VI

3.0‐4.0?

V

3.8

VI‐VII

4.3

IV

3.8

5

Red Lake

Beltrami

2/6/1917

47.90

95.00

‐‐‐

6

Staples

Todd

9/3/1917

46.34

94.63

‐‐‐

7

Bowstring

Itasca

12/23/1928

47.50

93.80

‐‐‐

48,000
‐‐‐

8

Detroit Lakes

Becker

1/28/1939

46.90

96.00

‐‐‐

8,000

IV

3.9‐3

9

Alexandria

Douglas

2/15/1950

46.10

95.20

‐‐‐

3,000

V

3.6

10

Pipestone*

Pipestone

9/28/1964

44.00

96.40

‐‐‐

‐‐‐

‐‐‐

3.4

11

Morris*

Stevens

7/9/1975

45.50

96.10

‐‐‐

Mille Lacs

93.75

‐‐‐

VI
‐‐‐

4.8‐4.6

3/5/1979

95.55

‐‐‐

‐‐‐

‐‐‐

3.1

92.90

‐‐‐

‐‐‐

‐‐‐

0.1

12
13
14

Milaca*
Evergreen*
Rush City*

Becker

4/16/1979

Chisago

5/14/1979

45.85
46.78
45.72

82,000
‐‐‐

1.0

15

Nisswa*

Crow Wing

7/26/1979

46.50

94.33

‐‐‐

v. local

III

1.0

16

Cottage Grove

Washington

4/24/1981

44.84

92.93

‐‐‐

v. local

III‐IV

3.6

17

Walker

Cass

9/27/1982

47.10

97.60

‐‐‐

v. local

II

2.0

18

Dumont*

Stevens

6/4/1993

45.67

96.29

‐‐‐

69,500

V‐VI

4.1

19

Granite Falls*

Yellow Medicine

2/9/1994

44.86
45.99

95.56
95.53

‐‐‐

11,600
‐‐‐

V
‐‐‐

3.1

15.6

Douglas

4/29/2011

20

Alexandria*

*

Asterisks denote earthquakes that were recorded instrumentally.

2.5

WATER QUALITY
Because water is the primary resource and energy transport vehicle for a PHES project, and because of
Minnesota’s strong regulatory protection of water resources, negligible impacts on water quality and
quantity are critical goals for the design of a PHES system. Moreover, both the water quality and
hydrology of the pit used for PHES could potentially be altered by project activities during and after
construction, as could surface and groundwater in their vicinity. Key pathways whose modification might
affect water quality include: evaporative water losses, soil erosion leading to increased nutrient runoff
and potential eutrophication as well as direct ecological effects due to increased suspended sediment,
elevated metals concentrations, elevated salt levels in runoff and pit lake discharge (sulfate in
particular), and acidification of pit lake water.
Water balance from evaporative loss during operation processes and water gain from precipitation and
runoff should be determined for specific pits chosen for the proposed PHES project. Average
precipitation on the Northeastern Minnesota Iron Range is approximately 28.3 inch (71.9 cm)/year and
annual surface runoff in this region is estimated to be approximately 8‐10 inches (20.3 – 25.4 cm) (Herr
and Gleason, 2007). Evaporation rates will differ from pit to pit depending on their rim areas, slopes and
orientation to the sun, plus water elevation. A water losing reservoir could not only decrease the energy
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efficiency of the proposed PHES project, but also potentially result in increased salt, nutrient, and acid
concentrations in the system water. In the case of severe evaporative water loss, make up water would
be required.
Eutrophication is a process involving the nutrient enrichment of a water body, such as lakes, estuaries,
or slow‐moving streams, where excessive plant growth of algae, periphyton (attached algae), and
nuisance higher plants (“weeds”) results from this excess fertility. Negative impacts that most commonly
occur involve obnoxious growths of algae and plants that smother habitat, modify food webs, deplete
dissolved oxygen in the water, and cause taste, odor, and sometimes algal toxin problems. Nutrients
normally come from sources such as fertilizers applied to agricultural fields, golf courses, and suburban
lawns; deposition of nitrogen from atmosphere, soil erosion and runoff containing nutrients, and
sewage treatment plant discharges (GEI Consultants Inc., 2010; Axler et al., 1996). Because the water in
a PHES project system would be designed to be cycled between upper and lower reservoirs, no direct
nutrient sources would be introduced during routine operation. The proposed sites are at disturbed
mined lands where there are no agricultural fields or golf courses within the drainage areas.
Furthermore, there are no sewage‐related discharges to those abandoned mine pit lakes. Therefore,
eutrophication impacts from external nutrient loading are likely to be insignificant.
According to preliminary site investigations conducted by the project team using available map (GIS)
data, most mine pits are surrounded by fracture dominated rocks left from prior mining activities.
Exposed oxide (primarily iron oxide) and sulfide minerals are presumed to be contained within the
fractured pit walls (Fetter, 2001). Fluctuation of water level in the pits during PHES operations would
enhance the availability of oxygen to those minerals that accumulated on the weathered bedrock
surface during mining and during the early period post‐mining flooding. Repeated cycles of flooding and
exposure to the atmosphere will speed the oxidation of ferrous iron and reduced sulfur compounds and
potentially increase the release of iron and sulfate salts and acid from pit walls to system water (Berndt,
2003). Figure 5.1‐1 shows a conceptual model of the interaction between pit water, minerals, and
solutes from pit walls caused by fluctuating water level and depicts the exchanges between the
groundwater and pit water during PHES operation.
For a specific project site, the mineralogy of the geologic units in the vicinity of the pit should be
carefully investigated so that the nature and magnitiude of changes in water quality can be estimated. If
increased release of solute mineral and/or acid are demonstrated to be detrimental to either the safety
of power generation equipments, as well as down stream beneficial uses of the water, then in situ or
off‐site treatment of the pit water may be required. Section 5.2 of this report details test methods of in
pit sulfate/mineral concentration. Alternative mitigation measures to reduce potential adverse effects
to system equipment is to apply rust protection for project equipments such as turbine, pumps, and
water conduits.
One final consideration, though perhaps unlikely to be significant, is the change in water column
thermal and chemical stratification that would result from turbulent mixing associated with large water
volumes being cycled relatively frequently between the two reservoirs (time periods < 1 day). Some
mine pit lakes on the Mesabi Iron Range (MIR) have previously been discovered to be meromictic, i.e.,
exhibiting a strong vertical chemical stratification for much of the year if deep enough (guestimated at >
60 meters or so), but dependent on basin fetch and wind sheltering by the cliff walls of the pit lakes
(Axler et al., 1992, 1996; Axler, unpubl. data). Such pit lakes are characterized by strong hypolimnetic
anoxia during much if not all of the ice free growing season and strong reducing conditions in this
stagnant monimolimnion (cf. Cole, 1994).
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Figure 5.1‐1. Schematic of exchange between groundwater and pit water during operation of a PHES
facility.

GROUNDWATER
Previous studies have shown that the most productive aquifers on the Mesabi Iron Range are the
Precambrian Biwabik Iron Formation (BIF) and the stratified glacial drifts. Ground water movement in
the BIF is generally through factures, faults and joints. Recharge to the BIF is generally through
infiltration of the overlying glacial drift deposits. The general ground water movement in the Mesabi
Iron Range tends to be south and southeast from the Laurentian Divide (Herr and Gleason, 2007).
Tests have been performed by previous researchers (Herr and Gleason, 2007) to determine the critical
hydrological parameters for the Mesabi Iron Range. However, even though those studies only focused
on a few relatively small areas, much more specific hydraulic conductivity data is needed to estimate
local and regional groundwater flows for assessing the suitability of potential sites. Table 5.1‐2 lists the
hydraulic conductivities of some aquifers of potential sites and should be used as a reference to describe
the regional flow regime.
According to PHES facility design, the fluctuation distance between high and low water level in pits is
likely to be about 30 ft (9 m), and the processes of pumping and releasing cycles normally occur within
48 hours. Since low values of hydraulic conductivity for the rocks surrounding the pit lakes that have
previously been studied, the exchange between groundwater and pit water is considered likely to occur
within a very short distance from the pit walls (see Figure 5.1‐1).
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Table 5.1‐2. Hydraulic conductivity of the local aquifers in feet per day (adapted from Herr and Gleason,
2007).
Aquifers
Duluth Complex
Virginia Formation
Biwabik Formation
Between Buhl and
Chisholm

Test Performed
single‐well aquifer test
4 pumping and 5 observation wells
specific capacity test

Hydraulic Conductivity (K) ft/day
10‐3.6 to 102.6
10‐2.6 to 1
10‐0.05
10‐3.5 to 10‐0.5

various slug tests

Although a specific site has not been determined for the proposed PHES, general considerations about
regional ground water can be discussed based on the anticipated design configuration for the proposed
project. Two preliminary scenarios: (1) using existing pits for lower and upper reservoirs; and (2) using
an existing pit as lower reservoir and constructing an upper reservoir, are discussed below. The
groundwater interactions should be similar for the lower reservoir in both scenarios; however, the
extent to which the upper reservoir interacts with local and regional groundwater will depend on the
characteristics of the specific site.
In the case of using existing pits with stable water level as an upper or lower reservoir, the interaction
between pit water and ground water surrounding the pits will likely occur within a limited area, as
shown in Figure 5.1‐1. One major concern relates to soluble iron and sulfate (and possibly manganese)
release from pit walls to the system water due to the oxidation of rock minerals associated with water
level fluctuation. This oxidation could result in a net release of these compounds to either down
gradient groundwater or surface waters if discharged. As noted in the water quality session, the
interaction between groundwater and the water in the reservoir will be limited during the PHES
operation. The impact to groundwater quality within the vicinity of the selected mine pits is expected to
be small, or negligible.
In cases where an upper reservoir is constructed, the walls and bottom of the upper reservoir could be
carefully lined so as to minimize hydrologic interaction between the upper reservoir and its surrounding
water system.
Another concern regarding groundwater is the impact caused by project operation on local groundwater
movement that could affect the availability of groundwater to municipal, industrial, and private wells,
wetlands, rivers, and lakes in the surrounding area. However, since the interaction between
groundwater and pit water during the operation of a PHES will occur over a relatively small area, this
potential impact is likely not to be significant.

SURFACE WATER
PHES impacts to surface water are based on both a construction phase and an operation phase. By
implementing proper runoff, soil erosion, and sedimentation control practices, the impact(s) during the
construction of the powerhouse, upper reservoir, and power line corridor to surface water bodies can
be effectively mitigated. During the operation processes, there are two possible means through which
the water in reservoirs can impact surface water: (1) exchanges between pit water and groundwater and
between groundwater and surface water; and (2) discharge of water from reservoir to the surface water
bodies if precipitation and surface runoff associated with storm events flood the reservoir system and
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water levels require reduction. While the likelihood of impact through the first pathway is small, as
discussed previously, the possibility of impacts to surface water via direct discharges will depend on the
quality of the water in the reservoir (both the legacy contamination and increased sulfate and iron in
solution resulting from operation processes), the drainage area of the selected mine pits, and the
magnitude of the potential discharge.
Increased stormwater would be produced from the PHES facility due to increased impermeable surface
area. Its potential effects to the downstream watershed include greater potential for erosion and
sedimentation, increased pollutant concentrations in stormwater washing through surfaces within the
PHES facility, and potential need for culvert upgrading. Magnitude of this effect will depend on the size
and management strategies of the proposed project.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Biological resources include plant communities, wildlife communities, fishery resources, and sensitive
species and sensitive habitats. Concerns of this project to the biological resource include substantial
adverse effects, either directly or through habitat modifications, on any species identified as a
candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations.
According to cursory site investigations conducted by the project team and the GIS data obtained from
the Laurentian Vision Partnership (2002), the vicinity of the pits potentially selected for this project is
heavily‐disturbed mined land and rare plant species are unlikely to be present (Felleson, 1999).
Therefore, the impact to sensitive on‐site plant communities for this project is unlikely to be significant.
Regional forest‐sensitive wildlife in northeastern Minnesota includes: Peregrine falcon, Great Gray owl,
Boreal owl, and Female Nabokov’s blue butterfly. Regional forest sensitive plant species of particular
concern in northeastern Minnesota include: Moehringia macrophylla, Litera auriculata, Pyrola minor,
and Waldsteinia fragarioides (USDA, 2008). In an EIS prepared for PolyMet NorthMet mine site, nine
State‐listed Endangered, Threatened or Special Concern (ETSC) plant species were identified (PolyMet
Mining Inc., 2009). Seven federal and state‐listed ETSC wildlife species were also identified as outlined
below:
1. ETSC plants: Prairie moonwort, pale moonwort, ternate grape‐fern, least grapefern, flooting
mash ary gold, neat spike rush, lapland butter cup, clustered bur‐reed, torrey’s manna grass; and
2. ETSC wildlife: Canada lynx, grey wolf, bald eagle, wood turtle, heather vole, yellow rail, and tiger
beetle.
The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (MN DNR) and U.S. Forest Service (USFS) developed
the Ecological Classification System (ECS) that has been used to identify and describe unique features.
The majority of the Mesabi Iron Range lies in the ECS subsection of Nashwauk Uplands, where 38 rare
species were identified (MN DNR, 2010). Because the prior mining activities have already destroyed the
habitat of these species at the mine pit areas, they are not likely to be directly impacted by this
proposed project; however, a PHES project can potentially prevent the remediation of a site that
provides a viable, useable habitat for wildlife. Therefore, in the phase of determining a specific site(s) for
a PHES facility, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) should also be contacted and consulted to
determine additional measures that could be implemented wildlife protection.
Selected fish species stocked in some of Mesabi Iron Range (MIR) pit lakes include Lake Trout, Rainbow
Trout, White Sucker, and Brook Trout (MN DNR, 2011). Major concerns of PHES to fish include increased
water temperature and fish being killed or wounded by being transported through the pump/turbine
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machinery (Kleinschmidt, 2009). According to the Ludington PHES staff in Michigan, temperature
increases were negligible (less than 0.02oC) between the upper and lower reservoir (Consumers Energy,
2006). Since the heating from the project is small and the reservoirs are open to the atmosphere, the
water temperature will quickly equilibrate, and resultant potential impacts are small. However, fish
killed or damaged by turbines can be a major concern for the pits with fish in them because of direct
damage to the fishery, and indirect effects to fish‐eating wildlife, even if the pit lake fishery is not a
natural community and not managed directly by MN DNR. Therefore, protection efforts must be
implemented at the intakes of water conduits at both upper and lower reservoirs. In most PHES
facilities, interactions exist with fisheries populations and mitigation needs to occur so that these
populations are not damaged (GEI Consultants Inc., 2010).

IMPACTS COMMON TO LARGE FACILITY /RESERVOIR/DAM CONSTRUCTION
Agricultural Resources
Agriculture activities in northern Minnesota are primarily pasture and hay crop farming. Along the
Mesabi Iron Range itself, the landscape is heavily disturbed from historical mining, and there are
probably no specific agricultural resources at risk in the immediate vicinity of the pits potentially chosen
as upper or lower reservoirs. Therefore, the impact of this proposed project to agriculture resources is
considered to be insignificant.

Cultural Resources
Early consideration of historic resources helps preserve the state’s rich historic heritage while
eliminating and reducing project delays (Minnesota Historical Society, 2011). Concerns about cultural
resources to this proposed PHES project center on the potential impact of new construction of an upper
and/or lower reservoir, dams, power line corridors, new roads, and any structures, buildings, or other
features that could overlie or constitute historic or prehistoric resources. Prior to deciding on a specific
site, federal, state and local agencies, tribal governments, the Minnesota State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO), and other stakeholders should be consulted to ensure that potential impacts to
Minnesota and tribal historical and cultural/spiritual resources are considered early and avoided entirely
or mitigated to stakeholder satisfaction.

Aesthetic Resources
Causes of potential impacts to aesthetic and visual resources by PHES are expected to be primarily from
construction of the power lines and the upper and/or lower reservoir. The severity of these impacts will
depend on the visual character and scenic quality surrounding the selected site.

Recreational Resources
The proposed project will primarily occupy abandoned mine pits and minelands that are commonly
considered to have low recreational value. However, the potential impact will depend on the actual site
chosen, and therefore regulatory and economic development agencies, along with a long list of non‐
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governmental organizations (NGOs) associated with natural resource conservation and recreation, will
need to be consulted early in the siting process.

Population and Housing
A project will bring significant impact to population and housing if it does one of the following (GEI
Consultants Inc., 2010):
1. Induce substantial population growth in the area, either directly or indirectly; and/or
2. Displace substantial numbers of people or existing housing, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere.
According to its characteristics, the implementation of the proposed PHES project is not likely to
significantly increase or decrease population at the area. Therefore, the impacts to population and
housing are not likely to be significant.

Air Quality and Noise
The primary operation of a PHES facility is pumping and releasing water between upper and lower
reservoirs, which impacts air quality and noise. The most likely air quality impact is the release of
fugitive dust within a limited area during construction of dams, reservoirs, roads, power line corridors,
and other facility buildings. This possible impact to air quality can be effectively prevented by
implementing appropriate dust control efforts during the construction processes.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Greenhouse gas emisson issues would be primarily associated with the life cycles of the materials used
for the PHES facility during the phases of construction, transportation, and maintenance. Magnitude of
this impact depends on the scale of the proposed project.

Hazardous Materials
Hazardous materials would primarily be released during the construction and maintenance phases of a
PHES facility. The magnitude of this impact would depend on the scale of the project and its long‐term
management strategies.

Indirect Impacts Associated with PHES
PHES is essentially an enabling technology in support of wind energy generation and, at this point in
time, to a lesser degree, solar power or other fluctuating power generation technologies. Indirect
environmental impacts from these off‐site power generation facilities, whether they currently exist (e.g.,
North Dakota wind power) or not have not been addressed in this study. No new alternative power
generation facilities besides PHES are being proposed as part of the current study. However, a number
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of issues should be considered as associated with wind energy as apart of the overall scoping process for
the next phase of a project (e.g., bat, bird, and noise issues in particular).
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During the process of researching the environmental impacts summarized in Section 5.1 and outlined in
Section 5.3, several potential concerns were identified as priority due to their likelihood of occurrence
and the magnitude of the potential impact. These “priority impacts” were also frequently mentioned in
conversations with regulatory staff and other interested parties. Because these impacts are most likely
to influence decisions about the choice of specific PHES site, additional time was spent researching
priority environmental impacts, including alterations to groundwater movement, accelerated mineral
dissolution, and surface water discharges. A conceptual model and more detailed analysis and literature
review for each is presented here in Section 5.2.
GROUNDWATER MOVEMENT
Net head from upper to lower reservoir is the key factor determining the efficiency and capacity of a
PHES project, thus increasing the net head will significantly increase the capacity of power generation.
While the proposed project sites were chosen based on the existing elevation differences between the
potential upper and lower reservoirs assuming a minimum net head of about 300 feet (90 m), the
environmental assessment team investigated the potential impacts of dewatering and maintaining a
lower reservoir at a certain level during long term operation. This could improve the net head and thus
enhance the efficiency of a PHES project. Major concerns involve the potential impacts to the availability
of groundwater resources in the vicinity of the dewatered reservoir and to the quality and quantity of
surface water bodies caused by drawdown of the water table within the affected area.
According to the MN Health Department (MDH), approximately 70 percent of all Minnesotans rely on
groundwater as their primary source of drinking water, and one million Minnesotans rely on private
wells (Minnesota Department of Health, 2011). Mesabi Iron Range communities have a diverse array of
source waters for their clients, including several pit lakes (see Section 5.5), deep bore holes and
abandoned mine shafts associated with historical mining, and shallow to moderately‐deep wells (MDH,
2011). In addition, there are hundreds to thousands of rural wells presumed to be relatively shallow in
the region. Because surface water bodies are important resources to human and wildlife habitat, it is
crucial to investigate the impacts to surface water bodies due to such a rapid decrease of water level in
a lower reservoir. Determining the radii of the affected area of a dewatering pit and the drawdown of
water table within the influence area are key elements to estimate the potential effects surface water
resources caused by dewatering and holding a low water level in a mine pit.

Groundwater Movement Conceptual Model
Figures 5.2‐1 and 5.2‐2 depict the initial analysis of the long‐term effect of water table drawdown
caused by dewatering and maintaining a certain low water level in a pit. This conceptual model is
adapted from the simple analytical equations for estimating groundwater inflow to a mine pit reported
by Marinelli and Niccoli (2000). In this method, the pit is treated as a well, and the long‐term pumping is
considered as steady state discharge. Assumptions of applying this method include:
•
•
•
•
•

The pit walls are approximated as a right circular cylinder;
The water table is approximately horizontal;
Recharge is uniformly distributed across the influenced area;
All recharge within the influenced area of the pit is assumed to be captured by the pit; and
Ground water flow toward the pit is axially symmetric.
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Static water table

Figure 5.2‐1. Schematic of groundwater movement due to dewatering a reservoir.

Figure 5.2‐2. Conceptual model of groundwater inflow (adapted from by Marinelli and Niccoli, 2000)
caused by dewatering an existing pit.
Q1: The pit inflow rate from zone 1, or from the pit wall
Q2: The pit inflow rate from zone 2, or through the pit bottom
W: The distributed recharge flux
rp: Effective pit radius
r0: Radius of influence (maximum extent of the cone of depression)
hp: Saturated thickness above the base of Zone 1 at rp (i. e., Saturated thickness at the pit wall)
h0: The initial saturated thickness above the base of Zone 1
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Analytical solutions
The radius of influence (r0) can be determined using the equation (1) by iteration (Marinelli and Niccoli,
2000):

(1)

The inflow from the pit walls can be determined by equation (2):
)

(2)

The hydraulic head contours (the cone of depression) can be expressed using equation (3):
(3)
: The initial water table elevation (pre‐dewatering)
: The steady‐state hydraulic head elevation (post‐dewatering)

The inflow through the pit bottom will be determined using equations (4) and (5):

(4)

(5)

For the general model, it is assumed that the initial water level in the pit is the same as the piezometric
surface in the aquifer at level h0, and that the water level in lower reservoir is decreased to hp abruptly
at time zero and is held at this level during the routine operation of this project.

Example Applications
An imagined mine pit in the Mesabi Iron Range with radius of 257.8 meters has been used to
demonstrate the application of this model. The relevant prarmeters used to estimate the impacts are:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Hydraulic conductivity: K = 5.0e‐7 m/s
Approximated pit radius: rp = 257.8 m
Steady lower pit water level: hp = 10 m
Recharge within the system: w = 2.1e‐9 m/s
Initial pit water level: h0 = 60 m
The elevation change of pit water level: h0 – hp = 50 m

Iteration of equation (1) indicated that the radius of influence (r0) is 1291 m. Figure 5.2‐3 shows the
relationship between the radius of influence area and the targeted decrease of water level in the pit.
The greater the water level decreasetargeted for the lower pit, the greater will be the radius of the
affected area. Hydraulic heads at various radial distances from the pit center have been calculated using
equation (3), assuming the pit’s water level decrease is 50 m. Figure 5.2‐4 shows the steady state water
table within the affected area.

Figure5.2‐3. Relationship between the radius of influence and the elevation change of pit water level.

Figure 5.2‐4. Change of hydraulic head with radial distance from the pit center.
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Potential Effects at Proposed Sites
For the proposed PHES project, out of the 20 potential sites proposed by the project team, 5 were
identified as the most likely sites: Alpena Minorca, Morton Agnew area, Minntac East area, Hibtac area,
and Keetac North area. These were investigated in more detail to illustrate how potential impacts
caused by decreasing the water level elevation might be estimated. As wetlands are a highly valued
water resource for many plant and wildlife species in northeastern Minnesota (Barr Engineering, 2009;
Berndt, 2003), for flood control and for other reasons, more attention has been paid to the potential
impacts to wetlands. The focus of this investigation is on the size of the affected area and the potential
impacts to the water resources (wells, wetlands, streams, lakes, aquifers) within the affected area.
Assumptions for each pit are similar to those from the previous exercise:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Initial water level: 90 meters;
Steady water level: 60 meters;
Water level drawdown: 30 meters;
Hydraulic conductivity: 5.0e‐7 m/s; and
Recharge within the system: 2.1e‐9 m/s.

Table 5.2‐1. The physical characteristics of the five prioritized potential pits and water resources within
the influence areas, assuming 100 feet (30 meters) of water level drawdowns in the lower pit.

Potential sites

Alpena Minorca
Morton‐Agnew
Minntac East
Hibtac (within
pit)
Keetac North

Area of
lower
pit, m2

Equivalent
radius of
lower pit,
m

Radii of
influence
area, m

208,687
440,470
425,423

257.8
374.5
368.1

1,448
1,423
1,424

Protected
water
resources
within
affected
area, m2
179,503
0
0

448,583

378.0

1,422

172,592

234.4

1,452

Wetlands
within
affected
area, m2

Streams
within
affected
area, m

Wells
within
affected
area, #

806,522
568,235
915,053

3,058
0
4,897

0
1
7

0

727,689

0

3

115,596

0

0

3

Figures 5.2‐5 to 5.2‐9 depict the influence areas and their geological coverage surrounding those five
proposed pits. In those figures, the bright blue polygons are the pits chosen as proposed lower
reservoirs, while light green circles surrounding the pits are the influence areas, purple spots indicate
wetlands, green/blue lines are streams, and the red/green dots are wells. While the physical
connections between groundwater resource to the listed surface water bodies and wells in Table 5.2‐1
need to be further investigated, the severity of potential impact among the top five potential sites can
be estimated. Based on the data in Table 5.2‐1, the Morton‐Agnew and Keetac areas seem to have
fewer potential impacts compared to the other three sites because less surface water area is located
within their affected areas as compared to the other potential sites.
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Figure 5.2‐5. Influence of Alpena‐Minorca.

Figure 5.2‐6. Influence of Minntac East area.
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Figure 5.2‐7. Influence of Hibtac area.

Figure 5.2‐8. Influence of Morton‐Agnew area.
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Figure 5.2‐9. Influence of Keetac North area.

MINERAL DISSOLUTION AND WATER QUALITY
An important impact of the proposed project is mineral dissolution that may be accelerated due to
frequent fluctuation of water level during the operation of PHES. The wetting and drying of minerals,
especially those with a large surface area such as rocks or tailings disposed of in‐pit, is known to
accelerate dissolution and, although mitigation by site selection and engineered measures may be
possible, this concern will need to be addressed in detail. As prioritized topic, mineral dissolution
reaction processes, test methods, and conceptual model are described herein.

Description of Dissolution Tests
Many mine deposits in the Mesabi Iron Range have sulfidic minerals within their rock matrices (Lapakko,
1991). A few examples of sulfidic minerals that are quite common are pyrite (FeS2), pyrrhotite (Fe1‐xS),
and marcasite (FeS2) (EPA, 1994). All of the aforementioned minerals are capable of producing acidic
leachate if exposed to atmospheric oxygen or oxygenated waters, with pyrite having the fastest
oxidation rates (Kwong and Ferguson, 1990). At pH lower than 4.5, Fe3+ is the primary oxidant, which is
mediated by iron oxidizing bacteria (Eqn. 7) (Singer and Stumm, 1970; Baker, 2003). The microbially
catalyzed ferric iron is then used to oxidize S2‐ to produce acid mine drainage (AMD) (Stumm and
Morgan, 1996; Eqn. 8). The oxidation of sulfur containing minerals have two main outcomes (other
resultant biogeochemical changes are of less importance relative to this report), decreasing pH and
increasing sulfate concentrations of the water body that receives the drainage. While understanding the
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basic geochemistry of AMD is important, a means of managing and predicting AMD is required to gain
knowledge of a sites acid producing capacity.
Fe2+ +2SO42‐ + 2H+

FeS2(s) + O2(aq) + H2O
Fe2+ +

O2 + H+

Fe3+ + H2O

FeS2 + Fe3+ + 8H2O

(7)

15Fe2+ + 2SO42‐ + 16H+

Fe1‐xS(S) + ([9‐3x]/4)O2 [(5‐3x)/2]H2O

(6)

(1‐x)Fe(OH)3(s) + SO42‐(aq) + 2H+(aq)

(8)
(9)

There are two main predictive methods for characterizing potential acid mine drainage (AMD) in mine
waste rock and exposed geologic material Static and Kinetic tests (Lapakko, 1991). Static tests are meant
to describe a material’s total capacity to produce acid (or neutralize acid) while kinetic tests measure the
rate at which a material may produce acidic leachate. Many common and less common static and kinetic
tests are outlined below, with some rarely used tests being omitted due to the limited scope of this
literature review. In addition to kinetic and static testing, mineralogical/chemical makeup of rock
samples is routinely measured using techniques such as X‐Ray Florescence (XRF), X‐Ray Diffraction
(XRD), scanning electron microscopy, and total elemental analysis (coulometry or colorimetry) (Lapakko,
2002). Although there are many methods to describe the acid production/neutralization potential,
various kinetic rates, and composition available, the scope of this literature review is to gain an
understanding of what static and kinetic methods are commonly used and readily available.
Before samples can be tested, a representative sample must be obtained. A detailed procedure for field
sampling is outlined in Field and Laboratory Methods Applicable to Overburdens and Minesoils (Sobek,
1978), if a sampling outline is required. Since this project may deal with intact lithology or mine waste
piles, multiple methods may need to be used, which could include many different types of sampling
(coring, grab samples, etc.; Sobek, 1978; MEND, 2008). Samples must represent the volume and type of
rock that will be exposed during oxidative processes (EPA, 1994). Detailed sampling procedures can be
found in multiple sources and should be consulted to fully understand proper protocol (B.C. AMD Task
Force, 1989; Sobek, 1978) followed by consultation with MN DNR Minerals Division scientists and other
relevant experts as indicated by stakeholder input to ensure scientific consensus on test methodologies
and sampling and analytical procedures.
The least expensive and time intensive predictive tests that can be conducted are static tests (Adam et
al., 1997). One result from static tests is the acid production potential usually reported as mass acidity
per mass of a given rock sample formed by the oxidation sulfur containing minerals, generally pyrrhotite
and pyrite (Stumm and Morgan, 1996; Eqns. 6 and 7 above). The other result from static tests is the
neutralization potential, which usually represents carbonate minerals in a sample (Eqns. 9 and 10) and is
also given in units of mass CaCO3 per mass of a given rock sample (EPA, 1994). While static testing can
predict the theoretical acid potential and neutralization potential, they are not meant to be a
quantitative measure of a rock sample’s ability to potentially create acid mine drainage.
MgCO3 + 2H+
CaCO3 + 2H+

H2CO3‐ + Mg2+

(10)

H2CO3‐ + Ca2+

(11)
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Acid base accounting is a commonly used static test (Sobek, 1978), which requires little specialized
equipment and can be done in a short period of time. This test involves two steps to determine acid
production potential (APP) and neutralization potential (NP). The APP is calculated by determining the
total sulfur (Stot) content of a given rock sample, which can be measured using a combustion furnace to
measure the total sulfur dioxide, which is assumed to be the total pool of sulfur that can be oxidized to
H2SO4 (strong acid). The Stot is then converted to kg CaCO3/ton sample to estimate the corresponding
amount of base needed to neutralize it (Sobek et al., 1978). The second metric calculated in the ABA test
is neutralization potential (NP), which is determined by adding a known concentration of HCl (strong
acid) to the rock samples past their ability to neutralize the added acid. The sample is then titrated using
NaOH to determine the amount of HCl that was unreacted to ultimately estimate the NP of the sample
(Sobek et al., 1978). Subtraction of the AP and NP gives the Net Neutralization Potential (NNP), which
gives an estimate of the rock sample’s likelihood to be acid generating in the field (Adam et al., 1997).
The ABA has been modified into several other static tests such as the Modified ABA (Lawrence, 1990) or
the B.C. Research Initial Test (Duncan and Bruynesteyn, 1979). ABA methods can also be found in The
American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM), which include tests ASTM E‐1019, ASTM E‐395‐70,
and ASTM E‐1915. The other type of static tests commonly found in the literature is the Net Acid
Generation (NAG) (Miller, 1990) and Net Acid Production (NAP) test (Coastech, 1989). Both of these
methods add a quantitative volume of H2O2 as a strong oxidant to a measured rock sample, and allowed
to react for a given period of time. The final sample is then titrated back to a given endpoint to calculate
the H2SO4 that was released from the rock (Stewart et al., 2006; Lapakko, 2002). These tests are
particularly useful since they do not require large equipment, compared to other static tests which
require combustion ovens or elemental analyzers.
The second category of AMD testing is Kinetic Testing, which includes many different methods that can
determine rates of acid and neutralization potential for further investigating a site after a static test has
been conducted (MEND, 2008). Although these tests supply more information, they generally cost more
and have larger time scales relative to static test methods. While each test may yield a rate of acid
production, each must be interpreted differently because each method measures weathering processes
slightly differently (EPA, 1994). Most kinetic tests run for a long period a time (multiple months) relative
to static tests (days) (Lapakko, 1991). Usually, kinetic testing is used after a static test has determined
whether there is significant potential for acid production from a given sample (Lapakko, 1991; EPA,
1994; MEND, 2008).
A very common Kinetic Test used in North America is the humidity cell test (MEND, 2008; Lapakko,
2002). This test consists of crushing sample into ~ 2 mm particle size, placing the sample in a container,
and exposing it to humid versus dry conditions to obtain rates of acid generation (Sobek, 1978). The
humidity cell test is widely used and can model wet and dry weathering cycles, but has the disadvantage
of taking a relatively long time period to carry out (Lapakko, 1991). In addition to the humidity cell, the
“modified” humidity cell has a similar procedure and time length, but has a larger setup (Lawrence,
1990). Another common kinetic test is the column test, which consists of a column (various sizes and
materials used) that contains the desired sample crushed to the desired particle size (Bruynesteyn and
Hackle, 1982). Periodically, water is washed through column, where leachate is collected and analyzed
for various parameters, depending on the study. Column tests have little standardization relative to
humidity tests, which means a specific test can be tailored to a given project (EPA, 1994) to more
accurately simulate highly variable field conditions. While both of these tests are commonly used in
AMD literature, they can take a long period of time to run (>20 weeks), although costs are relatively low
(Lapakko, 1993). Other kinetic tests that are used less frequently make use of Soxhlet extraction and/or
shaker flasks. Soxhlet extraction involves putting a 0.05 mm grain size sample into a thimble, which is
then heated to create a leachate (hot/warm water used as the extractant) (Singleton and Lavkulich,
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1978; Sullivan and Sobek, 1982). The shaker flask (or batch reactor) test simply involves putting a sample
in an Erlenmeyer flask containing water or other extractant (Halbert, 1983) and then shaking for a
standardized period of time at a standardized shaker speed. Periodically, parameters are measured from
subsamples of leachate to gain an understanding of how the leachate is changing over time. The
parameters that are measured may include pH, conductivity, alkalinity, sulfate and various other
analytes as needed. More information can be obtained about these tests and others in detailed reviews
conducted by multiple different governmental agencies and researchers (MEND, 2008; Lapakko, 1991;
EPA, 1994).
Kinetic tests attempt to estimate the rate in which acid rock drainage is produced by a given rock
sample. Although they attempt to measure the rate at which a natural system would produce acidic
leachate, no single test can reproduce in situ results. Although kinetic tests do not perfectly replicate in
situ conditions, an estimate of the rate sulfide mineral oxidation can be determined. For example, the
humidity cell test provides graphical results of parameters over time (i.e., SO42‐), which are used to
calculate a kinetic rates for a given sample. These oxidation rates can be used as the kinetic rate of
dissolution (R1diss or R2diss) in the model described in this report. The use of multiple tests in
conjunction with detailed knowledge of the actual field conditions may result in more accurate
interpretation of kinetic tests results. It must be understood that although these tests are informative;
each test results are unique and require expert interpretation.

Mineral Dissolution Conceptual Model
The major processes with potential to contribute to mineral accumulation in system water include:
surface water runoff, groundwater inputs, direct dissolution in pit walls. Precipitation and settling,
degassing, or biological tranformations are all processes that could remove minerals from the system.
Each of these processes has been formalized and depicted in terms of rates of mineral transfer
(grams/day) and water flows (m3/day) in Figure 5.2‐10. While groundwater inputs to the PHES system
could be important from a hydrologic impact standpoint, mineral dissolution during transport through
the very low surface area of fractured rocks is unlikely to present a major issue. Dissolution from
stockpiles or tailings disposed of below the water surface that would be subsequently exposed to
oxygen during PHES construction or operation are a much more likely source of significant minerals
within pits with frequent and large‐magnitude water fluctuations. While the conceptual model
presented in Figure 5.2‐10 is not specific to any one chemical, the most frequent minerals encountered
at undesirable concentrations in pit waters include sulfate, some heavy metals, and hardness (primarily
magnesium).
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Q1SW
[m3/d]

c1SW
[g/m3]

C1 [g/m3]
‐R1prec
[/day]

Q1GW
c1GW
[g/m3]

Q2SW

+R1diss

[m3/d]

[g/day]

c2SW
[g/m3]

Qexch (for
unsteady only)

[m3/d]

C2 [g/m3]
‐R2prec

+R2diss

[/day]

[g/day]

Q2GW
c2GW
[g/m3]

Qdisch
[m3/d]

Figure 5.2‐10. Conceptual model of mineral dissolution in a mine pit caused by pit water fluctuation.

Assumptions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

V

Entire volume of both pits is represented as one well‐mixed body of water;
Rate of removal via precipitation is first order with pit concentration;
Rate of dissolution is constant; and
Steady state.

dC
= Q1SW c1SW + Q1GW c1GW + Q2 SW c2 SW + Q2 GW c2 GW + R1DISS + R2 DISS − CR PREC V − QDISCH C
dt
(12)

C SS =

(Q1SW c1SW

+ Q1GW c1GW + Q2 SW c 2 SW + Q2GW c 2GW + R1DISS + R2 DISS )
R PRECV + Q DISCH

(13)

ON‐SITE WATER BALANCE
Another concern of dewatering and holding a low water level in a pit is water balance. Figure 5.2‐11
shows the key elements of the hydrologic water balance in a dewatered pit. Inflow water is largely from
groundwater that is recharged by infiltration from precipitation. Water loss is primarily due to surface
evaporation and enhanced evaporation due to pumping and releasing processes between the upper and
lower reservoirs. The need to add make‐up water depends on the climate, soil characteristics, and
hydrogeological conditions at the specific sites. If it was necessary to pump water out of a pit to
maintain the target low water level, a permit to discharge pit water to specified receiving water bodies
might be required (Minnesota State Discharge Permit [SDS], National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System [NPDES]). The permit would require a rigorous assessment of the potential impact of the
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discharge on the water quality, biological communities, and habitat in the receiving water bodies
throughout the year. An alternative to discharge to a water body external to the system would be to
discharge pit water to an on‐site infiltration basin. If an infiltration basin with sufficient capacity could be
constructed within the cone of depression of the drawdown for a lower pit, the need for off‐site
discharge could potentially avoided. An evaluation of the effects of this type of system would need to
consider the effects of the recharged water on groundwater inputs to the lower pit and the potential for
increased mineral transport to pit waters. Although a thorough water balance conceptual model was not
developed as a part of this study, the potential of minimizing interactions with off‐site surface water
discharges should be considered in subsequent evaluations utilizing a holistic view of water flows to and
from pits, as well as on and off site.

Figure 5.2‐11. Schematic of water balance in a dewatered pit.
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Table 5.3‐1 summarizes the potential impacts of developing and operating a PHES facility using
abandoned mine pits and related mine lands on the Mesabi Iron Range in northeastern Minnesota.
Potential environmental impacts are divided into three groups:
1. impacts specific to the development of a PHES project based on the abandoned mine pits that
involve effects common to hydroelectric, mining, or this unique combination of both;
2. impacts common to most large‐scale construction projects that are commonly addressed and
frequently mitigated effectively; and
3. impacts caused by decreasing the water level in the lower pits to increase the steady, natural
water table for the purpose of increasing the efficiency (and capacity) of the PHES project.
The preliminary level of significance is estimated using best professional judgment based on the
available information and resources and ranked as “significant” for which mitigation measures would
likely be required, “not significant” for which the impact is determined to be negligible, and “maybe” for
which further information is needed before assessing the potential impact of a PHES facility at a specific
site.
Table 5.3‐1. Summary of potential environmental impacts of a PHES project develop at Minnesota
Mesabi Iron Range using abandoned mine pits.
Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Level of
Significance

Potential Mitigation Measures

Missing Data

Potential impacts specific to developing and operating a PHES project
in pits on Mesabi Iron Range
Impacts to Geology and Soil

Soil erosion

Significant

Landslides
Seismicity
triggered by the
reservoirs

Maybe

Implementation of sound
runoff, soil erosion and
stormwater management
practices, such as silt fences and
Roll Erosion Control Product on
disturbed areas during the
construction phase.
Site specific

Not Significant

None likely

Release of iron,
sulfate, and acid
by mineral
dissolution

None

Site geotechnical for slopes
Site geotechnical

Impact to Water Quality in PHES Surface Water Reservoirs
1. Mineralogy of the geologic
1. System design and operation,
units in the vicinity of the
site selection; and
Maybe
selected mine pit; and
2. Shoreline sealing and
2. Chemical and physical
armoring.
properties of the pit walls.
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Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Level of
Significance

Potential Mitigation Measures

Missing Data

Maybe

1. Careful management of
water column mixing at start‐
up if water mixing depth
indicates meromixis–limited
mixing of stagnant bottom
water characterized by
anoxia and high nutrients,
metals, and hydrogen sulfide
gas; and
2. Discharge system treatment
if necessary.

Pit lake limnology (includes
water quality) and
groundwater quality

Evaporative
water loss

Maybe

Consideration during design

Area of water surface of the
chosen reservoirs

Eutrophication

Not significant

Runoff, erosion control

Pit lake water quality

Mixing of low
oxygen, high
nutrient, high
metal, high
sulfide bottom
water into
surface water

Impact to Water Quality in other Surface Water within PHES Facility Boundary
Legacy
contamination
Clean or treat impacted areas
Locations of legacy
Maybe
from on‐site solid
during construction
contamination
or liquid wastes
Impacts due to
facility/road
Maybe
Best construction practices
construction
Fluctuations in
water table for
on‐site wetlands
Hydrologic conductivity of
and lakes (e.g.,
Maybe
Site selection
surface waters/wetlands
habitat
with local groundwater
alteration,
mercury
methylation)
Impact to Water Quality in Surface Waters Outside PHES Facility Boundary
1. Sound runoff, soil erosion,
and sedimentation
Erosion and
management during
Significant
Site specific geotechnical
sedimentation
construction phase; and
2. Slope stabilization and/or
sealing.
Impact through
1. Seal pit bottom and sides;
interaction with
Not significant
and
Site specific hydrogeology
groundwater
2. Within‐pit lake treatment.
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Potential
Environmental
Impacts
Impact through
discharge of
water from
reservoir to
surface water
(sulfate, mercury,
wild rice, metals,
hardness)

Level of
Significance

Maybe

Potential Mitigation Measures

Treatment system (e.g., sulfate,
metals, hardness removal)

Missing Data
1. Detailed water balance
and evaluation of
discharge/infiltration
requirements;
2. Chemical and physical
characteristic of the pit
walls and surrounding
area; and
3. The drainage area of a
selected reservoir.

Impact to Groundwater
Not significant (for
scenario of
Groundwater
natural water
Not needed
quality
levels, see final
section of this
table)
Groundwater
Not significant (for
quantity:
scenario of
availability to
natural water
Not needed
wells, wetlands,
levels, see final
rivers and lakes in section of this
surrounding area table)
Impact to Biological Resources
General plant
Facility design to minimize
communities
Not significant
disturbance and protect
wetlands
Special Concern
Facility design to avoid ETSC
(ETSC) plant and
Maybe
species
wildlife species
Fish safety due to
increase of water
Not significant
Not needed
temperature
caused by
operation
Fish killing and
food web
disruption caused
Careful management of mixing
Maybe
by destratifying
and de‐watering prior to start‐
potentially
up
stagnant bottom
water
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Site specific water tables and
GW quality

Site specific water tables and
GW quality

Site specific

Site specific

None

1. Site specific and seasonal
limnology data (includes
water quality); and
2. Local meteorology.

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Fish killing from
turbines

Wildlife Corridors

Level of
Significance

Significant

Significant

Potential Mitigation Measures
1. Proper protection measure
such as screening will need to
be installed at inlets of
penstock at both upper and
lower reservoirs; and
2. Could contribute damages
funds to MN DNR for other
pit lake enhancement
projects.

Site selection and design to
avoid exacerbation of limited
wildlife corridors

Missing Data

Site specific

Site Specific. Some useful
information may be available
from MN DNR and from U. of
MN’s Statewide
Conservation and
Preservation Plan (2008)
http://www.lccmr.leg.mn/state
wideconservationplan/SCPP_
FinalPlan.html

Impacts
connected to
enabling of wind
power (birds,
bats, etc.)

Maybe
(“Connected
actions” included
in some EIS
evaluations)

Design and post project
mitigation measures likely to
exist

Dependent upon regulations
regarding PHES project
responsibility for “connected
actions”

Impacts common to large facility/reservoir/dam construction
Agricultural
resource
Cultural
resources
Aesthetic
resources
Population and
housing

Not significant

Not needed

Site specific

Maybe

Site specific

Site and design specific

Maybe

Site specific

Site and design specific

Not significant

Not needed

None

Maybe

Implement effective treatment
systems

1. Possibly depending upon
project discharge
permitting required; and
2. Site specific.

Air quality and
noise

Not significant

Management during
construction and operational
assessment dependent on link
to wind power generation

Noise from wind turbines if
determined to be an issue
via “connected action”

Dam Safety

Significant

Proper design and operation

Site and design specific

Greenhouse gas
emissions
(construction &
operation)

Maybe

Management during
construction, assessment during Unknown
design

Water treatment
from facilities
operation
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Potential
Environmental
Impacts
Hazardous
materials

Level of
Significance
Maybe

Potential Mitigation Measures
Management during
construction

Missing Data
Project design

Special environmental concerns caused by lowering water level
at the lower reservoir

Groundwater
resources

Maybe

Site selection and design to
avoid potential impacts to
known groundwater users

Surface water
bodies

Maybe

As needed
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1. Final determination of the
mine pits selected for the
project;
2. Reasonably accurate
hydraulic conductivity
values for proposed sites;
and
3. Site specific water tables
and GW quality.
1. Hydrogeological
information for the
potential sites to
determine the connection
status of the surface water
bodies and the ground
water within the affected
area; and
2. Water balance
investigation for the
specific dewatered pits.
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This element of the project was intended to serve three main goals: (1) provide additional
“brainstorming” regarding potential environmental impacts of PHES on reclaimed minelands and
information gaps that would likely be necessary to address; (2) provide an initial “advanced notification”
to technical staff from local, state, federal, and tribal agencies that a PHES project was being considered
and to do this in a setting that would be perceived as being informational, without specific “regulatory
overtones”; and (3) identify additional technical expertise (organizations and individuals) who could be
helpful during the initial scoping process, and/or would likely become officially involved should a specific
site be identified and a PHES project developed.
Since the Policy team was also considering a series of stakeholder interviews, but with a focus on the
policy and economic aspects of the project, the Environmental Assessment (EA) and Policy teams met
near the start of the project to share ideas and develop a plan for conducting the interviews. Because
the Policy team was from the University of Minnesota campus in the Twin Cities and was not a part of
the Northern Minnesota network of water resources‐related organizations, the EA team developed a
pool of candidate agencies and individuals to be contacted and classified as Technical Assessment versus
Policy. There was potential for overlapping of individuals and the groups that they represent that could
have confounded the Policy Team’s intention to collect baseline information about current stakeholder
understanding and perceptions of Pumped Hydroelectric Energy Storage (i.e., prior to being exposed to
a presentation about PHES and Minnesota Power’s and Great River Energy’s interest in it). Therefore,
the EA‐related sessions were delayed until the Policy interviews were completed. Unfortunately, this
created major scheduling problems because of the State budget shutdown followed by agency staff
being immersed in both the administrative aftermath of the budget crisis, together with summer field
sampling schedules. As a result, this task was only partially completed, though we intend to follow
through with two more focus group meetings this Fall.
In order to reduce people’s reticence to discuss potential regulatory details or concerns about a
statement being misconstrued, we developed four main groups of stakeholders, all being primarily
technical staff that would ultimately be a part of assessing the technical environmental assessment
aspects of a future site‐specific PHES project:
1. Tribal agencies (Fond du Lac, Grand Portage, Bois Forte Bands of the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe, and
the 1854 Treaty Authority);
2. MN Pollution Control Agency and MN Department of Health staff in Duluth, MN (with areas of
expertise in watersheds, hydrology, TMDLs, water quality, non‐point source permitting, and point
source/industrial permitting);
3. MN Board of Soil & Water Resources, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. Natural Resources
Conservation Service, MN Department of Natural Resources (Fisheries) staff in Duluth; plus MN Sea
Grant (UM‐Duluth) water quality and stormwater extension educators; and
4. Central Iron Range region technical staff from the MN Department of Natural Resources Minerals
Division (Hibbing), Fisheries Division (Grand Rapids), and Water & Ecological Services Division (Grand
Rapids), the Iron Range Resources & Rehabilitation Board (Eveleth and Chisholm), the Laurentian
Vision Partnership (Eveleth), Itasca Soil & Water Conservation District (Grand Rapids), North St. Louis
Soil & Water Conservation District (Virginia).

GENERAL SUMMARY
•

The first two meetings were very successful and indicated a need for us to follow up this Fall with
two additional focus groups, one in Duluth and one on the MIR.
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•

•
•
•

•

No one was previously aware of the potential economic importance of an energy storage capability
to wind energy power generation (or other sources of renewable energy for that matter), and we
were able to provide new information to them about PHES, clarify what we had learned about
Minnesota Power’s and Great River Energy’s interest in both PHES and wind energy in general, and
provide historical background on the long history of Barr Engineering’s work on PHES potential using
abandoned iron mining pit lakes and tailings basins. It is also noteworthy that the EA Team’s
audience provided very different information from the Policy Team’s interviews with a focus on the
technical aspects of potential water, land, and air impacts in the context of mineland reclamation
and current and historical impacts associated with both ferrous and non‐ferrous mining.
Questions or comments regarding the suitability of using abandoned minelands for PHES, or
whether such a project was “appropriate” for the Mesabi Iron Range (in the sense of a project
jeopardizing future mining projects), were not raised.
The fact that PHES could be viewed as an enabling technology that might reduce dependence on
fossil fuels and associated greenhouse gas emissions and other air and water quality pollutants was
viewed favorably.
A number of additional technical staff from various agencies were recommended as people familiar
with Mesabi Iron Range mineland issues to include in future technical discussions should the scoping
process for suitable PHES sites be continued at the site‐specific scale proposed in the original grant
application.
The discussions did not indicate any major new issues that might immediately be construed as “fatal
flaws” but did highlight some of the same environmental issues that would appear to remain
unresolved in regard to current permitting for non‐ferrous mining in particular, and also new iron
mining projects in Northeastern Minnesota.

SPECIFIC CONCERNS
1. There were strong feelings about the need to have an accurate local hydrology model that
accurately predicts potential effects on headwater streams and wetlands. Although considerable
progress has been made in terms of the general hydrology and hydrogeology of the Mesabi Iron
Range since 2006 (via the MDNR’s LCMR‐funded work associated with the Central Iron Range
Initiative[CIRI]), the need for more detailed hydrologic models that include fine grained, site‐scale
hydrogeological information was stated to be critical to determining whether a PHES system would
be truly a closed loop, and whether there could be indirect impacts to on‐site and off‐site wetlands
(in particular) and area streams and lakes. The hydrologic model(s) would also need to incorporate
the influence of groundwater cones of depression associated with nearby mine dewatering
operations. Note that a framework for developing such a modeling tool was discussed previously in
the EA section of this report (see Section 5.2);
2. There were strong feelings about the need to clean up existing tailings basins as part of using them
as a component of PHES reservoirs. Continuing and historical pollutant discharges from the Mesabi
Nugget and Minorca iron mines were highlighted, and it was suggested that we review Discharge
Monitoring Reports (DMRs) from these mines. Tailings basins would need to be drained with
attention to pollutant treatment to protect surface and groundwater from contamination and then
lined with clay or other material(s) to ensure that local hydrology is not adversely affected;
3. The potential for drawing water levels down too far, and for fluctuating water levels in PHES
reservoir(s) to exacerbate off‐site sulfate transport, degrade wetlands, or cause other
environmental impacts, was noted. This concern might be addressed via permit conditions, and/or
by engineering design;
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4. The potential for PHES to increase sulfate concentrations, and therefore potentially enhance
mercury methylation and bioaccumulation and adversely affect wild rice, were highlighted as being
important concerns that would need to be addressed. These are currently particularly controversial
issues surrounding the permitting of both ferrous and non‐ferrous mines and are both scientifically
challenging issues, but with significant agency research efforts already in progress;
5. Potential metals effects from mining on water resources used for drinking water were noted, and
we were told that the St. James pit lake, which is the raw water source for the City of Aurora, has
had water sample(s) showing fathead minnow toxicity in standardized tests. Note that we have not
confirmed this nor would it necessarily pose a threat to public health if true. However, it would be
prudent to follow up on this information and determine its validity;
6. The fact that a MDNR study (possibly from 2006) had reported that there were only 13 remaining
“intact” wildlife corridors on the MIR was mentioned, and it was suggested that this information be
included as a GIS data layer as site selection studies proceed. Technical experts from the MN
Department of Health and the U.S.G.S. were identified as good contacts;
7. Would this first PHES project lead to more wind power generation facilities coming on line in
Minnesota? This question brought up discussions of the issue of Connected Actions and whether
environmental impacts associated with wind energy would need to be addressed as part of the
permitting process for a PHES facility. This is defined in the MN state environmental review guidance
as "two or more projects that are related, interdependent parts of a larger whole." The PHES project
would presumably not happen without the wind power generation in North Dakota; therefore, the
wind power generation would be a "connected action" to the PHES project; and
8. The issues listed above were the focus of our discussions with agency staff, but do not represent an
all‐inclusive list of environmental impact concerns. The “more conventional” impacts were discussed
in the previous sections of the EA section.

HANDOUTS DISTRIBUTED TO AGENCY PARTICIPANTS
1. Agenda outlining our preliminary list of environmental issues, questions for discussion, and
proposed stakeholders (Figure 5.4‐1); and
2. Slide presentation given at the start of each meeting to describe PHES in general, the purpose and
scope of the entire IREE‐funded study, the participants (including all collaborators) in the study, and
the current (i.e., near‐final) status of the study (Appendix 5.4‐A).
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Figure 5.4‐1. Agenda to guide discussions with agency stakeholders.
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APPENDIX 5.4‐A:
PowerPoint Presentation Used to Introduce the PHES
on the Mesabi Iron Range Study to Agency Stakeholders
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Introduction
Permitting a Pumped Hydro Energy Storage (PHES) project requires working with a number of federal
and state agencies and compliance with a myriad of regulations. These detailed regulations are well
documented in state and federal legislation. Rather than delving into the details of these laws, the goal
of this document is to provide an overview of permitting and licensing procedures with references to
regulatory documents that may be accessed for more detailed information. Most of the regulations
concern hydropower generation on existing rivers and streams, and therefore may or may not pertain
specifically to a PHES project.
The main federal agency responsible for licensing PHES projects is the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC). Other federal agencies that may become involved, especially for environmental
issues include the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACOE), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). In Minnesota, the primary state permitting agency for PHES
projects is the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (MPUC). Other state agencies that may be involved
include the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (DNR), Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
(MPCA), and Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources (BWSR). Both federal and state permitting
processes include environmental review to identify potentially harmful project impacts. Public and
stakeholder review of the project will result in a list of potential impacts for further study.
Environmental studies must be planned by the proposer in cooperation with the regulatory agencies to
further define and evaluate potential impacts. These studies generally need to be conducted over a
period of several years to achieve meaningful results (FERC, 2004).

Federal Licensing/Permitting
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) is authorized under the Federal Power Act to license
non‐federal hydropower projects located on navigable waters or federal land, or projects that are
connected to the interstate electric grid. Proposers intending to develop a hydroelectric project should
file a hydropower license application or a Declaration of Intention to determine if their project requires
a FERC license (“Jurisdictional Determination”). FERC can issue an original hydropower license for a
period of up to 50 years for project construction, operation and maintenance. When the license expires,
the project may be turned over to the federal government, a permit may be reissued, or the project may
be decommissioned. FERC has issued the “Handbook for Hydroelectric Project Licensing and 5 MW
Exemptions from Licensing” (FERC, 2004) or “2004 FERC Handbook” to guide prospective developers and
other interested parties through the licensing process. This document supersedes the previous 2001
document titled, “Hydroelectric Project Licensing Handbook.” The 2004 FERC Handbook has been
revised in accordance with changes in hydroelectric licensing regulations issued in Order 2002 on
July 23, 2003. Order 2002 established a new “integrated licensing process” (ILP) which provides “a
predictable, efficient, and timely licensing process that continues to ensure resource protection.” Two
previously allowed licensing processes, the “traditional licensing process” (TLP) and “alternative
licensing process” (ALP) now require FERC approval, with the ILP being the default process. The three
licensing processes are shown in Figures 5.5‐1, 5.5‐2, and 5.5‐3. A summary the procedures common to
all three licensing processes will be provided in this document. For more detailed information on each
individual licensing process, please refer to the 2004 FERC Handbook. Although the 2004 FERC
Handbook is a useful guide to the licensing process, it is recommended that proposers ultimately follow
the implementing regulations in 18 CFR – Code of Federal Regulations – Title 18: Conservation of Power
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and Water Resources, and seek supplemental legal assistance in preparing a license application (FERC,
2004).

Figure 5.5‐1. FERC Integrated Licensing Process (FERC, 2004).

Figure 5.5‐2. FERC Traditional Licensing Process (FERC, 2004).
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Figure 5.5‐3. FERC Alternative Licensing Process (FERC, 2004).

Summary of the FERC Licensing Process
The TLP, ALP, and ILP licensing processes are all separated into pre‐filing and post‐filing stages.
Cooperation with FERC staff and other regulatory and permitting agencies is recommended throughout
the process to expedite licensing.

Preliminary Permit
A preliminary permit is first issued to an applicant to reserve a new project site while they complete
their application. The permit is valid for a period of up to three years, does not require a dam or land
ownership, and does not authorize any construction or land disturbance (“Hydropower Licensing”).

Pre‐Filing Stage
The pre‐filing stage consists of a number of steps that include an initial proposal, public notice and
scoping, and development and implementation of study plans to be used in the license application.
During public notice and scoping FERC requests input from the public; local, state and federal resource
agencies; non‐governmental organizations; and Native American tribes to identify potential
environmental impacts and issues resulting from the project. Based on this input, study plans are
designed and implemented to address these issues. The study phase of the process usually takes
approximately two years. Study results are used to complete the project application that includes
detailed descriptions of project facilities, operation, and maintenance; and potential environmental
impacts and proposed mitigation strategies. The pre‐filing stage ends when the complete license
application is submitted to and accepted by FERC (“Hydropower Licensing”).

Post‐Filing Stage
In the post‐filing stage, FERC again seeks public input on the complete license application and
incorporates comments into the environmental review required by the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA). FERC then uses the environmental review documents to determine if the proposed project
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should be approved for licensing, and if any additional operational or environmental requirements
should be included in the license. Once the license is issued, it allows the licensee to construct and
operate a hydropower project for a period up to 50 years with the conditions that they own or have an
easement on the project land and waters, and comply with environmental requirements (“Hydropower
Licensing”).

Licensing Details: The Integrated Licensing Process
All three licensing processes go through similar steps. For the purposes of this document the Integrated
Licensing Process will be described in more detail. For more information on the specifics of the TLP and
ALP licensing processes, refer to the FERC 2004 licensing handbook.
According to the 2004 FERC Handbook, the ILP is an improvement on the traditional and alternative
licensing processes in that “It is designed to improve efficiency and timeliness of preparing and
processing license applications by: combining an applicant’s pre‐filling consultation with the
Commission’s scoping pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), rather than conducting
these activities sequentially; increasing public participation in pre‐filing consultation; improving
coordination between the Commission’s processes and those of other participants; providing for
increased staff assistance during the preparation of the application; and establishing schedules for all
participants, including Commission staff.” FERC also issued a new Tribal Consultation Policy to improve
consultation with Native American tribes.
The ILP consists of a number of steps that run both sequentially and concurrent. The key steps are as
follows (FERC, 2004):
Step 1: Decision to file and initial actions;
Step 2: Consultation, scoping, and study plan development;
Step 3: Studies and preliminary licensing proposal preparation;
Step 4: Application filing;
Step 5: Application processing and NEPA compliance;
Step 6: Completion of the Section 10(J) process; and
Step 7: License issuance and monitoring.
The following sections provide a brief summary of each of these steps taken from the 2004 FERC
Handbook.

Step 1: Decision to file and initial actions
In Step 1 the applicant must inform FERC of its intention to file for an original hydropower license. This
notice of intent (NOI) may be in letter form and contains information such as the licensee’s intention to
file for a license, name and address, project location, plant installed capacity, names and addresses of
potentially affected counties, cities, towns, and Native American tribes.
A pre‐application document (PAD) must be filed concurrent with the NOI. The PAD contains all existing
or known engineering, economic, and environmental information relevant to the project. The applicant
is not expected to conduct studies to acquire this information, but the PAD should be sufficient to help
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stakeholders determine potential information gaps and guide study development and implementation
in the licensing process.

Step 2: Consultation, scoping, and study plan development
In addition to consulting with FERC staff, it is essential that the applicant also consult with the
appropriate, state, federal, and interstate resource agencies, as well as affected Native American tribes
and the public. Issues to be addressed include the project design, potential impacts, alternatives and
required studies. A list of relevant agencies and tribes is available on the FERC web page.
Communication between FERC staff and non‐FERC personnel is subject to specific rules to ensure
fairness in the process.
The goal of consultation is to provide a forum for participation in the scoping process and identify
engineering, environmental, and economic issues that will be addressed in a scientifically valid study
plan. Engineering studies usually include such things as project operations, facilities and equipment
safety, and dam safety requirements. Environmental studies may include potential impacts to water
quality, fisheries, wildlife, and recreation. Alternatives to minimize potential environmental impacts
should be identified and explored. Economic studies should look at the cost of the project power versus
alternatives, and operation and maintenance costs. To the extent possible, the study issues should be
integrated as it is likely that they may be interrelated. For instance, environmental issues may affect
engineering design. A more detailed listing of potential studies that may be required is presented in the
FERC 2004 Handbook.

Step 3: Studies and preliminary licensing proposal preparation
Studies generally take from one to two years to complete. Once complete, the information obtained is
incorporated into the license application in the form of environmental reports, design drawings and
maps. The type of project and the different licensing processes (ILP, TLP, and ALP) used will define what
is specifically required in the application. At the applicant’s request FERC may also allow a third party
contractor to assist in completing the application, particularly the environmental report. More details on
the specific application requirements and rules for use of a third party contractor are available in the
FERC 2004 Handbook.

Step 4: Application filing
The original application and eight copies must be filed with the Secretary at FERC. One copy must also
be given to the Regional Engineer at the FERC regional office, and one copy to each resource agency,
Native American tribe, and public person consulted in the process. The applicant must publish a notice
of filing their application twice in a local newspaper in the area where the project is located within 14
days of filing.

Step 5: Application processing and NEPA compliance
Application processing begins when FERC issues a notice of tendering of the application for filing. The
notice will be published in the local newspaper, Federal Register and given directly to agencies and
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Native American tribes. The notice will contain a preliminary application processing schedule. Within 30
days, FERC will notify the applicant of any deficiencies in the application and allow 90 days for correcting
the deficiencies. FERC will notify the applicant by letter if the application has been accepted or rejected
for filing. Additional information may also be requested.
If the application is accepted, FERC will then publish a ready for environmental assessment (REA) notice
once it has determined that all studies are complete to conduct its environmental analysis. Comments,
terms and conditions, recommendations, and prescriptions are then requested and must be received
within 60 days of the REA.
FERC requires the applicant to file a copy of its 401 Water Quality Certification within 60 days of the REA
notice.
Federal environmental review for hydropower projects is addressed in general as follows (FERC, 2004):
“The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires federal agencies to evaluate the effects
of their actions on the environment, disclose those effects, develop possible protection,
mitigation, and enhancement measures to minimize those effects, and make a finding that the
action is:
-

Not a major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment; or
A major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment, and
therefore requires an EIS.”

FERC will evaluate the application and determine how it will be processed based on scoping and
comments received in response to the REA notice. A draft Environmental Assessment (EA) or
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) will be issued for comment and then a final EA or EIS will be
prepared by FERC.

Step 6: Completion of the Section 10(J) process
According to the Federal Power Act (FPA) FERC is required under Section 10 (J) to include in any
hydropower license requirements for the protection, mitigation, and enhancement of fish and wildlife
resources potentially impacted by the project as recommended by fish and wildlife agencies.

Step 7: License issuance and monitoring
The license order which contains the terms and conditions for operation of the project is issued by FERC.
The license order usually contains (FERC, 2004):
-

“a description of the project works licensed;
a description of the project operation;
a discussion and findings of the issues raised in the proceeding;
term of license;
environmental conditions;
engineering conditions; and
administrative compliance conditions.”
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FERC conducts ongoing monitoring of the licensee’s compliance with license terms and conditions. FERC
can issue formal orders directing compliance and can impose fines or revoke a license if the licensee is
found to be in non‐compliance (Division of Hydropower Administration and Compliance, 2004).

Other Federal Laws Pertaining to PHES Projects
In addition to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), FERC must also comply with a number of
other federal laws in regards to permitting Pumped Hydro Energy Storage facilities including the Fish
and Wildlife Coordination Act (FWCA), National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), Endangered Species
Act (ESA), Clean Water Act (CWA), Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, and Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
Details on how these laws affect Pumped Hydro Energy Storage permitting are listed in Appendix B of
the 2004 FERC Handbook.

Dam Safety
FERC has the largest dam safety program in the United States including over 3,000 dams (“Dam Safety
Program”). FERC engineers are involved in the design, construction, maintenance, and inspection of
dams. FERC staff inspects projects, without notice, to examine dam safety and ensure compliance with
license requirements. Licensees are required to develop emergency action plans to in preparation for
potential catastrophic dam failure or other unexpected water releases. The plan must include
procedures for reducing water levels and downstream flows, and notifying downstream residents and
emergency management agencies. Plans must be frequently updated and tested to ensure emergency
preparedness and minimize damage to human life and property in the event of a dam failure. More dam
safety information can be found on the FERC website (“Regulations, Guidelines and Manuals”).

Potential Pumped Hydro Energy Storage FERC Licensing Issues
FERC licensing for a pumped hydro energy storage facility can take up to 5 years or more, thus
hampering development schedules and adding significant costs to a project (Gilbert et al., 2011). This
and other factors may have had a role in the fact that a new pumped hydro energy storage facility has
not been licensed and built in the U.S. in the last 15 years.
This study is focusing on the use of abandoned mining features on Minnesota’s Mesabi Iron Range for
pumped storage rather than natural lakes or rivers. As such, the design of a pumped storage system is
more likely to be a “closed loop” with reduced impacts to natural waterways. According to FERC, license
applications for closed loop pumped storage projects are on the rise (Figure 5.5‐4). FERC’s jurisdiction
over such projects that are not on navigable waters or federal land comes from the fact that they are
most always connected to the interstate electrical grid. It has been suggested by some that the FERC
licensing process should be streamlined for closed loop projects due to their reduced environmental
impacts (Gilbert et al., 2011). To date, this has not been the case and continues to hamper pumped
hydro energy storage development.
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Figure 5.5‐4. Trends for Open‐ and Closed‐ Loop PHES Projects ("Pumped Storage Projects").

There are a number of ways to expedite the pumped hydro energy storage FERC licensing process
(Gilbert et al., 2011). It is essential to determine all other permitting and regulatory requirements early
on to allow a coordinated effort towards attaining all needed approvals. Combining these efforts with
the FERC licensing process will reduce duplication of effort and save time. Getting to know the state and
local agency personnel responsible for permitting can also be helpful. A successful licensing and
permitting strategy involves early contact and cooperation with all involved parties.
Setting up transmission line interconnection points requires cooperation and studies with associated
utilities and can take up to a year or more to reach a decision. Therefore, it is important to start this
process as soon as possible.
It is also necessary to get permission from landowners on the site to conduct the necessary studies
required for the FERC licensing process, as at the time of licensing many developers do not yet own the
property proposed for development. This is also important so that the timing of certain season
dependent studies is not interrupted (Gilbert et al., 2011).

State Licensing/Permitting
Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (MPUC)
In Minnesota, the primary state permitting agency for PHES projects is the Minnesota Public Utilities
Commission (MPUC). According to the MPUC website (“Siting & Routing”), “The Minnesota Legislature
has established a state policy to locate large energy facilities in an orderly manner compatible with
environmental preservation and the efficient use of resources. The legislature has directed the
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Commission to designate sites and routes that minimize adverse human and environmental impact while
ensuring continuing system reliability and integrity while fulfilling energy needs in an orderly and timely
fashion.”
The Power Plant Siting Act (Minnesota Statutes 216E) authorizes the MPUC to require permits for
electric power generating plants, transmission lines, and wind power generation plants. All of these may
pertain to a PHES project. The MPUC may require a state Certificate of Need and/or a state route or site
permit depending on the project.
The Power Plant Siting Act authorizes the MPUC to require a site permit to build a large electric power
generating plant (LEPGP). An LEPGP is defined as a power plant operating at 50 megawatts or more. A
PHES project envisioned for Minnesota’s Mesabi Iron Range will likely be in the range of 100‐150
megawatts and therefore require a siting permit. The applicant must identify in the site permit
application their preferred site and one alternative site. Environmental review consists of an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) prepared by the Minnesota Department of Commerce and the
Office of Energy Security. A contested case hearing is also held by an administrative law judge. The
MPUC has one year from the time the application is accepted to make a permit decision (“Public Utilities
Commission”). Rules pertaining to LEPGP site permits are found in Minnesota Statutes 216E and
Minnesota Rules Chapter 7850.
The MPUC will require a route permit if the PHES project includes a High Voltage Transmission Line
(HVTL) of 100 kilovolts or more according to Minnesota Statutes 216E and Minnesota Rules Chapter
7850. A diagram showing the HVTL routing and plant siting permitting process is presented in Figure 5.5‐
5.
Should the wind energy used for the PHES project originate in Minnesota, a Large Wind Energy
Conversion System (LWECS) site permit will be required if the system is over 5 megawatts according to
Minnesota Statutes 216F and Minnesota Rules Chapter 7854.

Certificate of Need
Large energy projects in Minnesota also require a Certificate of Need (CON) in addition to site or route
permits (“The Certificate of Need Process”). In the CON process the applicant demonstrates that the
proposed energy project is in the best interest of the state’s citizens and that it is the best alternative to
provide the stated project goals. The applicant first submits a CON application to the MPUC. If the MPUC
finds the application adequate it then passes it on to the Department of Commerce (DOC). The DOC
then proceeds with environmental review of the project while the MPUC and the Office of
Administrative Hearings (OAH) begin the contested case process. After a series of public meetings,
hearings, and a comment period the MPUC will hold a final meeting to determine whether or not the
CON will be issued. Rules pertaining to the CON are found in Minnesota Statutes 216B and Minnesota
Rules Chapter 7849. A diagram showing the Certificate of Need process is presented in Figure 5.5‐6.
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Figure 5.5‐5. Minnesota Public Utilities Commission full review permit process ("Full Review").
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Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (DNR) Division of Waters requires a water
appropriation permit for all users withdrawing greater than 10,000 gallons of water per day or 1 million
gallons per year (“Water Use Permits”). Users are required to monitor monthly water use and are
charged annual fees based on the amount of water use.
The DNR Division of Waters also requires a dam safety permit to “construct, alter, repair, remove, or
transfer ownership of a regulated dam” (“Dam Safety ‐ Permit Guidelines”). Regulated dams are those
that are generally greater than 25 feet in height and impound greater than 50 acre‐feet of water, unless
they pose a potential for loss of life, in which case dams greater than 6 feet in height and impounding
more than 15 acre‐feet of water require regulation and permitting. Federally‐owned dams and those
deemed non‐hazardous by the DNR are exempt from the DNR dam safety regulations.

Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
According to the Clean Water Act, any project requiring a federal permit and may result in a discharge to
navigable waters will require a state Section 401 Water Quality Certification to ensure compliance with
state water quality standards (“Clean Water Act Section 401”). The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
(MPCA) administers this permit in Minnesota. FERC issued permits, such as PHES licenses, are included
in the list of federal permits requiring Section 401 Certification. The Section 401 Certification will be
granted if the applicant demonstrates that their project will meet Minnesota water quality standards
and not result in long‐term or short‐term detrimental impacts on water quality.
Another permit administered by the MPCA that may be required for a PHES project is the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit. This permit is generally required for industrial
wastewater discharges to lakes, streams, wetlands, and other surface waters (“Industrial National
Pollutant”). If a PHES project is a completely “closed‐loop” system, this permit may not be required.
However, any discharge, including seepage from reservoirs, etc. will require monitoring, water quality
limits, and management practices under the NPDES permit.
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Figure 5.5‐6. Minnesota Public Utilities Commission Certificate of Need Process Chart (“Certificate of
Need”).
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Wetland Issues and Regulations
The ideal scenario for a PHES project on Minnesota’s Mesabi Iron Range is one in which the upper and
lower reservoirs are both existing mine pits with little to no additional excavation or impacts occurring
on natural ecosystems. However, the case may likely be that all or part of either reservoir may need to
be excavated on previously undisturbed areas. This may impact wetlands. Federal and State “no‐net‐
loss” wetland policies require compensatory mitigation for any unavoidable wetland impacts. Mitigation
can consist of restoration, creation, enhancement of other previously impacted wetland sites or
preservation of pristine sites to compensate for project related wetland impacts. Mitigation can be
achieved by project specific replacement, where a mitigation wetland is developed specifically to
compensate for a particular project impact, or mitigation credits can be purchased from an established
wetland bank (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2009). The goal is to replace lost wetland functions.
Wetlands impacts are regulated and permitted in Minnesota by the U.S Army Corps of Engineers
(USACOE) through their Section 404 Permit, the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources through
their Public Waters Work Permit Program, the Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources (BWSR)
together with local governments through the Wetland Conservation Act (WCA), and the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency through their Section 401 Water Quality Certification (“Wetland Regulation in
Minnesota”). Detailed regulations regarding wetland impacts and mitigation can be found in the
publication, “St. Paul District Policy for Wetland Compensatory Mitigation in Minnesota” (2009) and on
the BWSR website (“Wetland Regulation”).
According to a 2007 report by BWSR, potential wetland impacts due to mining projects, public road
construction and residential/commercial development in northeastern Minnesota could total as much
as 550 acres annually through the year 2012 (BWSR, 2007). This increased demand for scarce wetland
mitigation sites and credits in NE Minnesota has raised the price of wetland credits. Voluntarily reported
mean credit prices in northern Minnesota ranged from about $6,000/acre in Beltrami County to over
$30,000/acre in St. Louis County from 2005 through 2008 (“Wetland Banking”). This can be a costly
addition to a project budget depending on the extent of wetlands impacted. Project specific mitigation
can also be expensive with land purchase, construction, and a minimum of five years of monitoring
required by regulators. The USACOE generally prefers developers to purchase credits from an
established bank rather than project specific mitigation due historically better success with wetland
banks at replacing lost wetland functions. Due to potential wetland impacts and increased project costs,
site selection to avoid wetlands should be considered.

Summary
Licensing and permitting a PHES project can be a lengthy and expensive undertaking. Consultation with
all affected parties and extensive environmental, engineering, and economic studies are required by
both federal and state agencies. The licensing and permitting process can take five years or more to
complete. To date, at least at the federal level, there is no licensing advantage for closed‐loop projects,
such as those potentially proposed for the Mesabi Iron Range. Some licensing and permitting issues that
may prove particularly difficult include Section 401Water Quality Certification and wetland impacts.
Compliance issues after the project has been approved and constructed such as operation,
maintenance, and dam safety are also important and continue for the life of the project. Due to the
extensive and complex nature of the licensing and permitting process for a PHES project, it is
recommended that developers seek qualified legal assistance in addition to the resources listed in this
report.
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This element of the project proved to be far more difficult than anticipated because only a small fraction
of the limnological and water quality data that has been collected for mine pit lakes by various agencies
is available in the MPCA’s water quality data base (i.e., STORET, EDA, Equis) or via the MDNR’s Lake
Finder utility. Data is buried in reports and unpublished agency files that have been difficult to locate
and retrieve. Nevertheless, we believe this is a worthwhile task to complete and, in fact, expect to finish
it before December 1, 2011 at which time we will submit it to IREE. This section was not critical to the
Phase 1 ‐ Environmental Assessment funded as part of the current study but would be useful to further
studies of potential PHES on the Mesabi Iron Range involving specific sites as proposed in the original
grant application.
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